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INTRODUCTION 
• This text is a combination harmony/theory/voicing text with emphasis placed on “voice-leading.” Harmonic motion 

and understanding are key elements for “comping” in today’s jazz and pop idioms. Through knowledge and 
listening, students will discover and compose new voicings and sounds. 

• Many guitarists have a unique physical/visual approach to harmony, due to the nature of this complicated instrument 
and the lack of traditional music training. The material in this book will be common musical knowledge that can be 
shared by all musicians. It will not be another guitaristic approach to harmony for guitar players only. It is hoped 
that this text will give an approach and begin a process that will continue far beyond its pages. 

This text’s primary focus will be that of presenting and examining four-note voicings on the middle four strings 
(2,3,4,5) of the guitar. By eliminating the top and bottom strings (1 and 6), the voicings produced are in a relatively 
“safe” range for comping, conflicting less with bass lines and melodies (or solos). The initial approach to voicing 
construction will use what is referred to as “drop 2 ” type voicings, and will include tension additions and enharmonic 
chordal substitutions. The top note of each drop 2 type voicing will be notated and consequently always appear on 
the 2nd string, eliminating the need for position markings/Students will become aware of the top note of each chord 
voicing, whether it be a chord tone or a tension, and the different linear or voice-leading possibilities the 2nd string 
produces over various chord changes. This indirectly helps in a student’s eventual involvement with chord melodies 
and chord soloing as well. In later sections, the remaining strings will receive the same voice-leading considerations 
as the top string. Students will learn to recognize each note’s relation to the chord {vertical) as well as each note's 
linear motion to the next chord (horizontal). 

Students are encouraged to transpose all applicable information presented on the middle four strings to the top four 
strings and, to a lesser extent, the bottom four strings. Consider further that each four-note voicing has four three- 
note voicings within it: 

Using a Cl chord: 

Note that the last two voicings contain the same “ width ” (or two outside notes) as the original four-note voicing. 

Most guitar students will find three- and four-note voicings to be the most appropriate in jazz/pop “comping” 
situations. 

The “width” of any voicing is determined by physical or fingering limitations. By assuming five frets as our physical 
limitation, the following interval widths are made available between the 2nd and 5th strings: 
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The octave (8) and t>9th intervals can be temporarily removed since voicings containing these intervals will be 
initially avoided. They will reappear in later chapters where their unique sound is more appropriate. This leaves 
somewhat of a leap in width from the 7th intervals to the remaining intervals, producing potential voice-leading 
problems. For this reason, and again with some isolated exceptions, voicing containing the outside width of a 7th 
interval will generally be avoided. Conveniently, drop 2 type voicings utilize the remaining interval widths; (9), 
(t>10), (10), (11), (|11). This text will also explore some substitute chords that are not drop 2 type voicings, but 
continue to utilize these widths, allowing them to voice-lead smoothly with the traditional drop 2 type voicings. In 
an attempt to be thorough and include most every conceivable voicing within this established framework, some 
physically difficult and/or “strange sounding” voicings will occasionally appear. More desirable substitute voicings 
can be used in these cases and most certainly should if it is felt certain isolated voicings' ‘ruin” an otherwise pieasant 
sounding exercise or song. 

Alterations and tension additions on the basic four-part chords (7tn and 6th chords) sometimes produce upper- 
structure triads or hybrid chords. When this occurs, they will be listed as such. Upper-structure triads and hybrid 
chords will be more specifically dealt with in the later chapter entitled Triad over Bass Voicings. 

As tensions are added to the basic four-part chords, the enharmonic chordal substitution possibilities increase 
cramatically. The enharmonic substitution possibilities of each chord will be listed as they are exposed by tension 
additions. Students will become proficient at ennarmonicallv realizing a group of notes (a chord voicing) in more 
ways than one. Example: 

C6 = A-7 = Fmaj9 (no root) = D9sus4tno root) = Bs?maj7 (13/jil 1/9) mo root) = etc. 

The majority of voicing examples presented in this text will contain very little rhythmic variation and it is highly 
recommended that some of those ideas suggested in the Rhythm chapter toward the end of this book be applied 
toward musical examples contained in each chapter. The Conclusion chapter contains additional information on 
different string combinations and voicing sizes that can also be applied to existing musical examples througnout the 
oook. Coordinating information between these two chapters and the rest of this book will ultimately enhance its 
content. 
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Chapter 1. 
Drop 2 Type Voicings 

By dropping the second note from the top of a four-way close voicing down an octave, a larger sounding voicing 
(referred to as “drop 2”) is produced. These drop 2 voicings in turn produce a chord physically more accessible on 
the guitar than some of the original four-way close voicings. 

This book will explore all four inversions of the drop 2 type voicings and their placement on the middle four strings 
of the guitar (2, 3, 4, 5). 

Cmai7 = C E G B 
R 3 5 7 

Drop 2 type voicings 
arranged by inversions: 

The following maj7th chord forms are produced by the above voicings on the middle four strings of the guitar: 
(strings vertical/frets horizontal) 

Drop 2 

R Inv. 

strings 4 3 
1 > 

1 
4 > 

1st Inv. 2nd Inv. 3rd Inv. 

*The above forms can be transposed or moved to different keys. 

We now have four inversions of a Cmaj7 chord on the middle four strings of the guitar. 
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At this point, it should be mentioned that a I? 9th interval is generally considered an avoid interval in traditional “Jazz 
- Pop” harmony. This book will initially continue that approach, with the dom7(l>9) chord being the only exception. 
Thus, the I?9th interval contained in the 3rd inversion of the Cmaj7 chord (between B and C) will negate use of that 
inversion as a maj7 type chord. Similarly, the 3rd inversions of Cmaj7i>5, Cmaj7f 5, and C-maj7 will be avoided. 
Voicings containing19th intervals will be presented later, especially in those chapters exploring triad-over-bass 
structures where the 3rd inversion of Cmaj7 will be available as a C triad over a B bass; C/B. 

Assignment: Construct all four inversions for each four-part chord listed. All of these chords can b 
perceived as “altered” maj7th chords. 

Cmaj7 (1 3 5 7) C-6 (11,3 5 6) C7sus4 (14 5 1,7) 

Cmaj7t>5 (1 31,5 7) C6 (1 3 5 6) C°7 (11,31,51,1,7) 

Cmaj7|5 (1 3 §5 7) C7 (1 3 51,7) C°maj7* (11,3 1,5 7) 

C-7 (11,3 5 1,7) C7$5 (1 3 #5 1,7) C-maj7 (1 1,3 5 7) 

C-7i>5 (11,31,51,7) C7|,5 (1 31,51,7) 

C-7|5 (11,3 f 5 1,7) 

Follow these three approaches in preparing the inversions of the four-part chords: 

1) Prepare all 15 listed chords on the root inversion only in the key of D. Next, prepare chords on the 
1st inversion only in the key of C. Next, prepare chords on the 2nd inversion in the key of B|>. Finally, 
prepare chords on the 3rd inversion in the key of G. Include inversions containing the t> 9th interval for 
purposes of this exercise. 

2) In the key of F, prepare all four inversions on one chord type, then move to the next chord type. 
Continue until all 15 types are completed. 

3) With an established tempo, prepare the following symmetrical chord progression using one chord type 
for all four chords and inversions. Continue through the entire list of the 15 chord types, following the 
given chordal/inversion pattern. Note that this exercise is “voice-led.” 

1st Inv. 

Cmaj7 

2ndInv 

Amaj7 

3rd Inv. 

G|>maj7 

R Inv. 

E^maj7 

Mixing different chord types while going through the different inversions and chords might make an 
interesting additional exercise. 

*C°(maj7) ( 1 t? 3 5 7 ) and its available tensions will be examined more thoroughly in the Tension 
Additions on Diminished Chords chapter. 
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In contemporary music, upper-structure triads and fourth voicings play a major role. The following chordal 
inversions contain such voicings and should be noted: 

1) Fourths: The root inversion of the maj7p5 and the 2nd inversion of the dom7sus4 are the most common fourth 
voicings used. 

2) Upper-structure triads: 
Root Inv. Cmaj7jj5 = E/C 
3rd Inv. C-7#5 = Al>/Bl> 
Root Inv. C°maj7 = B/C 

Additional upper-structure triads will be revealed in later chapters. 

The examples using drop 2 type voicings throughout this text will indicate such voicings by notating only the top 
note or voice on the 2nd string, eliminating the need for position markings. This lead note will directly indicate the 
inversion of the drop 2 voicing introduced: 

Third of chord notated (top voice) = root inversion 

Fifth of chord notated = first inversion 

Seventh/Sixth of chord notated = second inversion 

Root of chord notated = third inversion 

Example: C7 

Root Inv. 1st Inv. 2nd Inv. 3rd Inv. 

The following chord progression examples consist of only 7th and 6th drop 2 type chords. These drop 2 chord 
progressions are actually substitutions for more basic chord progressions listed directly below each voicing in 
parentheses. 

After preparing each example, students should record and play back the roots of the basic chord progression in 
parentheses while again playing the example. This will allow students to “hear” the example in relation to the basic 
chord progression. Students should also write or realize the tensions produced on the basic chord progression by the 
original 7th and 6th chords. 

Example: A7sus4 

O 

G-7i>5 

V 
Fmaj7 Bmaj7b5 E7sus4 

#e- te- 

(basic chord progression)-> (C) 

I 
(tensions)-;► C6(9) 

(A7) (D-7) (G7) (C) 

'I' I I I 
A7#5(!>9) D-7(9) G7#5(#9) Cmaj7(6/9) 



#1) The following example makes use of only four different 7th chords: maj7|?5, maj7§5, min7i>5, and dom7sus4. 
—-These chord types will prove quite useful due to their versatile enharmonic substitution possibilities throughout 

this text. 

D7sus4 Bbmaj7#5 C7sus4 F-7b5 C7sus4 Dbmaj7$»5 G7sus4 Dmaj7b5 

** (Bb) (D7} (G-7) (G7) (C-7) (F7)‘ (Bb) (Bb7) 

_ ~ ♦ • ' > ^ \ ^ v. ^ Z> 

Ebmaj7b5 Gbmaj7bo Abmaj7b5 Bmaj7b5 

M- 

Gbmaj7#5 Amaj7#5 

\)£L fe 

D7 sus4 

(E\> (Ebm) i/-' (D-7b5) (G7) (CTbS)" (F7) - (Bb) 

#2) The following two examples are minor chord progressions. 

a) f Dmaj7 F-6 Cmaj7bo E7b5~ Fmaj7b5 Bb7 Cmaj7 Dbmaj7b5 

* ’ / n*. 

Fmaj7 A7 sus4 D-maj7 E+7 Cmaj7JJ5 

(B-7b5)^ (E7)^~ (Am)f^-t 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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b) E+7 Cmaj7b5 Fmaj7b5 Abmaj7bo Ab+7 Cmaj7b5 D-6 

(Am)" (B-7b5) (E7) (Am) (B-7b5) 

Bb7b5 D°7 Abmaj7b5 F-maj7 Cmaj7b5 Fmaj7b5 Abmaj7b5 Bb7 Cmaj7b5 

(E7) (E7) *, (Am)'. (B-7b5)(E7) (Am) 
— 

#3) This next example uses the min7(|5) chord in severs1 diff',rent functions and ends with a constant structure 
^-example. 

E-7 F#7 D-7 E7 B-7&5 Eb7 E-7#5 Db+7 

(G-7) (C7)-v (F) . (Bb7)_ (C)' (A7) :' (D-7) M (G7) = (C) 

#4) The following example uses the dom7$5 chord in several different functions. Also, note the two different 
dominant functions of the maj7$5 chord. 

Gmaj7 Eb+7 Ab+7 Ebmaj7t>5 B-7#5 F#-7b5 Bbmaj7b5 F#°7 

(Em) (C#-7b5) (F#-7b5' (B7) (Em) (D7) (C7) (B7) 

D-6 F-6 Cmaj7b5 Fmaj7#5 Bbmaj7b5 Ebmaj7#5 C#-7b5 Eb+7 
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#5) In the following progression, the min7$5 and dom7sus4 chords again receive multiple functions. The dom7 
chords at the end of this example receive four different dominant functions in symmetrical minor thirds. 

D-7#5 A-7#5 A-7i? 50 D7sus4 Gpmaj7b5 Eb-7 

\>£L 

Gbmaj7??5 C-7b5 

(Bb) ‘ 

G7sus4 D7sus4 

(Bb) 

Db7b5 Eb7b5 

(Ab7) 

G-7#5 G-7i=5 

(Ab7) 

D°7 G+l 

(Bb)’ 

G-7#5 

\>£L 

. > 

Ebmaj? 

(A7) ' 

G+7 C-maj7 D7 

(A?maj7) 

F7 

(G7) 

Ab7 
i 

B7 D7sus4 

(C-7) (C-maj7) (F7) (F7) (Bb) 

t he following two exercises complete the examination of various 7th and 6th chords and their multiple functions. 
Most of these chords will reappear under their relative tension chapters. As an example: 

Cmaj7p5 = A-6 (9) = Ab7(#9/$5) = D703/9) = F|-7^5(l 1) 

In each appropriate chapter they will receive a chord progression example utilizing their new functions. A list 
of all the substitutions for any one 7th or 6th chord can be found in the Enharmonic Chordal Substitutions 
chapter. 

#6 a) Dmaj7 D-7b5 E-7 F#7 Dmaj7 B7sus4 Cmaj7 Eb-6 

(Dmaj7) (F-6) 

E7sus4 E-7 

(E-7; (FI? 7) 

G-7b5 G°7 

(Bm) 

B-7 D6 

(A-7) (D7) 

Dmaj7b5 Abmaj7b5 

(G) (A7 (D) (E7) 

Gmaj7 E7sus4 Eb+7 Db7b5 F£-7??5 Epmaj7??5 E+7 A7 A6 

(G-7) (Ab 7} (D-7bo) (G7) (C-7b5) (F7) (Bb) 
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Chapter 2.A ^ 
Voice-Leading 

Voice-leading is a simple concept intended to make chords move smoothly from one to another. By allowing the 
top note (2nd string) of different chords to move step-wise through those chords, a smooth sound is achieved over 
the entire chord progression. 

There are three basic choices when voice-ieading from one chord to the next: 

1) move up a step 
2) move down a step 
3) stay on same note 

If there is a leap of a third or more, try to resolve the leap by using one of the notes that was skipped over in the 
following chord: 

Cmaj7 A7 D-7 
_o_e— 

An exception to this rule is when two or more voicings appear on the same chord (often different inversions). In this 
case, leaping is acceptable and sometimes desirable, since the harmony is stagnant. In contrast, voice-leading is mo-- 
desirable when chords change. 

The above example could also be viewed as indirect voice-leading, (often melodically referred to as “inai. 
resolution”), since the “E” note does resolve step-wise to the “F’ note with the “G” note temporarily delaying the. 
resolution. Indirect voice-leading could be extended by two or more voices, but does begin to compromise smooth 
voice-leading over chord changes. In the following example, the “E” note still resolves step-wise to the “F’ note 
although delayed by two voices: 

Cmaj7 A7 G7 

By altering chord tones or adding tensions, many different line patterns can be produced while voice-leading through 
a single chord progression. The following chord progression receives a variety of voice-leading ideas ranging from 
more traditional concepts (step-wise, chromatic, and common tones) to several line patterns that actually break basic 
voice-leading concepts while still offering an acceptable comping idea through “predictable'’ patterns. 

Prepare the following lines using any voicing that will accommodate the lead note. In some cases, drop 2 type 
voicings are not appropriate and a more conventional voicing placing the root in the bass might be more desirable. 
Be sure to realize what tension the iead note produces on the original chord. While all lines are intended for 
preparation on the 2nd string only, the example “Leaps” can be prepared on both the 1st and 2nd strings, allowing 
for less physical jumping. This broken line example serves as a good indication of when different string sets are 
probably more appropriate. After preparing these lines, students should compose their own lines to the given chord 
progression. 





Chromatic lines and sustained notes (common tones) are considered the strongest approaches to voice-leading. 
Although the majority of examples given in this text will be voice-led throughout the entire example, a more realistic 
approach would be to voice-lead by phrases (two bars, four bars, or eight bars), sometimes breaking voice-leading 
at the end of each phrase to start a new phrase or, as suggested in the Rhythm chapter, omitting chords or resting 
between phrases. Through this process students will begin to hear a group of voicings (or phrase) as one sound, much 
like one voicing or chord is heard. In fact, voicings that are “weak*’ sounding, incomplete, or contain “wrong” notes 
(voicings that will appear in later chapters) might be found within a strong voice-led phrase and function as an 
integral part of that phrase. While many of these w eak voicings could only be used in a voice-led passage and would 
not stand well on their own. there are “strong” and “beautiful” sounding voicings that can be used with little regard 
for voice-leading. A combination of this vertical (single voicing) and horizontal (phrase) approach to harmony will 
enable students to create many different sounds and ultimately reproduce what they “hear.” 

The following example voices-leads in two and four bar phrases. A descending chromatic line is established in the 
first two-bar phrase while a common leading tone is used in the second two-bar phrase, and the example finishes 
with an ascending chromatic line in the last four bars. Note the descending triads (top three voices) in the first two 
bars; F E E[> D (with 5th string added); F/G E/F E[>/F D/El> 

The omission of selected chords will only enhance the identity of individual phrases produced by the remaining 
chords. The following displays the above example with certain chords removed, helping to better define the remaining 
phrases. Rhythmic variety in the form of eight-note anticipations or delays has been added to enhance the exercise. 
A bass line stating the original progression 

With the addition of space and rhythmic activity, this example probably better represents what occurs in a "real” 
performance situation. A similar approach to each of the notated examples throughout this text is strongly 
recommended and the following three-step procedure could be applied: 

1) Prepare examples (slow'ly) as written, proceeding smoothly while attempting to perform in a 
“legato” fashion. 

W 

2) Add rhythmic variety (predominantly eight-note anticipations and deiavs) while performing ail 
voicings. A mix of long and short rhythmic attacks should be attempted. 

3) Introduce space by omitting selected chord voicings while continuing to be rhythmically active. 

Students should continue the process established in this chapter and compose a variety of lines over different chord 
progressions and songs. As we progress further, these original lines can be harmonized by the new voicings introduced. * w 
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Chapter 3. 
Voicing Considerations 

There are various considerations involved in determining a voicing’s strength or weakness in a given situation. 
Obviously, a “good sound” is a primary consideration, and several factors can be isolated that contribute to this. 
Substitution possibilities and voice-leading are very important considerations in a voicing’s worth and will be 
discussed further in later chapters. 

We have already discussed the avoidance of I,9th intervals and will continue to avoid use of voicings containing this 
interval. Whenever a chord contains two notes a half-step from each other, one of the inversions will form a >9th 
interval. There are eight different available half-steps with the potential of producing an inversion containing al,9th 
interval: 

(R - 1,9) dom7(l,9) 
(9-1,3) min7(9) 
(#9-3) dom7(#9) 
(11-1,5) min7l,5(ll) 
(#11-5) maj7(#ll) / dom7(#ll) 
(5-1,13) dom7(i,13) 
(13-1,7) dom7(13) 
(7 - R) maj7 / maj7|,5 /maj7#5 / min. mai7 / etc. 

There remain two important considerations while constructing different voicings: 

1) low interval limits (DDL). 

2) physical difficulty in fingerings. 

Low interval limits refers to the lowest possible placement of a chord tone or tension in a voicing. Below this limit, 
the original chord sound begins to deteriorate and lose its primary function. LIL will apply to chord tones and tensions 
on the 5 th string. A “bright” tone and/or a light gauge string will accommodate lower placement of tensions and chord 
tones, while a “dark” tone and/or heavy gauge string will not accept lower placements quite as well. 

The following chart will determine generally how low a tension or chord tone can appear on the 5th string. 

R 
1,9 
9 
#9 

3 
4 [11] 
l>5 [#11] 
5 
#5 [1,13] 
6 [13] 
1,7 
7 

unlimited 
El, 
F (avoid tension 9 on 5th string) 
AVOID: produces 1,9th interval with major 3rd 
C 
C 
D 
C 
unlimited 
C 
D 
C 
E 



These limits are slightly lower than those determined by the Berklee College of Music Arranging Department. It is 
the student’s responsibility to know what chord tone or tension is in the bass (5th string) on each voicing and how 
low that voicing can be safely used. In the Approach Voicings chapter later in this text, concepts will be introduced 
that allow violation of Low Interval Limits on the weak harmonic rhythm of a given chord or measure. 

The physical difficulties involved in fingering different voicings is perhaps the largest and most diverse consider¬ 
ation in chord choice for most guitarists. There are basically four factors in determining the difficulty of fingering 
any chord or chords: 

1)range 
2i fingerings before and after a given chord 
3) tempo 
4) individual abilities 

1) Range: Some voicings that are difficult on the lower, wider frets become easier as they are moved up the 
fretboard to the higher, thinner frets. 

2) Fingerings: Fingerings of chords immediately before and after a given chord will affect the difficulty of fingering 
that chord. A difficult fingering can lead to a similar fingered chord, requiring little finger change and 
consequent physical ease of the passage. Some chords have several different ways of fingering them, 
while others have only one possible fingering. Use the fingering that best prepares the next chord 
fingering. Example: 

G7 
Sn 

Cmaj7 
3 n 
\ 1 1 

iO ■ - -ieu- 
2U_ -a—e-U 

3) Tempo: Tempo is perhaps the single most important consideration in chord choice. A ballad might 
accommodate the time to prepare difficult fingerings of chords that could not be attempted at a quicker 
tempo. 

♦ 

4) Individual: Each student’s personal technical abilities will determine what is considered a “difficult fingering.’’ 
Students are reminded that difficult-fingered voicings might become easier when applied to the top 
four strings (. 1 2 3 4) or when a non-essential note is removed to produce a 3-note voicing and 
subsequently easier fingering. 

As we move into the tension addition sections, we see some voicings becoming physically easier as tensions are 
added. 
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Chapter 4. 
Chord Symbol Notation 

Before examining tension additions to the basic four-part structures, I would like to discuss some of the approaches 
and difficulties involved in chord symbol notation. I must start by first stating that it is not my intent to re-organize 
or establish a new system of chord symbol notation. To the contrary, I would rather have avoided the need for this 
section altogether, but my attempt to complete a comprehensive volume of voicings and substitutions, and feedback 
I received from many of my colleagues, suggested I should address this topic at some level. Please keep in mind that 
the primary focus of this text is not that of chord symbol notation but that of discovering various four-note voicings 
and their enharmonic uses as different chords and substitutions, while examining different voice-leading possibili¬ 
ties between those voicings. 

The initial approach to the discovery of new voicings in this text is based on the addition of different tension 
combinations to the basic four-part structures (7th and 6th chords). This is also where I received the most diverse 
and controversial responses from my colleagues. Opinions ranged from those favoring little or no tension addition 
to the basic structure (allowing more freedom of interpretation) to those who felt that tensions should dictate specific 
scales as well as describe their vertical placement in a voicing. The most notable and surprising differences appeared 
to center around the enharmonic interpretations of tensions 11 and I? 13 and their melodic or harmonic implications. 
A majority of responses supported the assumption that tensions I? 13 and/or f 11 would include or imply a natural 5th 
in the same dominant type voicing. Although the natural 5th could accompany one or the other tension, both tensions 
with a natural 5th would produce consecutive half-steps: 

1/2 

While this is a melodic possibility, it has limited, if not problematic, harmonic value. When posed with a dom7(l> 13/ 
111) chord, responses were confusing at best. My reaction and recommendation is to avoid this particular tension 
combination on a dominant chord. If the same notes are desired with no natural 5th, the following symbols would 
suffice: 

dom7$5(f 11) / dom7l>5(l?13) / dom7(i|5/!>5.> / dom7(alt5)/ dom7$5(!>5) /dom7lo(|j5; / etc. 

If the natural 5th is desired in the voicing, dom7(k3/f 11) would suffice for those who responded that ji 11 and \>\3 
imply natural 5 (do you guys really want this chord?). For those who would not assume the natural 5th was implied, 
it would have to be included in the chord symbol: dom7(l>13/|| 11) add 5. Yikes! At this point, I personally would 
prefer that the desired voicing be notated on a staff. Even if I could not read music. Fd probably produce the voicing 
quicker off the staff than from the above chord symbol. 

This segues well to another issue and personal recommendation I have. 1 think that tension additions are appropriate 
when used as suggestions to desired “colors” or sounds on basic structures or to describe melodic effects on different 
voicings. On the other hand, I believe that symbols that are made more complicated or confusing by attempting to 
communicate vertical placement of tensions or by their dictation of specific scales should be avoided. At this point, 
the voicing would be served better by notation on a staff. 
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Although this book will possess many complicated symbols, they are used as descriptions of specific staff notated 
voicings and are not implying or endorsing their use as “standard” chord symbol notation. To the contrary, most 
voicings introduced in this text are to be used as various available “colors” or sounds (including available tensions 
and chord tones) over a more basic chord symbol. A collection of many different voicings will be made available 
to one basic chord type. Your choice of specific voicings to use is your “interpretation” of that basic chord. 

Example: 

Gm(addll; C+(U1) Fmaj7(9/6) 

The above voicings could be used to “color” or substitute the basic 1I-V-I cadence in the key of “F” (G-7, C7, Fmaj7). 
Gm(addll), C+(|l 1), and Fmaj7(9/6) are chord symbol descriptions of the above voicings in the key of “F.” 

The attempt will be made to use the “least” offensive chord symbols when notating these complicated, and in many 
cases incomplete, voicings. I have tried to reach a “compromise" in my chord symbol selections that would satisfy 
most, knowing that some (hopefully not most) will certainly find fault. 

At this point, I should summarize some of the basic assumptions that have been presented and will be used in this 
text. The following suggestions specifically deal with the § 11/p 13 controversy introduced earlier: 

I. Tension I? 13 might imply or include a natural 5th when used in a chord symbol. If the 1? 5th is notated in the symbol, 
natural 5 is not a choice. If \> 13 is desired without natural 5 (or l>5), enharmonic 
more complicated symbol choice could be \> 13(no5). 

II. Tension 11 might imply or include a natural 5th when used in a chord symbol. If the $ 5th is notated in the symbol, 
natural 5 is not a choice. If f11 is desired without natural 5 (or $5). enharmonic i>5 instead of Jj 11 can be used. 
A more complicated symbol choice could be j} 1 l(no5). 

These suggestions make clear the need for caution when using 113 or jf 11 in a chord symbol. They contain inherent 
controversy harmonically and melodicallv. My personal inclination is to avoid their use as much as possible. I prefer 
the enharmonic b 5 and $5 spelling of the same notes. i>5 and $5 produce exact harmonic interpretation and retain 
freedom of interpretation melodicallv. 

15 instead of 1? 13 can be used. A 

C', .. 13/f 11 > might imply natural 5 harmonically and 
C7(l> I3/b5) to some implies the “altered" scale. 
C7(| 11/$5) to some implies the “whole tone” scale. 

‘who knows what" meiodicallv 

C7(jf5/1>5), C7(a!t5), C7|>5(|}5). C+7(l>5): precise harmonic description and freedom of melodic or scale interpre¬ 
tation. 

*Note the 07(^51 svmbo! could be confused with the C7(altl svmbol which implies anv combination ofl>5. 

For organizational purposes, the first introduction of these two notes together in the same voicing occurs unde- the 
Tension 11 chapter as a C+7($ 11) chord. They appear again under the Tensions 9 and 13 chapter as C9p5(i 13). 
C7i>5(i> 13/l>9), and C7l?5(t> 13/|9) chords. In this chapter, l>5 and §5 will be noted as the preferred symbol choices: 

C9(jf5/i>5), C+7(9/|>5), or C7|»5(9/|5) 
C7(l>9/alt5). C+7(l»9/l»5), or C7k5d>9/f5l 
C7(f 9/alt5), C+7(jj9/i>5), or C7b5(j}9/|5) 
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Chapter 5 
Tensions 

As tensions are added to the basic four-part chords (7th and 6th chords), different basic four-part chords often 
reappear on different roots (i.e., Bl?9 = D-7|> 5 / F-6), beginning the enharmonic chordal substitution process that will 
continue throughout this book. These substitute chords might sound clearer or more obvious than the original chord 
receiving tensions. D-7io or F-6 is more defined or complete than the original B[>9 chord, which is missing its root. 
For this reason, it is recommended that a bass line containing the original chord roots be recorded and played back 
while playing chords containing tensions. 

In each tension chapter the majority of voicings produced by tension additions will most likely have been introduced 
ennarmonically in earlier chapters, many originating as basic four-part 7th or 6th chord voicings. When this occurs, 
the original chords introducing those voicings for the first time will be listed. For example: 

*Under the Tension 9 chapter, the min7(9) {i-3 5 ^7 9} voicings were originally introduced as maj7 (1 3 
5 7) voicings, A-7(9) = Cmaj7. 

* Under the Tensions 9 & 13 chapter, the dom7sus4(13/9) {4 \>1 9 13} voicings were originally introduced 
asmaj7 {1 3 5 7} voicings. D7sus4(13/9) = Cmai7. 

*Under the Tensions 9 & 11 chapter, the maj7($ 11/9) {5 7 9 jf 11} voicings were originally introduced as 
maj7 {1 3 5 7} voicings. Fmaj7(fll/9) = Cmaj7. 

A list of all the possible substitutions for any one voicing can be found in the Enharmonic Chordal Substitutions 
and Additional Chordal Substitutions chapters following the tension chapters. In these chapters, the previous 
examples would combine their substitutions in order of their appearance in this text: 

Cmaj7 = A-9 = D7sus4(13/9) = Fmaj7(j|ll/9) 

A minimal understanding of harmony and theory is required to make the appropriate tension selections for different 
chords. Some basic harmonic assumptions will be presented to allow for a choice of tensions that will sound 
appropriate in a common pop or jazz idiom. While tensions are usually dictated by chord function and/or key of the 
moment, a strong voice-led guide-line often can make use of tensions that might appear inappropriate or non- 
diatonic to the key of the moment. This is especially true of dominant chords, which can accept many different 
tension combinations (both diatonic and non-diatonic), whiie other chord types are more demanding of fewer and 
more specific tensions. Tensions on diminished 7 chords will be examined separately in the Tension Additions on 
Diminished Chords chapter later in this book. 

In the following examples, the guide-line in example #2 is not as diatonic as the #1 example (E-9 and G7(|> 13) are 
not diatonic to the key of C), yet example #2 sounds better due to the strong chromatic guide-line produced by these 
tensions. 

Cmaj7 E-7 A+7 D-9 G13 Cmaj9 

Cmaj7 
_Q_ 

E-9 A+7 D-9 G7(H3) Cmaj9 

dm <-> = 

When a "strong” or effective guide-line is not present, a more conservative or diatonic approach to tension additions 
might be in order. 
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There are only seven different tensions available in the more common pop or jazz idioms: 

Note the enharmonic functions some tensions might possess: 

11 = sus4 
in = is 
f 13 = P 

The following will examine each tension's characteristics in these more common idioms. Of course, different styles 
and concepts could condition or change these basic assumptions. For example, “modal music” often requires use 
of tensions that are not desirable in a more diatonic situation. 

1) Natural 9 can appear on any chord type and can be accompanied by any other tension except 1-9 or §9. 

2) 1,9 and $9 can accompany each other and any other tension except natural 9. i>9 and $9 can only appear on dom7 
type chords. 

3) Natural 11 can appear on any chord type except maj7 type chords. Natural 11 can accompany any tension except 
|9 and jt 11. Natural 11 often functions enharmonically as a suspended 4th on dom7 and maj6 chords. The use 
of natural 11 with the major third is a more contemporaiy sound which will be examined later. 

4) 111 can appear onlv on major type chords (maj7 /' maj6 / dom7). 111 can accompany any tension except natural 
11. 

5) Natural 13 can appear on any chord type except min7[>5. Natural 13 can accompany any tension except 1,13. 

6) I? 13 can appear on any chord type except minor chords containing a natural 5th. I? 13 can accompany any tension 
except natural 13. 

The following tension chart attempts to clarify and classify available tensions and chord tones on the most common 
chord types (excluding dim7 chords). 

aom/ 

CHORD TENSION CHART 

CHORD FREELY CAREFUL WEAK 

ma;T 6,0 |n,f5 11 
maj6 9 11 
min7 9, 11 13 1,13 
min6 9 7,1,7.11 
min7(?5) 11.1,13 9 1,9 
min maj7 9 6, 11 1,13 

dom7sus4 9, 13 3,1,13 |9 
j ^9.13 

9. 13 
9,1.13 
9, 1111 
9, 11,13 
9,111,1? 13 
1.9, ji9, 13 
1.9. |9. ? 13 
1?9, 19, i 11 
b9, 
1,9. 

9.1 11, 13 
9.1 11. \> 13 
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Again, some of the tensions listed under the “weak” or “careful” column might in fact be strong or characteristic 
notes in a modal setting, or appear in a common diatonic progression were a melody or strong voice-leading could 
make use of an otherwise “weak” tension. 

In the following common chord cadence, the 1,9 tension is not normally available to a min?\>5 chord, but sounds and 
voice-leads quite well in this particular example. Note the A-7l>5(?9) chord forms a complete C-7 chord over an “A” 
bass note; ( C-7/A ). 

A-7b5(b9) D7(i>9) G-6 
.1X0. 

Note that some of the above tension combinations under the dom7 chord dictate specific chord scales 

9,111, 13 
9.f 11,1,13 
t9,|9,|ll, 13 
1,9, #9,111,1,13 

Lvdian I,7 «, 

whole tone 
dominant diminished 
altered 

With the exception of dom7 type chords, the tension chart accurately describes available tensions on these chord 
types in the majority of harmonic situations in which they would appear. The dom7 type chord needs some harmonic 
clarification in order to chose the appropriate tensions in relation to its function; keep in mind that the nature of a 
dom7 chord can accept most any tension combination, regardless of its function. The following describes the tension 
tendencies of a dom7 chord in a given function. 

1) V7 of major 

Common 1) natural tensions (9, 13) 
2) altered tensions (I? 9, |9, l>5, $5) 
3) tension combinations: I?9/13, 9/1,13, etc 
4) natural to altered (before resolving) 

Not Common 1) (9, fl 11, 13) sub V sound 
2) altered to natural (before resolving) 

2) V7 of minor 

Not Common 

Common 1) 1,9, #9.1? 13 and natural 5 or t>5 
2) tension combinations ?9/13. 9/? 13. etc. 

Not Common 1) natural 
2) natural to altered 
3) altered to natural 
4) (9, f 11, 13) sub V sound 

?) Sub V and/or non-diatonic dom 7th, as well as IV7 and 117: 

(Lvdian b 71 9.411. 13 

Upon establishing some basis for tension possibilities on a given chord, ius now important to discuss the placement 
of tensions in a four-note voicing, commonly referred to as “tension substitution.” 



When a tension is introduced to a four-note voicing, one of the basic chord tones is removed. The least needed chord 
tone is usually chosen. The root and fifth (unless altered) are the least needed, while the guide-tones (third and 
seventh or sixth) are more important to the sound and function of the chord. Due to enharmonics, some tensions are 
already built into the basic four-part chords: 

Cmaj7l>5 = Cmaj7(#ll); Cl\>5 = C7(#ll); C7(#5) = C7(l>13). 

These tensions could be considered as substituting for the fifth of the chord. 

Tension substitution on drop 2 type voicings follows this basic formula: any tension substitutes a chord tone next 
to that tension. This allows the substitution to take place on the same string. 

9 substitutes the root or third 
11 [4] substitutes the third or fifth 
13 [6] substitutes the fifth or seventh 

Since the guide-tones are needed, we are left with the following tension substitution formula for drop 2 type voicings: 

9 substitutes the root {3 5 7 9} 
11 [4] substitutes the fifth {1 3 7 11} 
13 [6] substitutes the fifth {1 3 7 13} 

An exception to this formula which must be addressed is when the fifth is altered (I?5 or J}5). An altered fifth is an 
important part of the chord sound that should be included. In this case, 11 th and 13th type chords would have to 
substitute guide-tones instead of the fifth: 11 for 3/13 for 7. If the original chord sound and function are not lost, these 
substitutions are possible. An example would be a min7|?5( 11) chord with tension 11 substituting the 3rd. Amin7l>5 
chord is the only type of chord that will accommodate al?5th and an 11th. By deduction, the minor 3rd of the chord 
is “heard” even though it is not played. If the chord sound is lost by removing a guide-tone on one of these altered 
fifth voicings, an alternative voicing to the drop 2 type voicing is required: 

11th chord - 3 5 7 11 
13th chord - 3 5 7 13 

The fifth and the guide-tones are accommodated in these voicings and will be used when appropriate. 

In the following tension sections, with some isolated exceptions, the attempt will be made to retain the guide-tones 
in every voicing. When this is not possible, the 7th will be retained in favor of the 3rd. This will present some new 
voicings that are not drop 2 type.voicings but share the same width as drop 2, allowing compatible voice leading. 
More “incomplete” type voicings with various tension additions will be examined in the later Enharmonic Chordal 
Substitution chapters. 

The following tension substitution formulas will be used in their appropriate sections: 

Tension 9 9 for 1 {3 5 7 9} 
9 for 5 {1 3 7 9} 
9 for 3 {1 5 7 9} 

(drop 2) 

Tension 11 11 for 3 {1 5 7 11} (drop 2) 
11 for 5 {1 3 7 11! 
11 for 1 {3 5 7 i 1 j 

(drop 2) 

*Tension 13 13 for 5 {1 3 7 13} 
13 for 1 {3 5 7 13} 

(drop 2) 

(* With the exception of a doml3l>5 chord, (1 5 7 13} proves too ambiguous or limited to examine.) 



Tension 9 & 13 9 for 1 / 13 for 5 {3 7 9 13} (drop 2) 
9 for 1 / 13 for 3 {5 7 9 13} 

Tension 9 & 11 9 for 1 / 11 for 5 {3 7 9 11} (drop 2) 
9 for 1 / 11 for 3 {5 7 9 11} (drop 2) 

Tension 11 & 13 11 for 5/13 fori {3 7 11 13} 
11 for 3 / 13 for 1 {5 7 1 1 13} 

As more tensions are added to a four-note voicing, one or both of the guide-tones will eventually be removed, 
resulting in what is commonly referred to as an “incomplete” voicing. Some of these voicings can sound ambiguous 
or begin to lose their original chord sound, while others can define their original chord sound by use of unique 
tensions or a predictable chord progression. These latter chords often sound better and more “colorful” than the 
original “obvious” chord sound. 

Here are some examples of incomplete voicings being defined by their tensions: 

1) [>9 or 19 must accommodate a dom7 type chord 
2) 11th with l>5th must accommodate a min7[> 5 or dim7 chords 
3) 11th with 7th must accommodate min maj7 or dim7 type chords 

Here is an example of an incomplete voicing being defined by a predictable chord progression: 

(II) (V) (I) 

The A|>7$5 is an incomplete C7(alt5) chord: 

A|>7#5 1 3 f 5 \>1 

! 

At C E Gt 

T T t t 
C7(alt5) #5 1 3 |>5 

The At7f5 chord standing alone has no particular C7 sound. When placed in the above chord progression in 
substitute of the normal C7 (and perhaps accompanied by a C bass note), it no longer sounds like and At7| 5 chord. 

By examining each tension, we can see which tensions dictate guide-tones and which do not: 

1) |?9 can appear only on dominant type chords, dictating their guide-tones when missing from a voicing. 

2) Natural 9 can appear on any type of chord, thus cannot dictate the guide-tones of any particular chord type. 

3) f 9 can appear only on dominant type chords. It can dictate the [>7th but requires the 3rd to accompany it. Without 
the 3rd, }}9 might sound enharmonically like the third of a minor chord, |9 = l? 3. 

4) Natural 11 can appear on any chord type except the maj7 type chord. With the exception of an 11 with natural 
7 dictating a min. maj7 (11) chord, 11 usually dictates a l-7th guide-tone. Natural 11 cannot dictate a major or 
minor third, although it often can take the place of the third by enharmonically functioning as a suspended 4th 
guide-tone. 
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5) jf 11 can appear only on major chord types, dictating the major 3rd when missing, but not the 7th. 

6) \> 13 can appear on any chord type except minor chords containing the natural 5th. It can dictate the 17th, with the 
maj7(|5) chord being enharmonically an exception. It cannot dictate the 3rd. 

7) 13 can appear on any chord type except the min7t>5 chord. It cannot dictate guide-tones. 

As more tensions and chordal substitutions are presented, the use of incomplete voicings will become more common. 

The maj7$5 and min7|i5 chords have been omitted from the following tension chapters, due to their unique sound 
being compromised by tension additions. The min7f 5 chord will reappear in the Additional Enharmonic Chordal 
Substitutions chapter with tension additions. Although tensions will not be added to the maj7$ 5 and min7f 5 chords, 
their four-part structures will reappear as enharmonic substitutions in various tension chapters. As an example, in 
the Tension 11 chapter, G-7$5 will appear as C-7( 11) (i>3 5 \>7 11). 
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Chapter 6. 
Dominant Sub V Chords 

Every dominant type chord, with the exception of those containing a suspended fourth, can be substituted by another 
dominant chord a tritone away. This chord is commonly referred to as a “Sub V” chord (D[>7 is the Sub V chord of 
G7, and vice-versa). Any tensions added to a dominant chord will appear as chord tones or different tensions on the 
Sub V chord. 

The following is a simple tension conversion model for Sub V chords that should be memorized: 

The above model in relation to C7 and its Sub V chord: 

Cl 

(Sub V) 

F#7 

There are four dominant chords that “mirror” themselves on their Sub V chords: 

C7l>5 = Fll7|>5 
C7(l>9) = F{7(1>9) 
C9(#5) = F; 9(f5) 
C13(#9) = Ffl3(#9) 

Remember the tension substitutions [9 for R] and [13 for 5] for the above examples, leaving three of the chords 
rootless. 

All the dominant chords that will be introduced in the forthcoming tension chapters will also examine their Sub V 
chords. The only exceptions will be dominant chords that contain both a13 and natural 5. These notes produced 
and natural 9 on the Sub V chord, which is not an acceptable tension combination, producing consecutive half-steps 
(R - \>2 - 2). These chord types will be omitted from the tension chapters but will reappear for examination in the 
Additional Enharmonic Chordal Substitutions chapter. 

Remember to be aware of Low interval Limits and i>9th intervais when placing dominant tensions on the 5th string. 
Tensions 19 and 13 will not be allowed on the 5th string. Both tensions are Sub V substitutes for each other and both 
produce I?9th intervals (tension $9 over the 3rd and tension 13 over the t?7th). Tensions 9 and b 13 [f 5] are also Sub 
V substitutes for each other, but only the 9th (with some exceptions) will be omitted from the 5th string due to low 
interval limits. 
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Before beginning the tension chapters, a brief discussion of the “altered” dominants should be given. Altered (or alt) 
on a dom7 chord refers to the 9th and 5th being flatted and raised (l>9, $9) and (\> 5, $5) or enharmonically (1,9, $9, 
111,1,13). Any combination of these tensions will satisfy an “altered sound,” but tensions |9 andl,13 [|5] are most 
characteristic because they are also tensions on the Sub V chord: (|9 = 13) and (1,13 = 9). Example: 

C7(#9/#5) = F#7(13/9) 
(altered) (natural) 

An additional observation of interest shows the j} 9 and f 5 of a V7 chord to be the “blue” notes 1,7 and l, 3 of the related 
I chord; 

(V7) C7(f9/#5).#9 #5 

Es, At 

(I) F.1,7 1,3 

More information on altered dominants is presented in the Altered Dominant chapter later in this text. 
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Chapter 7. 
Tension 9 

By substituting 9 for the root on all of the previous four-part drop 2 inversions, we see many of those original four- 
part 7th and 6th chords reappearing on different roots. The following list contains all possible tension 9 additions 
to the original four-part chords and the consequent four-part enharmonic substitute chords produced: 

Cmaj7(9) 
Cmaj7>5(9) 
C-maj7(9) 
C-7(9) 
C-7t5(9) 
C6(9) 
C-6(9) 

E-7 / G6 
refer below 
E|,maj7fl5 
E|,maj7 
E(,-maj7 
A7sus4 
El,maj7l,5 

C7(9) 
C7(l,9) 
C7(|9) 
C7l,5(9) 
C7i>5(i,9) 
C7t5(#9) 
C+7(9) 
C+7(l>9) 
C+7(|9) 
C7sus4(9) 
C7sus4(l,9) 

E-7l,5/G-6 
C|°7, E°7, G°7, B\>°1 
refer below 
F|+7 (Sub V) 
F}7 (Sub V) 
refer below 
E7l,5/B|,7l>5 
b!,-7|,5/dI,-6 
Emaj7l,5 
G-7/Bk 
G-7i,5/Bl,-6 

Cmaj7l?5(9), C7(|9). and C7i,5(|{9) do not produce basic four-part 7th or 6th enharmonic 
produce their own interesting substitute chords: 

C7|>5(#9) 
C7(#9) 
Cmaj7(,5(9) = 

G 1,7(13) (Sub V) 
G(,7(|,9/13) (Sub V) [1st inv. ofC7(#9)= D|/E).] 
D6(9) (1 3 6 9}, which is not a drop 2 voicing. This maj6(9) voicing will be discussed 
later in this chapter. 

C7sus4(|9) has been omitted, since it has become a C-7(l 1) chord. As mentioned earlier, Cmaj7j|5 and C-7$5 will 
not be included in the tension chapters, but will appear later in this book with tension additions. C °7 will receive 
tensions in the Tension Additions on Dimin 7 Chords chapter. 

Realize the enharmonics involved in the above ninth chords with an altered 5th : 

Cmaj7i>5(9) 
C7l,5(9 /l>9/#9) 
C7f5(9/|>9/#9) 

Cmaj7(9/|(ll) 
C7(|l 1/9) (| 11/1,9) (|11/|9) 
C7(b 13/9) (1,13/1,9) (j>13/|9) 

if not already listed, realize the Sub V chord for each dominant chord: 

C7(9) 
C7(l,9) 
C7|5(9) 
C+7(|,9) 
C+7(Jf9) 

Ff7(|5/|,9) 
F 7(1,9) 
F1+7(9) 
F (7(9) 
F 7(13/9) 

Look at the previous enharmonic substitutions from a common four-part chord root 

Cmaj7 
Cmaj7i,5 
Cmaj7lf5 
C-maj7 
C-6 
C6 
C-7 
C-7l,5 
C7 
C7|,5 
C7U5 
C°7 
C7sus4 

A-9 
A-6(9) / Al,7(|5/Jt9) / D7(9/13) 
A-maj7(9) 
A-9|,5 
F9 / D7sus4(l,9) / B7(Jf 5/1,9) 
Fmaj9 / D7sus4(9) 
Al,maj9 / F7sus4(9) 
A 1,9 / F7sus4(|,9) / D7(j(5/1,9) 
G|,7(l,5/1>9) 
G\>l\>5 I Ab9+/ D9+ 
Gl, 9(1,5) 
67(1,91 / D7(|,9) / F7(l,9) / Al,7(l,9) 
El, 6(9) 2g 



Tensions [>9 and |9 can combine to form available dom7 tensions (i.e. C7(alt9) / C7l>5(alt9) / C+7(alt9)). These 
chords will be examined later in the Altered 9 Tensions on Dom7th Chords chapter. 

With the exception of the [>9 tension on a dom7 chord, this text will avoid using tension 9 on the 5th string. Some 
isolated exceptions to this rule might appear in later chapters. 

The following is a convenient model which will be used to display different chord voicings and inversions: 

maj7(9) {3 5 7 9}: 3 5 7 

7 9 3 

5 7 9 

9 3 5 

9 —^ 2nd string 

5 —^ 3rd string 

3 —^ 4th string 

7 —^ 5th string 

Note that the previous seventh chords that avoided their 3rd inversions due to the I? 9th interval they contained 
(Cmaj7, Cmaj7[>5. and C-maj7) are now available as 9th chords (Cmaj9, Cmaj9i>5, C-maj9), since tension 9 has 
removed the 1? 9th interval that was produced between the 7th and root. Although these inversions are now available, 
they do run the risk of violating “Low Interval Limits” since the 7th is in the bass. To avoid this problem, non-drop 
2 type voicings, which contain the same basic “width” as drop 2 type voicings, can be used to substitute these third 
inversion drop 2 ninth chords: 

By removing the fifth degree from a root-inversion close position ninth chord, a four-note voicing containing tension 
9 in the top voice is produced: 

Cmaj7(9) no 5 C6(9) no 5 

These voicings can effectively substitute the third inversion drop 2 ninth chords while retaining the desired tension 
9 in the lead: 

9 can substitute 9 
7(6) 5 
3 3 
1 7(6) 

If the 5th degree is needed in these substitute ninth chords, the third can be removed: 

Cmaj9(no3) 9 
7(6) 
5 
1 
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When LIL is not an issue, voice leading, sound, and fingering will determine which voicing is best. Examine the 
previous list of 9th chords using the new omitted 5th or omitted 3rd ninth chords discussed: 

Cmaj7(9) 
Cmaj7|>5(9) 
C-maj7(9) 
C-7(9) 
C-7t5(9) 
C6(9) — i ^ a o — i L7 tto* 

C-6(9) 

= 1 3 7 9 C7(9) — 1 3 1,7 9 
= 1 1,5 7 9 C7(l,9) s 1 3 1,7 1,9 

1 1,3 7 9 
A 

C7(jf9) 1 3 1,7 #9 
1 1,3 1,7 9 C71,5(9) si 1 1,5 1,7 9 
1 1,5 1,7 9 C7i,5(|,9) sz 1 ,5 1,7 1,9 
1 

1 

3 6 9 C7l,5(jf9) 1 §9 
1 1,3 6 9 C+7(9) — 1 5 1,7 9 

C+7(|,9) — 1 5 1,7 1,9 * 
C+7(#9) 1 5. 1,7 #9’ 
C7sus4(9) — 1 4 1,7 9 
C7sus4(l,9) — 1 4 1,7 1,9* 

*These voicings will be omitted from this chapter, due to the \> 9th intervals or the ambiguous sounds produced. Most 
will reappear later in more appropriate chapters. 

Note: Four of the above voicings have produced previously introduced drop 2 type voicings: 

Cmaj7l>5(9).{1 1,5 7 9} 
C-7l>5(9)andC7i>5(9).{1 1,5 1,7 9} = 
C9sus4.jl 4 1,7 9) = 

A|,7|,5( 
D+7/ A 
D-7|5 

9) / D13 
91,5 

Since the drop 2 inversions are known, they can be applied to these ninth chords 

Cmaj7|,5(9); 9 
7 
1,5 
1 

C-7i>5(9)orC7l>5(9); 9 
7 

p5 
1 

C9sus4; 9 
1,7 
4 
i 

1,5 
1 
7 
9 

1,5 
1 
1,7 
9 

4 
1 
1,7 
9 

7 
9 
1 
1,5 

\>1 
9 
1 
1,5 

1,7 
9 
1 

1 
1,5 
9 
7 

1 
1,5 
9 
\>1 

1 
4 
9 
p7 

*C.ommon notation for the root inversion of C9sus4 is B|,/C. 

Two additional ninth (omit 5) chord voicings whose inversions will be examined are maj6(9) and dom7(9): 

maj6(9) 9 3 6 1 

6 19 3 

3 6 19 

19 3 6 

dom7(9) 9 3 \>1 

i>7 1 9 3 

3 1,7 1 9 

1 9 3 1,7 

*The 1st inversion of the maj9 {1 3 7 9} and 3rd inversion of the dom7[,9 {13 1,9 1,7} will be examined in later 
chapters. 
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Note the C+7(9) no 3 voicing {1 $5 \>1 9} is equivalent to the Bb7(9) no 5 voicing {13 b7 9}. 

C+7(9); 1 

1 
P 
>1 

t>7 

>1 
9 

1 

c G| Bb 

V 

D 

t 1 T t T 
B?7(9k 9 1 3 

Since the dom7(9) inversions will be used, thev can be realized on the dom7f 5(9): 

9 #5 b7 1 

b7 1 9 P 
P \>1 1 9 

1 9 *5 \>1 
At this point, we should summarize the substitution possibilities presented for each chord, including Sub V chords 
of the non-drop 2 dominant ninth chords with omitted 3rd or 5th: 

C-7#5 — Bb9sus4 {1 4 1.7 9} 

C+7 = Gb9b5 = Bb9b5/Bb-9b5 {lb5 b7 9} = E(alt5) {1 3 

C7(9) Gb7(§5/b9) = E-7b5 = G-6 = A7sus4(b9) 

C7(9) 
{131.79} 

D+7(9) {1 b7 9} = F#7(alt5) {3 b5 #5 1,7} [Sub V 

Cmaj7(9) = E-7 = G6 = A9sus4 

C7t5 Gb7b5= Ab+7(9) = D+7(9) 

Cmaj7b5 — A-6(9) = Ab7(#5/#9) = D7(9/13) 

Cmaj9b5 = D6(9) {1 3 6 9} 

Cmaj7 — A-9 

C-maj7 A-7b5(9) 

Cmaj7(|{5' — A-mai9 

C6(9) A7sus4 

C7(t>9) = (C|° / E° / G° / Bb °) (C7(b9)/F|7(b9)/A7(b9)/Eb7(b9)) 

C7(j}9) F|13(b9) 

Cl — F#7(b5/b9) 

C7l>5(#9) — Gb7(13) = Emaj9b5 {1 b5 7 9} 

C7(#9) 
{13 t?7 §9} 

— F|J13b5 {3 b5 b? 13} [SubVofC7] 

[Sub V of D+7(9)] 

The Sub V chord of the C7(b9) {1 3 \>1b9) chordisF|7f| 11) {3 5 t?7 $11}. This Sub V chord will not be available 
to the root inversion C7(b9) chord because of the [>9th interval between the 5th and j} 11th of the F$7($ 11) chord. 
In the next chapter, F|7( j} 11) will reappear on the third inversion of the C7('^9) chord. These ninth (omit 3rd or 5th) 
chord voicings, as well as the drop 2 type voicings, will have some very interesting additional substitution 
possibilities in later chapters. 
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Each 9th chord and applicable inversions previously examined will be presented in the following II-V-I chord 
cadence examples. As mentioned earlier, when a single voice is notated on the staff, it will be considered the top 
note of a drop 2 type voicing. If a non-drop 2 type voicing is used, all four voices will be notated. This approach will 
be used throughout this text. 

maj7(9) drop 2 type voicings: 

Imaj7(9) 
Cmaj7(9) = 

m-7 = 
E-7 = 

V6 
G6 

VI9sus4 
A9sus4 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable drop 2 inversions with the addition of one ninth (omit 
5) voicing: 

D-7 G7 Cmaj7(9) D-7 G7 Cmaj9 A-7 D7 Gmaj9 

maj7l>5(9) 

This is a unique chord in that the drop 2 type voicings produce ninth (omit 5) enharmonic substitute voicings and 
the ninth (omit 3) chord produces a drop 2 type enharmonic substitute chord. 

Imaj7|>5(9) (drop2) = 
Cmaj7k5(9) (drop 2) = 
Imaj7|?5(9)no 3 
Cmaj7|>5(9)no3 

U6(9)no 5 
D6(9)no 5 ^ 
!> VI7(l>5/#9) (drop 2) / H13 (drop 2) 
Al>7^5(|9) (drop 2) / D13 (drop 2) ^ 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable drop 2 inversions with the addition of one ninth (omit 
3) voicing. 

I>5 7 

3 
9 
^5 

9 
l>5 
3 
7 

7 
l>5 
1 

D-7 G7 Cmaj7b5(9'' D-7 G7 
si 

Cmaj9b5 A-7 D7 Gmaj9b5 



min. maj7(9) drop 2 type voicings: 

I-maj7(9) = 
C-maj7(9) 

|?IIImaj7|5 
Ebmaj7$5 

Three applicable drop 2 inversions with the addition of one ninth (omit 5) chord. Due to the physically awkward 
fingering produced by the 2nd inversion, its register might be limited. 

5 
9 
7 
^3 

7 
i>3 
9 
5 

9 
5 
^3 
7 

9 
7 
l>3 
1 

D-7b5 G C-maj7(9) D-7b5 G7 C-maj9 A-7i>5 A°7 G-maj9 

min7(9) drop 2 type voicings: 

1-7(9) 
C-7(9) 

\> Illmaj 7 
El?maj7 

Three applicable drop 2 inversions with the addition of one ninth (omit 5) chord 

5 
9 
i>7 
l>3 

>7 
>3 
9 
5 

9 
5 
l>3 

\>1 

9 
>7 
>3 

1 

D-7(9) D°7 Cmaj9 A-9 D7b5 Gmaj9 A-9 D7b5 Gmaj7b5 
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min7b5(9) 

I-7b5(9) (drop 2) 
C-7b5(9) (drop 2) 
I-7b5(9)no 3 
C-7b5(9)no 3 

blll-maj7 (drop 2) ^ 
Eb-maj7 (drop 2) 
n+7 (drop 2) /bVI9bo (drop 2) ^ 
D+7 (drop 2) / Ab9b5 (drop 2) ^ 

Three applicable drop 2 inversions with the addition of three good ninth (omit 5) chord inversions. Due to the 
physically awkward fingerings produced by the 2nd and 3rd drop 2 inversions, their registers might be limited. 

drop 2; b5 
9 
\>1 
i>3 

b7 
k3 
9 
bo 

9 
b5 
,3 
>7 

ninth (omit 3); Q 
b7 
>5 
r 

b? 
9 
1 
bo 

1 
bo 
9 
b7 

D-7b5(9) G+7 C-maj9 

ft b© r* o 

C-7b5(9) 

, bxs. b 

F7$5 Bb6 

A-7b5(9) A°7 Gmaj7b5 A-7b5(9) A°7 G-maj9 

Those min7b5(9) voicings containing no third will be examined later in this chapter for their dominant quality as 
well; dom7b5(9). 

maj6(9) 

16(9) (drop 2) 
C6(9) (drop 2) 
I6(9)no 5 
C6(9)no 5 

VI7sus4 (drop 2) x 
A7sus4 (drop 2) 
bVIImaj9b5 (drop 2) 
Bt>maj9bo (drop 2) 

Three applicable drop 2 inversions and three applicable ninth (no 5) chord inversions: 

drop 2; ninth (no 5); 

Drop 2; 

D-9 Ab°7 

b© 

Ninth (no 5) Chord: 

C6(S: D- G7 C6(9) A-7 D7 G6(9' 

D-7 Bo 7 C6(9) A-9 D7?5 G6(9) F7sus4 
Djq. 

B7 Bb6(9) 
i 
tJJO. 



drop 2 type voicings: 

1-6(9) = |>IIImaj7b5 
C-6(9) = Et>maj7i>5 

VII7(|5/#9) / IV7(9/13) 
B7(|5/|9)/F7(9/13) 

Three applicable drop 2 inversions with the addition of one ninth (no 5) chord voicing. Due to the physically awkward 
fingerings produced by the drop 2 (2nd inversion), its register might be limited. 

5 6 9 9 
9 1,3 5 6 
6 9 1,3 1,3 
1,3 5 6 1 

D-7b5 G7b5 C-6(9) D-7b5 Ab *7 C-6(9) A-7b5 D+7 G-6(9) 

DOMINANT 9TH CHORDS 

dom7(9) | drop2 {3 5 1,7 9} - Ninth no 5 {1 3 1,7 9} 

C9 {3 5 1,7 9} = E-7l,5/G-6/F|7(l,9/jt5) 
C9 {1 3 1,7 9} = F|7(alt5) 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable drop 2 inversions and three applicable ninth (no 5) chord 
inversions; 

drop 2; 5 1,7 9 ninth (no 5); 9 1,7 1 
9 3 5 1,7 9 3 
b7 9 3 3 1 9 
3 5 b7 1 3 1,7 

SUB V 

V V V 

Ab-9 Db7(?9/jt5) Gs>maj9 Bb-9 Eb7(b9/i?5) Ab6 Eb-9 Ab7(b9/*5) Db6(9) 
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Ninth (no 5); 

D-9 

£ 

SUB V 

G9 

t, < 

Cmaj9 G7sus4 C9 

ko. 
FmajT F7sus4 

V 
Bb9 

ken 
rr^ 
in 

^ * 

Ab-9 D?7(alt5) G?mai9 
fto. 

o 

io 

Fnialt?' Bmaj7 

Eb6 
I 

b. 

B-7 E7(alt5) AmajS 
ftCL 

1 i » J j 
: :i J 

t 4 

_ » - ------- '' --- - -- -1 1 

ninth (no 5) chord 113 ?7 p9> 

Dp. E, G. and/or Bl?dim7 (Ei>7(?9), F$7(b9), and/or A7(p9i) 

Four applicable drop 2 inversions plus one additional ninth (no 5) chord inversion. The drop 2 Sub V chords need 
not be presented, since transposing these exercises by a tritone (and minor thirds) will produce the same examples. 
The Sub V will be avoided on the ninth ("no 5) chord voicing due to the l>9th interval produced by 5 over til. The 
i>9th interval produced by \>9 over the root is available on dominant chords. 

j dom7(t>9); drop2 (3 5 p7 ?9: 

C7(l>9) {3 5 t>7 i>9) = 

Drop 2: 

Ninth (no 5i: 

A-7 D7b9 Gmaj9 A-7 D7b9 Gmaj9 

D-7 G7b9 Cmaj7 D-9 G7i>9 Cmaj9 

A o £1 
4-' 

J, 

n 

D7sus4 

Q 

G7p9 

m- 

C6(9, 

1 

Ww • 
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dom7(#9) drop2 {3 5 \>1 #9} ninth (no 5) chord {1 31>7 #9} 

C7(|9) {3 5 \>1 |9} = F| 13(1,9) 
C7(f9) {1 3 l>7 §9} = F| 13(1,5) 

Avoiding tension $9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable drop 2 inversions plus one ninth (no 5) chord inversion. 
Due to the difficult fingerings produced by the second and third inversions of the drop 2 voicings. their registers 
might be limited. 

drop 2; 
9 
7 

ninth (no 5): s9 
ll 
3 
1 

SUB V 

Bi>7(#9) G7(#9) 
G-9 C7(#9)Fmaj9 F-7 Ebmaj7(b5) D-9 Cmaj7(b5) D-9 G7(#9) Cmaj7 

dom7[>5(9) drop2 [2>\>5\>1 9} ninth (no 3) chord {1 i>5 ^7 9} 

C9(l>5) {3 [?51>7 9} 
C9(l>5) {1 i>51>7 9} 

Ff+7 
D+7 / A|?9(to) 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable drop 2 inversions 
inversions: 

and three applicable ninth (no 31 chord 

drop 2; 1-5 i>7 9 ninth (no 3); 9 \>1 1 
9 3 p5 \>1 9 l>5 
\>1 9 3 b5 1 9 
3 

| A 

b5 bl 1 k5 p7 
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Drop 2; G-9 C9(b5) Fmaj9 G-7 C9bo Fmaj7 
P£1 

D7sus4 G9b5 Cmaj9 

C#-9 

SUB V 

Ninth (no 3); 

SUB V 

I 
F#+7 Bmaj9 C#-9 F#+7 Bmaj7 

ifce- 

D-7b5 G9b5 Cmaj 7b 5 D7sus4 G9bo C6(9) 

Ab-7 Db+7 Gbmaj7(b5) 
PJQ. 

G7sus4 C9b5 Fmaj7 

Ab-7 
l>e- 

Db7(alt5) Gbmaj? 

few* tax 

Ab-7 Db(alt5) Gbmaj9 

br>__ eo ta- 

C#-7 Fit (alto.) B6 

Ml 

dom7l>5(|>9)[ drop2 {3 1,5 1,7 ^9} 

C7|,5(|,9) {3 1,5 1,7 1,9} = F#7 

The ninth (no 3) voicing will be omitted, due to the 1,9th interval produced. This voicing will reappear in a later 
chapter as a hybrid chord. 

Four applicable inversions: 3 
1,7 
1,5 
1,9 

1,5 
• (>9 

' 1,7 
3 

l>7 
3 
1,9 
1,5 

1,9 
1,5 
3 
1,7 

E7(b9/b5) E7(b9/b5) 
B-7 Amaj7 B-9 A6(9) A-9 

D7(b9/b5^ 
maj9 

Bb7(b9/b5) 
F7sus4 Ebmaj7 

PJQ- ta- ~ 

F7sus4 Bb7 Ebmaj7 

^ i>©- o 
F-9 

.n E»7sus At>7 Dt,mai9 
Bb7 E?mai9 i 
„ „ ‘ pe- i>e- Oe- 

B-7 E7 Amaj7 

SUB V 
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drop 2 {3 i>5 \>1 #9} 

C7t5C#9) = Ffl3 

Only two practical drop 2 inversions will be used. The root inversion will be omitted because of the t>9th interval 
produced by the 3rd over the ji 9th. The third inversion will be omitted because of the awkward fingering produced. 
The ninth (no 31 chord voicing will be omitted because it has become a min7l> 5 chord. This ninth (no 3) chord voicing 
might reappear in later chapters where incomplete voicings are more appropriate. 

dom7i>5(#9) 

1>5 
39 

\>1 
3 

bO 

G-9 C7(#9/?5) Fmaj9 E-7 A7(39/b5) Dmaj9 

SUB V 

^-Q- j.O . C > ^ 

• 

1 

V 
F37sus4 F313 B6(9) Bb-9 Eb 

l>e- r 

' 
13 Ab6 

im- -W-n-Jbv 1 JirO- 
--II 

drop2 {3^5 \>1 9} 

C9 
C9 

5 {3#5 \>1 9} 
5(no3) {1 #5 \>1 9} 

ninth (no 3) chord {1$5 (>7 9} 

E7l>5 / Bl?7^5 / Ff 9jf5 
F§9(alt5)/Bl>9(no5) {13 l>7 9} /L'aaloj 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable drop 2 inversions and three applicable ninth (no 3) chord 
inversions. The Sub V chord will not be included in the drop 2 examples because, like its dom71? 5 substitute, it 
“mirrors” its original dominant chord: C9f 5 = F$9§5. 

drop 2; |5 

9 

\>1 

\>1 

3 

9 

9 

it5 

ninth (no 3); 9 

3 

\>1 

#5 

\>1 

9 

1 

1 

p > 1 
Drop 2; 

G-9 

35 
4 

P 

9 

b7 

C+7(9) 

l>e- 

Fmaj9 E-7 A935 Dmaj9 C-9 F935 B? maj9 

£X CL a CL 

Ninth (no 3): 

C-9 

\>£L 
F935 B?maj9 C-S F9 Bt>majS G-9 

i p 
4 

n. 

C9£5 
k 

FS 

v y 
Fs-7 B9(alto) EmajT Fit-9 B9(alt5) Emaj7 C3-7 F39(alt5) Bmaj7 

SUB V 
1 
1 
m^bbhhhhbhhhhmhihhh 

(Eb9) (Eb9) (Bb9) 
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dom7jtS(|>9)] drop2 {3 #5 \>1 1,9} 

C7(t9/#5) = Dt-6 / Bt-7|»5 / F|9 

The ninth (no 3) chord voicing will be omitted, due to the awkward fingering and the 1,9th interval produced. The 
drop 2 Sub V chord produced is a dom9 chord, and although all four inversions are available to the dom7$5(l>9) 
chord, the inversion producing tension 9 on the 5th string on the dom9 Sub V chord will be omitted. There are four 
applicable inversions: 

3 
\n [>9 

1,7 
3 

1,7 
3 
1,9 

1,9 
#5 
3 
1,7 

C+7(b9) 
G-9 Fmaj9 
■©■ l>e- o 

F-7 E?6 
|>e- bn 

F7#5(b9) 
C-9 Bb6(9) 

E7(b9/#5) 
B-9 Amaj9 

SUB V 

C#-9 F*9 Bmaj9 Sub V not applicable 
(9 on 5th string) 

F#-9 B9 Emaj9 F-7 
!>©• 

Bb9 Ebmaj? 
oe- 

|dom7}}5(}}9)| drop2 {3 |5 1,7 #9} 

C7(#9/|5) = Emaj7l,5 

The ninth (no 3) voicing will be omitted, due to its incomplete nature. It forms a complete min7$5 chord, which will 
be examined later for its dominant qualities. 

Avoiding tension $9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable drop 2 voicings: 

|5 ' 
9 

b7 
3 

1,7 
3 
*9 

5 

!9 
"3 

il 

E-7 A+7(#9) Dmaj7b5 
O 

G-9 C7(#9/#5) F6(9) 
!>©• 

D-9 G7(#9/#5) Cmaj7b5 
ifce- ^ 

SUB V 

Sub V not applicable 
(9 on 5th string) 

C#-9 F#7(13/9) B6(9) G#-7 C#7(13/9) F#maj9 
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dom7sus4(9) drop2 {4 5 1,7 9} 

C9sus4 {4 5 1,7 9} 
C9sus4 j 1 4 (,7 9} 

ninth (no 5) {1 4 1,7 9} 

G-7/Bk 
D-7|5 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable drop 2 inversions and three applicable ninth (no 5) chord 
inversions: 

drop 2; 

Drop 2; 

o 
9 
\>1 
4 

1,7 
4 
9 

9 
5 
4 
1,7 

ninth (no 5); 9 
i>7 
4 
1 

1,7 
9 
1 
4 

1 
4 
9 
\>1 

G-7 C9(sus4) Fmaj9 F-9 Bb9sus4 Ebmaj9 

l>e- PXL 

D-9 G9(sus4) Cmaj9 

(G-7) (F-7) (D-7) 

Ninth! no5); 

D7sus4 G9sus4 Cmaj7 G7sus4 C9sus4 
1*. \>s± 

Fmaj7 D7sus4 G9sus4 C6(9) 

(A-7#5) 
(F/G) 

(D-7}}5) (A-7#5) 

dom7sus4([>9) drop2 {4 5 \>1 1,9} 

C7sus- 9) = G-7i,5/Bb-6 
♦ 

The ninth (no 5) chord voicing will be omitted due to the 1,9th interval. It will reappear later as a hybrid chord. There 
are four applicable drop 2 inversions: 

4 
i>7 
5 
i>9 

5 
1>9 
1>7 

?7 
4 
\>9 
5 

1>9 

S>7 

F7sus4 Bb7sus4(bQ) Et>maj7 

3X1 

D-7 G7sus4(b9) Cmaj9 

(F-7bo) (D-7b5) 

G-7 C7sus4('i,9) Fmai9 C-7 F7sus(b9> B?maj9 

kxx a 

(G-7b5) (C-7b5) 
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TENSION ADDITION BY STRING 

In the following chord progression, voice tension 9 on the 2nd string only. Use drop 2 type voicings first, then repeat 
using the ninth (no 5) chord voicings only. This is a good example of the ninth (no 5) voicings being more appropriate 
since the drop 2 voicings, having the 7th in the bass, travel below the recommended Low Interval Limits. 

G7(9) F#7(#9) Fmaj 7(9) E7(l>9) D-7(9) D[>7(9) Cmaj7(9) 

Now voice tension 9 on the 3rd string only in the above chord progression. 

Finally, voice tension 9 on the 4th string only in the below chord progression. 

C7(9) B7(b9) B|>maj7(9) A7(|>9) G-7(9) G|>7(9) Fmaj7(9) 

Tension 9 on the 5th string will be avoided. 

In the following chord progression, tension 9 alternates between the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th strings. After preparing this 
progression, the student should compose his or her own line on the same progression using a 9th tension on 
each chord. 

Cmaj9 A7(b9) D-9 G9 E-7b5(9) A7(b5/b9) D-9 F-6(9) C6(9) 
/i _^_ez__12_o_ 

3F= 

~-W- —n - L; — \ ' t __U 
Sr r- 

-rate— I 1 __i_ 1 L!_L! 
# 

i» ii .1 

The following examples will use various ninth chords over a typical “Jazz” or “II-V” blues form. Remember to try 
both drop 2 and ninth with omitted 3rd or 5th voicings when tension 9 is in the lead. Inversions of the ninth (no 3) 
or ninth (no 5) chord voicings beyond the root inversion with 9 in the lead will be completely notated. 

^ V^'v-.GNxwjl ° , 
*>.r • / - -i 

Fmaj 9 E-7b5(9) A+7(b9) D-9 G7(b9) C-9 F+7(#9) 

kg_k£_♦_k* 

Bb-9 D7b5(b9) 

ktr 

Ab-9 Db7b5(9) 

kg \o 

G-9 G9sus4 C7b5(#9) C7#5(b9) F6(9) D7#5(#9) G-9 C9#5 
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This next example makes use of several different ninth chord inversions with the omitted third or the omitted fifth. 
Note the chromatic voice-leading in bars two, three, and four into bar five. Also note the voice-led scale pattern in 
the last three bars before the end. The same “II-V” blues form used above has been transposed to the key of “Bl>” 
for this example. 

Bbmaj9 Bb6(9) A-7b5(9) D7(#5/b9) 

M2. I 
IIJ/, 

G-6(9) C7(#5/#9) 

fop- 

F9sus4 Bb9#5 

<-1- t trw-- 
. ♦ 

t ^ ._i_.____ i i 

Eb9 Eb 7b5(#9> Eb-9 
% 

b. 
At 9 
1?. 

D-9 

I i 

G9?5 Db-9 

Vo 

Gb7#5(#9) 

_ 1 

5- 

Q. 

F7#5(b9) 
F7sus4(b9) j 

IFV. 

G7*5(b9) 

b^ ra" - i 

F7sus4(b9) 

)>£L 
Bb9 
ko. 

B 

The following dominant “turnaround” example uses all four of the inversions of the dom9(no 5) chord. 

Bb9 

Tension 9 on the 5th string for the above F9 chord has been included for demonstrative purposes. It is above the L.I.L. 
for tension 9. 
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Chapter 8, 
Tension 11 

There are three basic substitution approaches to adding tension 1 i to basic four-part 7th & 6th chords: 

11 for 5 {13 7 11} 
11 for 3 {15 7 11} 
11 forR {35711} 

11 for 3 or 5 is the traditional drop 2 substitutional approach, while 11 for the root can often produce a new drop 2 
or ninth chord with omitted 3rd or 5th. 11 for the root or 5th, subsequently retaining the guide tones, is in most cases 
preferable. If the 5th is needed, the root would be the preferred note to omit with the 3rd being the last choice. 

The addition of tension 11 to some of the basic four-part chords can produce both physical and harmonic difficulties 
within certain inversions. This in itself might dictate which note the 11th should substitute. As these problems arise 
they will be addressed and appropriate recommendations will follow. Some of these difficult inversions will become 
quite useful as additional tensions are added. 

By use of enharmonics, the previous four-part 7th & 6th chords and 9th chords produce some of the most useful 1 lt'n 
chord structures: 

Cmaj7(|ll) [11 for 5] 
C6(|ll) [11 for 5] 
C-7(ll) [11 for 5] 

[11 for 3] 
[11 forR] 

C-7l,5(ll) [11 for 3] 

C7(#ll) [11 for 5] 

= Cmaj7l>5 
= C6|>5/A-6/F#-7i>5 
= F7sus4 
= C7sus4 ' 
= G:7|5 
= Gbmaj7l,5 
= C7|>5 

C+7($ll) / C7(alt5)/ C7(’b5/t> 13) 
[11 for R] = G|>9(no5) 
[11 for 3] = Ai>9(no5) 

Note the unique substitutions arising from the [11 for 3} C+7(ji 11) chord. Since this voicing is the same as Al>9 
{1 31,7 9},thepastAl?9substitutionscanbeaddedtoC+7(|ll)anditsSubVchordG^9l>5 {1 3 l>5 9}. When this 
is done, a dominant type chord appears on each note of a whcie tone scale: 

C Gl, G| Bt 
C+7($ll) 1 1,5 15 l>7 
D7(alt5) 17 3 {^5 15 
E9talt5) If 9 3 b5 
Fl9(lo) |>5 1 9 3 (Ffmaj9l>5) 
A}>9 3 1,7 1 9 
Bl,9f|5) 9 15 1,7 I 

*0-6(11) [11 for 5} = F7 
[11 for 3] = A-7|i5 
111 for R] = F9(no5) 

*C-maj7(ll) [11 for R] = G+7 

* The inversions containing the 11 tn in the bass are weakest. 

The tritone produced by the notes B and r (on the C-maj7(l 1) chord) forms an ambiguous or weak sound, since it 
is the guide tones of G7. C minor’s V7 chord. The two inversions placing the tritone in the bottom of the voicing 
are weakest. 
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Seven new voicings will be introduced in this chapter: 

Cmaj7(#ll) [11 for 3] [15 7 ill} 
[11 for R] [3 5 7 11} 

C6(#ll) [11 for 3] [15 6 11} 
[11 for R] [3 5 6 11} 

C-7|,5(ll) [11 forR] {1,3 1,5 b7 11} 
C7(|ll) [11 for 3] [1 5 1,7 fn) 

[ 11 for R] {3 5 |,7 fill} 
C-maj7(ll) [11 for 3] [15 7 m 

[11 for 5] [1 1,3 7 ii} 

Note the above voicings that function for two different chords 

Cmaj7(f 11) 

C7(#ll) 

[11 for R]- ->3 5 7 ill 
E G 

♦ 

B 
• n 

k3 lo 

[11 for 3] - -^1 5 \>i in 
c G Bp 

1 n 
11 1 

* i>3 / 

C#-7|,5(ll) [11 for R] 

G-maj7fl 1) [11 for5] 

Many of these new voicings create physical and harmonic problems within certain inversions. Consideration should 
be given to the desired sound and the appropriate context when using these inversions. The tritone can produce a 
unique, if not weak, sound when placed in the middle of the following voicings: 

Cmaj7(#ll) [11 for 3] 

5 

C7(fll) [11 for 3] 
1,7 

1 
5 

C6(fll) [11 for 3] 
0 

in 
i 

5 

C-maj7(ll) [11 for 5] 
1,3 

f / 
1 *1 

1 
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maj7(#ll)| 

11 for 5 {1 3 7 #11} = maj7|>5 

There are three applicable voicings 3 i>5 7 
7 1 3 
l>5 7 1 
1 3 i>5 

G-7 C7(#5/#9) Fmaj7b5 A7sus4 A7b5 

--—- 

Dmaj7b5 

!>e- 

G7sus4 G7b5 Cmaj7!>5 

11 for 3 {1 5 7 #11} 

There are two applicable voicings: # 11 
7 
5 
1 

n 

*H 
1 
5 

G-9 C7b5 Fmaj7(#ll) B-9 

^ ^ ge_ 

E7(H9) Amaj7(#ll) 

11 for 1 {3 5 7 #11} 

There are three applicable voicings: # 11 
7 
5 

Cmaj7(#l 1) = C#-7t5(ll) 

5 

in 
7 

7 

ill 
3 
5 

B-9 E+7 Amaj7(#ll) E-9 A+7 Dmaj7(#ll) E-9 Eb7(t>5/#9)Dmaj7(#ll) 
»Cm— 

^BS 



maj6(fll) 

11 for 5 {1 3 6 111} = maj6(io) 

There are four applicable voicings: 3 
6 
i>5 
1 

1>5 
1 
6 
3 

1 
\>5 

G-7 C7(fl5/b9) F6b5 E-9 A7(fi5/b9) D6b5 

O l>e- 

C6(b 5) = A-6/F#-7|>5 

1 
l>5 
3 
6 

G7(#5/!>9) 
D7sus4 C6b5 B-9 E+7 A6b5 

11 for 3 {i5 6 jtm 

There are two applicable voicings: 6 
fill 
1 

11 for 1 (3 5 6 #11} 

There are two applicable voicings: 6 

#H 
3 
5 

5 

fH 
6 

5 

#H 
6 
3 

B-7 E7(j}9)A6(#ll) B-9 Bb7A6(m) 
4 

-e u. e P-G- -e 

t) 

E7(b9/#5) 
B-7 A6(fill) 

Db7(i>5/#9) 
D-9 C6(fill) 

min7(ll) 

11 for 5 {1 l?3 1?7 11} C-7(ll) = F7sus4 

All four inversions are applicable: i>3 
\>1 
11 
1 

II 
* 

\>1 
k3 

\>1 
1>3 
1 
11 

1 
11 

1>3 
\>1 

C-7(lli B9 Bi>6(9) E-7(ll) A7i>5 Dmaj7 C-7(ll) F7(b9) Bbmaj9 G-7(ll) C7b9 F6(9) 
Ml 

11 for 3 n 5 b7 ]J5C-7m ! = C7sus4 

All four inversions are applicable: 11 
!?7 
5 
I 

pi 
11 

!>7 
11 
1 

1 
5 
11 

i>7 

C-7(ll) F7b9 Bsmaj'9 C-7flljF+7(b9) B?maj9 A-7(ll) Ab7 Gmaj9 A-7(ll)Ab7 Gmaj9 

L-©- |>e be- 



11 for 1 {1,3 5 1,7 11}C-7( 11) = G-7(|5) 

All four inversions are applicable: 11 
1,7 
5 
1,3 

5 
1,3 

11 

1,7 
11 
1,3 
5 

Ab7 Gmai9 A-7(ll)D7(#5/#9) 
C-7(ll) B7 Bb6(9) C-7(ll) B7(#9) Bb6(9) A-7(ll) , J ^ ’ , G6(9) 

, _ ,l ~ to- -e*- 
■ ■■P-'-.'O-&e-be- mitH —-1 u_-a_!___.. _i “3T—kt:-—- iwvna l v ^- 

J_U- U-0-1 1 w ---—-u 

(Eb/F) 

min7|,5(ll) 11 for 5 not applicable 

11 for 3 {1 1,5 t>7 11 }C-7i,5(l P, = Gbmaj7l,5 

There are three applicable inversions: 11 
1,7 
1,5 
1 

1,7 
11 
1 
1,5 

1 
1,5 
11 
1,7 

C-7b5(ll) B7 

I® 

Bb-6(9) C-7b5(ll) F7b9 

k 
Bb-maj9 G-7b5(ll) Gb7 

_o-ko 

F-6 

11 for 1 {1,3 1,5 1,7 11 }C-7l,5(l 1) = Bmaj7(itll) 

There are three applicable inversions: 11 
1,7 

1,5 1,7 
11 11 

1,5 1,7 1,3 
b3 1,3 1,5 

D-7bo(ll) Dp7 C-6 C-7b5(ll; F7*5 Bb-6 » 
—&_Q_ o kjQ. -U_ A 

ko. 

D-7,5(ll) G7(*5/#9) C-6(9> 

Le. tua. 
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min6(ll) 

Tension 11 on a min6 chord produces a very strong IV chord sound in relation to the Imin6 chord: 

06(11); 11 for 5 = F7 
11 for 3 = F(add9) (A-7# 5) 
11 for 1 = F9 

Those voicings containing the characteristic l> 3rd of the min6 chord might sound a little more complete than the 11 
for 3 voicing {1 5 6 11}. 

11 for 5 {1 1,3 6 11} 

There are four applicable inversions: i>3 11 6 1 
6 1 1,3 11 
11 6 1 1,3 
1 1,3 11 6 

F#-7b5 B7b5 E-6(ll) D-7bo 

~ \h&- 

G7 06(11) D-7b5 G7(}!9/#5)C-6(11) A-7b5 D7(b9) G-6(ll) 
Mi 

(A7) (F7) (F7; (C7! 

11 for 3 {15 6 11} 

There are four applicable inversions: 11 5 6 1 
6 1 11 5 
5 6 1 11 
1 11 5 6 

F#-7t>5 F7 E-6(ll) E-7b5(ll)E?7 D-6(ll) B-7b5 E7(j}9) A-6(ll) A-7b5 D7(b9/#5)G-6(11) 

11 for 1 {1,3 5 6 11} 

There are four applicable inversions: 11 5 6 1,3 
6 11 5 
5 6 b? 11 
1,3 11 5 6 

G-7b5 Gb9 F-6(ll) D-7b5 G+7 C-6(ll) 07b5 F7(b9) Bb-6(11) F#-7b5 B7(b9) E-6U1) 
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minor maj7(ll)| 

The tritone produced by the 11 and 7 of a minor maj7 type chord is also the guide-tones (3 and \>1) of its V7 chord, 
producing a potentially ambiguous sound. The notes B and F are both 11 and 7 of C-maj7(l 1) and 3 and \>1 of G7. 
The root and/or I? 3rd of the min maj 7 chord are basic chord tones that are not common to its V7 chord and best support 
the 7 and 11 of the min.maj7 chord. This implies the {1 I? 3 7 11} voicing and is perhaps the strongest of the three 
different voicings introduced here. Of all the voicings used, those inversions placing the tritone (11 and 7) in the 
bottom are the weakest. 

C-maj7(l 1) = F7(#in 

i>3 7 
7 1,3 
11 1 
1 11 

11 for 5 {1 1>3 7 11} 

There are two applicable inversions: 

G-7b5 C7(#5/39) F-maj7(li) 

SZEE 

D-7r>5(ll) G7(*9) C-maj7(ll) 

XL 

max 
i 
\ 
} 

11 for 3 {15 7 11} 

There are three applicable inversions: 11 5 7 
7 1 11 
5 7 1 
1 11 5 

D-7't>5 Db7 C-maj7(ll) E-7b5 A7b5 D-maj7(ll) B-7b5 E7(#9.. A-maj7(ll) 

A „ „ „ ?JQ. -©- ■O' ■6’ BO Ito y—e-e-o i r _n 1--H r — ^ ° _J-J T«-B 
352_2_ J_2_ 
c •©* 

II for 1 {^3 5 7 11} C-maj7(ll) = G+7 

There are four applicable inversions: 11 5 **1 / p3 
7 k3 11 5 
5 7 l>3 11 
| ^ 
93 11 5 7 

D-maj7(ll) C-maj7(ll) A-maj7(ll) G-maj7(ll) 
E-7b5 A7b9 D-7b5 G7(b9) B-7b5 E7(j}9) A-7b5 D7(b9) , 

H^5————Ml 
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dom7(#ll)| 11 for 5 

There are four applicable inversions: 

{1 3 \>1 #11} = dom7b 

3 
1.7 
1.5 
1 

1.5 
1 
\>1 
3 

1.7 
3 
1 
1.5 

1 
1.5 
3 
1.7 

G-7 C7b5 Fmaj7 G-9 C7b5 Fmaj9 
G-9 C7b5 Fmaj7 

Ml 
D-7 G7b5 Cmaj9 

C#-9 F#7b5 Bmaj7 C£-7 F$7:.5 Bmaj9 C^'7 G,b7b5 BLmaj? 
Jd Ml ML 

Ab-9 Db7b5 Gbmaj9 

r>o b o !>«- 

SUB V 

11 for 3 U 5 1,7 #11} C7(#ll) = G-maj7(l 1) 

There are two applicable inversions: 11 
7 

1.7 

in 
1 
5 

Bb-7 Eb7(#ll) Abmaj9 

l>e- be- l**1 

F-7b5(9) BbWll) 

oe- 

Eb-6 
1>XL 

E7sus4 A7b5(b9) D6(9) B7sus4 E7b5(b9) Amaj7(ifll) 

SUB V 

11 for 1 {3 5 1,7 #11} C7(# 11) = Gl,7(1,9) {1 3 1,7 1,9} 

There is one applicable voicing: 11 
7 

This is the same voicing as the 1st inversion of the ninth (no 5) voicing for a dom7(b9) 

B7sus4 E7(#ll) Amaj9 
1.9 

1.7 

F-7C11) 

, to. 
B?7(b9) Eb6 

ML 

SUB V 
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dom7f 5(fll) / dom7(aIt5) [11 for 5 not applicable] 

A unique chord in that 11 for 3 and 11 for 1 produce the same inversions found in the dom7(9) {1 3 [>7 9} chord 

C7(alt5): 11 for 3 = Ab9 
11 for 5 G\>9 

11 for 3 {1 #5 '\>1 #11} 

There are four applicable inversions: fil; 
•It 

P 
»• 

t> * 

i>7 1 in • 

P bl 
1• 

i 

1 in fi5 

1*5 

E7sus4 E7(alt5) A6(9) 

a -o- lie- sx 

A.-9 D7(alt5) Gmaj9 
££ usx ^ 

11 
7 

E-9 A7(alt5) D6(9) D-9 G7(alt5) Cmaj9 

(C9) 
I 

F7sus4 Bb9b5 
. bn bn 

Eb6 
pn 

SUB V 

(Bi>9> 

Ei>-7(11) Ab9b5 Db6(9) 

. tpe- v*3- >e- 

11 for 1 {3 #5 \>1 #11} 

There are four applicable inversions: 

1 

V 

(F9.) (Et>9j 

Bi>-7 Eb9b5 Ab6 AbTsus Db9(>5) Gb6(9) 

P 
3 
\>7 
Ull 

pe- 

(Tension 9 on 5th string) 

t>7 

tU 

#5 

is 
In 
t>7 

A-7 D7(alt5) Gniaj9 G-9 C7(alt5) Fmaj9 
-e- , oe- 

A7(alt5) 
E-7(ll) D6(9) 

’ D?maj7("ll1 
Eb-7(11) Ab9 Cn7sus F'^. Bmaj 

SUB V 

(11 for 3/11 for 1 combinations): 

G7sus4 C7(alt5) 

. ibn 

Fmaj 7 

D-9 G7(alt5) Cmaj7t>5 

* 

Br>-P Eb9 Ab6 Ap-9 
oh 

(Tension 9 on 5th string) 

D-9 G7(alt5) Cmaj9 

D^9 G?maj7 

an pn 

(A? 9; ! Gb 9, (Eb9) (Db9) 
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The following examples will use various eleventh chords over a typical “Jazz” or “II-V” blues form. Some unique 
non-drop 2 type voicings have been introduced in this section. They will be fully notated when used. 

Drop 2 type voicings also give the option of substituting tension 11 for the 3rd or 5th of the chord. If the 5tn is altered 
or voiced in the lead, tension 11 will substitute the 3rd. When either option is available, voice-leading and L.I.L. will 
determine which is best and will be fully notated when only one option is desired. 

An additional voicing for the dom715(§ 11) or dom7(alt5) chord which was not presented earlier will be introduced 
here. This voicing has the$l 1th (orb5th) substituting thel>7th;(l 3 1-5 $5). and enharmonically produces a dom7f 5 
chord: C7(alt5) (1 3 [>5 $5) = A|>+7. This voicing will appear several times in the following example. 

Fmaj7(#ll) E-7b5(ll) A7b5 D-7(ll) G7#5(m) C-7(ll) F7(alt5) 

(A-7*5) (Eb9) (B9) 

Bb7 Bb7b5 Bb-7(1D E>+7(#11> A-7(ll) D+7(|tll) Ab-7(11) Db7(alt5) 

(Eb7sus4) (B+7) (D7sus4) (Bb+7) (G9) 

G-7(ll) G-7 
„ \>X2. 

C7(alt5) C9(b5) 

\h&- 

F6(9) D7(#ll) G-9 C7b5 

\>X2- 

Fmaj7(«ll) 
bn 

fA'b+7) CGb+7) 



The following example transposes the “II-V” blues form to the key of “D.” Note the contrary chromatic voice- 
leading of three voices from the D7(alt5) chord to the G9 chord and the two voices from the G9[>5 chord to the 
G-9 chord. Also note the parallel chromatic voice-leading of two voices from the C7l>5 chord to the Ff-7(11) chord, 
the B[>+7 chord to the E-7(l 1) chord, and the D6(9) chord to the B7(alt5) chord. Three voices move in parallel 
chromatic motion from the E-9 chord to the A7(alt5) chord. 

D6(9) Dmaj7(#ll) C#-7b5(ll) F#7(alt5) B-7(ll) E7(alt5) A-7(ll) D7(alt5) 

(Db+7) (C-7#5) 

E-7(ll) E-9 A7(alt5) D6(9) B7(alt5) E-7(ll) A+7 
■t* •&-•<»■ 

D9b5 
te- 

(B-7#5) (Eb9) (F9) (G9) (B-7#5) 
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Chapter 9. 
Tension 13 

13 for 5 or 1 {1 3 7 13} or {3 5 7 13} will be the tension substitution formula used in this chapter. The only exception 
will include one ofthe two new voicings introduced here. The dom7|>5( 13) will introduce 13 for 3 {1 !>5t>7 13}.These 
notes dictate a major 3rd even though it has been removed. The other new voicing introduced is the dom7sus4(13) 
{14 \>7 13}. Note the 3rd inversion forms an upper-structure triad: F13(sus4) = Bb/Ek 

This chapter will refer to tension 13 as a 6th when used on chords containing a maj7th. The 6th can be placed above 
or below the maj7th, while the 13th (which accompanies the |?7th) can only be placed above or next to the [>7th. 

As mentioned earlier, this chapter will avoid dominant chords containing both a natural 5th andp 13th. These notes 
produce a weak Sub V chord containing b9 and natural 9. This applies to the dom7(b 13) chord. \> 13 must substitute 
the 5th enharmonically, producing a dom715 chord. This chord has already appeared under the Tension 9 chapter 
as the Sub V of the dom9i>5 chords, C7jf 5 = Gl>9i>5. Its related II-V-I situation can be observed there. Dominant 
chords with a natural 5th and tension \> 13 will be examined in the Additional Enharmonic Chordal Substitutions 
chapter. Dom7|>5(b 13) has already been introduced in the Tension 11 chapter as a dom7j|5(| 11) or dom7(alt5) 
chord. 

This chapter also will avoid using the k 13th on a dom7sus4. This produces a very ambiguous sound: 

C7sus4(bl3) {1 4 \>1 bl3) = A|>6(9) or F-7(ll) 
C7sus4(bl3) {4 5 '\>1 p 13} = Abmaj7(6/9) or Fm(ll/9) 

| maj7(6) [ 

6 for 5 {1 3 6 7} 
Cmaj7(6) = Fmaj7(#ll) = F#-7b5(ll) 

There are three applicable inversions: 3 7 1 
7 3 7 
6 1 3 
1 6 6 

C9(b5) Fmaj7(6) F7sus4 
Mi 

B7 Bt>maj7(6) C-7 
« 

b. 
F7(alt5) Bbmaj7(6) 

bii beo. 

0 
l n. 
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6 fori {5 3 6 7} 
Cmaj7(6) = Fmaj9(l,5) = G6(9){ 1 3 6 9} 

There are four applicable inversions: 3 6 7 
6 7 3 5 
5 6 7 
7 3 5 6 

F-9 Bb7(b5/b9) Ebmaj7(6) 

fc}£l t>JO. 

r£> 

A-9 D7(#5/#9) Gmaj7(6) 

ko. tux 

LL 

1* 

C-9 F7(£5/#9) Bi>maj7(6) A-7(ll) D7sus4(b 9) Gmaj7(6) 

(6 for 5 not applicable) 
/ 

6 for 1 {3 1,5 6 7} 

There are four applicable inversions: 

Cmaj7l>5(6) = B7sus4 

3 
6 
lo 
7 

1,5 
7 
6 
3 

6 
3 
7 
1>5 

7 
1,5 
3 
6 

D-9 G7C^5/it9) Cmaj7b5(6) F-9 Bb7(b9) Ebmaj7b5(6) 
4 

» __o_^_frfc- 
i i « i 
i r 
■ i 

(B7sus) (D7sus) 

A-7 D7(^5/}i91 Gmai7b5(6) C-9 F7(ft5/b9) Bpmaj7b5(6) 

a- jia- ^ ^ « a- 

? 
i ■ 
i ■ 

CF^7sus) (A7sus) 
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min maj7(6) 

6 for 1 {1,3 5 6 7} 

There are four applicable inversions: 

C-maj7(6) = B+7 

1,3 
6 
5 
7 

5 
7 
6 
1,3 

6 
1,3 
7 

7 
5 
1,3 
6 

D-7b5(ll) G7(#5/#9) C-maj7(6) D-7b5 

. _ kfJL -cv 

G7(b9) C-maj7(6) 

(B+7) (B+7) 

B-7b5(9) E7(#5/#9) A-maj7(6) A-7b5 D7b9 G-maj7(6) 

6 for 5 {1 \>3 6 7} 

There is one applicable voicing: 7 
1,3 
1 
6 

(Git+7) (Fit+7) 

C-maj7(6) =F7(#11) = B7(t9> {1 3|,7 1,9) 

C-7b5(ll) 
a ko. 

F7(#9) Bb-maj7(6) 

min7l>5(l>13) / min7(ait5) 

1,13 for i,5 is not usually an appropriate substitution, since the 1,5th is an important characteristic chord tone. But in 
fact. the b 13th tension on a minor chord does dictate an accompanying 1,5th chord tone. The only other possible chord 
sound would be a very incomplete dom7($5/$9) chord. For this reason, the 1,13th for 1,5th substitution, {1 b3 1>7 
[> 13<ii5)| = min7ji5, will be examined as a mildly incomplete min7p5(l, 13) chord. 

C-7(|5) = F-7G1) {1,3 5 1,7 11} = Bl,9sus4 {1 4 t>7 9} 

There are four applicable inversions: 1 
25 
I ^ 

l>7 

^3 
t>7 

\ 

i 

#5 
! 

b‘ 
1>3 

1,7 
1,3 
I 

#5 

A-735 D7(#5/#9) G-6(9) C-7(P5) B7 

a. bjo. 

Bb-6(9) E-7S5 A7(b9) D-6(9) A-7£5 D7(alt5) G-6(9) 

(F/G) 
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1,13fori {1,3 1,5 1,7 1,13} or {1,3 1,5 #5 1,7} 

C-7|,5(i, 13) = G(>6(9) {1 3 6 9}= Emaj9|,5 = Bmaj7(6) 

There are four applicable inversions: 1,3 
15 
b5 
1,7 

1,5 
\l 

1,7 
1,5 

,7 
,5 
>3 

C-7b5(bl3) F7(b9) Bb-6(9) 

i>e- 

E-7(alt5) A7(#5/b9) D-6(9) 

PJG. bjQ. a. 

G-7b5(bl3) C7(£5/#9) F-6(9) 

. m te- 

A-7(alt5) D7(#5/$9) G-6(9) 

kl A. 

(Cxn/F) 

dom7(13) 

13 for 5 {1 3 1,7 13} 

There are two applicable inversions: 

SUB V 

C-9 

'\>sx 

3 
1,7 
13 
1 

F13 

C7(13) = Gl,7(l,5/|9) = Bl,maj9(l,5) {1 1,5 7 9} 

1 
13 
3 
1,7 

Bb6 

7X1 

F#-7 B7(bo/#9) E6(9) 

D-7 G13 Cmaj9 

Ab-7 Db7(b5/i}9) Gbmaj9 

ho \y& 

13 for 1 {3 5 1,7 13) 

There is one applicable inversion: 13 
3 
1,7 
5 

C13 = G-6(9) {1 1,3 6 9} 

G-9 C13 Fmaj9 

SUB V 

C#-9 F#7(alt9) Bmaj7 
iso- 
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dom7j,5(13) 

13 for 1 

(13 for 5 not applicable) 

{3 i>5 \>1 13} 

There is one applicable inversion: 13 
3 
l>7 
i>5 

C13t5 = G(?7(|9) {1 3 1,7 |9} 

SUB V 

G-9 

C#-9 

C13b5 Fmaj9 

Fmm Bmaj7 

13 for 3 {1 i>5 b7 13} 

There are two applicable inversions: 1 
13 

\> 5 
t>7 

>5 
>7 
13 

SUB V 

D-9 G13b5 Cmaj9 F7sus4 F13b5 Bb6(9) 
ko. . fc}n ^ 

Ab-7 Db7(b5/#9) Gbmaj7 F£7sus4 B7(b5/#9) E-6 
P£L 

dom7sus4(13) 

13 for 5 (1 4 \>1 13} 

There are two applicable inversions 4 
i>7 
13 

13 

I _ 
t? / 

F13sus4 

to. 

F+7 Bb6(9) F13sus4 F+7 Bbmaj9 

(Bb/Eb) 
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13 for 1 {4 5 \,1 13} C13sus4 = G-9 {1 l>3 \>1 9} 

There are two applicable voicings: 13 13 
5 
\>7 
4 

Cl3sus4 C7(alt5) Fmaj9 C13sus4 

zn 

C9b5 Fmaj7i}5 

The following examples will use various thirteenth chords in a “Jazz” or “II-V” blues form. Note that the 
dom7#5(fll) or dom7(alt5) chords that were introduced in the past chapter appear again in this chapter as 
dom7b5(l?13). 

Fmaj7(6) E-7(bl3) A7b5(bl3) 

Bb 13 Bb7b5(bl3) 

(E9) 

& 
£ 

1 

V 

(E-7#5) (Eb9) 

Bb-7(11) Eb7(b 13) 

£ 
(E^-t-7) 

D-9 G7(bl3) 

(G+7) 

A-9 D13b5 

z 

C-9 

Ab-9 

(Ab7(#9)) 

G-9 G-7(ll) C7(b5/bl3) C7(bl3) Fmaj7(6) D7(alt5) 
V 

F7(bl3) 

3- 
&-- 

* i 6 

(F+7) 

Db+7 

G-9 C7(b9/bl3) Fmaj9 

iL— 



In the next example, note the multiple functions of the dom7 {j 5 and min7$ 5 chords. Also note the different functions 
of the maj6(9) chord on the first three voicings. Finally, note the common lead tone on the last four bars. This “II- 
V” blues is in the key of “C.“ 

Cmaj7(6) B-7b5(bl3) E7(#9) A-maj7(6) D9b5 G-9 C7(b5/bl3) 

(C-7#5) (E7(#9)) (Eb9) 

D-7(ll) G+7 G7(b5/bl3) E-7(bl3) A7(b5/bl3) G13sus4G7(b5/bl3) Cadd9 

(A-7#5) (A-7# 5) (Eb+7) (E-7#5) (Eb9) (D-7{9/ll)) (Eb9) (E-7#5) 
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Chapter Ten. 
Two Tensions 

This chapter will examine the three different two-tension combinations produced by tensions 9, 11, and 13: (9 & 
13), (9 & 11), and (11 & 13). The preferred four-note voicings will include two tensions and the guide-tones, thus 
omitting the root and 5th. When a 1,5 th or |5th is needed, the least needed guide-tone (usually the 3rd) will be 
removed. 

Some of the most effective voicings place the guide-tones on the lower two strings (4th and 5th strings) and the 
tensions on the upper two strings (2nd and 3rd strings). The first and third inversions of drop 2 type voicings arrange 
their intervals in this matter, producing some of the most useful voicings in this chapter. 

Since 9 and 13 are perhaps the most common tensions found together, this chapter will begin by examining them 
first, followed by (9 & 11) and (11 & 13). 

Tensions 9 and 13 

Those chords containing a t?5th and natural 13 tension will be examined enharmonically under the Three Tensions 
chapter as |11 and 13: 

{9 |11 13} {b9 |11 13} {|9 |11 13} 

Those dominant chords that contain both l>5 and tension 13 will examine two different voicing formulas: 

{3 1,5 9 1,13} and {1,5 1,7 9 1,13} 

*The {1,5 1,7 9 1,13} formula will also be used as the min7(,5(1,13/9) voicing formula in this section. 
This voicing will serve both subdominant and dominant functions in their following relative II-V-I examples. 

Note the ninth (no 5) enharmonic substitution chords produced by the {3 1,5 9 1,13} formula: 

C7[>5(1,13/9) = E9 {1 3 1,7 9 } 
C71,5(1,13/1,9) = E6(9) {1 3 6 9 } 
C7[,5(l,13/|9) = Emaj7(9) {1 3 7 9 } 

Additional enharmonic chord symboi notation could also be used to describe the above chords: 

C71,5f1,13/9): C+7(| 11/9) / C+7(9/l,5) / C9(| 11/(5) / C9(|5/l,5) / C9(alt5) / C9(l, 13/1,5) / etc. 
C7|,5(l, 13/1,9): C+7(| 11/1,9) / C+7(l,9/l,5) / C7|,5((,9/|5) / C7(|,9/alt5) / C7(1,9/|5/1,5) / etc. 
C7l,5(i, 13/|9): C+7( j 11/(9) / C+7(|9/l,5) / C7|,5(|9/|5) / C7(#9/alt5) / C7(|9/|5/b5) / etc. 

As discussed in the Chord Symbol Notation chapter, |11 and 1,13 will be avoided in chord symbol notation. 
Consequently, I recommend avoiding the following symbol descriptions of the above chords: 

C7l, 5(1,13/9 ): avoid C7(|, 13/S11/9) or C9f b 13/| 11) 
C7(,5(b 13/1,9): avoid C7(bl3/| 11/1,9) 
C7|,5(l, 13/|9): avoid C7(l, 13/| 11/|9) 

Due to the incomplete nature and limited voicings, the natural 5th produces, {5 7 9 13} voicings will be avoided 
in this section. They will be examined later in the Additional Enharmonic Chordal Substitutions chapter. 

With the exception of a dom7(13/9) chord, all of the voicings used in this section have been previously introduced 
as basic four-part (7th and 6th chords) or 9tn chords. As was the case in the Tension 13 chapter, a dom7sus4(i, 13 ’ 
chord with 9 or 1,9 will be avoided. 
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The following dom7 chords have already been introduced enharmonically in the Tension 9 chapter. Their relative 
II-V-I examDles can be observed there: 

C7(l? 13/9): 
C7(l> 13/l>9): 
C7(l?13/|{9): 

C+7(9) 
C+7(l?9) 
C+7(Jf9) 

The following dom7 chords were introduced by their Sub V chords in the Tension 9 chapter: 

C7(13/9) 
C7( 13/^9) 

Gt+7(#9) 
Gl?7($9) 

maj7(6/9) {3769} Cmaj7(6/9) = E7sus4 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable voicings 

D-9 G7(#5/#9) Cmaj7(6/9) C-7(ll) F7sus4(b9) Bi>maj7(6/9) A-7 

bjo. -t*. — kn _ 

D7(#5/b9) Gmaj7(6/9) 

W1 

(E7sus4) (D7sus4) (B7sus4) 

min maj7(6/9) {b3 769} 

There is one applicable inversion: 9 
6 
i?3 
7 

min7|? 5(1? 13/9) 

C-maj7(6/9) = B7|9 {1 3 l? 7 #9} 

A-7!?5(ll) D7(}t5/}}9) 

\>£± 

{I?5 [?7 9 bl3} C-7i» 5(9/1? 13)= Bl?+7 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable voicings 

1? 13 l?7 9 
9 l?5 1? 13 
b / 

o 

V b5 
is J ; ^ 

Pi- i?7 

G-maj7(6/9) 

(FS7(#9) 

C-7b5(bl3/9) B9 

\h&- 

Bi?-6(9) A-7i?5(pl3/9)D9(b5) G-maj9 F#-7b 5(1? 13/9) B+7(#9) E-6(9) 

(B?+7) (G+7) (Gs+7) (E+7) 
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dom7(j|9/13) {3 \>1 $9 13} There are two applicable voicings: 

Only one example is needed, since the Sub V mirrors the original chord: 

13 
9 
7 

3 

#9 
13 
3 
\>1 

3 

C13(#9) = Gk3(|9) 

13.A.#9 

#9. 

\>1. 

. A. 

El 

Bl> 

E 

13 

3 

\>1 G-9 

(SUB V) 

C13(#9) Fmaj9 
O 

ldom7[>5(l> 13/9)1 [dom9(#5/l>5)] or tdom9(alt5)] 

{1,5 \>1 9 1,13} 071,5(1,13/9) = Bk7 

Those voicings producing tension 9 on the 5th string will be avoided. However, the Sub V’s of these voicings will 
be examined since |>13(|5) now appears in the bass. 

Four applicable inversions: 9 
?13 
5 

l>7 

\>5 
\n 
1,13 
9 

In 
9 
ll 
l>5 

7 
b5 
9 
1,13 

C71,5(b 13/9) 
G-9 Fmaj9 

1*» o 

A7b5(bl3/9) 
E7sus4 D6(9) 

JQ 

G9(#5/b5) 
D-9 C(add9) 

a 

E9(alt5) 

'J' 
(Bb+7) (G+7) (F+7) 

? 

(D+7) 

t 
Cjt-9 F#(9/#5) B6(9) (Sub V not applicable) Ab-9 Db(9/#5) Gb6(9) F7sus4 Bb+(9) Eb6 

SUB V 
^-sra-n-1 i 

7f- n-1 i 
_L_ 
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{3 1,5 9 1,13} 

Four applicable inversions: 

C7t5(t 13/9) = E9 {13 1,7 9} 

t5 
9 
tl3 
3 

tl3 
3 
9 
to 

9 
ts 
3 
tl3 

tl 
t5 
9 

C7b5(b 13/9) 
G-7( 11) F6(9) 

C7b5(b 13/91 
,G-7 Fmaj7 
i?XL 

A9(#5/b5) 
E-9 Dmaj7(9/6) Gb 9(alt5) 

1>XL 

(E9) (E9) (C#9) (Bb9) 

SUB V 

C#-9 F{t9(#5') Bmaj9 C#-9 F#9(£5) Bmaj9 (Sub V not applicable) G-9 C9(#5)Fmaj7(mi 
JD jie- P-CL ft£L 

dom7t5(tl3/t9) [dom7(t9/alt5)] 

Those inversions containing tension t 13 on the 5th string will omit themSub V chords, which would subsequently 
contain tension 9 on the 5th string. 

Note the fourth intervals produced by these tensions and the I?5th: 

C7t5(t 13/t>9): l>5 

t9 

\>U 

Gt 

Dt. 

At 

> 
> 

{to t7 t9 tl3} 

Four applicable inversions 

C7t5(pl3/t9) = Bt-7(|5) 

t9 
113 
t5 
t7 

bo 
t7 
113 
t9 

j \: 
>9 
t7 
t5 

t7 
t5 
b9 
113 

C7bo(b 13/pS) A7b5(bl3/b9'< 
G-9 Fmaj9 E/sus4 D6(9; D-9 

G7fb9/alt5 > IK, F7(b9/alt5) 

C(add9)C77^1). iBbS 
P.Q. ZXX 

(Bb-7{l5l (G-7{J5) (F-7$5) (Eb-7#5) 

Cit-7(11) F«9) Bmaj7 

lir* ie- 

(Sub V not applicable) A?-7(ll) Dp(9) Gp6(9) F#7sus4 B(9) 
to- jq. jq. 

E6 

SUB V 
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{3 !>5 \>9 |>13} 

Four applicable inversions: 

C7b5(bl3/i>9.> = E6(9) {1 3 6 9} 

i>5 
\>9 
\>13 
3 

bl3 i>9 

b9 
i>5 1 1 ^ 

bl3 
i»5 
b9 

C7b5(bl3/b9) 
G-7(ll) F6(9) 

—-cs_ 

C7b5(bl3/b9) 
,G-7 Fmaj7 

*£_to_ 

A7(b9/alt5) 
E-9 . Dmai9 I ** 

\>sx 

G7(b9/alt5! 
D-7 Cmaj7 

(E6(9)) (E6(9)) (C#6(9)) 
T 

1 « J. 

Cjf-9 F£9 Bmaj9 CU-7 

SUB V 
la 

F29 Bmaj9 
S-e- 

Ab-9 

(B6(9)) 

DbS 
Gb6 

id 
(Sub V not applicable) bxs. ^ ^ 
TT T! 

*4. 

dom7i?5(bl3/|9) 

The voicing formula containing the t>7th will be avoided due to the ambiguous sound produced. Without the third, 
the {[>5 \>1 |9 I? 13} voicing functions better as a min7[>5(b 13) {\>3 [>5 \>1 \> 13} chord. 

{3 \>5 19 1p13> C7b5(?13/|}9) = Emaj9 { 1 3 7 9} 

Two applicable inversions: [o I? 13 
$9 3 
bl? j}9 
3. U 

SUb 

Gi sus4 C7b5(bl3/£9) F6(9) 
_D_ i i 

? i i 

B?7(&9/alto) Epmaj7(6j 

-©- 

(T>maj9) 

v v 
C3-7U1) FS7(13/9) B6(9> B-9 E7U3/9/ Amaj7(6) 

i j 

-- -J©- -- --- 
■£ «t ‘ t 

jfr_ ==E= 
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dom7sus4(9/13) {4 j,7 9 13} C7sus4(9/13) = Bl>maj7 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves two applicable inversions: 13 
9 
1,7 
4 

9 
13 
4 
1,7 

C7sus4(9/13)C7(#5/#9) Fmaj9 A7sus4(9/13) Eb9 

te- jq. 1?jq. 

D6(9) 

(Bi,maj7) (Gmaj7) 

dom7sus4(b9/13) {4 1,7 1,9 13} C7sus4(i>9/13) = Bl>-maj7 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5tn string leaves two applicable inversions: 13 
1,9 
1,7 

C13sus4(b9) C7(#5/#9) Fmaj9 A13sus4(i,9) Eb9 

-e- te- o ^ ^" 

1,9 
13 
d 
1,7 

D6(9) 

(Bb-maj7) (G-maj7) 

The following examples will use various chords containing tensions 9 and 13 in a II-V blues form. Chords introduced 
in past chapters will be included to enhance voice-leading. In this first example, note the same dominant voicings 
used on beats three and four in measures five and six. 

Fmaj7(6/9) Fmaj7 E-7b5(bl3) A13(b9) 
b42. 

D-9 G7(i)9/t> 13) C-9 F13(#9) 

(Bb6(9)) 

Bt>9 Bb9Q3)Bi»9ft,13') Bb-9 E?+7(S9)Ei,+7(9) A-9 
tUL ME. JZ. 

D13019) Ah-7(11) Dp 130,5) 
tlj2. 

G-9 Db9 

\hs- 

C7(9/13> C7(b9/bl3) F7C9/13) D7fb9/bl3) G9 

(G7 

C13(b9) Fmaj7(6/ 9) 
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In this next example, note the descending chromatic voices against a common lead voice in the last two measures. 

Cmaj7(6/9) C9b5 B-7b5(9/bl3) E7(b9/bl3) A-9 D7(b9) G-7(ll) C7(bl3/b9) 

bis- 

(A+7) (Bb6(9)) 

F7(9/13) F7b5 F-7(ll) 

\>-GL 

Bbl3(b9) E-9 A13(#9) 

He 
Ab 13sus4 Ab7(9/13) 

\>£L 

(C-7H5) (Eb-7(9/ll)) 

D-9 D-7 G13sus4(b9) G7(b9.) C9 A13 D7(t9) G7(9/13) C13(#9) 

(F-maj7) 

This last example utilizes some of the dominant type chords that contain \> 5 and l> 13 {i>5 9 l> 13}, {l> 5 \>9 1-13 }, 
{l>5 f 9 I? 13 }. In this example, 13 will be enharmonically substituted by f 5, producing chord symbols containing 
{!?5 $5} or (alt5). These versatile and interesting voicings present some unique chromatic and constant structure 
voice-leading possibilities. Additional examples of these dominant chord types can be found at the end of the Three 
Tensions chapter. 

C9 C7C13/9) B-7b5(bl3) E7(39/alt5) 
\j 

A-6(9) D7(b9/alt5) G-9 C9(iJ5/b5) 

(F6(9)) (Abmaj9) (F$6(9)) (Bb+7) 

F9 C9(tt5/b5) F-9 Bb7(b9/alt.5) E-7(ll) A7(b9/alt5) 

o ^ 

Eb-7(11) Ab9 

(E9) (G*-7#5) (B-7#5) (G-lib) (Bb-7*5) 

D-9 D-7C1D G7CS9/S5) G7(b9/alt5) C(add9) A7(b9/alt5) D9(no3) Db7 

^ ft*- **■ 
Cmaj7(}lll) 



Tensions 9 and 11 

The two types of voicings used in this section follow the traditional drop 2 substitution formula: 9 for 1 {379 11} 
and 11 for 3 or 5 {5 7 911}. With the exception of the dom7( jf 9/jf 11) chord, all of these voicings have been introduced 
in previous chapters. 

Those dom7 chords containing a f 5 have already been introduced enharmonicaliy under the Tensions 9 and 13 
section: 

C+7(9/$l 1) = C7l>5(b 13/9) 
C+7(1>9/$11) = C7i>5(bl3/i>9) 
C+7($9/|l 1) = C7l>5d>13/#9) 

The following chords that have 9 for 1 and 11 for 5 {37911} tension substitutions have been previously introduced 
enharmonicaliy under the Tension 9 chapter. Their relative II-V-I examples and Sub V chords can be found in that 
chapter. 

Cmaj7(9/| 11) = Cmaj7l>5(9) 
C7(9/#ll) = C7l>5(9) 
C7(i>9/$11) = C7i>5(|>9) 
C7(#9/|ll) = C7l>5(#9) 

Note the unique character of the maj6 and min6 chords with the addition of tensions 9 and 11. 6,9. and 1 i form a 
complete triad a whole step above the root of the original chord: 

C6(9/| 11) forms a D major triad. 
C-6(9/l 1) forms a D minor triad. 

maj7(9/f|ll) {5 7 9 #11} Cmaj7(9/|ll) = Gmaj7 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves two applicable voicings: 7 

#H 
9 
5 

9 
5 

#H 
7 

B-9 Bbl3 Amaj7(9/Jfll) A-7(ll) D7b5(b9) Gmaj9(#13 t 
E5j5!£2« 

(Emaj7) (Dmaj7) 

C6(9/$li) (C6b5(9)) = Fjf-7|5 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable voicings: #U 
9 
6 

6 
3 
9 

#H 

9 

#H 
3 
6 

B-9 E7(#5/b9) A6(9/#ll) 

=» r - ° - te 1. 
1 

Mr, 
— ■ ——■ . ■ 11 

\- 

(D/E) 
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{5 6 9 #11} C6(9/#ll) = A13sus4 {1 4 \>1 13} 

There are two applicable inversions: 9 

fn 
6 

6 

9 
s 

Bb9sus4 Eb7b5(b9) Ab6(9/#11) F13sus4 

i>e- &e- W*- 

B13 Bb6(9/j}ll) 

(F-7) (A7) (F13sus4) (Bb/Eb) (C/F )and(Gl3sus4) 

min.maj7(ll/9) 

As discussed in the Tension 11 chapter under the min.maj7(l 1) chord, 11 and 7 produce the guide-tones (3 and 1-7) 
of its V7 chord, producing a potentially ambiguous sound. Tension 9 further complicates this by being a chord tone 
(the 5th) of its V7 chord. The weakest possible voicing {5 7 9 11} includes all of the basic chord tones {13 5 
b7} of its V7 chord. This produces an extremely ambiguous sound and therefore will not be included in this section. 

{1,3 7 9 11} C-maj7(ll/9) = F13l»5 

There are two applicable voicings: 11 
9 
7 
1,3 

7 
b3 
9 
11 

D-7b5 

\y&- 
G7b5 

C-maj7(ll/9) D-7b5 
G7(#9) 

It®- 
C-maj7(ll/9) 

min6(ll/9) | {1,3 6 9 11} 

There are two applicable inversions: f 
b3 

C-6C11/9) = B7l,5(#9)/F13 

r 

li b3 

D-7b5 G7 C-6G1/9.) E-9bo 
i«3_ 

A+7 D-6(ll/9 

(F13) (G13)and(Em/'F) 



{5 6 9 11} 06(11/9) = F6(9) {1 3 6 9} 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions: 5 
9 
6 
11 

6 
11 
9 
5 

9 
5 
11 
6 

E-7b5 Eb7 D-6(ll/9) C-7bo B7 Bb-6( 11/9) B-7b5 E7(#5/b9) A-6(ll/9) 

min7(9/ll)| {^3 i>7 9 11} 

There are two applicable inversions: l>7 
^3 
9 
11 

(Cro/F) 

07(9/11) = F13sus4 = A}>6(9/jjll) 

11 
9 
i>7 
1>3 

09(11) F7(#5/b9) Bbmaj7(6) 09(11) F7(#5/b9) Bbmaj7(6/9) 
ini _ 

(Bb/Eb) 

(5 \,7 9 11} 07(9/11) = G-7 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions: 9 
5 
11 
i>7 

l>7 
11 
9 

5 
9 
i>7 
11 

09(11, F7(#5/b9) Bb6(9) 

i#r«r 

Bb-9(11) A7 Ab6(9) 

(07) 

>e- 9.G. 
09(11) C7(#5/b9) Fmaj9 

(F-7) 

txt- 

(D-7) 

min7b 5(9/11) 

{i>5 7 9 11} 

[11 for 5 not applicable] 

07^5(9/11; = Gbmaj7*5 

There are two applicable inversions: b7 
11 
9 
l>5 

p5 
11 

i»7 

07b5(9/ll) F+7 
ko. 

Bb-6 
ka. 

A-7b5(9/ll) D7(#5/#9) G-6(9) 

(Gpmaj7#5) (Ebmaj7£5) 
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dom7(9/#ll) {5 1,7 9 #11} C7(9/#ll) = G-maj7 

There are three applicable voicings: 

B1 
5 
9 

1>7 

9 
5 

9 
5 

t" 

Note that tension 9 is not available on the 5th string but becomes available on its Sub V chord as the #5th 

F9(#ll) 

(C-maj7) 

F#7sus4 B(J5/b9) E6 

SUB V 

F-9 Bb9«ll) Eb6(9) 

, k l>e- 
22 

* 
(F-maj7) 

E7sus4 E($5/i>9) A6(9) 

E-7 A9(}tll) D(add9) 

£L 

IT 
(E-maj7) 

V 

t>e* &X1 

Bb-7(11) Eb(#5/b9) Ab6(9) 

, i i>e- b. 
bi'o^- 

(F£7sus4) 

dom7(j,9/#ll) {5 \>1 1,9 #11} 

There are three applicable inversions: 11 
7 

5 
b9 

C7(|,9/#l 1) = E|,7(#9) 

\>1 
11 
9 

5 

b9 
5 

11 
7 

C-7 F7(b9/ni) Bbmaj9 

b-Q. 

F-9 Bb7(b9/ifll)Eb6(9/ni) D-7(ll) G7(b9/#11) C(add9) 

CL 

& 
CL 

T7 
i, 

(Ab7(#9)) (Db7(#9) and E/F) (F/G) (Bb7«9)) 

t 

i 

F#7sus4 B(b9) Emaj7 B-9 
\ / 
E(b9) Amaj7 

v 
Ab-7(11) Db(b9) Gbmaj9 
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dom7(j|9/fll) {5 \>1 #9 #11} 

Only two voicings are physically available, and one of these cannot be used due to the #9th tension being located 
on the 5th string. These voicings will reappear in the Three Tensions chapter, where both will be available. 

Bb 7(159/jUU = Ci[na/F 

b7 
m 

#9 

F-9(11) 

ka. 

CEb/Ab) 

Bb7(#9/#11) Eb6(9/ni) 

(Dmii/F) (F/G) 

SUB V 

B-7(ll) E13(b9) Amaj7(#ll) 

The following examples will use various chords containing tensions 9 and 11. Additional chords from past chapter 
are used to enhance voice-leading. This first example is a II-V blues in the key of “F.” 

Fmaj7 F6(#ll/9) E7(#5/#9) A13(#9) D-9 G7(Ul/l>9) C-9 F9(ni) 

(G/A) (C*/D) (C-maj7) 

Bb9 Bb9(#ll) 

Vo- 

(F-maj7) 

Bb-7(llj Eb9(m) 

bo 

A-7(ll) D7(#ll/b9) Ab-7(ll) Db7(alt5) 

(F-7H5) (G#/A) (Ab7sus4; (A9) 

G-7(ll’1 C13(#ll) C9(m) F9 D7(#9/#ll} G-7 C7(#ll/1#9) Fmaj7«fll/9) 

, LP 

(D-7H5) (Gb7(#9)) (Ebm/G) (Em/A) 

This next example is an eight-bar chord progression starting in “A" minor and ending in the relative “C” major. In 
an attempt to use two different maj7#5 inversions as min?b5(9/11) chords, tension 9 appears on the 5th string in 
the first measure. Although above L.I.L. for tension 9. care should be taken to avoid a potential t>9th interval if the 
minor 3rd of the chord is voiced or played by another instrument. 
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A-6 F$-7b5(9/ll) B-7b5(9/ll) E7(#5/#9) A-6(9) A-maj7(6) G-9 C7(#ll/b9) 

F6(jfll/9) Fmaj9 F-maj7(ll/9)Bb9(#ll) Cmaj7(6/9)A7(alt5) D-7(9/ll) G7sus4(b9) Cmaj7(9/#11) 

Tensions 11 and 13 

We are left with very few chords in this section, since most have been previously introduced enharmonically. 

Only one dom7 voicing will be examined in this section: C7(| 11/13) {5 1,7 $11 13}. The remaining dom7 chords 
were introduced earlier. 

C7(|11/13){1 \>1 $11 13} and {3 \>1 $11 13} are examined as C7[,5(13) chords in the Tension 13 chapter. 

As discussed in the Chord Symbol Notation chapter, $ 11 and [> 13 should be avoided in the same chord symbol. If 
these notes are desired, dom7($ 11/$5) voicings under the Tensions 11 chapter will suffice. 

The traditional drop 2 tension substitution formula [13 for 5] and [11 for 3] produces a very incomplete [1-7 11 
13} voicing which will be omitted from this section. Instead, the more complete [3 7 11 13) and {5 7 11 13} 
voicings will be examined. 

Only one new voicing is introduced in this section: 1,7 
|>5 min7t>5(l 1/t, 13) 
11 

1? 13 

This voicing is an inversion of the previously introduced maj7(9) {1 3 7 9} voicing: 

3 
1 
7 
9 

The min7t 5( 1l/[, 13) chord presents unique voicing possibilities, since any combination of the basic chord tones can 
accompany tensions 11 and \> 13: 

C-7|,5( 11/1,13): 1 1,3 
1 \>5 11 
1 1,7 11 

11 tl3 
13 
13 

3 
3 

5 
7 

11 1,13 

1,5 1,7 
11 
11 

13 
13 

Al> 6 / F-7 
A 1,13 
A[>6(9) {1 3 6 9} 
B6($ 11) {3 5 6 $11} 
B[,7(sus4) 
G|>maj9 {1 3 7 9} 

Those voicings not containing the [>7th could be examined as dim7 chords with tensions 11 and [,13. This makes the 
[,7th a rather characteristic note in this chord. Thus, the single most characteristic voicing would contain both the 
[,5th and|,7th {[>5 [,7 11 1,13}. This voicing, as well as the voicing containing the guide-tones {[,3 [,7 11 1,13} will 
be examined in this section. Students are encouraged to explore the remaining voicing types. 
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maj7(6/f 11) 

{3 7 #11 6} was previously introduced in the Tension 13 chapter as a maj7|?5(6) chord. 

{5 7 #11 6} Cmaj7(6/#11) = Gmaj9 {1 3 7 9} 

There are two applicable inversions: 6 7 

#11 5 
7 #11 
5 6 

C-9(ll) B13 Bbmaj7(6/#11) A-7(ll) Ab7 Gmaj7(6/#11) 

min maj7(ll/6) 

As discussed in the Tension 11 chapter under the min maj7(ll) chord, 11 and 7 produce the guide-tones (3 and 7) 
of its V7 chord, forming a potential ly ambiguous sound. Also mentioned was the support the root and/or \> 3rd have 
on these ambiguous voicings. Of tiie two voicings displayed here, {l?3 7 11 6} appears to be the stronger, while 
{5 7 11 6} is quite ambiguous. 

{\>3 7 11 6} C-maj7(6/l 1) = F7{,5/B7|>5 
Note: since F7(?5 = B7[>5, Cmin.maj7(6/11) = Gl>min.maj7(6/11). 

There are four applicable inversions: |>3 
6 
II 
7 

11 
7 
6 
i>3 

6 
i>3 
7 
11 

7 
11 
l>3 
6 

D-7b5 

l>e- 

G7b5 C-maj7(6/ll) D-7b5(9) G7({}5/{}9) C-maj7(6/ll) 

k JO. ke- 1^ 

(F7b5) (F7b5) 

D-7b5 G7(}{9) C-maj7(6/ll) A-7b5 

Ijxl 

D7(alt5) G-maj7(6/ll) 

l?XL 

I 

(F7b5) (C7b5) 

{5 7 11 6} C-maj7(6/l 1) = G9 {1 3 {>7 9} 

There are four applicable inversions: 11 
6 
5 
7 

7 
5 
11 
6 
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A-7?5(ll) D7(i5/£9) G-maj7(6/ll) B-7b5(ll/9) Bb7 A-maj7(6/ll) 
P-Q. 

D-7ialt5 Db9 C-maj7(6/ll' D-7b5(111 G7(b9^ C-maj7(6/ll! 
an. 

dom7(ii 11/13) {5 !p7 ||11 13} 

There is one applicable voicing: 13 

Mi 

C7(ji 11/13) = G-maj9 U !p3 7 9j 

F-7G1) B»7(«ll/13) E?mai9 

(SUB V) 

B7sus4 E(alt9j Amaj7(6) 

min7p5(ll/bl3) |b5 !>7 11 b!3} 

There are two applicable inversions: 1 * ^ 
PI.*' 

il 
! 
b • 

p7 

1 i 
p 13 

0-715(11/M3) = Gi>mai9{l 3 7 9} 

v'-7?5i 11/p13 i F/(-9 E.-> -6 A-7p5'11/p13) Ap7 6(9 

{p3 p7 11 bl3} C-7r>5(! ]/!>! 31 = Bp7(sus4) 

Avoicims toe Potential ?9ih interval that couio resuit bv niacins tension 1 Ion the 5th strins leaves three arsiicabi 
W • W • t 

inversions. 

il b l>3 
: i 
• • ? 1; 

pI3 
*> 

*> * i! 
* * 

i> i b7 

E-7?5(?13/Ijj E?’< 
m 

^ /r,7« CD7sus4 

D-6'9 A-7?5’?13/11;G5 G6i9* G-7s>5(j> 13/11; C7(S5/?&) F-6(9 

Ml 

(G/sus4 fF7sus4) 

9 % 

/ / 



The following eight-measure example will use various chords containing tensions 11 and 13. Additional chords from 
past chapters are also used to enhance voice-leading. 

The C7 ($ 11/1? 13) chord is yet another way to notate this voicing, which was originally introduced as a C+7 ($11) 
or C7(alt5) chord and later as a C7[>5([> 13) chord. As mentioned earlier, this notation ([> 13/$ 11) in the same symbol 
has various and confusing implications. While still recommending its avoidance, it is included here for demonstra¬ 
tive purposes. 

Also note the additional chordal substitution for a dom9(no 5) chord {1 3 \>1 9} at the end of this exercise: 
C($ 11/9) = D9. 

A-6(9) A-maj7(6) B-7b5(bl3/ll) E7b5 A-maj7(ll/6) A-6(9) G-7(ll) C7(b 13/m) 

(G#+7) 

Pj2. 

(Fmaj9) 

»± 

11 

(D7b5) (Gb9) 

Fmaj7 Fmaj9 F-7(ll) Bbl3(m) C6(9) A13(£9) D-7b5(bl3/ll) G13(m) C(^ll/9) 

g C Bi 
4 4 

(F-maj9) (Bbl3) (D9) 

Tt 

This next II-V blues example uses various chords from the past tension chapters. Also included are a couple of new 
functions in the second measure: G-maj9 {1 |?3 7 9} = E-7l?5(ll/9) and G-9[l \>1 9} = A7(l>9/|?13). 

This example incorporates chromatic voice-leading to a greater degree than previous examples. Note the voice- 
ieading motif in measures five and six is repeated in measures nine and ten and inverted in measures seven and eight. 
Also note the contrarv chromatic voices in the last two measures. 

F6(9i Fmaj9 E-7b5Ql/9.) A7(bl3/b9) D-9 
(G-mai9) (G-9> 

G+7 C-7(ll/9) F7('b9/#5) 

Bb7(13/9) Bb9(}ttl) 
(C+7) 

» 

Bb-7<11. Eb9(m> A-9 D9(l>13) Ab-7 Db9(bl3) 

4 

btg-_ 
_i 

G-7 Db 7(13/9) C9(bl3) C13(b9) F(add9) D7(alt5) 
(A-7U5) (Ab9) 

G9b5 C9fbl3) F9 

» 
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Chapter Eleven. 
Voice-Leading Chord Scales 

Upon completion of single tension additions to the basic four-part chords, it is possible to voice-lead any note from 
any chord scale. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(9) (11) (13) 

The addition of two tensions often eases the physical difficulty (fingering) that some of the single tension voicings 
produce. Examples: 

maj7(6)-to-maj7(9/6) 
6 6 
1 9 
7 7 
3 3 

5) 

3 3 
\>1 47 

The following are examples of harmonized chord scales. The “avoid notes” can be harmonized by standard 
dominant, chromatic, or diatonic approach techniques. These avoid notes are based on traditional jazz harmonic 
concepts and might be available in today’s more contemporary music where an increased dissonance level is more 
accepted. These notes are in fact the more desired notes in modal music. 

dom7 (19)-to-dom7 (f 9/f 
f9 |9 
5 #5 (1,13) 

(Ionian)_5 6 7 1 9 3 (11 is an avoid note) 

(Gmaj7)_GmajS Gmaj7(9/6) GmajT GS Gmaj& Lrmaj? 

(Lydian)_ 5 6 7 1 9 3 #11 

(Gmaj7)_Gmaj9 G6 Gmaj7b5 G6b5 Gmaj7(9/6) Gmaj7b5 Gmaj9b5 

(Dorian or Aeolian)_5 b7 1 9 b3 11 
(13 and b 13 are avoid notes) 
(G-7)_G-9 G-7 G-7 G-9 G-7(ll) G-7(ll/9) 

*) 
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(Locrian)_b5 b 13 bl 1 b3 11 
(b9 is an avoid note) 
(Locrian with natuai 9)_b5 bl3 b7 1 9 b3 11 

(A-7b5)_A-7b5 A-7b5(bl3) A-7b5(ll) A-7b5 A-7b5(9) A-7b5 A-7b5(ll) 

""With the exception of the voicing containing the 9th, these voicings work in a pure Locrian situation as well. 

(Lydian b7)_ 5 13 b7 1 9 3 #11 

(G7)_G9 G9(13) G9b5 G13 G9(13) G7b5 G9b5 

(altered)_b5 #5 b7 1 b9 #9 3 

(G7)_G7b5(#9) G7#5(b9) G+7 G+7 G7b5(b9) G7#5(#9> G+7 

(whole-tone;_b5(Ul) #5(bl3) b7 1 9 3 

(G7)_G9bo G9#5 G+7 G+7 G9#5 G7b5 

(dominant-diminished) _ 

(G7)_ 

_ _ 5 13 b7 

_ G7(#9) G13(#9) G7(b9) 

1 
G13 

b9 #9 3 #11 

G7(b9) G13(#9) G7b5 G7b5(#9) 

!>e- jto- 



Chapter Twelve. 
Three Tensions (9/11/13) 

The past tension substitution formulas become inappropriate when dealing with three tensions on a four-note 
voicing. The approach used here will involve determining the most appropriate guide-tone or chord tone to 
accompany the three tensions. All of the three tension combinations presented in this chapter form complete triads: 

9 #11 13 — major triad 
9 11 13 — minor triad 
9 11 l>13 — diminished triad 
i?9 ill 13 — minor triad 
jj 9 111 13 — diminished triad 

When these triads occur on the top three voices, they produce upper-structure triads over the basic or original chord. 

As discussed earlier, #11 and I? 13 will be avoided in the same chord symbol. The following three-tension 
combinations (which do not produce basic triads) are enharmonically examined in the Tensions 9- and 13 chapter: 

dom7(|>13/#ll/9) 
dom7(|> 13/ 11/1)9) = 
dom7(|>13/#ll/#9) = 

dom71)5 (1)13/9) 
dom7l)5(|) 13/1)9) 
dom71)5 (1)13/191 

With the exception of the dom7(l 3/| 11/b 9) {1 \>9 #11 13} and the dom7(13/#ll/#9) {t>7 $9 |11 13} chords, 
all voicings have been previously introduced. 

C7( 13/# 11/1)9) (1 1.9 #11 13 } El.7(13/#11/#9){1)7 #9 #11 13} 

maj7(9/# 11/13) 

The only characteristic voicing would have to contain the 7th {7 9 #11 13}. The {3 9 #11 13} and {5 9 #11 13} 
voicings have been previously introduced as maj6(9/# 11) chord voicings under the Tensions 9 and 11 chapter. The 
remaining {1 9 # 11 13} voicing, though incomplete, will be examined. Keep in mind that this voicing, lacking a 
7th, could function as an incomplete dom7(9/# 11/13) chord as well. 

Note the major triad iormed by tensions 9, # 11, and 13; Cmaj7(9/# 11/13) - tensions form a D major triad 

{7 9 #11 13} Cmaj7(9/# 11/13) B-7 / D6 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions: 9 
13 

7 fill 

#H 
9 
13 

D-9(ll) G7(b9/#5j 
Cmaj7(9/Sll/13) 

C-7 
i 

B7 Bi.maj7(9/#11/13) A-9 At.7 Gmaj7(9/ill 1/13) 

(B-7, (A-7) (Fit-7) 
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{1 9 #11 13} C(9/#11/13) = D7 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions: 9 13 1 
13 9 #11 
#11 1 9 
1 #11 13 

* These voicings will reappear in a dominant function under dom7(9/# 11/13). 

min.maj7(9/l 1/13) 

The most characteristic voicing contains the 7th [1 9 II 13}, yet it produces one of the more ambiguous sounds 
because these notes also form the V9 chord of the original minor chord. This dual (tonic/dominant) function can be 
a verv confusing sound and should be used with care. 

m W 

The {'t> 3 9 11 13} voicing (perhaps the best voicing using these three tensions} has been previously introduced as 
amin6(9/l 1) chord under the Tensions 9 and 11 chapter. The {5 9 11 13} voicing was also introduced in that chapter 
as a min6(9/l 1) chord. 

Note the minor triad formed by tensions 9, 11, and 13: C-maj7(9/l 1/13) - tensions form a D minor triad 

Also note that those voicings not containing the 7th could have a l>7th (modal dorian sound). 

{7 9 11 13} C-maj7(9/l 1/13) = B-7b5/G9 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three aoDlicable inversions: 9 13 7 
W W A « 

15 9 11 
11 7 9 
7 11 13 

A-7?5 D7(bl3/b9) G-maj7(13/ll/9) D-7b5 G7()!5/b9) C-maj7(13/ll/9) 

C-7b5 F7(*9> Bb-maj7(13/ll/9; 



{1 9 11 13} C-maj7(9/l 1/13) = D-7 

*Note that this voicing also could funciion as a dom7sus4(9/13) chord. 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string ieaves three applicable inversions: 9 
13 
11 
1 

13 
9 
1 
li 

1 
11 
9 
13 

G-7b5 C7(pl3/b9) Fm(13/ll/9, D-7b5 

t>e- 

G7(J}5/#9) Cm( 13/11/9j 

(G-7) (D-7) 

C-7b5(bl3> B7 

te- 

B?m(13/ll/9) 

an 

min7|, 5(9/11/1,13) 

(C-7"> 

The only characteristic voicing would contain the \> 5th {1? 5 9 11 I? 13}. The remaining voicings will be examined, 
although less complete and producing some very ambiguous, if not weak, sounds. The tritone produced by tension 
9 and I? 13 is partly responsible for this ambiguous sound. 

Note that tensions 9. 11. and ^ 13 produce a diminished triad; C-7b5f9/l 1/1? 13 > - tensions form a D° triad 

The two inversions containing 9 or 11 on the 5th string will be avoided. 

{1,5 9 11 1,13} C-7b 5(9/1 H\> 13) = Ab 13(1,5') 

inere are two applicants inversion:: 
11 
9 
1,5 

1,5 
11 
1,13 

C-7b5(9/ll/'bl3) F7(b9) Bp-6 
0£l 

k-7b5('bl3/ll/9)D7(j?5/Jt9) G-6(9) 

an bn a 



{\>1 9 11 1,13} C-7t5(9/ll/tl3) = Bt7 

There are two applicable inversions: 9 \>1 
f 13 11 
11 9 
l»7 

G-7b5(bl3/ll/9) C7(b9) F-6(9) B-7b5(b 13/11/9) Bb7 A6(9) 

{1,3 9 11 bl3} C-7b5(9/l 1/b 13) =Ab6 (#11) (1 5 6 f 11) 

There is one applicable inversion: 
D-7b 5(9/11/b 13) G7(^5/b9) C-6(9) 

{1 9 11 1,13} C-7l?5(9/ll/|?13) = D-7l>5/F-6 

There are two applicable inversions: 9 1 
1,13 11 
11 9 
1 ^ 13 

E-7b5(bl3/ll/9) Eb7 D-6(9> A-7?5(b 13/11/9) D7(#5/b9) G-6 

(A-6) (D-6, 

dom7(9/jt 11/13) 

There is one characteristic voicing {b7 9 £ 11 13}. Incomplete {3 9 ill 1 13} and {5 9 $11 13} voicings have 
been previousiy introduced as maj6(9/ji 11) chords but will be examined here for their dominant functions. Also, the 
[ 1 9 j± 11 13} voicing introduced as a maj7(9/ii 11/13) chord will be examined for its dominant function. 

The inversion containing tension 13 on the 5th siring will be avoided. The inversion containing tension 9 on the 5th 
string will be avoided when the dom7 chord is functioning as a V7 chord. When the dom7 chord is functioning as 
a Sub V chord, the 9 on the 5th string will be aliowed. since it is really functioning as a f 5th on the V7 chord: (the 
9th of G7 is the 1:5 of D|>7) 

*Keep in mind that tensions 9, $ 11, and 13 on a dominant chord are most characteristic in a Sub V function. 

Note the major triad formed by tensions 9. i: 11. and 13: C7(9/|| 11/13) - tensions form a D major triad. 



{\>7 9 #11 13} C7(9/# 11/13) = B|>maj7#5 

There are three applicable inversions: #11 9 13 
• 

b7 13 9 
13 #11 ^7 
V 

♦ • 

t>7 #11 

G-7(ll)C7(9/m/13)F6(9) 

(Bt>maj7#5) 

D-9 G7(9/m/13)C(add9> 

(Fmaj7jt5) 

E7(13/m/9 / 

(Dmaj7$5) 

SUB V 

C»-9 FS(35/#9) Bmaj7 Ap-7(11) D;»(25/29) G?maj7(6/5)F7sus4 BK35/39) E?6 

(A/F‘ 

0£l ?xx 0£L 

{3 9 #11 13} C(9/#11/13) = F#-7#5/C6(9/#ll) 

There are three applicable inversions: 3 
13 

in 
9 

in 
9 
13 
3 

13 
3 
Q 

in 

G7sus4 CC13/J? 11/9) FmajS G-7 Cvl3/i 11/9) F6(9) 

(F£-7#5) (F?-7S5) 

F(13/«ll/9) 

(B-735) 
/. 

Cif-9(11) FH7(?5/j}9) B6(9) 

SUB V 

09 FH7(i5/i9) Bmaj9 Fr-9 B7«5/i}9) E6(9 

(D/E) 



{5 9 #11 13} C(9/#11/13) = A13(sus4) / C6(9/# 11) 

There are three applicable inversions: 9 #11 13 
13 1 9 
#11 13 1 
1 9 #11 

D-9(ll) G(13/ni/9) C(add9) G-9 C( 13/# 11/9) Fmaj7 E(13/#ll/9) 

Ab-9 Db(alt5/#9) Gbmaj9 C#-9 F#(alt5/#9) Bmaj7 F7sus4 Bb(alt5/#9) Ebmaj9 

The b 9th dictates a dominant type chord aiiowing it to be the most characteristic note. This means the guide-tones 
will not be missed in voicings not containing them. Again, tension 13 will be avoided on the 5th string. 

Note the minor triad produced by tensions 1>9, # 11, and 13: C7([>9/# 11/13) - tensions form an F# minor triad. 

{1>7 b9 #11 13} C7(b9/#11/13) = El>7tf9/#11) {5 \>1 #9 #11} 

There are two applicable inversions: \>9 13 
13 l>9 
#11 t>7 
b' jin 

I 9 

D- 9 G7(b9/m/13)C(add9) G-7(ll) C7(b9/#11/13)F6(9) 

fCi?m/F) 

S6 



{3 \>9 |11 13} C7(t>9/|l 1/13) = F|-7 

Note that the Sub V chord forms a complete min7 chord, and when used in its related V7 situation, it has the 
ambiguous function of an incomplete V7(|9) or V-7 chord. 

There are three applicable inversions: 3 ft 11 13 
13 (.9 3 
#11 13 \>9 
p9 3 111 

SUB V 

F7(13/#ll/b9) D7(13/#ll/b9) C7(13/#ll/b9) 
C-7 Bbmai: A7sus4 Gmai7(6/9) G-7(ll) Fmai7 

{5 \>9 ill 13} C7(t>9/i 11/13) = AD/E^S^)' 

There is one applicable inversion: 13 F7sus4 Bb(13/#ll/b9) E?maj7 

B-9 E(alt9) Amaj9 

{1 1,9 ill 13} C(i»9/# 11/13) = Et7(#9/f 11/13) {1,7 #9 #11 13} 

There are two applicable inversions: ftll 13 
l 1,9 
13 1 
1,9 ftl! 

I 

F7sus4 F(13/ill/b9)B?6(9) Q-9 C(13/#ll/?9) F6 
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dom7(#9/#ll/13) 

The {119 #11 13} voicing will be omitted due to the rather ambiguous sound produced by the complete dim7 chord 
formed: {1 #9 #11 13}^= {1 1,3 1,5 

Those voicings that contain tension 13 or #9 on the 5th string will be omitted. 

Note the diminished triad produced by tensions #9, #11, and 13: C7(#9/# 11/13) - tensions form an E|,° triad. 

{1,7 #9 #11 13} C7(#9/# 11/13) = A7(l,9/# 11/13) {1 1,9 #11 13} 

There are two applicable inversions: |9 
13 

11 
7 

13 

P 
1,7 

G- 7(11) C7(# m 11/13) Fmaj9 
A b-Q. A. „ 

D-9 G7(13/jill/?t9)Cmaj9 
-e- ite- ^ 

(SUB V) 

C#-9 Ftf(13/&9) B6(9) Ab-9(11) Db(13/#9) Gbmaj7 

tr-O. 

{3 #9 #11 13} C7(#9/# 11/13) = A6(# 11) {1 5 6 # 11} 

There are two applicable inversions: #H 
#9 
13 
3 

13 
3 

In 

A-7(11) D(13/m/ii9) Gmaj7(9/6) G-7 
k _ -a- 1>XL 

C( 13/{111/#9) Fmaj7(6) 

(SUB V) 

Eb-9(11) Ab 13(4t9) Dbmaj9 
^ Ive- (>o- !>«• 

CP9 

M 
Fn3(}}9) Bmaj7(6) 

{5 #9 #11 13} C7(#9/# 11/13) = A13p5 

There is one appiicable inversion: 13 
mi E-7 A(13/#ll/#9) Dmaj9 

Bb-9 Eb(13/alt9) Abmaj7(6) 



The following examples will use various chords containing tensions 9, 11, and 13. Additional chords from past 
chapters are also used to enhance voice-leading. Hybrid chords will be listed as they occur. 

This first “II-V” blues example in the key of “F” contains some interesting chromatic voice-leading. In measure 
three, the top three voices contain contrary - chromatic motion while the bottom voice sustains. Measure four into 
measure five [F7(l?9/alt5) — B[>7(9/13)] contains a good example of contrary chromatic motion in all four voices; 
the top three voices ascend while the bottom voice descends. In measure eight to measure nine [Dl>7(9/$ 11/13) — 
Gm(add9)], the top three voices descend chromatically while the bottom voice sustains. In measure nine to measure 
ten, those same three voices again descend chromatically. Finally, note the chromatic constant structures produced 
by the last six chords. 

*Note that the E-7l>5(9/l l/l? 13) voicing contains a major 7th width. 

F6(9) E-7b5 A7 D-9 
(9/11/b 13) (l»9/bl3) 

G7(b9/alt5) 
(F-7K5) 

C-7(ll) 
(G-7H5) 

F7(b9/alt5) 
(A6(9)) 

Bb7 Bb7(9/#11/13) Bb-7(11) Eb7(9/*tl3/13) A-9 D7(b9/alt5) Ab-7 Db7 

Gm Db 7 
(add9) (9/13) 

C7 C7(#9/alt5) Fmaj9 D7(#9/alt5) G-7(9/11) C7(b9/alt5) F(9/#ll/13) 
(9/13) (Emaj9).... (Fmaj9)..(F#maj9) (F/G).... (F#/G#).... (G/A) 

W * 
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This next example also contains some interesting chromatic voice-leading as well as another chord voicing 
containing a major 7th width (F-9). In measure four to measure five [E|>7(l>9/alt5) — A|>6(9)], three voices descend 
chromatically while one middle voice ascends. In measure seven, again, three voices descend chromatically while 
one middle voice ascends. In measure seven to measure eight the top three voices contain minor triads which descend 
chromatically. Finally, note the same structures a whole step apart on the last two chords. 

Cm A-7b5 D-7b5 G7 C-maj7 F7 
(9/11/13) (9/11/1,13) (9/11/1,13) (b9/alt5) (9) (#9/alt5) 

(F13) (G7) (E'7Ab) (F-7|5) (G/Eb) (Db7) 

Bb - 7(11) Eb7(b9/alt5) 
(Db6(9)) (Aadd9) 

Ab6(9) Abmaj7 

(9/U11/13) 

!> 

(G-7) 

Ab-7(9/ll) Db 7 b 5(13) 
(Gb/Ab) (G7(#9)) 

Eb(9/UH/13) C7(b9/alt5) 
(F/G) (E6(9)) 

I 
Ur K 
V W 

5 

(Dbm/Gb) 

F-9 Bb7(b9/#11/13) 
(Ab maj 7) (G13) 

(z^ 

(Cm/Ab) (Em/F) 

Ebmaj9(j|ll) 
(F13) 

(Dm/Eb) 
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Chapter Thirteen. 
Altered 9th Tensions (1? 9 and 19) on Dom7 Chords 

These dominant chords contain both tensions i>9 and f 9 in their voicings. Since tension l>9 dictates the aom7 chord, 
voicings with and without the guide-tones will be examined. Some of the Sub V chords will produce very incomplete 
structures and should be used with care. 

With the exception of the dom7(alt9/l 3) {3 1,9 $9 13} chord, all of the voicings in this chapter have been previously 
introduced enharmonically. Those inversions placing tension $9 on the 5th string will be avoided. Those chords 
using tension 13 will avoid this tension on the 5th string as well. 

dom7(alt9) 

The most characteristic voicing would include the guide-tones {3 \>1 \>9 |9} 

{3 1,7 1,9 #9} C7(alt9) = D|,-6(9) {1 1,3 6 9} 

There is one applicable inversion: 9 
7 

3 
1,9 

C-9 F7(alt9) 

X r 

(F^-6(9)) 

Bbmaj7 

(Sub V) 

F$-9 
v 

B13 E6(9) 

(1 1,7 1,9 #9} C7(alt9) = G|,6(#ll) {3 5 6 #11} 

There are two applicable inversions: j}9 
1 
i>7 
1,9 

1,9 
i 
9 
7 

C-9 

to. 

F#-7 

A 
(Sub V) 

F7(alt9) B?maj7(6) 

m— 
E-9 A7(alt9) Dmaj7(#H) 

i 

-JflS:- 

B6(j}ll) 

_ic_ 

E6(9) 
1 

Bi,7sus4 Eb6(#ll) Abmaj9 

i !>©- 
nor 

P-CL m- 
m 

{5 1,7 1,9 $9} C7(alt9) = E^7 

There are three applicable inversions: 9 
7 

5 
1,9 

l>7 
9 
9 

1,9 
3 

9 
n 

$ 
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C-9(ll) F7(alt9) Bbmaj7(6) G-7(ll) C7(alt9) Fmaj‘7 

l>e- ka ^ e 

D-9 G7(alt9) Cmaj9 

\. 

(At 7) 

F#-7 B13(t9) Em^j9 CS-7 

(Et7) 

F#13(b9) Bmaj9 
pjq. ka. 

(Sub V) 

{3 5 1,9 19} C7(alt9) = El,7(|,9) {1 3 1,71,9} 

There is one applicable inversion: |9 
5 

1,9 

D-7(ll) 

Ab-9 
'i>sx 

(Sub V) 

(1 3 1,9 $9} C7(alt9) = D[,-maj9 {1 }>3 7 9} 

There is one applicable inversion: #9 
1 
3 
1,9 

C-9(ll) 

Fit-9 

(Sub V) 

G7(alt9) 

Db 13(1,9) 
til 

F7(alt9) 

Ab-7 

\h&- 

(Bb7) 

Dbl3(b9) Gbmaj9 

i>e- , t>e- 

Bl3(till) 

Cmaj7(6/9) 

Gb6(9) 

ibe- 

Bbmaj7(6) 

Emaj9 

{1 5 1,9 |9} C7(alt9) = El, 13 {1 3 1,7 13} / A7l,5(#9) 

Note that this voicing contains a strong modal phrygian sound: {1 l>3 5 1,9} 

There is one applicable inversion: f 9 
i 

bc> 

(Sub V) 

C-9(ll) F7(alt9) Bbmaj7(6) 

F#-7 

(At 13) 

B(13/ni/b9) Emaj9 

(B/E) 
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dom7(alt9/| 11) 

{1,7 1,9 |9 #11} C7(alt9/#11) = El,-7 / G|,6 

There are three applicable inversions: 9 
7 
II 

\>1 
#9 
b9 

1,9 
11 
9 
7 

C-7 F7!>5(alt9) Bbmaj7 G-7 C7b5(alt9) F6 
bjQ. , ko. 

E-9 A7b5(alt9) D6(9) 
Ml 

(Sub V) 

F|-9 B6 Emaj7 F|7sus4 F|6 
^ jte- 

Bmaj7 Bb-7 

l>e- 

Eb6 
\fSX 

Ab6(9) 

{3 1,9 #9 #11} C7(alt9/#11) = A6(# 11) {3 5 6.#!!} 

There are two applicable inversions: 11 
\9 
b9 

9 
11 
9 

G- 7(11) C(m/alt9) F9 
F7sus4 F(b5/alt9) Bb6(9) 

PJO. P-CL 

Ci-9 

(C/F 

FI13 B(add9) F|7sus4 B13 

(Sub V) 

{1 1,9 #9 #11} C7(alt9/#11; = Gl,6(#ll) {15 6 #11 

There is one applicable inversion: 19 

#11 
b9 

C7sus4 
pja 

F(alt9/b5) 

E6(9j 

Ft- ► n B6(|llj 

Bbmaj7(6) 

E6(9) 

(Sub V) 



{5 \>9 $9 #11} C7(alt9/#ll) = El>7(#9) {1 3 \>1 #9} 

This voicing cannot be used, since the single available inversion has tension #9 on the 5th string 

dom7(alt9/b 13) 

{3 \>9 #9 l> 13} 

[dom7#5(alt9)] 

C+7(alt9) = Amaj7(|ll){3 5 7 #11} 

There are three applicable inversions: 

!>9 

G-7(ll) C+(alt9) Fmaj9 F7sus4 F+(alt9) Bb6 
< OSX PjQ. 

C-9 F+(alt9) Bbmaj7 
IL 

(Sub V) 

: (C/F) ] 

Cif-9 Fit7(13/9)B(add9) FS7sus4 B7(13/9) E6(9) Fit-7(11) B7( 13/9) E6(9» 

{t7 1.9 #9 1,13} C+7(alt9) = E|,7sus4 

There are three applicable inversions: b7 
p7 

P 

t9 P 

1,9 

E-7(ll) A+7(alt9) D6(9) C-P F+7(alt9) Bb6(9) F-7(11) Bb+7(alt9) E?maj7(6) 
. PXL 

Bi>-7(11) 

, t 

(C7sus4) 
« 

v 
Eb6(9) A&majS 

to to 

(Sub V) 

(Ab 7sus4) 

Fii-7 B6(9> Emaj9 

(Db7sus4) 

(Sub V not applicable) 
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{1 \>9 jt9 1,13} C7(alt9/bl3) = Eb 13sus4 

There is one applicable inversion: #9 
1 
,13 
,9 

C-9(ll) F+(alt9) BK13/ni/9) 
~ be- 0 

(Bb/Eb) (Db/Gb) (C/F) 

F#-9(ll) B(13/ni/9) Emaj9 

(SubV) 

(E/A) (C#/F#) (B/E) 

The {5 1,9 |9 1,13} voicing will be omitted, as was done in earlier chapters, due to the natural 5 and \> 13 it contains 

dom7(alt9/13) 

{3 1,9 #9 13} 

There is one applicable inversion #9 
13 
3 
b9 

(SubV) 

C-9 

F#-9 

F13(alt9) 

B130S9) 

Bbmaj7 

Emaj7b5 

{1,7 1,9 p 13} C7(ait9/13i = E?7(Jil; {1 5 \>1 |ll} 

There is one applicable inversion: b9 
13 

n 

& / 

E-9 A13(alt9) D6(9) 

(Sub V) 

Bb-7(11'. Et,(13/#9) 

, I be- ?£L 

Ab6(9) 

bn 
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{1 \>9 |9 13} C13(alt9) = Ei, 13(1,5) {1 1,5 \>1 13} 

There is one applicable inversion: 
P 

1 
13 
\>9 

C-9 
7JQ. 

F13(alt9) Bb6(9) 
ko. 

(Sub V) 

F#-7 B(13/#ll/#9) E6(9) 

{5 1,9 |9 13} C13(alt9) = A7(t>5) / E|,7(i,5) 

There are two applicable inversions: |9 13 
13 

\>9 

C-9 Fl3(alt9) Bbmaj7(6) G-7 C13(alt9) Fmaj9 

^ te- o ^ ■©• r* 

(Sub V) 

(D7b5) (A7b5) 

F#-7 B13(alt9) Emaj9 C#-9 F}!13(alt9) Bmaj7(6) 
^ 11 _ JCL XL li _ 

The following dom7 chords have four tensions and no cnord tones. These unique voiemgs imply specific chord 
scales and have several enharmonic spellings. 

dom7(aIt9/alt5) 

{l>5 |5 1,9 #9} 

/ dom7l,5(alt9/|,13) / dom7|5(alt9/#ll) / dom7(b9/ji9/f 11/1,13) 

{1,5 1,9 #9 1,13} {$5 1,9 #9 |11} 

These tensions imnlv the “altered” scale: 

S>2 12 
(\>9) (i9; 

!o $5 \>1 
(#ii; (H3i 

ii. dom7(aIt9/jUl/13) (1,9 |9 ill 13} / doml3l,5(alt9) {1,5 t9 #9 13} 

These tensions imply the symmetrica! “dominant diminished” scale 

1,2 |2 
(t>9) (#9i 

P 
(im 

6 
(13) 

1,7 
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dom7(alt9/aIt5)] C7(alt9/alt5) {1,9 #9 1,5 #5} = Al,7sus4 

There are three applicable inversions: 1,9 
111 

C7(alt9/alt5) Bb7(alt9/ alt5) 
C-9 F7(alt9/alt5) B:,maj7 G7sus4 Fmaj7(6) F,7sus4 Ebmaj7(9/6) 

j_ , ■ i w-— i 
— jF 

wJnk v>y > > a -1 [-1 V 

(Sub V) 

F£-7 

£e- 

B6(9) Emaj7 
jjp..'_ip— 

C£-9 Fj}6(9) B(add9) 

ir<~* 
£ (Sub V not applicable) 

C13(|>5/alt9) {1,9 |9 #11 13} = El,-7(1,5) 
s 

Avoiding inversions containing tensions |9 or 13 on the 5th string leaves two applicable inversions: 

dom7(aIt9/# 11/13) 

C-9 Fl3(alt9/?5) B?maj7 
•’■fto ^ 

G-7 

bja 
C13b5(alt9) Fmaj9 

____Q___ 
- 1 t - n — 

A-— — 4-- 1J | 

’ 
(Gi-7poj (Et,-7b 5) (C/F> 

Ffr-9 

1 0 1 

V 

B-6 Emaj7b5 cti-e F#-6 Bmai7 

Q -SCi-£P-^ 

(Sub V) A -■ - ii — 

The following examples will use various dominant chords containing altered 9th tensions. Additional chords rom 
past chapters also will be used to enhance voice-leading. 

This first “II-V blues" example in the key of “D" contains some interesting constant structures and chromatic motion. 
The first two chord structures are repeated a whole step lower in the second measure. The E7(altj structure in measure 
three is repeated a whole step higher in the following measure. The three chords starting in measure five contain one 
common tone while the top three voices descend chromatically. The B13(alt9) chord in measure seven has two 
common tones while the remaining voices move in contrary chromatic motion to the next chord. Measure eight's 
two chords share one common tone while the top three voices descend chromatically. Measure ten’s A7(alt) chord 
has two voices ascending and two voices descending to the next chord. Finally, note the last three chords use the 
same structure descending chromatically. 
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Dmaj7(6) D6(9) C#-7b5(bl3) F#7(H3/alt9) B-9 E7(alt) A-7(11) D7(bl3/#9) 
(A6(9)) (B7sus4) (G6(9)) (A7sus4) (C7sus4) (D7sus4) 

G7C13/9) G7(bl3/alt9) 
(Bb7sus4) 

G-9 C7(«ll/alt9) 
(F6(9)) (Eb-7) 

FS-7(11> B13(alt9) 
(D7b5) 

V £ 

F-7 Bbl3(b9) 
(G7) 

> 

E-7 E-7(ll/9) A7(alt9) A7(alt) 
(D/E) (,0,1) (F7sus4) 

D6(9) B7b5(alt9) E-9 A7(b9/alt5) D9 
(Bm/E) (Bbm/Eb) (Am/D) 

This next example in the key of “C” also contains some interesting voice-leading ideas. In the first measure, the top 
two voices sustain while the bottom two move in contrary chromatic motion. Note that only one voice moves 
(chromatically) in measures two and three on the C7(alt9) to Al?maj9 chords and Ai>maj9 to G7(alt5/J|9) chords. 
Measure three’s G7(alt5/f 9) chord sustains the lead tone while the remaining voices produce contrary chromatic 
motion to the C6(9) chord. Measure four’s C7(alt) chord contains contrary chromatic motion between the top two 
voices ascending while the bottom two descend to the Fmaj7 chord. Finally, note the contrary motion between the 
top voice and bottom voices on the last two chords. 

Cmaj9 B+7(alt9) B?13(b9) A7(alt9) Abmaj9 G7($9/alt5) C6(9) C7(alt) 
(G7) (C7) (El>7) (Ab 7sus4) 

Fmaj7 F-6(ll) E7(#9) A7(alt9) D7(alt9) G7b5(alt9) Cmaj7 
(Bb7) (Bb-6(9)) (F7) (Db6) 
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Chapter F ourteen. 
Enharmonic Chordal Substitutions 

The following chords (highlighted within boxes) appear in the order they were introduced in this text. Enharmonic 
substitutions for each one of these chords appear in the order they were introduced as well. Chords include the basic 
four-part chords and all the chords introduced in the tension chapters. To the left of each chord is the tension chapter 
where that chord can be found. Additional enharmonic substitutions of the same voicings that have not been 
introduced to this point will be examined in the Additional Enharmonic Chordal Substitutions chapter. 

This chapter will include the Substitute Vth chord for each dom7 chord introduced as well as the most common 
relative major and minor situations. Some of the more incomplete voicings will receive additional notation for the 
same root to the right of that chord in parenthesis. A more in-depth and organized approach to relative major and 
minor chords c ;an be found in the Relative Major 

! 
-Minor chapter. 

Tension major7 j 
Chapter 1 

1 

1 

C E G B 

Cmaj7 1 3 5 7 
(91 A-9 1.3 5 1.7 9 

(9 & 13) D7sus4(13/9) 1.7 9 4 13 
(9& 11) Fmaj7(jtll/9) 5 7 9 Ull M 

major7i>5 
—, J c E Gp B 

Cmaj7|>5 1 3 1.5 7 
(9) A-6(9) 1.3 5 6 9 
(9) Sub V^- -AL7#5(#9) 3 1.7 #9 

(9& 13) D7(13/9) 1.7 9 3 13 
(ID F$-7p5(ll) 

• 

1.5 1.7 1 11 

major7§5 
11 

C E G# B 

Cmaj7(|5) 1 3 #5 7 
(9) A-maj7(9) 1.3 5 7 9 

(9 & 11) Fi}-71.5(11/9) 1.5 1.7 9 11 
(9-11-13) SubV -D7( 13/|i 11/9) b7 9 #11 13 

^ At7(#9/#5) J 1 P 
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j minor7 
C El, G Bl, 

C-7 1 1,3 5 1,7 
E|>6 6 1 3 5 

(9) Abmaj9 .■> 5 7 9 
(9) F9sus4 5 1,7 9 4 

(9-11) F-7(9/ll) 5 1,7 9 11 
(9-11-13) Dl,maj7(9/{! 11/13) 7 9 in 13 
(9-11-13) Bt>-maj7(13/l 1/9) 9 11 13 1 
(9-11-13) Sub —Fj|7(13/{l 11/1,9) in 13 1,9 3 

^C7|9 (C-7) i J9 5 1,7 
(dom/alt9) Sub V^- — A7b5(alt9) |9 p5 1,7 1,9 

^El,13(E!,6) 13 1 3 5 

i minor7l>5 
4 

C Eb Gp Bl, 

1 
1 C-7t5 1 1,3 !,5 1,7 

E|>-6 6 1 j,3 o 
(9) Sub V^— -Al?9 3 5 p7 9 
(9) 'D7(l,9/fl5, 1,9 

« 
% 

ff- 

(9) F7sus4(b9) 5 1,7 1,9 4 
(11) GW(|tll) in 6 1 3 

(9-11-13) Db-maj7(9/ll/13) i 9 11 13 
(9-11-13) b[>-7^5(1? 13/11/9) 9 11 1,13 1 
(dom/alt9) Sub V^- -A13|,5(alt9) i9 1,5 13 1,9 

'El> 13(|9) (El,-6) 13 1 i9 5 

minor7|5 
Ep Gi b|. C 

C-7(|5) 1 1,3 p 1,7 
(9) 

4 

Bl,9sus4 9 4 't>7 1 
(11) Re! F-7(11 > ■s 1,7 b 3 1! 

1 Ab(add9) J 5 1 9 
(ID 1 

Eb-6(11) 6 1 li 5 
(9-13) Sub V^— -D7p5(l, 13/i>9) 1,7 1,9 t>5 1,13 

•Ab9 1 0 * 

(9-11) G|>6(K 11/9) Sill % 
t 

6 0 
✓ 3 

(9-11-13) SubV^- -Gl»13(S 11/9) 13 9 3 
■ C7(S9/ji5) 

\ < 

1 i9 *5 
r 

\>1 

i 

minor6 1 refer to minor7l,5 

major 6 refer to minor7 

[B 7 sus4( 13/9)] 

(El>I3sus4) 
(D7(l,9/alt5) 
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(9) 
(11) 

(9-11-13) 

(9-11-13) 
(9-11-13) 
(dom/alt9) 

(9) 
(9) 

(9-11-13) 

(11) 
(ID 

(9-13) 
(9-13) 

(9) 
(9) 

(11-13) 
(11-13) 
(dom/alt9) 
(dom/alt9) 

dom7 

Sub V-*— C7 
^F|7(b9/b5) 

G-6(11) 
Sub V'^—Bl?7(13/| 11/9) 

^E7#5(jlll/#9) 
Bbmaj7(13/j}ll/9) 
D-7b5(b 13/9/11) 

Sub V^—A7(alt9) 
^*Ebl3(b9) 

Sub V - C+7 
^F|7l5(9) 

Sub VBb9(b5) 
^E7(alt5) 

F-maj7(ll) 
Db-maj7(6) 
D-71> 5 (b 13/9) 

Sub D7b5(b 13/9) 
^A|,9(#5) 

dom7b5 

SubV^—C7b5 
^F|7b5 

Sub V^—-Ab9(#5> 
>D9(||5) 

G-maj7(ll/6) 
Db-maj7(l 1/6' 

Sub V • A13(alt9) 
^"Ebl3(alt9) 

c E G Bb 

1 3 5 1,7 
1,5 1,7 b9 3 
11 6 1 1,3 
9 #n 13 1 
#5 1 i9 in 
9' iH 13 i 
1,7 9 11 1,13 
i9 5 i>7 1,9 
13 b9 3 5 

C E G| Bl, 

1 3 #5 1,7 
lo 1,7 9 3 
o 
s b5 1,7 1 

i5 1 3 1,5 
5 7 1,3 11 
7 1,3 5 6 
b7 9 1,5 1,13 
\>1 9 1,5 1,13 
3 i5 . 1 9 

C E Gb Bl, 

1 3 1,5 1,7 
1,5 1,7 1 3 
3 15 1,7 9 

9 3 |5 
11 6 7 1,3 
7 b? 11 6 
*1 • 

P 5 13 1,9 
13 1,9 i9 5 

[E-7b5(l> 13)] 
[Bb6b5(9)] 

[Bb-7b5(9)3 

[D9(#5/b5)] 

1 dom7sus41 
C F G Bb 

1 C7sus^ 1 4 
> A 5 b7 

(9) Rel ^ — Eb6(9> 6 0 
s 5 

(11) ^ C-7( 11) 1 a 5 b7 
(11) Rel ^ —G-7(ll) 11 b? i 

A b3 
^ B 1,6(9) 9 5 6 1 

(13) Dbmaj7b5(6) 7 3 b5 6 
(9-13) Rel ^ — Ab maj7(9/6) 3 6 7 9 

^F-7(ll/9) 5 1 9 11 
(11-13) D-7b 5(1,13/11) 1,7 b3 i: b 13 

(dom/alt9) SubV^ —A+7(alt9) i9 315 
|| 

b7 b9 
^ El, 13(9) 13 

y T 

9 3 5 
SubV ^ —E7(alt9/alt5) #5 ll b9 i9 b5 

^B|,9(13) 
1 • 

9 5 ■_ 13 1 
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dimin.7 

(9) 
(9) 
(9) 
(9) 

C Eb Gl, Bbb 

C°7 1 b3 1,5 1,1,7 
E|,°7 1,1,7 1 1,3 1,5 
A°7 1,3 1,5 1,1,7 1 
Gl, °7 1,5 I,b7 1 1,3 
D7(|,9) 1,7 ,9 3 5 
F7(b9) 5 ! ,7 1,9 3 
Al,7(|,9) 3 5 1,7 1,9 
B7(b9) 1,9 3 5 1,7 

(9) 
(9-13) 
(9-11) 

minor (maj7) 

C-maj7 
A-7t>5(9) 
D7sus4( 134,9) 

Sub V^—F7(f 11/9) 
^S*B7(|5/|>9) 

(9) 

(9-13) 

(11-13) 
(11-13) 

major7(9) 

Rel r—— Cmaj 9 
^A-(ll/9) 

Sub V^—A\> 7tS(t 13/# 9) 
^D7(13/9) 

Fmaj7(13/j}ll) 
F#-7b5(b13/11) 

9 for 1 / drop 2 (3 5 7 9}...refer to mi» 

C E B D 

13 7 9 
b3 5 9 11 
3 bl3 #9 1,5 [Ab7(#9/alt5)J 
1,7 9 13 1 
5 7 |11 13 
1,5 1,7 11 1,13 

major7|,5(9) 9 for 1 / drop 2(3 1,5 7 9} refer to major6(9) 
Ninth(no3) {11,5 7 9} refer to dom7|,5(f9) 

(9) 
(11-13) 
(dom/alt9) 

minor maj7(9) 9 for 1 / drop 2 (1,3 5 7 9} refer to major715 

C Eb B D 

C-mai9 1 1,3 / 9 
SubV^—- ■F7(13/|ll) 5 

• 

1,7 #11 13 
^B7(alt9, 1,9 1 1 #9 

(9) 

(13) 

i minor7(9) 9 for 1 / drop 2 (1,3 5 1,7 9} refer to major7 

C Eb Bb D 

Rel , C-9 1 b3 b7 9 
^^Ei>maj7(6) 6 1 5 ~7 

F13sus4 5 b7 
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minor7t>5(9) 9 for 1 / drop 2 {t>3 l>5 \>7 9} refer to min. maj7 
Ninth(no3) { 11?5 \>7 9 } refer to dom7$5 

major6(9) 9 for 1 / drop 2 {3 5 6 9} refer to dom7(sus4) 

(9) 
(9) 

(13) 

(13) 
(9-13) 

(9-11) 

Rel 

Rei 

Sub V 

C6(9) 
Bl,maj7^5(9) 
Am(ll) 
Fmaj7(6) 
D-9 
F|-7|?5(t> 13) 
Ab7^5(b 13/|>9) 
D9 
G-6(ll/9) 

1 
9 
i>3 
5 
>7 
>5 

\>7 
11 

3 
\>5 
5 
7 
9 
\>7 

9 

A 

6 
7 
1 
3 
5 
k3 
\>9 
5 
9 

D 

11 
6 
1 
tl3 
i>5 
1 
5 

(D9) 

(G7sus4(13/9)) 

(9) 
(13) 

(dom/alt9) 
Sub V 

| minor6(9) 

C-6(9) 
F13 
B7(alt9) 

9 for 1 / drop 2 {\>3 5 6 9} refer to major7b5 

1 
5 
\>9 

1>3 
\>1 
3 

A 

3 
\>7 

D 

9 
13 
#9 

dom7(9) 9 for 1 / drop 2 {3 5 1? 7 9} refer to minor7[> 5 

(9) 
(11) 
(9) 

(9-13) 
(11) 

(11) 
(11-13) 

Sub V ,,vr-C9 
(F#+7(fll)>Fj}7(alt5) 

Sub V^-D7S5(9' 
(Ap7i?5(p 13/9))Ab9(ait5j 

Sub V -nt—E+7(ii 11) 
^Bl>9b5 

G-6(1D 
F-maj7(i 1/6) 

i 
is 
p 7 
r* 

r 

i5 
9 
11 

E 

-x 

\>7 
9 

£ 
6 

Bb 

i>7 
3 
15 
9 
in 
i 
l>3 
11 

D 

9 

#5 
j 
>5 

>7 
3 
5 
f- 

{E-7t>5(p 13)} 
{B^maj9[>5} 

dom7(b9)! 9 for 1 / drop 2 {3 5 ^7 l>9} refer to dimin.7 

C E Bl> Db 

(9) Sub V —C7(|?9) i 3 \>7 b9 
(11) xFtt7(iiH) in \>7 3 5 
(13) Cs-mai7(6j T i 6 i 

(dom/alt9) Sub — A7(alt9) i9 •n 
^ i i>9 

i ^Hk3(b9i !3 b9 > e?7 
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dom7(|9) 9 for 1 / drop 2 {3 5 \>1 #9} 

(9) Sub V 
(9-13) 
(9-11) Sub V 

(9) Sub V 

(13) 
(9-13) 

(dom/alt9) Sub V 

C7(#9) 
F# 13(1^9) 
A7(|ll/(>9) 
E|,(b9) 

9th(no 5) voicing 

C7(|9) 
F$13(l>5) 
Db-maj 7(6/9) 
A7(f ll/alt9) 
El? 13(^9) 

E 

3 
1,7 
5 
1,9 

1 
1>5 
7 
#9 
13 

G 

5 
\>9 
1,7 
3 

3 
>7 
>3 
5 
1,9 

Bl, 

\>7 
3 
1,9 
5 

Bl, 

1,7 
3 
6 
1,9 
5 

D# 

#9 
13 

1 

13 
9 

in 
i 

dom7l,5(9) 9 for 1 / drop 2 {3 1,5 \>7 9} refer to dom7f 5 
Ninth(no3) {1 \>5 \>7 9 } refer to dom7f 5 

dom7|,5(i,9) 9 for 1 / drop 2(3 1,5 1,7 ^9} refer to dom7 

9th (no3) chord voicing not available until triad over bass chapter: 
C7(|,9/l,5) (1 1,5 1,7 19} = Gi>/C 

dom7|,5($9) 9 for 1/drop 2 {3 1,5 \>7 #9} 

E Gl, B(> D# 

(9) Sub —C7(|9/l,5) • >5 1,7 #9 
(131 ^F|13' \>7 1 3 13 
(9) Rel ^ —Emaj9[,5 1 9 1,5 7 

(9-11) ^01-6(11/9’ 1 -v i > r. o 

(11-13) 61,-71,5(1,13/11) b5 1,13 i 11 
(9-11-13) Sub —A7(13/f 11/1,9) 5 13 1,9 #11 

^-El,7(alt9) i>9 #9 5 1 

dom7|5(9) 9 for 1 / drop 2 {3 f 5 \>7 9} refer to dom7|?5 
Ninth with omitted 3rd chord voicing {1 $5 \>7 9} refer to dom7(9) 

dom7$5(l>9) | 9 for 1 / drop 2 {3 $5 \>1 \>9] refer to min or 71,5 
Ninth with omitted 3rd chord voicing not available. 

dom7P5(|9) 9 for 1 / drop 2 {3 |5 \>7 $9} refer to major7l,5 
Ninth with omitted 3rd chord voicing not applicable: {1 $5 i>7 $9} forms an 
incomplete dominant sound. This voicing will appear later in a dominant capacity 
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dom7sus4(9) 

dom7sus4(l>9) j 

9 for 1 / drop 2 {4 5 \>1 9} refer to minor7 
Ninth(no5) voicing {1 4 I? 7 9} refer to minor7J|5 

9 for 1 / drop 2 {4 5 1,7 1,9} refer to minor7l,5 

major7(jlll) 

11 for 5 {1 3 7 111} refer to major7|,5 

11 for 3 {1 5 7 111}; no enharmonic substitutions through the tension chapters. The 
relative minor forms a model dorian voicing: 

Cmaj7l 11 
A-7(13/9) 

C G B Ff 

1 5 7 it 11 
1,3 1,7 9 13 

(ID 
(ID 
(13) 

(dom/alt9) 

11 for 1 (3 5 7 |ll} E G B 

Cmaj7(#ll) 
C#-7t5(ll) 

Rel Gmaj7(6) 
^ Em(9) 

Sub V — El>+1 (alt9) 
^ A7( 13/9) 

3 5 7 ill 
t>3 1,5 \>7 11 
6 13 7 
1 1,3 5 9 
1,9 3 #5 |9 
5 1,7 9 13 

(ID 
(9-11-13) 
(9-11-13) 

(dom/alt9) 

(11) 
(11-13) 
(dom/alt9) 

(dom/alt9) 

major 6(| 11) 

11 for 5 {1 3 6111} refer to minor7|,5 

11 for 3 {1 5 6111} 

C6(|ll) 
E-7i,5(c 13/11/9) 

Sub V-*— El,7(13/j}ll/f9) 
^A7(13/$9) 

Sub V^—-F|7fili/alt9) 
^ Cl 3(| 11) 

11 for 1 {3 5 6111} 

C6(ill) 
01-71,5(1,13/11) 

Sub V 'v—— El^7i,5(alt9) 
^A13 

Sub V'x— F#7(alt9) 
^C13(#J1) 

c G A n 
1 5 6 #n 
1,13 l»3 11 0 

13 
i 

#9 
9 

t 1,7 i 13 
ill 1,9 #9 1 
i 5 13 #H 

E G A F# 

3 5 6 |H 
1,3 io 1,13 11 
1,9 3 1,5 #9 
5 1,7 1 13 
1,7 1,9 #9 1 
3 5 13 

(A-7(13)) 
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minor7(ll) 

11 for 5 {1 \>3 \>1 11} refer to dom7sus4 
llfor3{l 5 \>1 11} refer to dom7sus4 
11 fori {[>3 5 1,7 11} refer to minor7§5 

minor6(ll) 

11 for 5 {1 1,3 6 11} refer to dom7 
11 for 1 {t>3 5 6 11} refer to dom9 

minor maj7(ll) 

11 for 5 {1 |>3 7 11} refertodom7(#ll) {1 5 |,7|ll} 
11 for 3 {15 7 11} unique...no substitutes 
11 for 1 {1,3 5 7 11} refer to dom7|5 

(ID 

(11) 
(dom/alt9) 

dom7(811) 
l • 

11 for 5 {1 3 1,7 111} refer to dom7s>5 

11 for 3 {1 51>7 i 11} C G Bl> Ff 

SubV^—C7(#ll) 
^F#7(i,9/!>5) 

G-maj 7(11) 
Sub V^— A13(alt9) 

-E[> 13(il9) 

11 for 1 {3 5 \>1 

I 5 1,7 |11 
l>5 1,9 3 1 
II 1 1,3 7 

• #9 1,7 1,9 13 
13 3 5 #9 

111} refer to dom7(l,9) 

•r 
♦ 

dom7|5(fill)! 

11 for 3 {1 S5 p7 Sill refer to dom9 
11 for 1 {3 $5 t?7 11!} refer to dom9 

major7(6)! 

6for5fI 3 6 7 i refer to major7(ill 1 > 
6 for 1 {3 5 6 7} refer to major6(9j 

major7p5(6)| 
« 

6 ior 1 {3 '? 5 6 7} refer to dom7sus4 

minor ma}7(6) 

6 for 5 {1 1,3 6 7} refer to dom7($ll) 
6 for 1 {1,3 5 6 7} refer to dom7{{5 
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minor7[>5(i>13) 

13 for 5 {1 p3 b7 1? 13} refer to minor7$5 
13 fori {|>3 |?5 [>7 13} refer to maj6(9) 

dom7(13) 

13 for 5 {1 3 \>1 13} refer to dom7l?5(j}9) 
13 fori {3 5 |>7 13} refer to min6(9) 

dom7|?5(13) 

13 for 1 {3 lo \>1 13} refer todom7(j}9) 

13 for 3 {1 |o l>7 13} C Gb B|> A 

(13) Sub V^— C13|p5 1 !o |?7 13 
\F|7(#9/|,5) l>5 1 $9 

(9-11) G-maj7( 11/91 11 7 
• l>3 Q 

(9-11-13) E-7b5(b 13/11/9) H3 9 11 
(9-11-13) Sub V E|> 7( 13/fl 11/|9) 13 #9 5 #11 
(dom/alt9) ^A13(alt9) #9 ,13 \>9 1 

dom7sus4(13) 

13 for 1 {4 5 \>1 13} refer to minor7(9) 

13for 5 {1 4 |>7 13} C F B\> A 

(13) C13sus4 
« 

1 4 \>1 13 
(9-11) Rel _G-7(ll/9) 11 l>7 l>3 9 

^"Bl>maj9 9 5 I 7 
(9-11; Eb6(il 11/9 • £ q i 

j 
* ! * 
u l 1 

(9-11-13) Sub v^—E|>7(i3/ji 11/9) 13 9 
4 

i in 
(dom/alt9) ^A+7(alt9) f 9 P l>9 

% 

l 

major7(9/6) | 

{3 7 9 6} refer to dom7sus4 

f 

I minor mai7(9/6) 

{I>3 6 7 9} refer to dom7(|9) 

jminor7i?5([7l3/9)| 

{1?5 t»7 9 \> 13} refer to dom7jf5 
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dom7(13/9) 

{3 \>1 9 13} refer to maj7[>5 

dom7(13/|?9) 

{3 \>1 \>9 13} refer to dom7(|9) 

(9-13) 
(9-13) 

dom7(13/|9)| 

{3 [>7 §9 13} E Bl D} A 

Sub V-«^—C13(f 9) 
F#13(#9) 

3 \>1 |9 13 
1)7 3 13 #9 

dom7(l>13) with 9, 1)9,or |9 

refer to dom7ji5 with 9.1)9. °r|9 

dom7l>5(13) with 9, \>9, or j|91 

refer to three tensions as dom7 with: 
(9/j 11/13), (1)9/# 11/13), or (#9/# 11/13) 

dom7l>5(|> 13/9)1 

{3 b5 9 b 13} refer to dom7(9) {1 3 \>1 9 } 
{1)5 \>1 9 l? 13} refer to dom7(#5) 

dom7j?5(i?13/l>9) 

{3 \>9 1)13} refer to maj6(9) {1 3 6 9 } 
{1)5 \>1 1)9 b 13} refer to min7(|5) 

dom7l>5(bl3/|9) 

{3 b5 j}9 1)15} refer to maj7(9) {1 3 7 9} 

I dom7sus4(13/9) | 

(4 1)7 9 131 refer to major? 

dom7sus4(13/l)9) 

{4 1)7 1)9 13} refer to minor maj7 

/ 
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major7(|ll/9) 

{3 7 9 111} refer to major7[>5(9) 
{5 7 9 111} refer to major7 

major6( fy 11/9) 

{3 6 9 111} refer to minor7|5 
{5 6 9 §11} refer to dom7sus4(13) 

minor maj7(ll/9) 

{[>3 7 9 11} refer to dom7l> 5(13) 

minor6(ll/9) 

{!>3 6 9 11} refer to dom7i>5($9) 
{5 6 9 11} refer to maj6(9) 

minor7(ll/9) 

{^3 \>1 9 11} refer to dom7sus4(13) 
{5 \>1 9 11} refer to minor7 

ixiinor7t?5(ll/9) | 

; {l>5 \>1 9 11} refer to major7|5 

dom7(|ll/9) 

{3 \>1 9 111} refer to dom7|,5(9) 
f 5 7 9 111} refer to minor maj7 

dom7(jtll/|>9) 

{3 \>1 }>9 111} refer to dom7|?5(|?9) 
{5 \>1 |?9 til} refer to dom7(|9) 
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(9-11) 

(9-11-13) 

dom7(#ll/#9) 

{3 \>1 #9 #11} refertodom7l,5(#9) 

{5 \>1 #9 111} G B’b 

Sub V^—C7(# 11/#9) 5 \>1 
-F#13(t9) \>9 3 

Sub V-*——A7( 13/# 11/1,9) \>1 |,9 
^E|,(f9) 3 5 

*># n 
#9 #H 
13 1 
#11 13 
1 #9 

major7(#ll/6) 

{3 7 #11 6} refer to major7i,5(6) 
{5 7 #11 6} refer to major7(9) {1 3 7 9} 

j minor maj7(ll/6) 

{1)3 7 11 6} refer to dom7i>5 
{57 II 6} refer to dom7(9) {1 3 1,7 9} 

dom7(13/#ll) 

{3 1>7 #11 13} refer to dom7l,5(13) 
{5 ? 7 #11 13} refer to minor maj7(9) 

minor71,5 (1,13/11) 

{1,3 t>7 11 1,13} refer to dom7sus4 
jk5 b7 i! !, 13 i refer to ma,ior7(9'' 

major7(13/ill/9) 

17 9 #11 13) refer to minor7 
{1 9 #11 131 refer to aom7 
{3 9 # 11 13} refer to major6( # 11/9) 
: 5 9 #11 13} refer to major6(# 11/9) 

minor maj 7(13/11/9) 

{7 9 i 1 13} refer to minor7!,5 
{1 9 1113} refer to minor7 
{1,3 9 11 13} refer to minor6(ll/9) 
{5 9 II 13} refer to minor6(ll/9j 
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minor7i,5(i> 13/11/9) | 

{1 9 11 1,13} refer to minor 7[,5 
{t>3 9 11 1, 13} refer to major 6( |11) 
{1,5 9 11 I? 13} refer todoml3(l,5) 
{1,7 9 11 1,13 j refer to dom7 

dom7(13/Jill/9) 

{1 9 |l 1 13} refer to dom7 
{3 9 fll 13} refer to minor7j}5 
{5 9 }}11 13} refer to dom7sus4(13) 
{1,7 9 |ll 13} refer to major7|5 

(9-11-13) 

(9-11-13) 

Sub V 

Sub V 

dom7(13/jll/l,9) 

{3 1,9 ill 13} refer to minor7 
(5 \>9 |ll 13} refer to dom7l?5(|9) 
jl>7 i>9 |ll 13} refer to dom7(|ll/|9) {5 1,7 #9 §11} 

{1 1,9*11 13} 

C7(13/#l 1/1,9) 
Fi(|ll/|9) 
e(,7(13/| 11/|9) 
A13(|9) 

C 

1 

#11 
13 

ft 

Dl, F| A 

1,9 
5 
1,7 
3 

#H 
1 

#9 
13 

13 
9 
11 

1 

dom7(13/tll/#9) 

{1 |9 *11 13} not applicable 
{3 *9*11 13} refer to major 6(| 11) 
(5 i9 if 1! 131 reier to aoml3(i>si 
{1,7 |9 |11 13} reier to dom7(13/| 11/1,9) 

dom7talt9) 

{3 1,7 1,9 i9} refer to minor6(9) {1 1,3 6 9} 
jl 1,7 1,9 |9} refer to major6(*ll) {3 5 6 ill) 
{5 t?7 t»9 |9} refer to dom7 
{3 5 !>9 *9} refer to dom7(|ll) {3 5 1,7 ill} 
{13 b9 *9} refer to minor maj7(9) {1 1,3 7 9} 
{1 5 i>9 *9} refer to aom7i,5(i9) 

j dom7(Hll/alt9) 

{t>7 1,9 i9 |ll} refer to minor7 
{3 t>9 j|9 |11} refer to major6(|ll) {3 5 6 ill} 
{1 1,9 |9 i 11} refer to major6(*ll) {1 5 6^11} 
{5 1,9 *9 *11} refer todom7(*9) {1 3 1,7 i9} 
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(dom/alt9) 

dom7(t>13/alt9)1 

{3 \>9 |9 ^ 13} refer to major7(flll) 
\\>1 \>9 §9 \> 13} refer to dom7sus4 
{1 \>9 19 \> 13} refer to doml3sus4 
{5 [>9 $9 I? 13} not applicable 

i dom7(13/alt9) 

{1 \>9 $9 13} refer to doml3(|>5) 
{5 t>9 $9 13} refer to dom7l>5 
[\>1 \>9 #9 13} refertodom7(#ll) {1 5 1,7 #11} 

{3 \>9 #9 13} E Dp Dji A 

Sub V^—C13(alt9) 3 i>9 |9 13 
^Ffl3(#9) l>7 5 13 #9 (F$-13) 

dom7(alt9/alt5) 

{[>9 |}9 \>5 15} refer to dom7sus4 

dom7(13/#ll/alt9) 

{b9 |9 111 13} refer to minor7l>5 
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Chapter Fifteen. 
Additional Enharmonic Chordal Substitutions 

Up to this point, our enharmonic chordal substitutions have been produced by tension additions, dominant Sub V 
chords, and relative major and minor chords. By relaxing some of the rules established through the tension addition 
chapters, additional chordal substitution possibilities can be added to our previously established voicings. Though 
some of these substitutions will produce “incomplete” voicings. they might prove more effective in certain situations 
than a more complete chord voicing. 

Aiong with these incomplete voicings. two additional voicing types that were previously omitted will be examined; 
dominant 7th chords with a natural 5th and tension I? 13. though its Sub V will not be examined, and tensions 9 & 
11 on a min7 f 5 chord. 

At the end of this chapter the “incomplete” Sub V chords that were produced by their Sub V relation to the dominant 
cnords presented in the tension addition chapiers will be displayed. 

j major 7\>5 j 
C E G\> B 

Cmaj7b.' 1 io 7 
E9(S> 13) bl? 9 5 
Bsus4(l>9) i>9 4 5 1 

major 7f 5 
C E Gf B 

Cmaj7(§5) 1 
» 

“S 

#5 7 
E7(b 13) l>13 1 3 5 
B13sus4(l>91 

A 

b9 4 13 1 

minor 7 | 
- r r 

U Jl>; 

C-7 1 1>3 5 \>1 
G-7jt5(l 1) 11 1 i>3 
5b7sus4fl3/9 j c- 

s 
A 1? 1 

I 

{B?-.maj7(13/l 1/9)} 

i aom7ii5 
t l 

1 
» 

1 
i 

j 

C7M 
Ep 13sus4vb9) 

W- • 
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dom7i>5 

C7l>5 
Bt 9(alt5) 
E9(alt5) 

1 
9 

3 
io 
1 

Gl> 

l>5 

#5 
9 

\>1 
1 

\>5 
(Bt-7l>5(|>13/9)) 
(E-7^5(t> 13/9)) 

major7(9) 

Cmaj9 
E7(l>13) l>13 

D 

9 
\n 

Sub V 

minor maj7(9) 

C-maj9 
D13(l>9) 
At7(#ll/#9» 
A-7l>5 

3 
is 

Ei? 

I»3 
i?9 
* * 
!>5 

7 
13 
*9 | % 
9 

D 

fill 
H 

11 

Sub V 

minor7(9) 

C-9 
D7(b9/Jf5) 
At9(#ll) 

1 
\>1 
3 

E\> 

^3 
1>9 
5 

Bt 

l>7 

|5 
9 

D 

9 
1 

fn (At (Jf 11/9)) 

major6(9) 

C6(9) 
E-7jt5(ll) 

1 

#5 

A 

6 
11 

D 

9 
\>1 

Sub V 

minor6(9) 

C-6C9) 
D7(t9) 
Ab7(| 1 l/i>9) 
A-7b5(ll) 
El?maj7b5(6) 

p i 

p.' 

Ep 

b? 
b9 
5 
i - 
p."1 

A 

i>9 
1 
!o 

D 

ill 
11 
7 

dom7(l>9) 

Cl(\>9) 
Bp-7^5(9) is 

t>7 

Dc 

\>9 
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dom7(|9) 

C7(f9) 
At 7(bl3/9) 
Bt-7t5(ll/9) 

C E 

M3 
1,5 

Bt 

1,7 
9 
1 

D# 

P 
5 
11 

dom7b5(#9) 

C7(j|9/t5) 
At9(tl3) 

E 

3 
tl3 

Gb Bi 

1,5 
\>7 

t7 
9 

Di 
|9 
5 

major 7(|11) 

Cmaj7(Sll) 
B7(b i3/b9) 

Cmaj7(#ll) 
F|7sus4(t9) 

\>9 

3 
1,7 

G 

b 13 

G 

5 
1,9 

FI 

in 

in 
i 

Relative 

major 6(#11) 

C6(| 11) 
G-mai7(l 1/9) 
B7(pi 3/1,9) 

Ct'Jlli 
Em(i 1/9) 
Gmaj 7(9/6) 

1 
11 
1,9 

G 

5 
! 

b 13 

G 

1,3 
1 

A 

6 
9 
t/ 

A 

11 

FI 

IH 
7 

• t 

Fff 

Hi 
9 (E-7t5(ll/9)) 

(G-mai 7(9/6)) 

Sub V 

minor maj7(ll) 

C-maj7(l 1) 
E7lbi3/alt9) 
A-?|5(9) 
B7(b9/alt5) 
F9(|}ll) 

113 
1,3 
1,9 

G 

&5 
9 ill 

11 
1,9 
85 
1,5 

{F(il 1/9)} 
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dom7($ll) 
C G Bp n 

C7(| 11) 1 5 >7 #n 
E-7b5(l> 13/9) l>13 k3 >5 9 

E G Bb n 

C7(#ll) 5 b7 in 
E-7b5(9) 1 i>3 ?5 9 

dom7b5(13) 

C13(l>5) 
D7(t 13) 

C Gl> b1> A 

1 to l> 7 13 
\>1 3 l>13 5 

dom7sus4 ('13') 

C13sus4 
D7(tl3/#9) 

C F B|> A 

1 4 \>1 13 
l»7 #9 1? 13 5 

dom7('13/|9) 

Sub V C13(#9) 
^F#13(#9) 

Sub V — Eb7(Ji 11/|?9) 
^A7(£'l 1/1,9) 

Bp D| A 

\>1 j}9 13 
3 13 #9 
5 1 } 11 
i>9 ill 1 

aom7r!3/£ll/!>9V 
-1 C Dp Fi A 

C7(13/f 1 l/p9) 1 t9 ill 13 
F7(p 13/(?9i 5 b 13 3 

dom7fl3/aIt9) j 
_■_i 

Cl3(alt9) 
E-maj7f 11/6) 
Dp-7|5(9) 

Sub V Ei>7(!?9/1>5> 
^A7(jfll) 

r 
3 

9 
V 

fA(#ll)) 
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Incomplete Sub V Chords 

This is a list of the dominant Substitute V chords that were introduced in the tension chapters by only their Sub V 
relation and not by tension additions. Some of these voicings appear quite incomplete and might not prove very 
useful in dominant situations. The list will be in order of the Sub V’s appearance through the tension chapters and 
will include the original dominant chords that produced the Sub V chords and the original chords that introduced 
the voicings. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

Sub V Chord 

C7(alt5) {1 3 1,5 #5} 

C7l,5(|,9) {1 3 1,5 1,9} 

C7(,5(9) {1 3 1,5 9} 

C7t5(|9) {1 3 1,5 #9} 

C9(#5) {1 3 ji5 9} 

C9(#5) {1#5 1,7 9} 

C9 {1 3 5 9} 

C9 {1 5 |,7 9} 

C7( 13/9) {11,7 9 13} 

C+7(l,9) {1 3 it5 1,9} 

C7(l,9) {1 3 5 1,9} 

03(1,9) {1 3 1,9 13} 

C7(|5/|9) {1 3 |5 #9} 

C7(f5/$9) (1 1,7 #5 #9} 

C7(J}9/alt5) {1 1,5 #5 #9} 

C7(|9) {1 5 1,7#9} 

C7(jtll/jt9) {1 5 |9|11} 

C7(#9) {1 3 

C13(#9) {1 3#9 13} ' 

C13(#9) {1 1,7it9 13* 

03(1,9) {3 5 1,9 13} 

C13(|ll) {3 5#!1 13} 

03(1,9) {51,7 1,9 13} 

03 {13 5 13} 

03 {1 51,7 13} 

C13(fll) {1 5 # 11 13} 

03(1,9) {1 51,9 13} 

C7(13/9) {5(,7 9 13} 

C7(13/9) {3 5 9 13} 

C7(13/#9) {3 5 #9 13} 

C7(13/#9) {5 1,7#9 13} 

C7(13/9) {1 5 9 13} 

C7(13/#9) {1 5 #9 13} 

Original Dom Chord 

F#9(l>5) {1 1,5 1,7 9} 

F#7(#ll) {1 5 1,7 #11} 

F|+7(jtll) {1#5 1,7^11} 

F#13(l,5) {1 1,5 1,7 13} 

F#7(,5(|,13/9) {1,5 1,7 9 1,13} 

F#7l, 5(1,13/9) {3 1,5 9 1,13} 

F#71,5(1,13/1,9) {1,5 1,7 1,9 1,13} 

F|7i,5(1,13/1,9) {3 1,5 1,9 1,13} 

F#7l,5(l, 13/|9) {3 1,5 #9 1,13} 

F#7(9/#l 1) {5 1,7 9 #11} 

F#7(l,9/#11){5 1,7 1,9 #11} 

F#7(#9/#ll) {5 1,7 #9 #11} 

F#7(9/#l 1/13) {1,7 9#11 13} 

F#7(9/# 11/13) {3 9 #11 13} 

F#7(9/# 11/13) {1 9 #11 13} 

F#7(l>9/# 11/13) {3 1,9#11 13} 

F#7(l,9/# 11/13) {1 1,9 #11 13} 

F#7(l,9/# 11/13) {1,7 1,9 #11 13} 

F#7(#9/# 11/13) {(,7#9# 11 13} 

F#7(#9/# 11/13) {3 #9 #11 13] 

F#7(alt9) {5 1,7 b9#9} 

F#7(alt9) {1 b7 1,9 #9} 

F#7(ah9) {3 5 1,9 #9} 

F#7(alt9/#11) {1,7 1,9 #9 #11} 

F#7(alt9/#11) {3 1,9#9 #11} 

F#7(alt9/#11) {1 1,9 #9 #11} 

F#7(alt9/#11) {5 1,9#9 #11} 

F#7(alt9/|,13) {3 1,9#9 1,13} 

F#7(alt9/1,13) {1,7 1,9#9 1,13} 

F#13(alt9) {1,7 1,9 #9 13} 

F#13(alt9) {3 1,9 #9 13} 

F|7(alt9/alt5) {1,5 #5 1,9 #9} 

F#13(alt9/#11) {1,9#9 #11 13} 

Original Chord 

A|,+7 

F#7(#11) 

D9 {1 3 1,7 9} 

F# 13(1,5) 

E+7 

Bl>9 {13 1,7 9} 

E-7(#5) 

B 1,6(9) {1 3 6 9} 

B(,maj9 {1 3 7 9} 

D(,-maj7 

A7(#9) {3 5 1,7 #9) 

F#7(#9/#ll) 

Emaj7 # 5 

C-7(#5) 

Al»7 

C-7 

F#7(l,9/# 11/13) 

A7(# 11/#9) {51,7 #9 #11} 

El,7(l,9/# 11/13) {11,9# 11 13} 

El,6(#ll) (15 6#11} 

A7 

C6(#ll){3 5 6#11} 

El,7(# 11) {3 5 1,7 #11} 

A-7 / C6 

El,6(#ll){3 5 6# 11} 

C6(# 11) {1 5 6#11} 

A7(#9) {1 3 1,7 #9} 

El,maj7(#ll) {3 5 7#11} 

A7sus4 

A7(# 11) {1 5 1,7 #11} 

F#13(alt9) 

D7sus4 

A-71,5 

All of these Sub V chords can be found in a II - V -1 situation placeH under the original dominants. 
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Chapter Sixteen. 
Relative Major-Minor 

In this chapter both the relative major to minor (and vice-versa) and the relative minor to minor l\>5 (and vice-versa) 
will be examined: 

C major to A minor (A minor to C major) 
C minor to A minor7b5 (A minor 7|>5 to C minor) 

The following chord types with tension additions will be explored: 

1) major 7/major 71-5 and major 6/major 6[>5 relative to minor: 
Cmaj7/Cmaj7[>5 and C6/C6I-.5 relative to A minor. 

The relative minor of major chords containing natural 5th and $11 form a “dorian” minor (\>1 & 13) which 
will be examined in a later section. 

2) minor 7 relative to major: C-7 relative to E\> major. 

3) minor 6 relative to both major and minor 7^5: C-6 relative to E[>major and A-7l>5. 

4) minor 7|>5 relative to minor: C-7i>5 relative to minor. 

5) minor maj7 relative to minor 7t> 5: C-maj7 relative to A-7i>5. 

With the exception of the drop 2 C-maj7(9), which is relative to E|?maj7|5, the minor(maj7) chords’ relation to 
major chords will be avoided, since the majority of these chords would produce tensions on a major 7$5 chord. 

Those relative chords that were not displayed in the tension chapters will receive asterisks and an example of a II- 
V-I situation at the end of this chapter. Chords are listed as they were introduced in this text. Some of the relative 
voicings are so incomplete that they can have more than one function in relation to the root of the chord. When this 
happens, the additional function will be listed in parentheses. 

Four-part 7th & 6th Chords (Drop 2); 
I 

Cmaj7.relative to.A-7(9) 

Cmaj7i>5.A-6(9) 
4 

Cmaj7$5.A-maj7(9) 

C6.A-7 

C-7.E|>6 

C-6.El?6i>5 or El>6($ 11) and A-7l>5 

C-maj 7.A-71? 5(9) 

C-71? 5.Ei-6 
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Original 
Voicing 

E-7 / G6 

D6(9) {1 3 6 9} 
Ab7b5(f9) 

(A7sus4) 
Bbmaj9b5 

Ebmaj7 

Ebmaj7b5 

Ebmaj7$5 

c,?-maj7 
D+7 

Tension 9 

Cmaj9; 

drop 2 {3 5 7 9} relative to A-7(11/9) {5 \>1 9 11} (A9sus4) 
{1 3 7 9} relative to Am( 11/9) {b 3 5 9 11}* 

Cmaj9b5; 

drop 2 {3 b5 7 9} relative to A-6( 11/9) {5 6 9 11} (A7sus4(9/13)) 
{1 \>5 1 9} relative to A-6( 11/9) {{>3 6 9 11} 

C6(9); 

drop 2 {3 5 6 9} relative to A-7( 11) {1 5 b7 11} (A7sus4) 
{1 3 6 9} relative toAm(ll) {1 (73 5 11} * 

C-7(9); 

drop 2 {1>3 5 b7 9} relative-toEbmaj7 {1 3 5 7} 
{1 p3 \>1 9} relative toEbmaj7(6) {1 5 6 7} * 

C-6(9); 

drop 2{^3 5 6 9} relative to Ebmaj7p5 {1 3 |?5 7} 
relative to A-7^5111) {1 i>5 b7 11} 

{1 b3 6 9} relative to Ebmaj7b5(6) {1 bo 6 7} * 
relative to A-71? 5(11) {1 b3 b5 111 * 

C-maj7(9); 

drop 2 {p3 5 7 9} relative to Ebmaj7$5 
relative to A-7b5f 11/9) {to b? 9 11} 

;i p3 7 9} relative to A-7p5( 11/9) {b 3 b5 9 11! - 

-7 b 5(9); 

drop 2 {b3 b5 b? 9} relative to Et>-maj7 (1 b3 5 
{1 b5 b? 9} relative toEb-maj7(6) {b3 5 6 7} 

w 
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Original 
Voicing Tension 11 

Cmaj7(f 11); 

11 for 5 = Cmaj7l>5 under Four-part 7th & 6th Chords 
H11 and 5 not applicable 

C6(#U); II for 5 = C6|,5 

C6l,5 relative to A-6 
III and 5 not applicable 

C7sus4 
F7sus4 
G-7(#5) 

C-7(ll); 

{1 5 \>1 11} relative to Et>6(9) {3 5 6 9} 
{1 1,3 \>1 11} relative to El,6(9) {1 5 6 9} * 
{ l?3 5 t>7 11} relative to E|,(add9) {1 3 5 9}* 

A-7(#5) 

F9{ 1 31»7 9} 

F7 

C-6(ll): 

{15 6 11} relative to{3 i>5 6 9} 
relative to A-7(|5) {1 1,3 |5 }?7} 

{1,3 5 6 11} relative to E\>(9/\>5) {13 1,5 9} * 
relative to A-7|,5(l,13) {1 1,5 1,13 1,7} * 

{1 1,3 6 11} relative to El,(9/# 11/13) {1 1,5 6 9} 
relative to A-l\>5(1.13) {1 t>3 t*5 1,13} * 

G+7 
F7(|l1) 
U5i,7j|ll} 

C-maj7(ll); 

{1 5 7 11} relative to A-7|5(9) {1,3 S5 1,7 9} * 
(1,3 5 7 ’.1} relative to 1,13/9) {jo |5 1,7 9} (A9(alt5) 
{1 l-' 7 1;} relative to A-7j,5(i> 13/9) {'1,3 *;5 £5 9| ' 

Gl,maj7i,5 
Bmaj7(j|l 1: 

C-7}»5(11); 

{1 b5 1,7 ! i} relative to El,-6(9) {1,3 5 6 9} 
{1,3 1,5 1,7 11} relative to El>m(9) {1 1,3 5 9} * 
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Original 
Voicing Tension 13! 

Fmaj7(fill) 
G6(9) {'1 3 69} 

Cmaj7(6) 

{1 3 6 7} relative io A-(add9) {1 p3 5 9) * 
{3 5 6 7} relative to A-9 11 5 p 7 91 (A9) " 

B7sus4 

Cmaj7l>5(6) 

{3 t? 5 6 7} relative to A-6(9) {1 5 6 9} * refer to maj6(9) {15 6 9 

F7({f 11) 
B^7 

C-maj7(6) 

{11>3 6 71 relative to A-7b5(9) {i b3 !>5 9} 
{^3 5 6 7} relative to A-7b5(9) {11>5 \>7 9} 

C-7(|5) 
Gt6(9) {1 3 6 9} 

C-7t5(tl3) 

{U3 |5 \>1) relative to E\>-6(11) {1 5 6 11} (ES»13sus4 
j|?3 l?5j|5 \>1) relative to El?m(l 1) {11?3 5 11} * 

Tension 9 &13 

E7sus4 

Cmaj7(13/9) 

{3 7 9 6} relative to A-7(l 1/9) { 1 5 9 11} (.A9sus-'; 

Cmaj7l?5(13/9) 

reier to Cma.|7(13/Hll/9) under 1 ensions S. 11. 6. 13 

B7(|9) 
{13't7#9} 

C-mai7(6/5 

{k3 7 9 6} relative to A-7i>5( 11/9) {1 i>5 9 11! 

Bt+7 [i>5 t>7 9 k 13} relative to Eb-mai7f 1!' {?3 5 7 1!, 

C-7l»5fbl3/9) 



Original 
Voicing 

(F#-7(#5)) 

F13sus4 
Bb6/G-7 

B7i>5(#9) 

F6(9) {1 3 6 9} 

F131> 5 

Gl>maj7#5 

F7 [>5 
G9 {1 3 i>7 9} 

G|>maj9 {1 3 7 9} 
.Bb7sus4 

Tension 9 &11 

Cmaj7(fll/9) 

Jill for 5 = Cmaj9b5 under Tension 9 
s 11 with 5 not applicable 

C6(ill/9) (#11 for 5 = C6k5(9)) 

{3 l>5 6 9} relative to A-6( 11) {1 5 6 11} (A13sus4) 
j 1 [o 6 9} under Tensions 9,11, & 13 

07(11/9) 

{t>3 t>7 9 11} relative to Ebmaj9 {1 5 7 9} * 
{5 \>1 9 11 } relative to El?maj9 (3 5 7 9} 

06(11/9) 

{1 6 9 11} refer to C-maj7(13/ll/9) 
{l>3 6 9 11} relative to E^maj9l?5 {l|>5 7 9} 

relative to A-7\>5(\> 13/U) {\ b5 #5 11}* 
{5 6 9 11} relative to E\>ma}9\>5 {3 l>5 7 9} 

relative to A-7#5(ll) {1 #5 \>1 11} * 

C-maj7(ll/9) 

{p3 7 9 11} relative to A-7l>5(i> 13/11/9) {^5 9 11 113} 

07 !> 5(11/9) 

{l>5 b7 9 11} relative to El>-maj9 {l>3 5 7 9} 

Tension 11&13 

Omaj7(ll/6) 

{b3 7 6 11} relative to A-7b5(1? 13/9) {1 1?5 $5 9}* 
{5 7 6 11 } relative to A-7#5(9) {1 #5 t»7 9} * 

07l>5(b 13/11) 

{l?5 b7 11 13} relative to Ej?m(ll/9) {\>3 5 9 11} * 
jl>3 l>7 11 \> 13} relative to Et>m(l 1/9) {1 5 9 11} (Ebsus4(9)'l 
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Original 
Voicing Tensions 9.11, &13 

B-7 
D7 

Cmaj7(13/3ll/9> 

{5 
1 n 

{i 
< 

9 in 
9 ‘in 
9 $11 
9 Sill 

13} is noi applicable 
131 relative to A-6(l 1/9) {16 9 11} 
13 i relative to A-6( 11) {1 l>3 6 11} 
13 } under Tension 9 & 11 as C6(Ji 11/91 

B-7i? 5 / D-6 
D-7 

C-maj7( 13/11/9) 

{7 9 
I! 9 

11 13} relative to A-7{S5(11/9) {li?5(l>13) 9 11} 
11 13 } relative to A-7$5d 1) {1 1>3 ji5 11} * 
relative to Ei?maj7( 13/SS11/9) {7 9 $11 13} 

A p131 io 

C-7t5(bl3/ll/9» 

{p5 9 ii b 13 i relative to Ei>-maj7l 11/9) {c>3 "9 11 ; 

The new relative chords that have been discovered, (and received asterisks), will now be displayed in various II V 
I examples. These chords will be grouped into three different categories: major, minor, and minor7l5. The relative 
chord or chords will be listed as well as the original chord to first introduce that voicing. 

The following is an organized list of the relative chords that will be examined, showing the order in which thev will 
appear and any multipie functions they might have. 

MAJOR F unctions 

1 major t add9) U 3 5 9} dom7(9) / maj7(9' 

4 major!? 5 (add9; {1 3 1>5 9} dom7t»5(9) / maj7i>5(9) 

mai?''0' i T . 1 * f 
> r.*.ai7(9) / mir.. mai7'” 

4 

4 inai6(9) ! 1 3 6 9} maj6(9i / min6(9j 

5 maj7(6) {1 5 6 7} maj7(6) / min. maj7(6) 

6 maj7?5(6: 
t • 

i i b 5 6 7 ; mai7b5/6i on)’-' 

7 maj7(6/9) U 6 7 9} maj7(6/9) / min. maj7(6/9) 

MINOR Functions 

1 minortadd91 ! 1 i?3 5 «■ min7/9) / min. mai7(9) / min6/9; 
# 1 

n minor(addll) (1 
\ 

1>3 5 11) min7( 11 )/min. mai7( 11 )/min6( 11) 
♦ 

mmor(9/ll) {b: p 5 9 11} min7(9/l 1 )/min.maj7(9/l 1 )/min6(9/l 1 

4 minor!9/11 > U 5 9 11} same as above plus dom9sus 

5 minor/9/111 U ?3 9 ]!} min7(9/l 1 )/min.maj7(9/l i )/min6(9/l 1 

6 minor 7/9; {i 5 \>1 9} min7(9) / dom7(9) 

7 min.maj7(9/l p ii " 9 1’, min.maj7(9/11 lonly 

8 min.maj7/6/l P {1 6 7 11} min.maj 7(6/1 llonly 
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MINOR 71,5 Functions 

1 min7i>5(9) {1 t>3 1?5 9} min7|,5(9) only 

2 min7|,5(ll) {ll>3 1,5 11} min7|,5(ll) only 

3 min7l>5(9/ll) {1 1,5 9 11} min7I,5(9/11) only 

4 min7|,5(9/ll) {1,3 1,5 9 11} min7l,5(9/ll) only 

5 min7l,5(H3) {1 1,5 1,7 1,13} min7|,5([,13)/dom7(alt5) 

6 min7l,5(l,13) {1 1,3 1,5 1,13} min7|,5(|,13) / dom7(| 9/alt5) 

7 min7[,5(1,13/9) {1,3 1,7 9 b 13} min7l,5(l,13/9)only 

8 min71,5(1,13/9) {1,3 1,5 9 1,13} min7l,5(l,13/9)only 

9 min71,5(1,13/9) {1 1,5 9 1,13} min71,5(1,13/9)/ dom9(alt5) 

10 min7|,5(l,13/9) {1 1,7 9 1,13} rnin7l,5(l,13/9)/ dom9+ 

11 min7l,5(|,13/9) {1 1,3 9 1,13} min7|,5(l,13/9)only 

12 min7l,5(b 13/11) {1 1,5 11 1,13} min7|,5(|,13/ll)only 

13 min7l,5(> 13/11) {1 1,7 11 1,13} min7l,5(l,13/ll)only 

14 min7|,5(i, 13/11) {1 1,3 11 1,13} min7|,5(l,13/ll)only 

major(add9)| {1 3 5 9} 

C(add9) relative to A-7(l 1) (1,3 5 1,7 11} 
original chord E-7jf 5 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions: 

9 1 5 
5 3 9 
3 9 1 
1 5 3 

G-7(ll) C7(b9/alt5) F(add9; C-9 F7b9 Bbfadd9) C-7(21) F7(b9/alt5) B?(add9) 

major l,5(add9) {1 3 1,5 9} 

C(9/b5) relative to A-6(l i) (1,3 5 6 11} 
original chord D9 {1 3 1,7 9} 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions: 

1,5 9 1 
9 1,5 3 
1 3 9 

« 

A 1 t m 

i to 
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D-7(ll/9) Db(9/b5) C(add9) A-7(ll) D7(bl3) G(9/b5) B-7(ll) Bb(9/b5) A(add9) 

l?. 

maj7(9) {1579} 

Cmaj7(9) relative to A-7( 11/9) {[>3 \>1 9 11} 
original chord D13sus4 {1 4 \>7 13} 

Avoiding tension 9 on 5th string leaves only one applicable inversion: 9 
7 

E-7(ll) A7(#5/#9) Dmaj9 j 

m - ~ Ell =] 
° 

|maj6(9)| {1 5 6 9} (min6(9)) 

C6(9) relative to A-7( 11) {1 l>3 \>7 11} ; C-6(9) relative to El>maj7l>5(6) {3 l>5 6 7} 
original chord D7sus4 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions: 

6 1 9 
9 5 6 
1 9 5 
5 6 1 

D-9 G7(#5/b9) C6(9) B-9 
» 

E7(#5/b9> A6(9) 

I ' 

A-7(9/ll) Ab7 G6(9) 
-o- 

maj7(6) | {1 5 6 7} 

Cmaj7(6) relative to A-9 {1 \>3 \>1 9} 
original chord A-9 

There is one applicabie inversion: 7 
5 
1 
6 

C-7(ll) F7(alt9) Bbmaj7(6) 
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maj7i>5(6) {1 \,5 6 7} 

Cmaj7l?5(6) relative to A-6(9) {1 l>3 6 9} 
original chord A-6(9) 

There is one applicable inversion: 7 
l>5 
1 
6 

C-9 F7(alt9) Bbmaj7b5(6) 

maj 7(6/9) {1 679} 

Cmaj7(6/9) relative to A-( 11/9) {1 \>3 9 11} 
original chord F6($ 11) {3 5 6 11} 

There are two applicable inversions: 9 1 

F#-7(ll) B7(b9/alt5) Emaj7(6/9) E9sus4 E7(alt9/b5) Amaj7(6/9) 
\> 

*Note: The above E9sus4 voicing is introduced in the New Voicings chapter. 

minor(add9) {1 b3 5 9} 

Cm(add9) relative to A-7b5(Tl) {p3 i?5 !?7 11} and E?maj7(6) {1 3 6 7} 
original chord Abmai7(ii 1 i1 7 7 it 11 

There are three applicable inversions: \>3 
9 

i>: 

G-7bo C7('13/i?ll/t>9) Fm(add9) A-7b5(ll) D7($ll/i>9) Gm(add9) E-7b5 A7(alt5) Dm(add9 

m-7) (F+7^ 



minor(addll) {1 1,3 5 11} 

Cmfaddll) relative to Eb6(9) {1 3 6 9} and A-7i,5([, 13) {1,3 1,5 1,7 1,13} 
original chord E 1,6(9) 

There are four applicable inversions: 11 

17 

b3 
1 
II 

1,3 
5 
11 
1 

11 
1,3 

F#-7(#5 B13(b9: Em(ll) B-7b5(ll) G7b9 Cm(li) 

(G#7) 

A-7b5(bl3) D7b9 Gm(ll.) 

P-CL 

B-7?5(bl3) E13(b9 Am(ll 

(C$7) 

minor(ll/9) {1,3 5 9 11} 

Cm(l 1/9) relative to El,maj9 {1 3 7 9} and A-7|,5(|, 13/11) {1,5 1,7 11 1,13} 
original chord El,maj9 

There are two applicable inversions: 1 i 
9 

k- 

1,3 
9 
n 

F(i-7b5(ll) B7(13/m/b9) Eni(ll/9) D-7b5 G7(b9/alt5) Cm(ll/9) 

i>e ; oe- 

minor(ll/9) 15 9 lb 

CmiT 1/9) relative to El,mai7(6/9) (36 7 9} and A-7l»5(i, 13/11.) {1,3 1,7 11 b 13) 
original chord G7su.s- 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions: 

11 
9 

9 
5 
i: 

n 

Am(9/ll) D7(b9) G6(9' Gm'9/11) C7(?9/'alt5) Fmaj9 0-7(11/9) F7(a!t9) Bb 

(Ab 7) (Ab 7.) 



{1 1,3 9 11} 

Cm( 11/9) relative to Ei?maj7(6/9) {1 6 7 
original chord A},6($ 11) {3 5 6 $11} 

There are two applicable inversions: 11 
9 
1 
1.3 

1.3 
9 
11 
1 

Dm(ll/9) G7(alt5) Cfadd9) Em(ll/9) A7(alt5) D(add9) 

imiUMHHIIlMMHBUBHiBI 

*Note: The above A7(alt5) and D(add9) voicings are introduced in the New Voicings chapter. 

min7(9) {15 l>7 9} 

C-9 relative to Et>maj7(6) {3 5 6 7} 
original chord B\>6(9) {1 3 6 9} 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions 

1 
5 
9 
i.7 

9 
1.7 
5 
1 

1.7 
9 
1 
5 

A-9 Ab7 G6(9) F-9 

n 

E9 Ei.maj7 

£L 

C-9 
t>XL 

TT 

B7 Bt»maj7 

min. maj7(9/ll) {17 9 11} 

C-maj7(9/l 1) relative to A-7t.5( p 13/11/9) {p? 9 !1 1,13! 
original chord F6($ 11) {1 5 6 $11} 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves only one applicable inversion: 9 
7 
11 

G-7b5(9) 

fi i"0" 

C 7(39/#5) 

ii>e- 

F-maj7(9/ll) 

i ° [/ i Lf* -rrm- i Bit 1 * n 
u s U 1/ u - 1 
- -ae- i 

-U_U 

« i 
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min. maj7(6/ll) {167 11} 

C-maj7(6/l 1) relative to A-7(, 5(1,13/9) {1 1,3 9 1,13} 
original chord A|,13(alt9) {3 [>9 |}9 13} 

There is only one applicable inversion: 7 
11 
1 
6 

B-7b5(l, 13/11) E7(alt9) A-maj7(6/ll) 

(Fmaj9) (F-6(9)) 

min7(,5(9) {1 1,3 1,5 9} 

C-7l,5(9) relative to El^maj7(6) {11>3 6 7} 
original chord Al,7(§ 11) {3 5 1,7 $11} 

There is only one applicable inversion: 9 
1,5 
1,3 

G-7b5(9) C7(#5/b9) 
Iwa- 

Fm(add9) 

min7b5(ll) {1 1,3 1,5 11} 

C-7|,5(ll) relative to E|,-6(9) {11,3 6 9} 
original chord El,-6(9) 

There is only one applicable inversion: 11 
1 
,c 

F#-7b5(ll) B7(13/m/b9) Emtll/9) 

min71,5(11/9) {1 1,5 9 11} 

C-7t>5(l 1/9) relative to Eb-maj7(6/9) {i,3 6 7 9} 
original chord D7(f 9) {1 3 t>7 $9} 

There is onlv one available inversion, and unfortunately this one has tension 9 on the 5th strins 
11 
1 
1,5 
9 

min7[,5(ll/9) {'p3 b5 9 11} 

C-7|,5(l 1/9) relative to Ep-maj9 
original chord El,-maj9 

There is only one applicable inversion: 

{11,3 7 9} 

11 
9 
1,5 
1,3 

E-7,5(ll/9) A7(#5/b9) D-6(9) 
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min7|,5(l,13) {1 1,5 1,7 1,13} 

C^lBC'pB) relative to El,-6(11) {1,3 5 6 11} 
original chord A\>9 {1 3 1,7 9} 

There are four applicable inversions: 1,7 
1,5 
1 

I? 13 

1 
1,13 
1,5 
?7 

1,5 

1,7 
1,13 
1 

1,13 
1 
1,7 
1,5 

A-7b5(bl3) D7(alt5/#9) G-6(9) E-7(alt5) A7(#5/#9) D-6 

E-7b5(bl3) A7(alto/alt9) D6(9) 

bjo. , m 
D-7b5(bl3) G7(#5/#9) Cmaj7(6) 

t>ja , bjQ. 

min7|,5(l,13) (1 b3 1,5 113} 

C-7l,5(|,B) relative to E|,-6(ll) {11,3 6 11} 
original chord A 1,7 

There are four applicable inversions: 1,13 
1,3 
1 

1,5 

1 
1,5 
1,3 
1,13 

1,5 

1 
1,13 
b3 

,3 

,13 
1,5 

1 

A-7b5(bl3) Ab7 G-6 
m 

B-7b5(bl3) E7($5/b9) A-6(9) 

D-7bo(bl3) 
* !>e- 

G7bo C-6(ll> E-7b5(bl3) A13(b9) Dm(ll) 

CF7) 

i min7b5tbl3/9) 

C-71,5(1,13/9) relative to E|,-maj7(l 1) {1 
original chordEb-n...j7(l 1) 

There are three applicable inversions: 9 

7 11} 

q 1>~ 
f 1 ^ 
E? 1 

1,13 1,3 9 

b3 9 i?7 

1,7 b 13 l>3 

(Fit 7) (F6(9)) 

{b3i,7 9 b!3i (min7|5(9)) 
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A-7#5(9) D7(35/$9.i G-6(9) B-935 E7(#5/b9> A-9 D-7#5(9)G7($5/b9) C-maj9 

min7b5(b!3/9)! i r 3 |,5 9 1,131 

C-7 b 5( b 13/9.) relative to E ? -maj 7(11) '1 b 3 
original chord Ab7(ii 11) !i 5 b7 ill]} 

Tnere are two applicable inversions: 

E-7b5(bl3/9) 

Aubxt 
=,ten 

TA~ o 

A+ 

^ 

• 

p r 
o 
♦ 

? i ~ 
b5 
b3 
bl3 

D(9/b5> 

7 11} 

A-7?5(bl3/9) D7(35/f9) 
, P-CL 

u 
IE3 it 

G-6(9) 

fl 

I min7b5(bl3/9) ,1 bo 9 bi?; 

C-7bo(b 13/9) relative to Ep-maj7(6/ll) {1,3 7 6 11} 
original chord At 71,5 / D7b5 

Note: Since the original chord mirrors the same chord a tritone away, it applies to any substitution chords of the 
original chord: 

AWio = D7bo 
Eb-maj7(6/l 1) = A-maj7(6/ll) 
C-7 b 5(1,13/9) = Ffl-7b5(b 13/9) 

Avoiding tension 9 on tne ot'n string ieaves tnrce appiicabie inversions: 

1 b 13 9 
to c b 13 

bn bo l 

A-7?5(bl3/9) D7 G-6(9 

-e- 

r 13^8; D i(?P G-F 

n 

A-7!>5^13/9/ D7^ci Gmawpc- 
jd. S: .e. 

V H\ niv . ^ rk 1 l 
r • t n o!• Avr’—rr — —u 

t * 

min7b5(bl3/9) ii t>7 9 b 13} imin9ji5i 

C-7b5( b 13/9) relative to Eb-maj7( 11/6) {5 7 6 11} 
original chord Bb9 {1 3 b7 9} 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th strin ieaves tnrec appiicabie inversions: 

i 9 b7 
b13 b7 9 
'' I • > -f 
v- t> i J 
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A-7#5(9) D7(alt5/#9) G-6(9) 

M zn 

(G9) (Gbmaj9) 

E-7#5(9) A7(alt5/b9) Dmaj9 

so 
{/TT"W“ 

e-e 

D-7#5(9) G7(b9) 

- ^ 

Cmaj9 

{1 1,3 9 I? 13} (min7$5(9)) 

C-7\>5(1? 13/9) relative to El>-maj7(11/6) {16 7 11} 
original chord B13(alt9) {3 \>9 $9 13} 

There is only one applicable inversion: 9 
tl3 
is 
1 

F#-7#5(9) F9 E6(9) 

C0 
S8 

{1 b5 11 1,13} 

C-71,5(1,13/11) relative to E|,-6( 11/9) {1,3 6 9 11} 
original chord D71>5(J^9) / At? 13 

There are two applicable inversions: 1,13 
11 
1 
1,5 

1 
1,5 
11 
1,13 

B-7b5(b 13/11) 
E(b9> 

m 

A-6 

A-7b5(b 13/11) 
D7.(#5/#9) G-maj7 

Ml 
v&x 

, MX 
5=& 

{1 1,7 li 1,13} (min7|5(ll)) 

C-71,5(1,13/11; relative to Ep-6(i 1/9) [5 6 9 II; 
original chord A|,6(9) {1 3 6 9} 

Avoiding tension 11 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions 

1,7 
11 
l 

1,13 

ill 3 
11 
i>7 

11 
1,7 
is 

1 

A-7#5(ll) D7(#ll/b9) G-6(9) G-7J{5(11) C7(bl3/}i9) F-6(9> E-7#5(ll) A7(alt5/b9) D6(9) 

-p - g - fcii iirivHi _4?J_ri_ - Q _ . " up —: -L.AU- -II 
"/tT "TT~~ .iH'" —^8-- 

■ I u W ■ 
rnrr— i rr£i-. HHJJj 

n_ - sti_ 
• • u i__U_ -e- _o_ _L —e— -ye- 
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min7i>5(t> 13/11) {1 i>3 11 |>13} (min7|5(ll)) 

C-71?5(I? 13/11) relative to EI?-ma j7(13/11/9) {1 9 11 13} or Ek6(ll/9) {16 9 11} 
original chord F-7 

V.* 

Avoiding tension 11 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions: 

I i,3 11 
II |>!3 1 

l>3 11 bl3 
l> 13 ; k3 

A-7ft5(ll) D7(b9) G6(9) G-725U1) Gb7 Fmaj7 E-7#5(ll) 
,[7.0. 

Eb7 

lux 

D-6C9) 



Chapter Seventeen. 
Additional Substitutions in II-V-I Examples 

After removing all of the chords that were examined in the Relative Major-Minor chapter, only dominant type 
chords remain in the Additional Enharmonic Chordal Substitutions chapter. These can be organized into three 
different groups: 

1) Dominant chords with \> 13 and natural 5 (no Sub V’s). 
2) Dominant sus4 chords with \>9 (no Sub V’s). 
3) Remaining dominant chords (including Sub V’s). 

The aom7sus4( 13/9) (14 9 13} voicing (original chord min7/maj6) will be omitted, due to the ambiguity produced 
by forming a complete 16 chord in relation to the V7sus4(13/9) chord: C7sus4(13/9) = F6. 

dom7(l>13) 

{13 5 i>13} C7(l> 13) = A»maj7#5 

there are three applicable inversions: 
tl3 
5 
1 

i 
l> 13 
3 

1 
5 

|>13 

Gm(ll) C7(bl3) F(9/b5) 

SX SX 

F-7(ll) Bi>7(bl3) Ebmaj9 
, 1*0. bo. 
JCU° — r 8- 8 = 
ten 9*» 

D-7 G7(bl3) Cmaj9 

e 

{1 5 \>1 \>tt) C7(tl3) = Abmaj9 {1 3 7 9} 

There are two applicable inversions: p 7 
5 \> 13 

b 13 b7 

E-9 A7(bl3) D6(9) F7(9/13) F7(t>13 Bb(add9) 

- 
—FflV rs — 

_U_ 

• J } 

*»_ 

—n-©- 
W- 
1 1 
-- -30° — 

■ 

■3M— 

_fill_ _i Loi. -90- ho"" 

{3 5 \>1 b 13} C7(bI3) = 5t> I3(b5) (1 b5 b? 13} —- 

« 

There are two applicable inversions: ? 7 -*> 

5 bl3 
3 5 
l? 13 \>1 

E-9(ll) A7(?13; D6(9) D-9 G7(bl3) Cmaj9 - 

— - -n-i 
-e- 

rn- 

, 
-tr^ry- 

£L 
1 

_° 

50_ 

_aio_in: 
i 

—r-e-! 
tTT1 _1 

| | 

i o r 
i"Q" " ■ O_ 

-e- 

i i 
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dom7( l>13/9) 

{15 9 |? 13} C9(tl3) = A(,maj7((,5) 

There are two applicable inversions: 9 
1,13 

1 
5 
9 

il3 

D-7(ll) G9(bl3) C6(9) F-7(ll) Bb9(bl3) Eb6(9) 
,17X1 ko. bo. 

{3 5 9 1,13} C9(t 13) = E7(|9) {1 3 1,7 #9} 

There is one applicable inversion: A-7 D9(b 13) G6(9) 

1,1 

{5 1,7 9 1,13} C9(t» 13) = E7i,5(§9)/Bt,13 

There are two applicable inversions: 1,7 
5 
9 
1,13 

9 
1,13 
5 
1,7 

E-9(ll) A9(bl3)D6(m/9) C-9(ll) F9(bl3) Bb(add9) 
, ko. 

dom7(l> 13/1,9) 

{1 5 1>9 1,13} C7(l> 13/1,9) = Dt,maj7(|l 1) {1 5 7 §11} 

There are two applicable inversions: 5 

i, 13 
1,9 

1,9 
1,13 

E-7C11) A7(?13/?9) D6(9) B-9(ll) E7(bl3/b9) A6(9) 



{5 1,7 1,9 1,13} 

There are two applicable inversions: 

07(1,13/1,9) = Dk(|ll) {1 5 6 #11} 

1,7 
5 
1,9 
1,13 

> 
> 
9 
13 

5 
1,7 

E-7(ll) A7(b 13/b9) D6(9) 

fi 

% 
ri 

Dm(ll/9) G7(bl3/b9) C(add9) 

n0 

t0 

{3 5 \>9 1,13} C7(1,13/1,9) = G7(13/jt 11/1,9) {1 1,9 #11 13} 

There are two applicable inversions: 3 
1,13 
5 
1,9 

1,9 
5 
3 
1,13 

E-9 A7(b 13/1,9) Dmaj9 
i>. 

F7sus4 F7(bl3/b9) Bbmaj9 
osx 

E E 

9—& 

I dom7(l,13/#9) | 

{5 1,7 #9 1,13} C7(l,13/#9) = B|,13sus4 {1 4 1,7 13} 

There are two applicable inversions: 1,7 #9 
5 (,13 
#9 5 
E13 1,7 

F-9(ll) Bb7(bl3/#9) Eb6(9) E?maj9 C-9(ll) F7(bl3/#9) Bt,maj7(6) 
0. 
& 

A 

£1 

s-e 

(Constant structure) (F6(9)) 

I dom7(l> 13/alt9) [ 

{5 1,9 #9 1,13} C7d,13/ait9) = At,-maj7(II; {1 5 7 11} 
. f 

There are two applicable inversions: e° b9 
(,13 5 
5 £9 
1,9 M3 

E-9 A7(bl3/alt9) Dmaj9 C-9 F7(bl3/alt9) Bb6(9) 
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{14 5 1,9} C7sus4(l,9) = Dbmaj7(l,5) 

There are three applicable inversions: 4 
1 
5 
[>9 

5 
\>9 
1 
4 

1 
4 
\>9 
5 

07(11) Fsus4(b9) Bbmaj7(6/9) A-7(ll) Dsus4(b9) Gmaj7(6/9) E-7(ll) Asus4(b9) Dmaj7(6) 

-dzfi-^®^ 
02 OI W1 

jL 

I* Ti 

{1 4 1,7 1,9} C7sus4(l,9) = Gtmaj7(# 11) {3 5 7 #11} 

There are three applicable inversions: 

D-7(ll) G7sus4(b9) C6 

1 
4 
[>9 
\>1 

4 

1 
l>7 
1,9 

\>9 
1 
4 
1,7 

C-9 F7sus4(b9) Bi,maj7(6) Dm(add9) G7sus4(b9) Cmaj7(ni) 

1>rt©- 

^S=SSS! 

(Constant structure) 

doml3sus4(|?9) 

{1 4 |,9 13} C13sus4(}>9) = Dbmaj7#5 

Avoiding tension 13 on the 5th string leaves two applicable inversions: 4 

09(11) F13sus4(?9) Btmiaj7(6, Am(ll) Dl3sus4(b9) Gmaj7(6; 

) 

13 
1,9 

13 
1,9 
1 
4 

{4 5 1,9 13} C13sus4([,9) = A+7 

Avoiding tension 13 on the 5th string leaves three applicable inversions: 4 
13 
5 
\>9 

\>9 
1 
4 

13 
4 
1,9 
5 

C-7 F13sus4(b9) Bbmaj9 ; f 
V£L bsx 

A-7(ll) D13sus4(b9) Gmaj7(6/9) E-7 A13sus4(b9) Dmaj9 

ne irxsfi 
e 

a A 
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dom9(alt5) [ 

U t5 #5 9} 

Sub V_C9(alt5) { 1 |>5 #5 9 } = D7i>5 /a!>7!>5 

^ >!/■ 

Ff9(alt5) {1,5 19 #5} 

Remember to avoid tension 9 on the 5th string leaving two applicable inversions: 

I5—1 ->l>5 
9 —>f 5 b5 —> 1 
I —> b5 9 —> 5 
1,5—■> 1 |5—>9 

Note: This voicing also was used in the Relative Major-Minor chapter as a min7l>5(|? 13/9) chord {1 1,5 9 b 13}. 

G-9 C9(alt5) Fmaj9 E-7C11) A9(alt5) D6(9) 

SubV_Ci3(b9) {1 1,7 1,9 13} = Bl,-maj9 {1 j,3 7 9} 
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dom7(|>9/#5)/dom9(Sll) 
{1#5 1,7 1,9}/ {3 5 9 §11} 

Sub V C7(l>9/§5) {1 #5 1,7 1,9 } = Bl,-9 (1 1,3 1,7 9} 

F|9(§11) 

There is one applicable inversion 

#5 
t>9 
1,7 

in 
9 
5 
3 

\L 'l' 

fill 9 3 5} 

D-7(ll) G7(b9/#5) C6(9) 

Sub V 
Ab-9 

w 
Db9(#ll) Gb(add9) 

i !>©• 

Note: The dom9(|ll) voicing could have a iydian function since no 7th is present: 

{3 5 9 111} C($ 11/9) = Cmaj9($ 11). The following II-V-I example displays the Lydian function 

D-9 G7(b9/#5) .€(#11/9) 

dom7(|,9)/doin7(#ll/l,9) 
{1 51,71,9} / {3 51,9 §11} 

Sub V C7(l»9) { 1 5 (,7 1,9 } = Bl,-6(9) {1 1,3 6 9} 

FS7(S 11/1,9. {SI 11,93 5: 
A a \ 

There is one applicable inversion: 

1 
5 
1,9 
1,7 

Si! 
(>9 
5 

D-7(ll) G7(b9) 

Sub V 

C6(9) 

Ab-7(11) D!,7(#ll/i>9) Gbmaj7(6/9) 
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dom7(|,9/alt5) /dom9(#ll) 
{11.5 #51,9} / {1 5 9 §11} 

Sub V C7(l,9/alt5) {1 1,5151,9} = D[>-maj7(ll) (1 5 7 11} 

\F#9(fll) 

There are three applicable inversion: 1,5 
1 

vl' nI'nI' '1' 

{#11 19 5} 

1 
in 
II 

9 

jp 
\>9 
1 

1,5 
#H 

1 
1,5 
1,9 

#5 

#H 
1 

C-7(ll) F7(alt5/b9) Bb6(9) G-9 C7(b9/alt5) F6/9(U1) E-7(ll) A7(alt5/b9) D6(9) 

\h&- be- 

Sub V 

F*-7(ll) B9(#ll) E6(9) C#-7(ll) F#9(m) B6(9) 
avoid Sub V... 

has tension 9 on 5lh string 

Note: The 
{1 5 9 #1 

dom9(#ll) voicing could have a lydian function since no 7th is present: 
1} C(jf 11/9) = Cmaj9(# 11). The following II-V-I example displays the lydian function 

Avoiding tension 9 on the 5th string leaves two appropriate inversions. 

C5-7 F#7(alt5/b9) B(#ll/9) Ab-7(11) G7 Gb fit 11/9) 
, !>e- 

dom7(jUl/l,9) 
{ 1 51,9*11 } 

Sub V 

There is one applicable inversion: 

#H 
1 ■ 
c .. * ' 
1,9- 

11 
y 

\ 

_C7(Sn/i,9i :: 5 1,9 Sii I 

'i' *1' \L X 
F#7(# 11/1,9) {#111,9 5 1} 

= A13(#9)/El,l3(#9l f 3 *9 ! 

Sub V ! 

C-7(ll) F7($ll/b9) Bb6(9) 

,0£L & tf£t 

F+t-7(ll) B7U?ll/b9> E(U1) 

Ifce- 
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dom7(i>9/[>5) / dom7(ill) 
{U5 1,7 1,9}/{1 3 5$11} 

Sub V_C7(l, 9/1,5) 

F#7(# 11) 

{1 1,5 1,7 1,9 } = A13(alt9) {3 1,9 $9 13} There is one applicable inversion 

nL nL nL \i- * 1 —V ill 

{|11 13 5} 

1 
1,5 
1,9 
1,7 

#U 
1 
5 
3 

r 

Sub V 

E-7(ll) A7(b9/b5) D6(9) 

Bb-7(11) Ebtfll) Ab(add9) 

tie- 30 

Note: The dom7($ll) voicing could have a lydian function, since no 7th is present: 
{1 3 5 #11} C(flll) = Cmaj7(ill) 
The E($ 11) chord under dom7($ 11/1,9) presents this function. 
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Chapter Eighteen. 
New Voicings 

By examining all of the possible interval combinations that are physically available within the established 
framework (9,b 10,10.11, and ^11) on the middle four strings of the guitar, (excluding doublings and l? 9 th intervals), 
we see that the vast majority of these voicings already have been introduced in the tension chapters. 

With the exception of one voicing, the few remaining interval combinations physically available within this 
framework appear to be inversions of the ninth (no 3) or ninth (no 5) chord voicings introduced in the Tension 9 
chapter or drop 3 type voicings. both of which produce some physically difficult fingerings and potential voice¬ 
leading problems when integrated with drop 2 voicings. 

Low Interval Limits allowing, these voicings offer all of the enharmonic possibilities previously applied to their 
chord tones and tensions under the Enharmonic Chordal Substitution chapters. 

Ninth (no 5) Chord Inversions: 

dom7(9) 

The following ninth (no 3) or ninth (no 5) chord voicings can be produced by using the same inversion formula: 

9 9 

dom7(9) 9 
* t 

dom7(|9) |9 
1 

maj6(9) 9 
1 i 

3 
t 

3 

\>1 \>1 6 

min7(9) 9 dom7sus4(9) 9 dom7b5(9) 9 
1 I 1 

i>3 
1 

b: 
i>7 ? i 

r 
1 ' 

Tne following drop 3 type voicings are physically available on the middle four strings: 

dom7 3 
i 

dom7t>5 min7[>5 
1 

l>5 
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dom7 jf 5 1 

\>1 
3 

#5 

min7#5 1 
>7 
>3 

h 

dom7sus4 \>7 
5 
1 
4 

min.maj7(ll) 7 
5 
1 
11 

Obvious enharmonic substitutions: 

t>3 - 1 
1 - 6 
>5 - |>3 
>7 - 5 

1 - 3 
\>1 - 9 
\>3 - 5 

#5 - 1 

7 
5 
1 
11 

■ |H 
• 9 
• 5 
- 1 

The final voicing introduced in this chapter is unique in that its chordal structure has not yet been introduced. This 
voicing also affords only one “legitimate” chord, although a couple of “progressive” enharmonic chordal 
substitutions will be offered. 

major 3rd - 
perfect 5th 
major 3rd - 

D| 
B 
E 
C 

5 

I9 
M3 
3 

AM(l>13/#9) 

Additional possible enharmonic chordal substitutes: 
Cmaj7(#9) {1 3 7 #9} A-9(|ll) {M 5 9 #11} 

This voicing also might imply an incomplete polychord. The bottom two notes form a major 3rd interval, suggesting 
tne root and third of an incomplete major triad, while the top two notes also form a major 3rd interval, suggesting 
a major triad a half-step below or major 7th above the bottom structure: 

D? 
B 
E 
C 

implies a B major triad over a C major triad 
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Chapter Nineteen. 
Enharmonic Substitutions of Ninth Chords 

with omitted third or fifth 
The ninth (no 3) and ninth (no 5) chord voicings introduced in the Tension 9 chapter produce some of the most 
interesting and useful enharmonic chordal substitutions. Some of these chords have so many substitutions that it is 
possible to find one voicing that will satisfy all three basic harmonic functions: 

Cmaj9 = Am(ll/9) / Ff-7|,5(l, 13/11) / A|,7(alt5/§9) 
{1 379} {1,3 5 9 11} {1,5 1,7 111,13} {3t>5|5#9} 

Tonic Sub-Dominant Dominant 
Am(l 1/9) B-7t5(t 13/11) E7(alt5/f9) 
(Cmaj9) (Fmaj9) (At>maj9) 

It is commonly referred to as “constant structure harmonic motion” when moving one voicing around to satisfy 
different chords. This concept will be examined in more detail in the later chapter appropriately titled Constant 
Structure Harmonic Motion. 

The following list will include all of the ninth chords with omitted 3rd or 5th and their enharmonic substitutions. 

Cmaj9 Am(l 1/9) / Fmaj7(13/f 11) / F#-7l,5(|, 13/11) / A|,7(alt5/f 9) / D9(13) / E7(t 13) 
{1379} 

Cmai9(|,5) A{,7{,5(#9) / D13 / A-6(l 1/9) / F#-7i,5(i, 13/11)/ F13(f 11/1,9) / B7(alt9)/E9(^ 13) 
{1 1,5 7 9} 

C-maj9 F13(| 11)/ B7(alt9) / D13(^9) / At,7(# ll/#9) / A-71,5(11/9) 
{1 1,3 7 9} 

C-9 E|,maj7(6) / F13sus4 / D7(|,9/#5) / A 1,9(1! 11) 
jl 1,3 1,7 9} 

C-9l,5/C9l,5 D7l±5/Al,9(t,5)/F#7(alt5)/G-maj7(l 1 )/Eb-maj7f6)/E-7l,5(l, 13/9VE9(alt5)/Bb9-+-/F13sus4([,9} 
{1 1,5 1,7 9} 

C6(9) 
{1 369} 

C-6(9) 
{1 1,3 6 9} 

C9 
{1 3 1>7 9} 

Am(l 1) / Bbmaj9(i,5j / Fmaj7(6)! D-9 /F||-7talt5) / G-6( 11/9) / Ai,7(alt5/1,9) / D9 / E-7j!5( 11» 

F13 / B7falt9) / D7f 1,9^ / aS»7j f 11/1,9! / A-1!b5 / E|,mai7(6/i,5) 

G?7(alt5) /D9+/Al,9talt5) /E7(alt5) /Bi,9ip5) /G-6(l 1) ,/F-maj7(l 1/6) /B i>(9/|,5) /E-7(alt5VD-7ji5{9 

C7(l,9) Gl,7(H ID/ Db-maj7l6) !E\> 13(1,9) / A7(alt9) / Bl,-7l,5(9) 
{1 3 1,7 1,9} 

C7(|9) Gb 13(1,5) / Dl,-maj7f6/9i / A7(alt9/S 11)/ Eb 13(1,9) / A|,9(i, 13) / Bb-7b5Cl 1/9) 
{13 1,7 #9} 

C9(l,5) refer to C-9(b5) above 

C9(|5) refer to C9 above (C9 = D9ji5) 
{1 p 1,7 9} 

C9sus4 D-7 jf 5 / G-7( 11)/ B!,(add9) / F-6( 11)/ Al,6(9/1!! 1) / Ai> 13(!! 11/9) / D7(ij9/§5) / E7talt5/i,9) / Bb9 
{i 4 1,7 9} ' 1 



The following “blues” progression will use ninth (no 3) or ninth (no 5) chord voicings to substitute each chord. The 
original chord changes are above the stave while the ninth chord substitutes are below in parentheses. 

F6(9) Fmaj7(6) E-7b5(bl3) A7(b9) Dm(ll) G7(alto/b9) Cm(ll/9) F7(#9) 

(F6(9)) (C6(9)) (Bb6(9)) (G-6(9)) (F6(9)) (Eb9sus4) (Ebmaj9) (F7#9) 

Bbl3 Bb7(alt5) Bb-7(11) Eb9 

l flttl 

Am(ll/9) D7(alt9) Ab-9 Dbl3(llll) 
* 

IJ/J 

(F-6(9)) (E9) (Eb9sus4) (Db6(9)) (Cmaj9) (Eb-maj9) (Gb6(9)) (Ab-maj9) 

Gm(ll/9) G-9 C7(alt5) C7(alt5/#9) F6(9) D7(alt9) G13(b5) C7(alt9) Fmaj7(6) 

% •t_ _l}>&_Jlc_a_ j _i_ 
'zzar* ri 

(Bbmaj9) (G-9) (Gb9) (Emaj9) (F6(9)) (Eb-6(9)) (Di>7(#9)) (Db-6(9)) (C6(9)) 



Chapter Twenty. 
Tension Additions on Diminished 7th Chords 

It must be noted that when tensions are added to a dim7 chord, the symmetrical quality of the chord is destroyed and 
the resulting voicing is often heard as something different than a diminished chord. To further compound this 
problem, most dim7 chords already function as dom7[>9 chords, even before any tensions are added. Therefore, 
exploring tension additions on dim7 chords might prove of limited value and is presented with this in mind. 

All voicings produced by the addition of tensions on dim7 chords have been previously introduced enharmonically 
as dominant chords with various combinations of tensions ^9. f 9,111. and 13. Further examination of these tensions 
will be performed under the Symmetrical Dominant Substitutions chapter. 

There are basically two approaches to the addition of tensions on diminished 7th chords. The first is the symmetric ’ 
approach, in which a whole step above any dim7 chord tone is an available tension. The second is the diatom 
approach, in which the tensions are chosen from the key or function of the moment. In either case, the tensions must 
be realized on the true function of the aim7 chord. If the dim7 chord is functioning as a dominant chord, the tensions 
added to the dim7 chord must be realized on that dominant chord: 

C°7(9) is functioning as FI 3(^9)... 
the 9th of C°7 is the~13th of F7(l>9.). 

in contrast, if the dim7 chord has no dominant function, and instead is functioning as a "tonic-diminished"' or 
W 

chromatically descending diminished, the tensions should be realized on that dim7 chord. Upon further examination 
of the symmetrical approach to tension addition on dim7 chords, we see tensions 7,9,11, and [>13 appearing a whole 
step above the chord tones. Combining chord tones and tensions produces the traditional symmetrical diminished 
scale; 

7 8 

J 

Tension pi 3 will be used instead of its enharmonic $5 spelling, which might appear confusing within a diminished 
context (augmented 5th on a diminished chord), although55 does, in fact, describe this tone's relation to the scale 

^ W * i 

more accurately, since the natural 5th might he implied bv 3 13. Within this chapter, b 13 wiii not impiv natural 5 
9 - • > A * 

Note that the major 7th appears as a tension above the bl>7 chord tone. When the major 7th is added to a dim7 chord, 
it is commonly referred to as a “dim.mai7” "or "tonic diminished” chord. 

* « 

Since dim7 chords duplicate themselves tnrough minor 3rd inversions, be aware of tension additions on alt four 
relative dim7 chords: 

no tensions C°7 = Epc7 = F§~7 = Ac7 
one tension Ccmai7 = Ep°7(bl3i = F£°7(l!s = A°7(9) 
two tensions Ccmaj 7(9) = E>;maj7(pi? • = Fj}°7(? 13/11) = A°7(ll/9) 
two tensions C°mai7(lU = E\>°1(\> 13/9) = Fif°mai7(lD = A°7(l:3/d) 
three tensions Ccmaj7( 11/9) = Ei>'maj7(i>13/9) = Fc“maj7t'b 13/11 > = A°7(p 13/11/9) 

Note that if all four tensions (7.9,11, and p 13) are used in a four note voicing, a compiete dim 
whole step above the original dim7 chord: 

rd is rormed a 

C=maj7(p 13/11/9 > = D°7 
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Since adim7 chord commonly functions as adom7([,9) chord a half-step below any dim7 chord tone, tensions added 
to the dim7 chord should be realized on all four relative dom7(i>9) chords: 

no 
diminished 
tensions 

C°7 = E|,°7 = F#°7 = A°7 

B7(l?9) = D7(|,9) = F7(l?9) = A|,7(|,9) 

one 
diminished 
tension 

C°maj7 = E[,07(l,13) = F#°7(ll) = A°7(9) 

B([,9) = D13(t>9) = F7(jf 11/1,9) = A|,7(f9) 

two 
diminished 
tensions 

i 

C°maj7(9) = E|,0maj7([,13) = F#°7(l>13/11) = A°7(ll/9) 

B(#9) = D13(|?9) = F13(| 11/1,9) = Al,7(#ll/#9) 

two 
diminished 
tensions 

i 

C°maj7(ll) = El?c7(l? 13/9) = Fjj°maj7(ll) = A°7(bl3/9) 

B(^l 1/^9) = D13fji9) = F(jf 11/1,9) = a!*13(#9) 

three 
diminished 
tensions 

Ccmaj7(ll/9) = El,°maj7(l> 13/9) = ' F#°maj7(l,13/ll) = A°7( 1,13/11/9) 

B(jf ll/jf9) = D(13/|9) = F(13/#ll/[,9) = Al,7( 13/|| 11/jf 9) 

Note the dominant tensions (\>9, $9, § 11, 13) formed by the symmetrical diminished scale. By combining these 
dominant tensions and chord tones, the symmetrical dominant diminished scale is produced: 

1 i>2 |2 3 #4 5 6 1,7 8 

*-l/2-JI—1-—1/2-i — i—I—1/2—— 1 —‘Li/2—H— 1—1 

This scale and subsequent chords will be examined further in the Symmetrical Dominant Substitutions chapter. 

All substitute chords produced by the addition of tensions 7.9.11 and ? 13 on a dim7 chord are either dominant and/ 
or hvbrid chords and have been Dreviouslv introduced as dominant chords with various combinations of tensions 
?9, |9,111, 13; 
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One tension; Ccmaj7 = Eb°7(l>13) = Ff°7(ll) = A°7(9) 
First introduced as a dom7(|9) (Al>7(|9)) chord. One inversion forms the hybrid chord B/C. 

Two tensions: Ccmaj7(9i = El>cmaj7(l> 13; = Fij°7( 1? 13/11) = A°7(ll/9) 
First introduced as a dom7(iill/jf9) (Al>7( 1 l/ji9)1 chord. Two inversions form two different hybrid chords, B/D 
and Bm/Df. 

Two tensions: C;maj7(H i = Et>°7(l? 13/9) = Flcmaj7(l 1) = A°7(t> 13/9) 
l_"_:_1 

First introduced as a doml3(|9) (Ab 13(|9) /D13($9)) chord. 

Three tensions: Ccmaj7t 11/9)= Ebemaj7(l>13/9) = Fjj°maj7(b 13/11) = A°7(b 13/11/9) 
First introduced as a dom7(?9/jf 11/13) (F(l3/$1 l/b9) {lb9 jtl 1 13} ) chord. One inversion forms the hybrid chord 
Bm/F. 

The diatonic approach to tension additions on a dim7 chord can form different tensions depending on the key or 
function of the dim7 chord. In the key of C. C|c7 ($I°7) would have tensions 7 (C), \>9 (D), b 11 (F), and \> 13 (A), 
which are derived from the key of C. Since j}I°7 usually functions as a dominant V7|>9/II chord (A7(|>9)). the Cjf c7 
tensions should be realized on A7(i>9): if9 (C). 11 (D), b!3 (F). root (A). 

The following chart might be helpful in determining the “function’' of a dim7 chord. A diminished chord will either 
nave a dominant function or its own diminished function. If there is no clear dominant function, the e ■ 
assume its own function of tonic diminished (Ic7) or descending chromatic diminished (?III°7 / b\ 

Keep in mind, since one dim7 chord equals tnree other dim7 chords, there are only three different dim/ im¬ 

possible: 

1) 
2) 

3) 

C°7 = 
C#°7 : 
D°7 = 

Eb°7 : 
: E°7 
F°7 = 

= F|°7 
= G°7 

: A\>°7 

= A°7 
= Bb°7 
= B°7 

The foliowing chart is relative to the key of the moment: 

11 VIP7 = II°7 = IV°7 = jrV0^ 
I 

dominant functions; V7( ?9) - of - VI. or V7(l>9) 

2) bVIP7 = i\°7 = IIP” = V°7 
dominant functions: V7'?9) - of - II. or V7(l>9t - of- TV 

3) VP7 = P7 = blIP7 = j>V°7 
(#II°7) (iiIV07) 

dominant functions; V7(?9) - of - III. or V7([>9 ) - of - V 
/ Tonic Diminished (P7) 
/ Chromatic descending diminished (bIIP7 /1>V~7) 

In the kev of C: 

] i Bc7 = D'7 = Fc7 = Gic7 
dominant functions: E7(y9)/ G7(b9; 

2) B->c7 = CiP7 = E'J7 = Gc7 
dominant functions: A7( ?91 / C7( ?9) 

3) A" = C'7 = Eb'7 = Gb'7 
fDic7j (Ff'7) 

dominant functions: B7(b9) / D7(b91 

/Tonic Diminished fCc,7) (C"maj7i 
/'Chromatic descending diminished (EP7 /Gb°7) 
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Chapter Twenty-One. 
Constant Structure Harmonic Motion 

The Enharmonic Chordal Substitution chapters present many different chord types and functions within a single 
chord. It is subsequently possible to harmonize a progression of different chord types and functions with a single 
chord type. If only one inversion of this single chord is used while harmonizing a progression, it would be referred 
to as “constant structure harmonic motion.” 

The following example uses a maj6(9) (1 3 6 9) chord to harmonize the original chord progression (written in 
parenthesis). 

G6(9) D'b6(9) 
(Cmaj7) (A7) 

\ 
* 

♦ 

C6(9) B6(9) 
(D-7) (G7) 

Bk(9) Dl>6(9) 
(E-7l>5) (A7) 

F6(9) D[>6(9) 
(D-7) (G7) 

C6(9) 
(C) 

Although this approach can go “outside” of the original harmonic functions, often by symmetrical motion of one 
voicing, the approach here will be to satisfy the original functions through the use of their enharmonic substitutional 
possibilities. Dominant chords offer some symmetrical constant structure possibilities that will be examined in the 
following chapter. Obviously, this concept will often compromise voice-leading, but this can be accepted when the 
harmonic structure never varies. Voice-leading is at its best between varied structures. 

Those chords found to have the most substitutions and varied functions perform best in a constant structure approach. 
The following chords will be examined for their most common substitutions and functions, and each will be placed 
in a number of II-V-I situations to display their different functions. Those chords that can satisfy all three basic 
functions have the best constant structure possibilities. 

Major7l>5 

Cmaj7l>5= A-6(9) = F#-7|>5(11)= D7(13/9) = A[,7(})9|5) 

Tonic Function 1) D-7 
2) B-7l>5 
3) G7 

G7 Cmaj7t>5 (Lydian) 
E7 Cmaj7>5 {A-6(9)} (Minor) 
A7 Cmaj7!>5 (D7(13/9)} (Blues) 

Sub-Dominant Function 1) Cmaj7[?5 {Fj}-7[?5(11)} B7 Em 

Dominant Function 1) A-7 Cmaj7[>5 {D7( 13/9)} Gmaj7 

2)E[>-7 Cmaj7i>5 {A|>7(j}9j}5)} Dl>maj7 

Multi-Function (Constant Structure) 

1) Cmaj7|>5 
{F$-7[?5(l 1)} 
2) Fmaj7l?5 
{G7( 13/9)} 

E|?maj7!>5 
{B7(|9«5)} 
Di>maj7t>5 
(A7(j}9#5)} 

Gmaj7l>5 
{E-6(9)} 
Cniaj7b5 
{D7( 13/9)} 
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Minor7t>5 

C-l\>5 = Et>-6 = G|?6(^5) = A|>9 = D7((>9§5) 

Tonic Function 1) A[?-7 D|>7 C-7l>5 (Gk(l?5)} (Lydian) 
2) E-l\>5 b[?7 C-7^5 {E|>-6} (Minor) 
3) D|>7 e[>7 C-7|>5 {A[>9} (Blues) 

Sub-Dominant Function 1) C-%5 F7 Bl>m 

Dominant Function 1) A-7 C-7t>5 (D7(|>9}|5)} Gmaj7 
2) El>-7 C-7l>5 {A^9) Dlmaj7 

Multi-Function (Constant Structure) 

1) C-7^5 E\>-l\>5 G-7^5 
{F7(l>9}|5)} (Bt>-6) 

2) F-7l>5 D[>-7l>5 C-7l>5 
{D\>9} (El?7([>9$5)} {Al>9} 

Minor7j|5 

C-7|5 = A|,(add9) = F-7(l 1) = D|>maj7(6/9) = Bl>9sus4 or B^-7(l 1/9) = D7(i>9/alt5) = C7(|9/|5)no3 

Tonic Function 1) B1?-7 E\>1 C-7 5 (Al>(add9)) 
2) E\,-1 A\>1 C-7 5 {D(>maj7(6/9)} 
3) G-7|>5 Cl C-7§5 {F-7(l 1)} 

Sub-Dominant Function 1) C-7ti5 {F-7(11)} Bt>7 El>maj7 
2) C-7 5 F7 Bt>m 
3) C-7p {B^-7(ll/9)} E\>1 A[>6 

Dominant Function l)A-7 C-7 5 {D7(l>9/alt5)} G6 
2) G-7 C-7 5 (C7(|9/|5)} F6 
3) F-7 C-7|5 (Bl,9sus4} E\>6 

Multi-Function (Constant Structure) 

1) C-7|5 a[>-7J|5 G-7|5 
{F-7( 11)} {Bl>7(|,9/alt5)} (E|>(add9)} 
2) C-715 E[>-7#5 F-715 
{C-7^5(13)} {F7(l?9/alt5)} (B[>-7(11)) 

t 



Dom7$5 

C7|5 = Dp-maj7(6) = F-maj7(l 1) = Bl,-7l,5(9) or Bl»7|»5(9) = D7(9/aIt5) = E7(alt5) = A[>7#5(9) = G|>7l>5(9) 

Tonic Function 1) E|>-7i,5 
2) G-7(>5 

At 7 
Cl 

Cl 
Cl 

5{D|>-maj7(6)} 
5{F-maj7(ll)} 

Sub-Dominant Function 1) C7$5{B|>-7|>5(9)} E|>7 A[>m 

Dominant Function 1) B-7 Cl 5{E7(alt5)} Amaj7 
2) A-7 Cl 5{D7(9/aIt5)} G6 
3) F-7 Cl 5{B|,7i,5(9)} El, 6 
4) El,-7 Cl 5{A(,7|5(9)} D|,6 
5) C|-7 Cl 5(F|7t5(9)} B6 

Multi-Function (Constant Structure) 

1) C7j5 B7})5 E(>7#5.or.G7#5 
(B(>-7p5(9)} {Et7(alt5)} {A|>-maj7(l 1)} {A|»-maj7(6)} 

Dom7sus4 

C7sus4=B|>6(9)=G-7(l 1)=E|>6(9)=C-7(1 l)=A|>maj7(9/6)=F-7(l 1/9) or F9sus4=A7|5(alt9)=E7(alt9/alt5) 

Tonic Function 1) C-7 F7 C7sus4{B|>6(9)} — 
2) F-7 Bl>7 C7sus4{EU(9)} 
3) B|>-7 El>7 C7sus4{Al>maj7(9/6)} 
4) A-7l>5 D7 C7sus4{G-7(ll)} 

Sub-Dominant Function 

S 

Dominant Function 

1) C7sus4{G-7(l 1)} Cl F6 
2) C7sus4{C-7(ll)} F7 B|>6 
3) C7sus4{F-7(l 1/9)} B|>7 E\>6 

1) E-7 C7sus4 {A7 § 5(alt9)} D6 
2) B-7 C7sus4{E7(alt9/alt5)} A6 
3) C-7 C7sus4{F9sus4} B|>6 

Multi-Function (Constant Structure) 

1) C7sus4 
{G-7 (11)} 
2) C7sus4 
{C-7(11)} 

E[>7sus4 
{C7#5(alt9)} 
C})7sus4 
{F7(alt9/alt5)} 

D7sus4 
{F6(9)} 
D7sus4 
{B|>maj7(9/6)} 

Major7(9) [13 7 9] 

Cmaj7(9) = A-(l 1/9) = F|-7t5(tl3/l 1) = D7( 13/9) = Al>7(j)9/alt5) 

Tonic Function 1) D-7 G7 Cmaj7(9) 
2) B-7^5 E7 Cmaj7(9)(A-(l 1/9)} 
3) G7 A7 Cmaj7(9){D7( 13/9)} (Blues) 

Sub-Dominant Function 1) Cmaj7(9){ A-(l 1/9)} D7 G6 
2) Cmaj7(9){F|)-7^5(^ 13/11)} B7 Em 
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Dominant Function 1) A-7 Cmaj7(9) {D7( 13/9)} G6 - 
2) E(>-7 Cmaj7(9)[Ak(jf9/alt5)} Dk 

Multi-Function (Constant Structure) 

1) Cmaj7(9) 
{A-( 11/9)} 
2) Cmaj7(9) 
[F#-7k(l> 13/11)} 
3) Fmaj7(9) 
{G7 (13/9)} 

F|maj7(9) Gmaj7(9) 
{D7(|9/alt5)} 
EUaj7(9) Gmaj7(9) 
(B7(|9/alt5)} {E-( 11/9)} 
D[>maj7(9) Cmaj7(9) 
{A7(D 9/alt5)} {D7(13/9)} 

Major6(9) [13 6 9] 

C6(9) = Am(l 1) = Fmaj7(6) = Bl>maj7k(9) = D-9 or D9 = F#-7k(l> 13) = A[>7(l>9/alt5) 

Tonic Function 1) D-7 G7 C6(9) 
2) B-7t>5 E7 C6(9){Am(l 1)} 
3) G-7 C7 C6(9){Fmaj7(6)} 
4) E-7k A7 C6(9){D-9] 
5) C-7 F7 C6(9){BUaj7t>5(9)} 

Sub-Dominant Function 1) C6(9){Am(l l)j D7 G6 
2) C6(9){F#-7k(ll3)} B7 Em 
3) C6(9){D-9} G7 C6 

Dominant Function l)A-7 C6(9){D9] G6 
2) E[>-7 C6(9).{A!?7(l>9/alt5)} Dk 

Multi-Function (Constant Structure) 

1) C6(9) 
{Am(l 1)} 
2) C6(9) 
{F|-7p5(b 13)} 

F|6(9) D6(9) 
{D7(!? 9/alt5)} {Gmaj7(6)} 
Ek(9) G6(9) 
{B7(t*9/alt5)} (Em(ll)} 

Dom7(9) [13|,7 9] 

C7(9) = G-6(l 1) = Bk9/k) = E-7k(U3) or E7(alt5) = F|7(alt5) = D7#5(9) = A[,7(9/alt5) 

t 

* < • 

>•; * 

Tonic Function 1) A-7k D7 C9{G-6(11)} 
2) C-7 F7 C9{Bl,(9/k)} 

Sub-Dominant Function 1) C9{E-7[?5(113)} A7 Dm 

Dominant Function 1) B-7 C9{E7(alt5)} A6 
2) Cf-7 C9{F#7(alt5)} B6 
3) A-7 C9{D7|5(9)} G6 
4) Ek7 C9{Ak(9/aIt5)} Dk 

Multi-Function (Constant Structure) 

1) C9 Ek G9.or.E9 
(E-7k(k3)} (A7(alt5)} {D-6(ll)t {D(9/k)} 
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When only one inversion is used in the multi-function examples, it is considered a “constant structure5' approach 
to the progression. If different inversions of the same chord are used, the constant structure sound is lost, but voice¬ 
leading improves and the “sound” of using one chord type remains. This might half-jokingly be referred to as 
“constant chord type structures.” 

The following is an example of the two approaches discussed on the Dom7(9) chord's multi-function progression: 

C9[E-71,5(1,13)] E|,9 [A7(alt5)] 

1) (Constant Structure) 

C9 Eb9 

i 9 2^8 

G9 

Li 

G9 [D-6( 11)] 

2) (Constant Chord Type (different inversions}) 

C9 Eb9 
ifce- 

jJI: 

G9 

La 

At this point, special attention should be given to the minor II-V-I cadences that appeared in the multi-function 
examples. It might have been noted, (as in the above example), that a certain interval pattern was evolving between 
the II, V, and I chords. By establishing one chord voicing that will satisfy all three functions, it can be moved a minor 
third from the II to the V and a major third from the V to the I: 

E-7i>£ (minor third).G-7p5.(major third).B-7l,5 
II-7I,5 {E-7I,5} V7 (A7(|,9/#5)) Im (D-6) 

Any chord that will satisfy the 11-7}) 5 chord, with or without available tensions, can be moved through this interval 
pattern to produce a complete minor II-V-I cadence. 

The following is a list of some of the most obvious chords that could function as min7[o chords; 

F#-7!>5(9) = A-maj 7.Al>7#5 

F|-7}>5(11) = Cmaj7t>.5.... A-6(9) [i 1,3 6 9]....Fmaj7(| 11) [3 5 7 f 11 j 

F jj-71,5(1,13) = D7....D9 [1 31,7 9].C6(9) [1 3 6 9]’ 

F$-7l>5(ll/9) = Cmaj7|5.A-maj7(9) [1 1,3 7 9].A-maj7(9) [1,3 5 7 9] 

Ff -71, 5(1,13/9)= E7|5 

Fjj-7I,5(1,13/11) = Cmaj7(9) [1 3 7 9].D13 & A^(#9/|,5).E7sus4.F6(#ll) [3 5 6 #11] 

Each one of these chords will satisfy all three minor cadence chords (II-7 b 5. V7, and I-) and each one can be moved 
through the interval pattern to establish a constant structure minor II V I cadence. In relation to their present roots, 
thev will function as Fii-71,5, A 1,7, and A minor chords. 

The following is an example of a typical “two-five blues” harmonized with just three chords; dom7sus4, maj6(9) 
[1 3 6 9], and dom7(9) [1 3 1,7 9]. Their inversions will aid in some harmonic variety and voice-leading, while 
integrated with constant structure phrases. 
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F6(9) Fmaj7(6) E-7b5(bl3) A7(b9/alt5) D-9 G7(b9/alt5) C-9 F7(alt5) 
(F6/9) (C6/9) (Bb6/9) (Db6/9) (C6/9) (Cb6/9) ’ (Bb6/9) (B9) 



4) CE-TV 5) _ 
Bbmaj7?5 E-7b5 

_ (A7) _ _ 
D?maj7b5 G-7b5 

v ircr 

(Dm) _ 
Fmaj7b5 B-7b5 

5) (E-7b5)_ . 
Bt>maj7#5 E-755 

v Q 

_ (A7j_ _ 
D?maj7?5 G-7^i 

Jr8 

. (Dm ! _ . 
Fmaj745 B-72i 

■Major'’ cadences: 

, (II-7 _ V7 -1); 

G-7(ll/9) 
. D-7 > 

C7b5tl3/b9) Fmaj9 
(Fif-1 . (A-11 

2) (I — VI7 - II-7 — V7 - 1); 

D6(9 B7i5(alt9! E-7QI 
\B7sus4 (D7sus4; (A7sus4) 

A7i*5(0lt9) Dmai7f9/0 
* 

(C 7 sus4 ■ i F? 7 sus4 



Chapter Twenty-Two. 
Symmetrical Dominant Substitutions 

Every dominant chord has at least one symmetrical substitution a tritone away which has been presented as the “Sub 
V” chord. Specific tension combinations derived from the whole-tone or diminished scales can be placed on a 
dominant chord which can then be moved symmetrically (“constant structure harmonic motion") in accordance with 
those tensions chosen: diminished (minor third intervals), and whole-tone (whole-step intervals). 

Any combination of tensions 9, fl 11([>5). and \> 13($5)r which are in common with the whole-tone scale, can have 
whole-step substitutions. Seven different dominant chord structures can be produced from the various tension 
combinations; 

C7ji5 C7io C9(no5) [1 31>7 9] C9(#5) C9(|>5) C7(alt5) C9(alt5) 

Note that it is perhaps more appropriate to refer to § 11 and I? 13 as 1.5 and|5, since fl 1 andl. 13 could imply a natural 
5th. 

Three different voicing possibilities exist for each of the last four chords: 

C9(#5).[3 f 5 \>1 9], [1 #5 \>1 9j, and [1 3 #5 9] 

C9(t5).r3 U 1,7 9], [1 1,5 [>7 9], and [1 3 !>5 9] 

C7(alt5).[3 i>5 S51>7], [1 b5 jf5 i>7j. and [I 3 >5 §5] 

C9(alt5).[3 1.5 #5 9], [i>5 #5 i>7 9j, and [1 >5 f 5 9] 

When examining the whole-step substitutions for each chord, we find only three different interval combinations exist 
for four-note voicings within the whole-tone scale; 

1) C7h D9(#5) E9(alt5) F|7l?5 Al»9(#5) Bl?9(alt5) 

[1 3i.5l.7j [3 $5 \>1 9) [! >5 j|5 9] [1 3 1,5 1,7] [•3 $5 1,7 9] [H5#5 9] 

2) C7jj5 
I 

D9(alt5) E7(alt5j F|9(i,5) Al,9(f5> Bi,9([>5) 

[1 3 $5 p7J [1,5$5 \>1 9] Ll3b'|5] [3 1,5 \>1 9] [1 3j!5 9] [1 l»517 9] 

3) C 9 D9(|5) E7(alt5) F*7(alt5.) Al>9(alt5) Bl, 9(1.5) 

(1 3 t>7 9] [1 #5{»7 9] [11,5 #51,71 [3 1>5 j|5 1,7] [3 to $5 9] [1 31.5 9] 

Note the symmetrical Sub V chords in the first example; 

C7s5=Fjj7k5 D9($5)=At>9(§5) E9(aIt5)=Bl>9(alt5) 

Also note those voicings missing a third could function as min7i? 5 chords, and the B \> 9( \> 5); [ 1 3 b 5 9). could function 
as a B[>maj7[>5(9) chord. 

Anv combination of tensions t>9, if 9, H11, and 13. which are in common with the symmetrical dominant diminished 
^ I t 1 M * 

scale (11>2 £2 3 f4 5 6 \>1 8.1, can have minor third substitutions. Fifteen different dominant chord structures can be 
produced from the various tension combinations; 
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Single Tension; 

l)C7(fll)orC7l,5 

Two Tensions; 

2) C7(l,9) 3) C7(f 9) 4) C7(13) 

5) C7(f 11/1,9) 
9) C7(i3/f9) 

Three Tensions; 

6) C7(f 11/f 9) 
10) C7(alt9) 

7) C7(13/f 11) 8) C7( 13/1,9) 

11) C7(f ll/alt9) 

Four Tensions; 

15) C7(13/fll/alt9) 

12) C7(13/alt9) 13) C7(13/f 11/1,9) 14) C7(13/fll/f9) 

Note that all those chords containing a $ 11th tension could be accompanied by a natural 5th, or function 
enharmonicallv as a loth. Also note the dom7l>5 is the only chord that can function in the whole-tone system 
and the diminished svstem. 

* 

Unlike the whole-tone scale, the diminished scale offers many different dominant chord types with very few 
reappearing under a new chord type. The following will attempt to organize the various dominant tension 
combinations and their related symmetrical substitutions over four-note structures. 

Single tension combinations; 

l)C7i>5; 

[13 

C7($ll); 

[3 5 
[15 
[13 
[13 

2) C7(!>9); 

[3 5 
[13 
[15 
[13 

3) C7(|9); 

[3 5 
[13 
[15 
[13 

4) C13; 

[13 
[3 5 
[15 
[13 

l,5l,7] = El,13(alt9) [51^9^9 13]=Ff7(,5 [1 31,51,7] = A13(alt9) [5(,9#9 13] 

>7 f 11] = E|,7(alt9) [3 5 1,9 #9] = Ff 7(1,9) [1 31,71,9] = A13(|,9) [51,7 1,9 13] 
>7 Ill] refer to 11) under C13(ait9) [1,7 1,919 13] 
1,7111] refer to C7j?5 
5111] refer to A(f 11) under C13(alt9) [3 \>919 13] 

1.71.9] = Eb7(t9) = Ff 7(1,9) = A7(l,9) 
,71,9] refer to Ff7(|,9) under C7(|ll) 
,71,9] refer to e|,7(1,9) under C7(alt9) 
51.9] refer to Eb(l,9) under C7(f9) 

1,719] = Ei, f'b9) [i 3 5 j,9i = Fi 13(1,9) [31,71,9 13] = A7f|l 1/1,9) [51,71,9 §11] 
1,7 9] refer to F$7($9/) under C13(| 11) 
1,719] refer to Et,7(|9) under C7( jll/alt9) [1,71,919 #11] 
5 #9) refer to Ff (f 9) under C13( jll/1,9) [1,71,9 jfll 13] 

1,7 13) = El, 13(| 11/1,9) [51,9 § 11 13] = Ff 7(#9/|,5) [31,51,7 f 9] = A7(alt9) [1 51,919] 
1,7 13] refer to Ff 13 under C7(alt9) 
1,7 13] refer to Ff 13 under C7(f ll/alt9) [31,9 f 9 f 11] 
5 13] refer to Ff 13 under C7(f ll/alt9) [1,71,9 f 9 'f 11] 
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Two tension combinations; 

5) C7(#ll/i,9); 

[31,71,9 #11] = El,7(alt9) [5 1,71,9 #9] = F#7 [13 51,7] = A13(l,9) [3 51,9 13] 
[11,71,9 #11] refer to El,7(# 1l/l>9) under Cl3(alt9) [31,9 #9 13] 
[51,71,9 #11] refer to A7(# 11/1,9) under C7(#9) 
[1 31,9 #11] refer to A7(# 11/1,9) under C13(alt9) [1,71,9 #9 13] 
[1 51,9 #11] refer to E(,7(# 11/1,9) or A7(# 11/1,9) under C13(#9) 
[3 51,9 #11] refer to A7(# 11/1,9) under C7(alt9) 

6) C7(#ll/#9); 

[3 5 #9 #11] = E|,7(alt9) [1 31,9 #9] = F# 13(1,9) [11,71,9 13] = A13(# 11) [51,7 # 11 13] 
[31,7 #9 #11] refer to F#7(#9/l,5) under C13 
[11,7 #9 #11] refer to E|,7(# 11/#9) under C13(#ll/alt9) 
[51,7 #9 #11] refer to El,7(# 11/#9) under C13(# 11/1,9) [1,71,9 #1113] 
[1 3 #9 #11] refer to A7(# 11/#9) under C13(alt9) [11,9 #9 13] 
[1 5 #9 #11] refer to F#7(# 11/#9) under C13(#ll/l,9) [1 '[,9 #1113] 

7) C13(#ll); 

[31,7 #11 13] = El,7(#ll/aIt9) [51,9 #9 #11] = F#7(#9) [1 31,7 #9] = A13(l,9) [1 51,9 13] 
[11,7 #1113] refer to El, 13(# 11) under C13(alt9) [11,9 #9 13] 
[1 3 # 1113] refer to A13( # 11) under C13( # 1 l/alt9) 
[1 5 #1113] refer to F#13(# 11) under C7(#ll/alt9) [11,9 #9 #11] 
[3 5 #1113] refer to A13(# 11) under C7(#ll/alt9) [31,9 #9 #11] 
[51,7 #1113] refer to A13(#ll) under C7(#ll/#9) 

8) C13((>9); 

4 

[31,71,9 13] refer to F# 13(1,9) under C7(#9) 
[11,71,9 13] refer to F# 13(1,9) under C7(#ll/#9) 
[51,71,9 13] refer to A13(b9) under C7(#ll) 
[1 31,9 13] refer to A13(|,9) under C13(#ll/’|,9) [1,71,9 #1113] 
[1 51,9 13] refer to A13(i,9) under C13(jf 11) 
[3 51,9 13] refer to A13(|,9) under C7(#ll/|,9) 

9) C13(#9); 

[31,7#9 13] = El>7(#l 1/1,9) [1 51,9# 11] = F# 13(#9) [31,7#9 13] = A7(# 11/1,9) [1 51,9#11] 
[11,7 #9 13] refer to El, 13(#9; under C7(#ll/alt9) [11,9 #9 #11] 
[51,7 #9 13] refer to F# 13(#9) under C13(alt9) [31,9 #9 13] 
[1 3 #9 13] refer to A13(#9) under C13(#ll/|,9) [11,9 #1113] 
[1 5 #9 13] refer to F#13(#9) under Cl3(#ll/alt9) 
[3 5 #9 13] refer to Ft 13(#9) under C!3(alt9) [1,71,9 ii9 13] 

10) C7(alt9); 

[3 1,71,9 #9] = El,7(1,9) [1 51,71,9] =F# 13 [3 51,7 13]= A7(# 11/1,9) [3 5 1,9 #11] 
[11,71,9 #9] refer to E|,7(alt9) under C7(#ll/alt9) [31,9 #9 #11] 
[51,71,9 #9] refer to El,7(alt9) under C7(#il/|,9) 
[1 31,9 #9] refer to El,7(alt9) under C7(#ll/#9) 
[1 51,9 #9] refer to A7(alt9) under C13 
[3 51,9 #9] refer to El,7(alt9; under C7(#ll) 
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Three tension combinations; 

11) C7(|ll/alt9); 
* 

[1,7 1,919#11] = E|,7(#9) [1 5 1,7 $9] {El>-7} = F#13 [1 3 5 13] {F#6} = A13(# 11/1,9) [31,9 #11 13] 
[31,9#9#11] = Ei,7(alt9) [1 1,7 1,9#9] = F# 13 [1 51,7 13] = A13(#l 1) [3 5#11 13] (A6(#ll)} 
[11,9#9#11] = El, 13(#9) [11,7#9 13] = F# 13(# 11) [1 5 #11 13] {F#6(# 11)}= A13(# 11/#9) [3#9# 11 13] 
[51,9 #9 #11] refer to E(,7(# 1 l/alt9) under C13(#ll) 

12) C13(alt9); 

[31,9 89 13] = El,7(# 11/1,9) [11,71,9 # 11] = F# 13(#9) [51,7 #9 13] = A(t 11) [1 3 5 # 11 ] 
[1,71,9 #9 13] = El,7(# 11) [1 5 1,7 # 11] = F#13(#9) [3 5 #9 13] = A7(# 11/1,9) [1 3 1,9 #11] 
[11,9 #9 13] =E|,13(#11) [11,7 #11 13] = F#13(#ll/#9) [5 #9 # 11 13] = A7(# l l/#9) [1 3 #9 # 11] 
[51,9 #9 13] refer to El, 13(alt9) under C7(,5 

13) C13(#ll/1>9); 

[11,9 #1113] = El>13(#ll/#9) [1,7 #9 # 11 13] = F#7(#l l/#9) [1 5 #9 #11] = A13(#9) [1 3 #9 13] 
[1,71,9 #1113]=El,7(Jll/#9) [51>7 #9 #11] = F#(#9) [1 3 5 #9] = A13(l»9) [1 3 i,9 13] 
[51,9 #1113] refer to El, 13(# 11/1,9) under C13 
[31,9 #1113] refer to A13( j 11/1,9) under C7(# ll/alt9) [1,71,9 #9 # 11] 

14) C13(#ll/#9); 

[3 #9 #1113] refer to A13(# 11/#9) under C7(#ll/alt9) [11,9 #9 #11] 
[5 #9 #1113] refer to F# 13(# 11/#9) under C13(alt9) [1 (,9 #9 13] 
[1,7 #9 #1113] refer to El,13(#l l/#9) under C13(#ll/1,9) [11,9 #1113] 
[1 #9 #1113] is enharmonically the same as C°7; 1|,3(#9) 1>5(#11) 1,1,7(13), therefore C13(#l l/#9) = 
El, 13(# 11/#9) = F# 13(# 11/#9) = A13(# 11/#9). 

Four tension combinations; 

15) C13(#ll/alt9); 

[1,9 #9 #1113] = E|,7(#l l/#9) [11,7 #9 #11] {E[,-7t,5} =F#13(#9) [1 5#9 13] {F#-6} = 
A13(# 11) [1 3#11 13] {A6!>5} 

Note, with the exclusion of the dom7|,9 and the doml3( # 11/#9), the symmetrical Sub V chords in the doni7(,5 and 
doml3(#9) chords; 

C7l,5 = F#7l,5.El,13(alt9) = A13(alt9) 
C13(#9) = F# 13( #9).E|,7(# 11/1,9) = A7(# 11/1,9) 

Also note those incomplete voicings that contain dual functions; 

Under C7(#ll/alt9); 

E|,7(i?9) [1 5 1,7 #9] = Eb-7 
F#13'[l 3 5 13] = FJi6 
A13(#ll) [3 5 #11 13] = A6(# 11) 
El, 13(#9) [11,7 #9 13] = El,-7(13) {Modal Dorian} 
F#13(|l 1) [1 5#11 13] = F#6(# 11) 

Under C13(alt9); 

F#13(#9) [5 b7 #9 13] = F#-7fl3) {Modal Dorian] 
A(# 11) [1 3 5 # 11] = A7(# 11) or Amaj7(# 11) 

Under C13(#ll/#9); [1 #9 # 11 13] = C°7 

Under C13(#ll/alt9); E[,7(# ll/#9) = E|,-7|,5 F# 13(#9) = F#-6 A13(# 11) = A6|,5 



The following II - V -1 examples will present a single voicing in all of its relative symmetrical dominant functions. 

H Whole-tone (dom7b5): 

i-" : i 

D-7 G7b5 Cmaj7 E-7(9) A9(#5) D6(9) F#-7(ll) B9(alt5) E6(9) 
A — -Q. Jd *_^_ 

XX XI XL 

jf -- — 

ti 

1 \-b8-H 7k —-^- 1-'-5- i ^__U 

Ab -7(11) Db7b5 Gbmaj7 Bb-7(9) Eb9C#5) Abmaj7(9) C-7 F9(alt5) Bb6 
jcl xi f a iia (jjQ.ba.bjQ. 
— - -48 ■ - - = II — b8~ : ■ = ■ ■■-II -b 8— 1 - --—W 

-fe — - —_ 

-J-e- -\-e- 

2) Diminished {doml3(b9)}; 

F6(Sll/9) A?maj7(9/6) 
E-9 A13(b9) Dmaj9 G-9 C7(#ll/b9> Bb-9 Eb7(?9.) F#7sus4 FS7(b9) B6(9'- 

insM —i 

tvi 1 1 

i-1-1-1 
Db7(#ll/b9) E13(#9) G7(Ul/b9) 

F-9 Bbl3(#9)Ebmaj7b5Ab-7b5 Gb-6 B-7b5(b 13) A-maj7(6) D-7(ll) C-6(9) 

The following II - V -1 examples will move one voicing symmetrically, "constant structure harmonic motion.” over 
a single dominant chord. 

1) Whole-tone (dom7|5); 

D-7(ll) D-9 G9«?5i G9fb5) G9(alt5^ G7#5 
(B7f(5,i fCf7?3’ (F7£51 (G7^5) 

C6(9) 

h -rw-stfr-- 
| 1 

h 
P-- >5 . w— 1 5 __L* 
. 21c* ■ 

»• 

2) Diminished {doml3(b9)}; 

A7sus4 A-9 D13(b9) D(b9) D7(#9) D7(jUl/b9) Gmaj7 
(D13(»9))(F13(b9)) (Abl3(b9); (Bl3(b9)} 

SSB^B HS53S5 BBSv^SBB 
■ssi sss SSBSS^^SS 
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Chapter Twenty-Three. 
Altered Dominant 

As was presented earlier in the Dominant Substitute V Chord chapter, altered or “alt” on a dominant chord refers 
to the fifth and ninth being flatted and raised; (^5, # 5) and (1-9, # 9). Adding the root and guide tones to these altered 
notes produces an “altered” scale or seventh mode of the “real” or “jazz” melodic minor scale; 

1,2 
(b) 

#2 
(#9) 

b #5 |>7 
(#11) (b3) 

Observing the altered dominant scale fror- its Sub V shows a “natural” dominant scale, (or “Mixolydian” mode), 
with #11. This scale is often referred to as the “Lydian 1,7” scale or fourth mode of the “Jazz” melodic minor scale; 

C Melodic Minor.C 
F Lydian 1,7.5 
B Altered.1,2 

D 
6 
#2 

El, 
1,7 
3 

F 
1 
b 

G 
2 
#5 

A 
3 
1,7 

B 

#4 
C 

5 
1,2 

Tension # 9( # 2) and # 5 (sometimes referred to as 1,13) appear to be the most “characteristic” altered chord tones or 
tensions since they are also tensions 9(2) and 13(6) on their relative Sub V chord. 

The following lists the different dominant chords and tension combinations that have been presented and could be 
used as “altered” chords; 

1) Basic 7th chords; dom7 # 5 dom7b 

2) Single tension chapters; 

Tension 9; dom7#5(l>9) dom7b(l,9) 
Tension 11; dom7# 5( # 11) or dom7(alt5) 

3) Two tension chapters; 

Tensions 9 & 13; dom7b(i, 13/1,9) or (|>9/alt5) 

dom7#5(#9) dom7b(#9) 

dom7b(b3/#9) or (#9/alt5) 

4) Altered 9th Tensions on Dom7th Chords; 

aom7(alt9/no5) dom7b(alt9) dom7f 5(alt9) dom7(alt9/alt5) 

The altered dominant contains a unique and characteristic property in the placement of parallel voicings a whole- 
step apart on the bth and # 5th of the original altered chord. By placing either major triads. dom7ths, or dom9th 
chords on these notes, an altered “upper-structure” sound is produced; 

G7(alt); (bth) - Dk D|>7, or D|,9 (#5th) - Ek E|,7, or E|,9 

Realize each chords relation to the original aitered chord; 

Dl,. 
G7(alt) 

1 
b 

3 
1,7 

5 
1,9 

b / 9 

|5 
El,. 
G7(alt) 

1 

#5 #9 
1,7 
b 

9 
1,7 

Note the sixteen different dom9th voicings produced by using all four “drop 2” [3 51,7 9] and all four “ninth (no 
5)” [1 31,7 9] chord inversions on both D|»9 and E|,9. 

Two additional structures, major!add9) and dom9(no3), can be placed on the bth and # 5th of an altered chord as 
well. These structures could be viewed from perhaps a more famiiiar enharmonic root; 

D|,(add9) =F-7#5 E|,(add9) = G-7#5 D|,9(no3) = B6(9) [1 3 6 9] E|,9(no3) = Db6(9) [1 3 6 9] 

Root relation to G altered; |,VII-7#5 1-7# 5 1116(9) |,V6(9) 
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Notice three of the above voicings have three altered tensions while G-7 jj 5 has two. Also note G-7 $ 5 and Dl>6(9) 
contain the “characteristic” $5 and ji9 altered tensions, while F-7jf5 and B6(9) have the same three tensions; (l>5, 
£5. and 1,9). 

G-7f5; 
G7(alt). 

F-7j}5; 
G7(alt). 

F At Ci; Et 
i>7 \>9 (>5 #5. 

B6(9); B 
3 

Additional non-symmetrical structures built off the 15 th and f 5 th of the dominant altered could include the triad plus 
anv remainins altered notes; 

(Galt): D>f#ll)[l 35#11] Db6 [1 3 5 6] Et(add4) [1 3 4 5] Et(t 13) [1 3 5113] 

These triads could place their additional notes in the bottom voice producing some interesting hybrid structures that 
could be used as G altered voicings; 

Db/G D|>/Bl> re!,-?) El,/A|> Et/B 

* Bottom voice should not violate L.I.L. for G altered. 

Notice the B note is the only non-triadic note for both Pi? and Et triads. This note might function as an interesting 
pedal under these two triads; Db/B - Et/B. 

The following examples combine the altered upper-structure concepts introduced here with past altered voicings; 

1) (D-7)-(G7altered)---(C) 
D9sus4 F6(9) D?9 Bb7sus4 E?9 B6(9) C(add9) 

2) (G7altered) - -(Ci 
E»9 Dp6(9) Dp9 B6(9) Cmaj7(9) 

4) 

(G7alteredi 
D?7 

D-9 

Dp 6(9 ■p n-r. r - + *o B?7sus4 

2 
9-& 2 
-&- 

(G7alt) - - — - 
Et>9 D?S Cmaj7 

(C) 
Cmaj7(9' 

D-9 
(G7alt)- 

Db9 Ei>9 Cmaj7 

E 
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The following altered voicings include some “constant structure motion” ideas; 

1) (D-9) (G7alt'i-(Cmaj7(m/9)) 
C6(9) B6(9) D?6(9) D6(9) 

I 

(D-7(ll/9)) (G7alt)-(CG3/S11/9) 
E-7£5 G-7S5 F-7£5 Ftf-7S5 

3) (C-7(ll)' (F7alt'-(Bbfadd9)) 
G-7£5 F-725 Ei>-7£5 D-745 



Chapter Twenty-F our. 
Approach Voicings 

Three basic approach techniques, referred to as “diatonic,” “chromatic,” and “dominant,” can be applied to voicings 
that are used to introduce established chords. 

Diatonic approach voicings are relative to the key or mode of the moment, and usually resolve to the chord being 
approached by diatonic step. These voicings can often be viewed as diatonic extensions of the previous voicing, 
(displayed in the following example). 

(C-7)-(F7) 
C-7(ll) D-7(ll) F7(13/9) 

i 
d-n-9-n X — - I —o- 

g— -J fro — 

Dominant approach uses voicings that have a dominant relation to the chord being approached; 

(C-7)-(F7) 
C-7(9) C7(b9) Fl3(b9) 

_0-<2--, JtG-„ 
rg-- 'K ir & 
g-1 'be— - ii 

« 

Chromatic approach uses voicings that are the same as the chord being approached, a half-step above or below that 
chord. This could be considered chromatic “constant structure” motion. 

(C-7)-(F7) 
C-7C11) E13 or Gbl3 F13 

« 

Note tne above Gp 13 cnora could ajso be considered a dominant approach voicing. Cnromatic approacn voicing.' 
have additional possibilities that will be examined later in this chapter. 

As noted above, approach voicings can often have two and. in rare cases, three approach functions in one voicing: 

“Chromatic” and “dominant” approach functions in one voicing; 

(G7>- 
G7(?9 G7?5(alt9) 

-fC> 

C6(9) 

Note the above approach voicing could also have an additional “diatonic” function; (diatonic to G altered scale). 
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“Dominant” and “diatonic” approach functions in one voicing; 

(F7)-(Bb) 
F9 F70L3/9) Bb6(9) 

“Diatonic” and “chromatic” approach functions in one voicing; 

(C-7) - 
07(11) D-7(ll) 

- (F7)- 
F7#5(alt9) F7(#9) 

The usual and perhaps most effective placement cf an approach voicing is on the weak area of the harmonic rhythm 
where traditional rules such as “Low Interval Limits” can more easily be violated. In the previous examples, the 
approach voicing was placed on the weak half of the measure; beats 3 & 4. 

Some of the most effective uses of approach voicings are found in “stagnant” harmonic situations. Here, the 
harmonic color and variety these approach techniques offer can enhance an existing “basic” progression or vamp. 

In the following chord progression, which was taken from a common “standard” tune, each chord receives the 
duration of eight beats, producing a somewhat stagnant harmonic situation. By the addition of approach voicings, 
the progression receives more harmonic variety and motion. The original chords are in parenthesis. 

(G7#5) 
G7(#9) Abl3 G7#5 Db-7(9) 

(C-7) - 
C-7(9) D-7(ll) C-7(ll) G9 

The following is an example of using only chromatic approach voicings on the beginning of the same “standard” 
tune. 

(E-7b5)-(AT)- 
E-7b5 Bb7(£9/tf5; A7(29/55) Cit-7(11; 

(C-7) - - 
C-7(ll» E13 

(F7) — - 
F13 E-7(9) 

(F-7)- 
F-7(9) B7(13/9) 

(Bb7) - - 
Bb7(13/9) E6(9) 

(Ebmaj7) 
Eb6(9) 
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Many different voicings could chromatically approach a single chord when the various combinations of above and 
below half-step resolutions to that chord are considered. In fact, considering all possible chromatic resolutions to 
a four-note structure produces fourteen different available approach voicings to that structure, although some will 
be omitted due to |>9th intervals, doublings, and awkward fingerings. 

In examining these fourteen approach voicings, we see there are four possible combinations of three half-steps 
ascending and one descending, six combinations of two half-steps ascending and two half-steps descending, and four 
combinations of one half-step ascending and three descending. 

The following examples display nine different chromatic approach voicings to the “drop 2" root inversion Cmaj7 
chord. The remaining five approach voicings were omitted due to [>9th intervals, doublings, or awkward fingerings. 

1) Three half-steps ascending and one descending; 

Bmaj7(#ll) 
9e—-- 

Cmaj7 Bmaj7(6) Cmaj7 

it So 
1 i I 

TT 

IX 

H 

D#-7 Cmaj7 

it* 

21 Two half-steps ascending and two descending; 

Eb7sus4 Cmaj7 Gb6(#ll) Cmaj7 Gbmaj7 Cmaj7 

3) One half-step ascending and three descending; 

Ab/Db Cmaj7 Gbmaj7(jUl) Cmaj7 Db6 Cmaj7 

The following exercises harmonize the chromatic scale, (ascending and descending), with a Crnaj? type chord, while 
the non-diatonic notes receive chromatic approach voicings. 

1) Ascending chromatic line: 

Dbl3 C6(9) Cmaj7 F-7#5 C6(9) 

Ab-6(9) C6(9) 
Abl3 Cmaj7(6) Cmaj7(#ll) 

2) Descending chromatic line; 

Cmaj7(9/6) Ab7sus4 
n ,b. 

^ » ■ l>TI 

C6(9) Cmaj7(£ll) G>maj7bo Cmaj7(o> E!?7sus4 C6(9j 

*§- 
XIX 

ixo. 

02 
40 £38 H TV m 

ccm) 
So 

azn E 
90 ■HSjO 

Gt>maj7 Cmaj7 G7(#9/U5) Cmaj7(9) 

-8 - 

—&- 
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Chromatic approach voicings could also involve one common tone while the remaining three tones resolve in various 
chromatic combinations. Thirtv-two potential approach voicings can be produced from these combinations! While 
one note remains common; four different chromatic approach voicings are produced by three ascending half-steps, 
four more voicings produced by three descending half-steps, twelve more voicings produced by two ascending and 
one descending half-steps, and twelve more by two descending and one ascending half-steps. Of course l?9th 
intervals, doublings, and awkward fingerings will omit quite a few voicings, (although some doublings will be 
occasionally used). 

The following examples display twenty-four of these chromatic approach voicings, (with some doublings), to the 
droo 2. root inversion. Cmai7 chord. Common tones will be darkened for reference. 

11 Three half-steps ascending; 

B-maj7(ll) Cmaj7 B 

§ 

Cmaj7 Bmaj7#5 Cmaj7 

hrgir 

C-7b5 Cmaj7 

TTtra 
Sf 

2) Three half-steps descending; 

Db-maj7 Cmaj7 Db7 

§ irxg: 

Cmaj7 

s 

Dbmaj7b5 Cmaj7 
© 

trcr 
$ 

Fm 
o 

2 

Cmaj7 

VXJ 

3) Two half-steps descending and one ascending; 

Db-6 Cmaj7 Gb7(#ll) Cmaj7 
I 

^r-e- 
"W is 

Db9(no3) 

T 

Cmaj7 
~iTO- 

& 
| _ 

Gb-maj7(ll) Cmaj7 

j u ^ 

trcr 

G-7b5 

trtj 

Cmaj7 Ebl3 

m 

Cmaj7 

bn 

ra 

Ab6(9) 

Wri 
IlfUl II 

Cmaj7 Ab/C 

83 
Cmaj7 

-fan— 

4) Two half-steps ascending and one descending: 

F#7 
-4—_ 

CmajT 
" " B ML 

Btfll; 
n-fa©- 

CmajT 
| | .* I1 

DU-7j;5 Cmaj? Gim/B 
[ Li 

CmajT 

-8— 
• -3- 
-jr# 

—ft- |>g 
-M -- 
-tft-H 

% 

11 - 
xr ■e- ^S-e* 

-c-T 
i 

- 

xr 
BU 1 
•B- 

Cmaj7 ] 

: , bn h 1 n 

F$maj7b5 

-°Q= 

Cmaj7 
-u- ■ ■■ 

C-7#5 

! ■ -un _♦_r* . 

CmajT 
-TTO- imrrHH 

Cmaj 7 
_n__-; 

< *— 
£ 12 tJ- 

—5-g- 

-e- 
-8-! iKitM«iaan -H-8- = 

ia*!£!S^S -e-J, 
❖ 



Two or three common tones in chromatic approach voicings are possible, but begin to destroy the “approach” quality 
of these voicings. Some of these voicings will be explored along with additional concepts in the Chromatic Guide¬ 
lines chapter. 

The following example uses the three chromatic-one common tone approach voicings on the beginning of a 
“standard” chord progression; 

(E-7b5) 
E-7b5 

The following is an example of a backward cycle-five chord progression that could be considered a chain of 
chromatic and dominant approach chords with one lead common tone; 

A13 D7(#9) G7(13/9) C13(*9) B9 E9(#5) A7(13/9) 



The following “F Blues” uses a variety of chromatic approach chords with the emphasis again on a lead common 
tone. Voicings not fully notated are drop 2 type voicings; 

F13 Bb7(#9) F13 B9 Bb9(13) B9(#5) C9 E9(13) F13 Bb7tf9) Eb9(13) Bb7(#9) 

-1-1 -n--1 i-i-1- ink t i -n !--1 t 1 
_ ♦ * ft l 1 • “ 1 1 

F13 E9(13) F9(13) B9 Bb9 A9(#5) Ab9(13) A90I5) B?9 B9 Bb9(13) F$9 

F7 E7sus4 Eb7(i}ll)Eb7(b9) D7(#9) Db7b5 D7(*9/#5) G-7(ll) 

C7(#9/#5) B13(*9) F13 Eb9 D7(#9) Ab-6 G-7 Db7 C7sus4 Gbl3 
Db7(#9) C7(#9/#5) I , 

^B SB E^S i 1 —jjjj — 
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Chapter Twenty-Five. 
Fourth Voicings 

There are five basic fourth-type voicings available to the middle four strings of the guitar. The following will list 
each voicing as well as the initial chord type to first introduced it. Additional enharmonic chordal uses for each 
voicing can be found in the appropriate Enharmonic Chordal Substitution chapter containing these chords. 

DC... 4th. F.4th. . 4th. Eb (perfectfourths) {F7sus4} 

2) C.. j}4th.Ff. 4th. B. 4th. E (one tritone) {Cmaj7l>5} 

3) C... 4th. F.... |4th.B.4th. E (one tritone) {Fmaj7(j| 11)} 

4) C... 4th. F. 4th. Bp... J|4th.E (one tritone) {F-maj7(ll)} 

5) C.. $4th.Ff.4th.B. f4th.Ef (two tritones) {D13(f9) or A|?13(f9)} 

Of course different inversions of the above chords are available, but do not contain 
all fourth intervals as do the specific inversions listed. 

When ali or most of the voicings used in a comping situation are fourth voicings, a contemporary and sometimes 
"modal" sound is produced. It is also common to find a good deal of chromatic and diatonic approach chords using 
fourth type voicings in this contemporary environment. Occasional fourth voicings can and do appear in many 
different styles, but a contemporary "quartal” sound can only be produced by using many fourth voicings. Fourth 
voicings can be found in “modal” or “diatonic” situations, and each requires a different approach. 

Modal music, where many fourth voicings are commonly found, does not contain the traditional “avoid” or weak 
notes that are commonly found in diatonic harmonies. In fact, many of the avoid notes in diatonic harmonies are the 
desired “characteristic” notes in modal music. The incomplete or ambiguous nature of fourth voicings seem to 
enhance this modal sound. It is certainly easier to play many different fourth voicings in a modal situation, where 
every voicing is available, than it is in a diatonic situation where voicings that contain avoid notes should be omitted 
or placed on weak harmonic rhythms. Of course in many diatonic situations there are places where the harmony can 
be stagnant, allowing for a temporary modal approach to those harmonies. 

When trying to make the majority of voicings in a Diatonic situation fourth-type voicings. a difficult irony is 
produced by the need for many voicings tc clarify harmonic function. (often two or more incomplete fourth voicings 
are needed to clarifv one chords function), and a conseauent reduction in voicings due to diatonic avoid notes. Often 

« * w 

a compromise between these two problems is needed to harmonize “changes" with fourth type voicings. Perhaps 
the “need" for harmonic clarification in diatonic progressions could oe reduced and "avoid notes' could oe accepted 
more often. 

The following will examine fourth voicinas bv diatonicallv moving them throuah specific scales and determining 
their modal and applicable diatonic use~. 

MAJOR SCALE 

Modallv. all seven of the fourth voicings produced here will be available to any one of the seven major scale modes. 

Fourth voicings in C major scale, (or any of its seven relative modes;; 

n 
e 

e 
Ef 
e* 
XJ 

2 
& 

G 

XX 

XX 
o 

XE 
-e- 
rr 

Note that four of the five basic fourth-type voicings originally preseiued are contained in the major scale. 
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A unique and contemporary chord symbol notation depicting the different modes has recently evolved and appears 
quite different from traditional chord symbol notation since many of the characteristic modal tensions are “avoid 
notes'’ in traditional harmony. The following modal chord symbols are not uncommon in today’s music. 

Ionian; 
Dorian; 
Phrygian; 
Lvdian; 

w1 

Mixob/dian; 
Aeolian: 
Locrian; 

maj(add4) 
min 13 or min7(13) 
min(b9) or sus4(t>9) or min(ll/l>9) 
maj7(fll) 
dom7(addl 1) or aom7(add4) 
minfaddl? 13) 
niin7i?5(l>9) 

Descriptive modal chord symbols have also become quite common: 

C (lvdian) = Cmaj7(f 11) and possible tensions 9 and 13(6) 
C (dorian) = C-7(13) and possible tensions 9 and 11 
C (phrygian) = Cno3rd(ll/|>9) or Cmin(|>9) and possible tensions 11 andb 13 
C (aeolian.) = Cminfadd \> 13) and possible tensions 9 and 11 

These svmbols which are most common in modal music have also found there wav into diatonic tunes, modifying 
manv of the basic harmonic functions bv the use of traditional avoid notes. Contemoorarv diatonic tunes often 

* • » V 

contain modal approaches to some or all of their harmonies. It is nor uncommon to find a II-7( 13). V7(addl 1). or 
K-7b5(b9) chord in today's diatonic progressions. Although these chords can involve many different types of 
voicings. fourth voicings still play a major role in supporting their “modal” sounds. 

Its worth noting at this time that the dorian mode is the relative minor of the lvdian mode, allowing past maj7(f 11) 
and maj6( Jf 11) voicings (with or without available tensions 9 and 13) to function as dorian voicines. As an example. 
Cmaj7(jjll) [1 5 7# 11] = A-7(13/9) [l>3l>7 9 13]. 

The following will examine one of the fourth voicings established in “C major” and apply some of the relative modes 
and consequent chord notations. 

Fourth voicing; G. C. F. B 

1) D dorian. 
2i E phrygian. 
3) F lvdian. 
4) G mixolvdian * 

5> A aeolian. 
6) D tocnai. I • • • • 

l»3. 13.D-7C13/9) 
b 9.5 . Em(i> 13/[>9) 
1. fell.F(il 11/9) 
t7.3. G71 add 11 > 
U 13.9.A-7dl3/9) 
&r..i. B-7k;y ? 13'b^ 

Additional dominant oossibiluie s or aoo * w voicinc: 

G7faddl i) - G mixolvaianb9/b 13 (C harmonic minor'! 
B7(^9/alt5> * E7(bl3/alt9> 

Diatonic applications of fourth voicings usually involves finding one or more “safe" voicings. (.no avoid notes and 
ciear harmonic function), to begin and end with while the other voicings containing avoid notes and incomplete 
structures are used in between. It is also common to find “chromatic approach" voicings and/or "symmetrica' 
constant structure" voiemas in between or linking tnese "safe" voicines. The following examples will present some 

Sr V C • 

of these diatonic ideas with fourth voicings over typical II - V - I chord cadences 



This first example uses only diatonic fourth voicings in the key of “C ”, ending on C lydian. 

D-7_G7_ 
Cmaj7 

M 
T 

This next example introduces chromatic approach voicings to the diatonic fourth voicings. 

G7 

b 
Cmaj7 

The following examples will examine symmetrical constant structure fourth voicings in different IIVI situations 
Some of these examples will present a major7th note on a dom7 chord; a very unique and contemporary sound. 

XL 
77 rl ) Whole-steps; 

) D-7_G7_ b) D-7_ G7 
Cmaj 7 

c) D-7 G7 Cmaj7 (Lydian) 

#2) Symmetrical diminished, (whole-half-whole-half); 

) D- G7 L-maj 

a. !£>#■ 
o 

u T, 
Zi. 

\ 



The major scale modes also have some altered dominant possibilities that can be examined. There are four major 
scales; Eb, Al>, Dp, and Gp, which produce altered dominant tensions on a G7 chord. The following will 
enharmonically realize the notes of each major scaie in relation to the G7 chord. 

El? major scale (G phrygian)..G Ab Bp C D Ep F 
G7 chord.1 i>9 |9 4 5 1,13 1,7 

Ab major scale (G locrian).G Ar Bb C Dp Ep F 
G7 chord.1 b° #9 4 1,5 p \>1 

Db major scale.Gb Ab Bb C Db Eb F 
G7 chord.7 1,9 |9 4 1,5 p 1,7 

Gb major scale.Gb Ap Bb Cp Dp Ep F 
G7 chord.7 1,9 |9 3 1,5 |5 b1 

Note the potential problems with Ap and Dp major scales. The 11th and 1,5th in the same 
voicing strongly suggest a min7b5 chord, and the 11th and natural 7th produce dominant 
guide-tones a half-step above the original guide-tones. 

'i he following lists those fourth voicings that are in common with/norf than one of the above maior scales. Of soecia'. 
note is the Bb7sus4 or F-7( 1 i) voicing which is in common with all four scales. 

D|» and Gb major scales share the voicing; Ab7sus4 [Eb, At, Db, Gp] 
Eb and Al? major scales share the voicing; C7sus4 [G, C,F, Bb] 
AkDk and Gb major scales share the voicing; Eb7sus4 [Bp, Eb, At, Dp] 
Eb, Ak and Db major scales share the voicing; F7sus4 [C, F. Bb, Eb] 
Eb, Ab, Db, and Gb major scales share the voicing; Bb7sus4 [F. Bb, Eb. Ab] 

The following IIV I examples will examine all four altered dominant sounds presented. 

:) Ep major (G phrygian;; 

(Note the following D-7 voicings are the same as those voicings under G7 transposed un a minor third 

D-T_ 
G7(:*.p mator sea’s-__ 

I 

G7(bl3/b&: Gvsus4 G7(pl3/alt9 

21 Ap major (G locrian;; 

D-7_ 

% 

G?(Ap major scale.__Cmaj" 

G+7ialt9 ■ G7(?9/alt5l(Chrom A?D''' 



3) Dt» major; 

D-7_ _ G7 (Db major scale)_Cmaj7 

G+7(alt9) G7(b9/alt5/maj7)(Chr°m App‘) 

! 

Note the chromatic motion of each voice in the above approach chord: three voices descend 
while the 4th-string voice ascends in approaching Cmaj7. 

♦ 

4) Gp major: 

D-7_ _ 

G7(Gb major scale)_ 
G+7(alt9) G7b5(maj7) 

G7(b9/alt5/maj7) ■ G+7(#9) 

I I**- , km J , 1 

Although the major scale offers the most diverse uses of fourth voicings in a modal or diatonic situation, other scales 
can be examined for their potential use in quartal harmony. The remaining seven-tone diatonic scales, (without 
consecutive half-steps), are the melodic minor, harmonic minor, and harmonic major. Primary interest will be placed 
on the examination of the melodic minor and its modes, as well as the third mode of the harmonic major. The 
harmonic minor will be omitted due to its limited modal uses and problematic “avoid notes.” The useful fifth mode 
of the harmonic minor (Mixolydianb 9/b 13) can be substituted by the third mode of the harmonic major which, unlike 
the harmonic minor, has no avoid notes. Both modes are dominant modes and commonly function on a V7 of a minor 
chord. 

The following modes are related to a G7 chord: 

C Harmonic minor t from its fifth mocc r C B C D Ep F G 
G7 chord. 1 lLj 3 4 5 b 13 b 7 1 

A" B C D Ep X 

J 4 5 b ! 3 b? i 

Ab Bl> Ct> D El F G 
[A fQ l 

n J) lJ3 b7 4 

E\> Harmonic major (from its third model; G Ab Bb Ct> D Eb F G 
G7 chord. [a jtO 3 5 13 i>7 1 

Students are encouraged to examine and experiment with the additional harmonic major and minor modes. 

Unlike the maior scale, the melodic minor and harmonic major cannot maintain fourth intervals on each decree of 
tneir scales. When attempting to construct fourth voicings on each degree, a major third interval is produced on those 
voicings containing the b 3rd and natural 7th in tile melodic minor, and the major 3rd andb 6tn in the harmonic major. 
In addition, both of these scales contain two tritones each while, by comparison, the major scale contains only one. 
Although admittedly weaKer than the ma|or scale, there is some quartal value to these scales since the majority of 

w * * 4 ,1 * 

their voicings will contain fourth intervals. In their favor is the lack of avoid notes, making more voicings available 
to their different modal and diatonic iunctions. 
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MELODIC MINOR SCALE 

Examination of this scale and its modes will include the same intervals ascending and descending, commonly 
referred to as the “jazz” or “real” melodic minor scale. With the exception of the fifth mode, there are no avoid notes 
in the melodic minor modes, allowing use of any one of the fourth voicings produced. The 4th degree of the fifth 
mode is the only avoid note. 

Diatonic use of the second mode will be omitted due to its “unstable” nature. This mode has limited harmonic use 
with the possible exception of a modal II-7 chord in an established melodic minor key, or as a modal I minor chord; 
(Dorian b 9). This mode does contain a valuable “melodic” relation to its parallel dominant chord; 

D dorian I? 9. D Eb F GAB C D 

D7 chord. 1 b9 #9 4 5 13 1,7 8 

Unfortunately, the dorian b9th mode appears rather unstable “harmonically” in supporting its parallel dominant 
sound. 

C Melodic minor scale harmonized in fourths; 

*Note the major third interval in the above voicings containing Eb and B. 

The following will examine each above fourth voicing, from left to right, in relation to the available modes. 

First mode (C melodic minor); 
C-maj7(ll) C-C11/9) C-6(9) C-maj7(ll/6) C-maj7(ll) C-6(9) C-maj7(9/6) 
* Note the 9th is in the bass, (L.I.L. violation), on the second voicing. 

Third mode (Eb Lvdian augmented); 
Eb +(9/6) Ebmaj7(9/6) Ebmaj7b5 Eb+(#ll/9) Eb+(9/6) Ebmaj7b5(6) Ebmaj7(alt5) 

Fourth mode (F Lvdian b 71: 
F7(#ll) F6(9) F7C13/9; F7t5 F(fll/9) F6(9) F7b5(13) 

Fifth mode (G Mixolydian b 13); 
G7(b 13/add4) G7sus4 G9(bl3) G9(b 13) G7(add4) G9sus4 G9(b 13) 

Sixth mode (A Locrian-natural 9): 
A-7b5(b 13/9) A-7jj5(ll) A-7b5(ll) A-7i>5(b 13/9) A-7#5(9) A-7(ll) A-7b5(ll/9) 
* Note the 9th is in the bass, (L.I.L. violation), on the last voicing. 

Seventh mode (B altered); 
B7b5(b9) B7(alt9/ak5, B7j}5(|9) B7b5 B7(b9/alt5) B7(alt9/|5) B7(j}9) 
* Note the |9th is in the bass, (L.I.L. violation), on the second voicing. 
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The fourth and seventh modes offer the best and most common use of these voicings in a diatonic situation; 
Lydian I? 7 is common on dominant Sub V chords. 
Altered is common on dominant V7 chords. 

The first and sixth modes also offer some common diatonic uses; 
Melodic minor is common on I and IV minor chords. 
Locrian-natural 9 is common on min7[o chords. 

The third and fifth modes are not quite as common as the above modes, but offer some interesting uses nonetheless; 
Lydian augmented is useful on a Imaj7$5 chord. 
Mixolydian I? 13 is useful on a V7 chord, (commonly V7 of IT-7). 

The following examples will examine the four most common melodic minor modes in their related diatonic 
functions. 

*1) 
D- 7b5 (F melodic minor) G7(alt) (Ab mel min) C-maj7(C mel min)_ 

C6(9) (C major)_ 

i 

I 
i 

I 4 



HARMONIC MAJOR SCALE 

C Harmonic major scale harmonized in fourths; 

i^e- t*©- 

*Note the major third interval in those voicings containing E and A\>. 

Only the third mode will be examined in this chapter. The following will relate each above voicing, from left to right, 
to this dominant mode: 

E7(tl3/t9) E7(p 13/alt9) E7(#9) E(^9) E7( 113/alt9) E7(i>13/#9) E7 

The most common function of this mode is on the V7 chord of a minor chord, although it could also resolve to a major 
chord. Both resolutions are displayed in the following example. 

F#-7b5(F# locrian) B7(G harmonic major) Em (E dorian)_E7 (C harmonic major) 

A-7 D7 (Bb harmonic major)_ 

The following summarizes the modes and related fourth voicings available to a single dominant chord; 

G7 Chord; 

Maior scale dominant modes; 
G Mixolvdian (C major): 19 3 11 5 13 l>7 
G Phrygian (Ei> major): ! 1,9 &9 11 5 h 13 i>7 
G Locrian (A\> major); 1 j>9 |9 11 io #5 \>1 
G Altered/naturaI7 (Dt> major,, 7 bv if9 11 !r5 $5 \>~ 
G Altered/natural7 (G[> major); 7 \>9 |9 3 1,5 §5 \>1 

Melodic minor dominant modes; 
G Mixolvdian \> 13 (C melodic minor); 1 9 3 11 5 13 \>7 
G Lydian\>1 (D melodic minor); 1 9 3 fll 5 13 Vi 
G Altered (At> melodic minor); I i>9 j| 9 3 io |5 i> 7 

Harmonic major dominant mode; 
GMixolydiani>13/alt9 (Ei? harmonic major); 1 i>2«. |9 3 5 i?13 \>1 
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Out of the five different fourth type voicings originally introduced, only one: D13(|9)/A|> I3(jj9), has not appeared 
in the scales presented. This voicing will be included in the following example of a “standard” tune harmonized with 
fourth voicings. Both of its dominant functions will be used; D13(f9)/Ai>13(f91 and B7(f 11/|>9)/F7(f 1 l/l?9). 

Originally presented in the Constant Structure Harmonic Motion chapter, note the multiple functions of the 
F7sus4 and Cmaj7i>5 fourth voicings presented in the beginning of this chapter, and their subsequent varied use in 
the following standard tune. Given their many functions, it would be possible to harmonize an entire song with these 
two voicings. Voice-leading and variety could be enhanced by introducing additional inversions of each voicing, 
even though the quartal sound might be compromised some. 

In the following “standard” tune, all different approach chords, chord patterns, and modal sections will be labeled. 
Be sure to realize, with the exception of certain approach chords what chord tones and tensions each fourth voicing 
produces on the original chords. Also note the “B” section has single chords sustaining for two measures, allowing 
them to be approached as temporary modal modulations with a specific scale for each chord voiced in fourths. 

(Dia. App.) A7 

EZZ 

9+ 

(Chrom App.) C-7 

S' 
S2i 

ff/. 

* • 

tJJia. App. ) r t 

CL 

T32- 

(Chrom App.) 

F-7 Bt>7 Ei>maj7 A[>7 
(Dia./Chrom App.; (Chrom App.) Whole-tone pattern_ 

Bbmaj7 E-7l>5 A7 D-7 Bl>-7 El>7 
(Dia. App.) Constant Structures_(Dia./ Chrom App.) 

Fmaj7 (Dia. App.) E-7|>5 A7 A-7|?o (Dia. App.) D7 (Chrom App.) 

G7 (alt) 
A? Melodic minor 

C-7 
C dorian 

Al> 7( 111/9) Bt>maj7 
Ei? Melodic minor_ B? lydian 

CL ih*- 
utar*M 

Si_ -pig- 

% — 

j 
i 

L2. 
& 

9 
4 
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E-7|>5 A7 (alt) D-7^5 G7 
Bb Melodic minor_ (Dia. App.) (ChromApp.) 

C-7 (Dia./ChromApp.) F7(alt) (Dia/ChromApp.) B|>maj7 
Symmetrical pattern (with common lead tone)_ 

PENTATONIC SCALE 

Although seven-tone scales probably offer the most useful applications of four-note quartal voicings, the traditional 
pentatonic scale; (1 2 3 5 6). has some quartal qualities worth examining. Unlike seven-tone scales, this pentatonic 
scale contains no half-steps. Since the half-step is often the source of “avoid” or weak notes in diatonic harmonies, 
the pentatonic scale might offer some voicing alternatives to seven-tone scale voicings. 

While fourth voicings are constructed by skipping every two notes in a seven-tone scale; 
(l)-2-3-(4)-5-6-(7)-8-9-(10)-l i-12-(13). etc., pentatonic fourth voicings are produced by 
skipping every other note; (l)-2-(3)-5-(6)-8-(9)-10-(12)-13-(15), etc. 

The following voicings are constructed off each degree of the pentatonic scale. Notice that two of these structures 
are complete fourth voicings while the remaining three structures contain two fourth intervals and one major third. 

C Pentatonic fourth voicings; 
C6(9) C(add9) C6(9) C6 C6(9) 

-e- 
o 

—n- H 
—©- ° 

Although the major third interval does compromise the quartal sound to some degree, the majority of fourth intervals 
produce an overall satisfactory quartal sound. What is equally, if not more important to their quartal value is the 
strong and descriptive “pentatonic sound” these structures contain when at least two, and preferably more, are used 
as chordal substitutions. Further more, this pentatonic scale can often reflect the different music styles it is commonly 
used in such as “country,” “rock,” and “blues.” These styles can be “heard” or imDlied by using several of the 
voicings produced by the pentatonic scale as substitute voicings. 

The following relates D[> major pentatonic to Bp minor, (Di>’s “relative” minor), and G Altered; 

Dp Pentatonic. Dp Ei> F Ap (possible Dl> “country” sound) 
Bp minor. b3 4 5 pT 1 (possible Bb “rock” or “blues” sound) 
G Altered. ^5 #5 \>1 b9 #9 

When two or more of the five possible D[> pentatonic voicings are used as G7(alt) voicings, a “duality” of sound is 
produced. Dj> major or B \f minor are clearly “heard” while G altered is also “heard.” It might also be possible to “hear” 
two styles at the same time; D|> “country” or B[» “rock” against the dark “jazzy” G altered. 

The following will list the possible pentatonic scales, (and subsequent voicings), that can be used as substitutes for 
the four “basic” chord groups. 

>*_ . 
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Major7th or Major6th; 

1) C pentatonic. C D E G A (I pentatonic of C) 
Cmaj7/C6. 1 2 3 5 6 

~>) G pentatonic. G A B D E (V pentatonic of C) 
Cmaj7/C6. 5 6 7 9 3 

3) D pentatonic. D E n A B (II pentatonic of C) 
Cmaj7/C6. 9 in 6 7 

Minor7th; 

1) Et pentatonic. 
A 

Et F G Bt C (till pentatonic of C minor) 
C-7. t3 11 5 t7 1 

")'i Bt pentatonic. Bt C D F G (t VII pentatonic of C minor) 
C-7. t7 1 9 11 5 

3) F Dentatonic. F G A C D (IV pentatonic of C minor) 
C-7. 1! 5 13 1 9 
(C-6 or C-maj7). 11 5 6 1 9 

i 
Minor7i>5; 

1) At pentatonic. At Bt C Et F (pVI pentatonic of C-7p5) 
C-7t5. tl3 1 t3 11 

2) Dt pentatonic. Dt Et F At Bt (tn pentatonic of C-7t5) 
C-7t5. t9 t3 11 113 t7 

3) Gt pentatonic. Gt At Bt Dt Et (tv pentatonic of C-7t5) 
C-7t5. t5 113 t7 t9 t3 

Note that tension t 9 is traditionally considered an “avoid” note on a min7t5 chord, yet it is not uncommon to appear 
as an available tension in today’s music. Keep in mind, placement of a voicing that contains this tension on the weak 
harmonic rhythm of a measure or phrase would produce the least dissonance. The most “characteristic” ?5th tone 
is contained in only one pentatonic which also includes the 19th. 

Dominant 7th: 

The following pentatonics will be organized into three groups depicting their differences and possible ar cations. 

Group I; 

1) C pentatonic. D C: 
• 

r* Cl pentatonic of C7; 
C7. 1 9 5 13 

» 

2' Gi> pentatonic.... Gt At Bt Dp E? (tv pentatonic of C7) 
C7. t5 i5 ♦ t7 t9 #9 

I? 

Group II: 

i) F pentatonic. F G A c D (IV pentatonic of C7sus4) 
C7sus4. A / 5 n A / 

2) Bt pentatonic. Bt C D F G (tVII pentatonic of C7sus4) 
C7sus4. t7 1 9 4 5 

3) Dt pentatonic. Dt Et F An Bt (til pentatonic of C7sus4) 
C7sus4. t9 19 4 113 t7 w- 
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Group HI; 

1) E pentatonic. E n G# B C| (III pentatonic of Cl) 
Cl. b5 t5 / \>9 

2) B pentatonic. .B c# PI .F# G# (VII pentatonic of Cl) 
Cl. 7 \>9 #9 

*• 
is #5 

The first group includes the two mosi commonly used pentatonics in a dominant capacity; C pentatonic - “natural" 
tensions, and G[> pentatonic - “altered” tensions. 

The second group includes those pentatonics most commonly used on dom7sus4 chords; 
Bb pentatonic - C9sus4, F pentatonic - C9sus4(13). andDb pentatonic - C7sus4(b 13/alt9). In an appropriate situation 
and with care, it might be possible to use these pentatonics against a dom7 chord without the suspended 4th. The 
D\> pentatonic, which contains altered tensions, is probably the best choice for this application. 

The third group includes two different pentatonics that contain altered tensions and a major 7th. The B pentatonic 
appears most characteristically altered of the two, supporting the major 7th with all the altered tensions; (b 5, f 5,1? 9, 
$9). Again, this is a “progressive" sound that should be used in an appropriate context. 

Note those pentatonics that contain dual functions; 
(Cpent. - Cmaj7 or C7), (B^ pent. - C7sus4 or C-7). (Fpent.- C7sus4 or C-6), 
(Di> pent. - C7sus4 or C-7b5). and (Gb pent. - Cl or C-7b5). 

The following examples will present the pentatonic voicings discovered in various Tonic, Sub-dominant, and 
Dominant capacities. Be sure to realize the tensions imposed on the basic 7th chords by these pentatonic voicings. 
In more musical applications, these voicings would most likely appear within isolated phrases over an entire song 
form. 

These first two examples present pentatonic voicings over major and minor IIVI cadences. Note in both 
examples the dominant chords use the typical “altered" sound by selecting pentatonic voicings a tritone 
awav. 

V 

1) Minor II-V-I cadence; 
B-7b5_ E7_ A-7_ 
(Fpent) (Gpent) (Bb pent)_ (Cpent) (Gpent) 

2) Major II-V-I cadence: 
B-7_ 
(D pent) (A pent) 

♦ 

E7_ Amaj7 _ 
(Bb pent) __ (E pent) 

I 
I 

The next examples present tbs four different pentatonics that produce altered tensions on dominant chords; 
C7(alt); Gb pent. (t> V). Db pent. (t>II), B pent.(VII), and E pent.(III) 

Note the chromatically ascending pentatonics over these first four IIVI examples. The first two examples use the 
bvth pentatonic on the dominant chords while the last two use the Vllth. 
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1) D-7(Cpent) G7(C# pent) Cmaj7(D pent) 2) F-7(Eb pent) B|?7(E pent) El-maj7(F pent) 

3) D-7(Fpent) G7(F# pent) Cmaj7(Gpent) 4) B-7(D pent) E7(Eb pent) Amaj7(E pent) 

This next example uses the 1>II pentatonic on the dominant chord 

D-7(F pent) G7(Ab pent) Cmaj7 (D pent) 

This next example uses the III pentatonic on the dominant chord 

G-7(Bb pent) C7 (E pent) F6(9) (F pent) 

This next example uses the \f V pentatonic on both the II chord and the V chord. 

Fit-7l?5 tC pent) B7 (F pent; E-7(ll) 

This next example mixes pentatonic voicings with other voicings over a dominant chord. Note the natural tensions 
on the first three voicings and the altered tensions on the next three voicings. This natural to altered progression of 
tensions on a dominant chord is quite common. 

C7 
C9 

F6(9) 
G? pent 

t om 
9 &■ 
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This next example will notate the lead voice only. The complete voicings can be derived from the pentatonics listed 

G maj7 
D pent 

G-7_ _ 
Bp pent 

i 

'0£L 

C7_ 
Gp pent 

Fmaj7 
C pent 

Gmaj7_ C-7__ 
D pent_ Eb pent 

F7_ _ 
F pent 

Gmaj7 

This last example mixes pentatonic voicings and fourth voicings in a “II-V Blues” form. Since the “effect” of 
pentatonics requires two or more voicings from one pentatonic scale, it will be lost in many of these II-V patterns, 
although the voicings used are in common with pentatonic voicings. Note the ascending whole-step fourth voicing 
pattern produced in measures eight and nine, while the same pattern descends in measures eleven and twelve. 

Fmaj7_ 
C pent_ 

E-7i>5 A7 
Bb pent_ 

D-7 G7 C-7 F7 B|>7_ Bl>-7 El>7 

Measures eleven and twelve would maintain the descending whole-step fourth voicing pattern on the top three 
strings if “guide-tones" placed in the iower voice were desired to clarify tne harmony; 



Chapter Twenty-Six. 
Chromatic Guide-Lines 

Sustaining voices, (common tones), and chromatic motion are the two strongest techniques used in voice-leading. 
While common tones are most effective over chord changes, chromatic guide-lines can enhance a single chord as 
well as a series of chord changes. Up to now, emphasis has been placed on voice-leading the top note or 2nd string 
of every chord voicing. This chapter will examine the chromatic voice-leading or chromatic guide-line possibilities 
of every voice or string in a given chord or series of chords. One, two, three, and four chromatic guide-lines over 
chord changes will be presented while just one and two chromatic lines over a single chord will be examined. All 
possible voice or string combinations of two, three, and four chromatic guide-lines ascending and descending, 
(including parallel and contrary motion), will be explored. 

As more chromatic voices are added, they become more difficult to continue over a series of different voicings. 
Contrary motion only complicates this situation while parallel motion and an obliging chord progression might 
continue further. For this reason, the three and four contrary chromatic guide-lines presented later in this chapter 
will be limited to two adjacent voicings. Some isolated examples will explore three and four contrary chromatic lines 
over three adjacent chords. 

The following string combinations will be used for the various chromatic lines; 
(strings will be notated as bold numbers in parenthesis). 

One chromatic voice; (four combinations); [(2)] [(3)] [(4)] [(5)] 

Two chromatic voices: (six combinations); 
[(2)(3)] [(2)(4)] [(2)(5)] [(3)(4)J [(3)(5)] [(4)(5)] 

4 

Three chromatic voices: (four combinations); 
[(2)t3.>(4)] [(3)(4)(5)] [(2)(3)(5)J [(2)(4)(5)] 

Four chromatic voices: (one combination); [(2)(3)(4)(5)] 

All possible voice or string combinations of ascending and descending chromatic iines, (including contrary and 
parallel motion), will be examined. The following model will be used to portray the chromatic motion of each string 
or voice; 

(a) will refer to an ascending chromatic voice while (d) refers to a descending chromatic voice. 
No reference will imply no motion or “common tones.” Strings will again be depicted as bold 
numbers in parenthesis. 

Example; (2a)(3d)(4d)(5a), would depict the 2nd and 5th strings ascending chromatically while the 3rd and 
4th strings descend chromatically. 

The following model dictates the chromatic motion over the three different voicings in the accompanying musical 

example; f2d) (3a) (4a) (5) 

0 i 

The following will examine all possible combinations of chromatic motion in a four-note structure: 

1) One chromatic voice; 

Two different directions; ascending and descending, for each string gives eight different possible chromatic lines. 
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2) Two chromatic voices; 

Four different direction combinations for each of the six two-string combinations gives a total of twentv-four 
different possibie chromatic lines. 

Parallel: 

[(2a)(3a)j [(2a)(4a)] [(2a)(5a)] [(3a)(4a)] [(3a)(5a)] [(4a)(5a)] 
[(2d)(3d)] [(2d)(4d)] [(2d)(5d)] [(3d)(4d)] [(3d)(5d)] [(4d)(5d)] 

Contrary: 

[(2a)(3d)] [(2a)(4d)] [(2a)(5d)] [(3a)(4d)] [(3a)(5d)] [(4a)(5d)] 
[(2d)(3a)] [(2d)(4a)] [(2d)(5a)] [(3d) (4a)] [(3d)(5a)] [(4d)(5a)] 

3) Three chromatic voices; 

Eight different direction combinations for each of the four three-string combinations gives a total of thirty-two 
different possible chromatic lines. 

Parallel: 

[(2a)(3a)(4a)] [(3a)(4a)(5a)j [(2a)(3a)(5a)] [(2aX4a)t5a)] 
[(2d)(3d)(4d)] [(3d)(4d)(5d)i [(2d)(3d)(5d)] [(2d)(4d)(5d)] 

Contrary. (Two parallel/one contrary); 

[(2a)(3d)(4d)] [(3a)(4d)(5d)] [(2a)(3d)(5d)] [(2a)(4d)(5d)] 
[(2d)(3a)(4a)] [(3d)(4a)(5a)] [(2d)(3a)(5a)] [(2d)(4a)(5a)] 

' 

[(2d)(3d)(4a)] [(3d)(4d)(5a)] [(2d)(3d)(5a)] [(2d)(4d)(5a)J 
[(2a)(3a)(4d)] [(3a)(4a)(5d)] [(2a)(3a)(5d)] [(2a)(4a)(5d)] 

[(2d)(3a)(4d)] [(3d)(4a)(5d)) [(2d)(3a)(5d)] [(2d)(4a)(5d)] 
[(2a)(3d)(4a)] [(3a)(4d)(5a)] [(2a)(3d)(5a)] [(2a)(4d)(5a)] 

4) Four cnromatic voices: 

A total of sixteen different direction combinations and chromatic lines are possible. 

Parallel: 

[(2a)(3a)(4a)(5a)] f(2d)(3dX4d)(5d)j 

Contrary. ("Three parallel/one contrary): 

[(2a)(3d)(4d)(5d)] [(2d)(3a)(4d)(5d)] 
[(2d)(3a)(4a)(5a)] [(2a)(3d)(4a)(5a)) 

[(2d)(3d)(4a)(5d)] [(2d)(3d)(4d)(5a)] 
[(2a)(3a)(4d)(5a)] [f2a)(3a)(4aX5d)] 

Contrary. (Two parallel ascending/two parallel descending); 

[(2d)(3d)(4a)(5a)] [(2d)(3a)(4aX5d)] [(2d)(3a)(4d)(5a)] 
[(2a)(3a)(4d)(5d)] [(2a)(3d)(4dX5a)] [(2a)(3d)(4a)(5d)] 

*Remember the 5th string has the additional problem of L.I.L.. omitting some of the line possibilities 
available to the other strings. ^ 
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While observing the chromatic guide-line possibilities on or through different chord types, it becomes obvious that 
dominant chords contain the most chromatic possibilities. This will be most evident in the examples showing 
chromatic lines over a single chord. A chord progression containing many dominant chords will also yield more 
chromatic line possibilities than one with less dominant chord types. 

In the following examples, before preparing an entire exercise, begin first by isolating and playing just the chromatic 
voices. This will allow you to better “hear” the quality and motion the lines have to offer. It might also be beneficial 
to record the chromatic guide-lines and play them back while performing the entire exercise. 

This chapter will begin with the examination of one and two chromatic voices on a single chord voicing. But for a 
few isolated examples, (some of which will be presented at the end of these single chord examples), three and four 
chromatic guide-lines over a Single chord will not be included. This many chromatic voices on a single four-note 
chord can begin to lose or compromise the function of that chord. 

In the following examples, an occasional non-functional voicing might appear. When this occurs, it can simply be 
considered a “chromatic approach” to the next functional voicing. The following example will demonstrate; 

(E7)_ 
E7#5(#9) Ab7 E7#5(b9) 

(Chrom App.) 

(A) 

A6(9) 

-9-^- W j 1 
_ 

M 
-*- 

If 1 — ,i t — -i 
1ft) -: 

- u 
-Sr-e- 

___ 
-- -H-tm- 

I 

\ 
- 
-- —^— -- 

One chromatic guide-line on a single chord 

The following rhythms are arbitrary and it might be most effective to attack the full voicing with each chromatic 
note. “Chromatic approach” voicings are put in parenthesis. 

1) 2nd string ascending: Bb9(b5) Bb9 Bb7£5(#9)Bbl3(#9) Ebmaj7(9) 
, i i i 

2) 2nd string descending: a) Gl3(tt9)Gl3(9)G7?5(b9) G7#5 Cmaj7(?ll/9) 

I 
l 

b) D-7b5(ll)(D7b5) D-7b5 D-7b5(P 

w 
1 . G7b5 G7bo(13) G7(alt5) G7(*ll C-6 

A * 
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3) 3rd string descending: 1 

* y 
3b 13 Bb7(bl3) Bb7 Bb7b5 Ebmaj7 

ftJ_kJ_W_1_l!?- —o-m_jiwi_u 
-r w- 

Tik—rr o-n 
— r_ 

Bb7b5(9) 
4) 3rd string ascending; a) Bb7#5Bb7#5(b9) Bb7b5(#9)Ebmaj9 

]- - if -8 -—== 
5^-^-r~tr: 
V-1 

r-**—— 
m :-=a 

(D-maj7(ll)) 
b) D-7(ll) G7(b9)G7#5(b9) Cmaj7(6) 

A f9> 1 J_ ^1 ̂ 1_1_^_ “Q---oT-. 1 -J # ^ _ m_U 
-af-rw-mi- sr--Tn TTK-fT tt* =?_Z_i _L --k? ny_ 

5) 4th string ascending: a) B7 B7(b9) B9(alt5)B7(#9/alt5) Emaj7(9/6) 

b) C-7(ll) (C-7b5) C-7 

iM+m 

C-7j}5 F7#5 (Eb9) F7(alt5) F7(bl3) Bb(add9) 

6) 4th string descending: E9(13) E9(bl3) E9 E9(b5) Amaj7 

7) 4th string ascending and descending: 

C-(ll/9/b6) 
C-7(ll/9) C-6(ll/9) C-(ll/9) F7#5(b9) F7#5(9) F7#5(#9) F7#5 Bb(add9) 

8) 5th string ascending: A13(9) A13(b5) A13 Dmaj9 
I A13sus4(9) | 
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9) 5th string descending: 

A-(add9) A-maj7(9) A-7(9) A-6(9) G(add9) Gmaj7(9) G7(9) G6(9) 



Two chromatic guide-lines on a single chord 

After playing each of the following twelve examples, prepare their chromatic guide-lines in the reverse direction 
tor ali twentv-four possible line combinations for two chromatic voices in a four-note structure. A new target or 
ending chord might be needed when lines are reversed. Before examining the following twelve examples, two 
examples of reversed guide-lines and new target chords are given; 

Parallel chromatic motion, [(2a)(3a)]; 

C7?5(b9' C9 C72 5(29) Fmaj7b5 
•e- 

h-g - 
jjg-— 

The above example in reverse direction, [(2d)(3d)]. with new ending chord; 

C7i{5(29.i C9 C7b5(b9) F6(9) 
a.__at©_o_ 

4-0 

Contrary chromatic motion, [(2d)(3a)] ; 

C7ib C7'b9i C9(S11J 
_&£_ 

VV ^ & 

F6(9) 

1“O 

The above example in reverse direction, [(2a)(3d)] , with new ending chord; 

C9(211> C7(b9) C725 F(add9) 

Tne following twelve examples display two chromatic guide-lines on a single chord; 

1) Parallel. [(2d)(3d)]: 

E 13(29) E9(i>13' E7(>9 E7; 
Am 

A ( £ 1 1 / <4 • 
U XV +* — V 

2) Contrary, [(2a)(3d)]: 

EL 27(p 13/pS'. Ed Atadd9 

3) Parallel, [(3d)(4d)]; 

. E13 E7(b 13/29) E9 E7?5(b9) A(211/9) 

4) Contrary. f(3d)(4a)]; 

E7(13/9)E7(bl3/29)E7 

■5—^ 

fe- 

5) Parallel, [(4d)(5d)]: 

G9(alt5) G7(-ll/b9) C(S1H 

§ 

6) Contrary, l(4a)(5d)]: 

G9(b5) (EJ> 

At add9) 
bbb BBBBBBB BBBt*— BWWWWi ■HH 

BB i^bbIbsbhbi hbbbbbbb BBBI 
ihWBiBHBHB BBHBR9BIBH mmSS bib 

■BB ■MBBI ■iHBBBi IMMHi ■■DljBBB BB 

in 41 
G7(alt5> C(add9 

< n_D_ 
rim 

3S 
* 
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7) Parallel, [(2d)(4d)]; 

A7b5(#9)A7b5(13/9)A7b5(bl3/b9) Dimy7 

8) Contrary, [(2a)(4d)]; 
F7(bl3/#9) 

F7(13/9) F7 Bbmaj9 

9) Parallel, [(3a)(5a)]; 

E7(alt5) (E6) E7*t5 Amaj9 

10) Contrary, [(3a)(5d)]; 

E(add9) (Ab7) E7(13/9) A6(9) 

11) Parallel, [(2d)(5d)]; 

E7#5(#9) (Ab7) E7#5(b9) A6(9) 

12) Contrary, [(2a)(5d)]; 

C7(bl3/b9) (E-6) 

i?JL fcj*. 
C7b5(b9) Fmaj7(m) 

The following example uses different combinations of strings or voices and parallel or contrary motion with two 
chromatic guide-lines; 

D-7U1/9) (F-7) D-7 G9 G7#5(b9) 

\>+- 
G13 C6(9) (C9#5) Cmaj7(9/6) 

A7#5 A13 A7(alt5) D-9 
G7sus4(b9) 

D-7?5 (D7add4.) G7b5(b9) G7(b9/alt5) C6(9 

The following example combines ascending and descending chromatic motion on any one of two strings over r 
single chord; 

D-7C11) D-7(ll) G13(#ll) G13(iUl)G7(#9/alt5) C6(9) C(#H/9) C6t9) 
(D7b5) (D9) (D6(9)) (Db6(9)) (F-6) (F-6) 

The following presents three and four parallel chromatic guide-lines on a single chord. Contrary motion w: 
many chromatic voices is much more difficult to extend over three or more different voicings on a single cix. 

The following example presents four parallel chromatic voices on a single chord, and requires a chord that when 
transposed up or down a whole-step, will still function on the original chord. The chords in between function as 
chromatic approach chords. 

E7b5 
(E7b5)_ _ 

CEb7?5) 
(Eb7b5>_ _ 

E9tt5> 
(D7b5; 

(Db7b5) 
(Db7b5) _ 

E9falt5) 
_ _ (C7b5) 

A6(9) 



The following is an example of three parallel chromatic voices; 

E9(#5) 
4#— 

-go 

E7(alt5) Amaj7(Ul/9) 

i n — 

CHROMATIC GUIDE LINES OVER CHORD CHANGES 

in this half of the chapter chromatic voices will be examined over chord changes, beginning with II V I chord 
cadences and followed by more extended musical examples. 

Three and four chromatic voices present some unique problems. Contrary motion with this many voices is difficult 
to extend over three or more chord voicings. For this reason, the contrary motion examples for three and four 
chromatic voices will be combined into a single IIVI example; II(t’nree voices) - V(four voices) -1. Some isolated 
examples of three or four contrary chromatic voices over ihe entire IIVI cadence will appear later in this chapter. 
Parallel motion for three or four chromatic voices will be attempted over a complete II V I cadence. 

Three and four chromatic guide-lines will share some voicing cadences with a few of those previously introduced 
in the Chromatic Approach Voicings chapter. The primary difference between “chromatic guide-lines'' and 
“chromatic approach voicings" over chord changes is the guide-line must be aware of chord function while the 
approach voicings need not. If a functional chord with three or four chromatic guide-lines cannot be found, a 
chromatic approach chord with no function could be used to continue a desired chromatic motion. 

One chromatic guide-line in a chord progression 

The following IIV I examples present the same chromatic line on each string or voice; 

Descending chromatic line; 

C-7 F7(b9) B?maj7 

Ascending chromatic line; 

C-7(ll; FTi'pS; B?maj7(9/6i 

2) C-7 F7(>9) 

41 C-7 F709) 

-i C-7(ll./ 

9—-e 

Bbmaj9 

B&majT 

-©- 

m 

Bsmaj 7(9/6 ■ 

-e- 
.n 

3; 
C-7(llj 

4) C-7CL1) F7(b9) Bb6(9) 
bja 
—e- 

-fr#- 

w- 
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I 

The following example presents an extended descending chromatic guide-line on the 4th string; 

C6(9) A13(b9) D-7U1/9) G7(bl3/b9) E-7b5(ll) A7#5 
-e- L_ 

w- 

D-7b5 G7(alt5) Cmaj7(#ll) 

Using the same chromatic line in the above example on various strings or voices establishes an interesting way to 
“pull-together” chords that are not voice-leading to each other. This chromatic guide-line acts like a thread holding 
these leaping voicings together: 

Cmaj9 A7(alt5) D-9 G7(bl3/b9) E-7b5(ll) A7(#9) D-7b5(ll) G7(b9) Cmaj7(13/ni) 

■ be- be- ^ be- be- 

The following is an example of octavely displacing every other note of the above chromatic guide-line. Note the 
interesting line pattern produced on the lop voice. 

Cmaj9 A9(13) D-7(ll) 
- 

G9(#5) E-7b5 
but 

A7 

l» «l 

D-7b5 

b*- 
G7#5 C(UD 

The following examples present a chromatic guide-line that ascends and descends on one string or voice, and finally 
on three strings or voices; 

1) 4th string chromatic guide-line; 

Bbmaj9 G7£5(b9; 
-e- ibe- 

C-7 F7tf5 
be- 

D-7b5 G7#5(b9) 
, bn 

C*9 F7(bl3/b9) Bt>maj9 

2) 3rd string chromatic guide-line; 

Bb6(9) G7(b9) Cm(ll) F75f5(b9> D-7b5(ll)G7(bl3/b9) C-9 F7(bl3) Bb(<ll/9) 

3) Single chromatic guide-line continued through the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th strings; 

Bbmaj9 G7S5(b9) Cm(ll) F7£5(b9) D-7b5(ll; G7(alt5) 
-e- ibe- 

C-9 F7(alt5) Bbmaj9 



Two chromatic guide-lines in a chord progression 

The following examples will present all twenty-four possible combinations of two chromatic guide-lines over a 
IIVI chord cadence. Many of these examples will also contain additional chromatic voices, some of which might 
reappear in the sections containing three or four chromatic voices. Some exercises might also contain more than one 
example of two chromatic voices. The following example will display three different two-chromatic guide-line 
combinations, [(4a)(5d)] [(2d)(4a)] [(2d)(5d)]; 

G9sus4 C7(b9/alt5) Fmaj7(9/6) 
« 

!>«- bo 

In two of the following contrary motion examples, [(3a)(4d)] and [(2d)(4a)], a progressive new approach to 
dominant resolution is introduced. In these examples, the chords that are substituting the original V7 chords, 
(Fmaj7|5 for F7 and Emaj7 for C7). contain the major 7th of those original V7 chords. The Emaj7 chord could be 
considered a “chromatic approach voicing” or an altered Cl chord with natural 7; (315 7 $ 9), while the Fmaj7| 5 
chord is a direct parallel substitute for F7; (Vmaj7$5). 

The "reason” natural 7 appears to function in a V7 capacity is its chromatic resolution tendency to the natural 5th 
of the I chord: The natural 7, (B). of Cl resolves to the natural 5th, (C), of F. This chromatic resolution is characteristic 
of “altered” V7 chords, and is probably why the natural 7 functions best with altered tensions; (b9 j|9 i>5 $5), if 
tensions are desired. 

Notice how above and below chromatic approach notes to a major triad include the guide-tones, altered tensions, 
and maior7th of that triads V7 chord; (E, Gi>) (G$, Bi>) (B, Db) are half-steps above and below an F major triad 
(F) (A) (C). Realize these notes on a Cl chord, (F’s V7 chord); 

Cl.3(E). l>5(Gl>). jf 5(G|j). t7CBt). 7(B). l>9(Db) 

*Natural 7 on dominant chords should be used in an appropriate context where this contemporary sound is desired. 

Two chromatic voices ascending in parallel motion: 
♦ 

1) C-7(ll) F785(b9) Bbmaj7(6) 2) C-7(ll) F7b5(b9) Bb(13/#ll/9) 

5) Cm(ll) F7(alt9) Bpmaj7(9/6j 6) C-7(ll) F7(b9/alt5) Bb(?ll/9) 



Two chromatic voices descending in parallel motion; 

C-9 F7(bl3/b9) Bb6(9) 2) Cm(ll/9) F7(bl3/b9) Bb(#ll/9) 

5) C-9 F7(alt5) B»maj9 6) 
C-9 

i 
PXL 

F7#5(alt9) Bb6(9) 



Two chromatic voices in contrary motion, (upper voice descends/lower voice ascends); 

1) G-9 C7(bl3/#9i Fmaj9 

!>*■ 
2) Cm(ll/9) F7(bl3/#9) Bi?maj9 

fl 

^ . D-7(ll) G7#5(b9) 

nibs®: 

Cmaj7(|lll) 

G-9 Cmaj7}}5(#9! 
(Emaj7) 

hmaj9 

5> G-7b5(bl3/9) C7(bl3/'bS) 
.p**- 

C7(alt5; F;m/S; 

4 

t I 

* 
i 

Applying two chromatic guide-lines over an extended chord progression introduces problems the single chromatic 
line did not offer. This is especially true of two contrary chromatic lines over an extended progression. 

The following example uses two parallel chromatic guide-lines over an extended progression; 

Cmaj7 
f) A 

A7bo(bSj D-7 G7b5(b9) Cmaj7 A9(13) D-7b5(bl3) G9(13) G7(bl3/b9) C(add9) 
^ u ^ 

J m W/B9JSW r^rw-F* irr . n 
-5- ~gTW —- ^* itO r yy ■ — — 

n 
—i-e- 1 -n- ■«. -r, J*- - ^4 — -■w"n.. i * u Ze- "C" 

Tne following two examples use contrary motion between two cnromaiic voices over an extenaec progression. Tr. 
imes must change strings or voices to continue tneir chromatic motion. Before displaying tnese examples, it snould 
be noted that there are only two possible contrary chromatic lines over extended chord progressions; 

11 Ascend. 1 > r1 i. £ D'1 r-- t Fi' 
1 

G: 
Descend. . B Bb A Ab 

9 
G G' F 

+ 
E E- D 

interval. 1 • J \>5 
It • 
s.^ »• b r O r% 

y 10 g i r * - 

) Ascend. r • • • V C: > t ♦ [; Dr j F Fr Q G.t 
Descend. . B;. Ap G Gp » Ep 
Interval. .. l>2 [>3 4 5 6 7 Tic 11 

Note the doubling or octave (8) in the first example and the b9th interval in the second example. If either iine is v. 
continue chromatically, it must include these interval.-.. The following example containing the b9m interval i;- 

• V 4 ^ 

supported by a hybrid chord. 
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1) (Asterisk denotes octave doubling) 

Gmaj9 E7#5(b9) A13(b5) D7(alt5) B7(alt5) *E7 A7(alt5) D7(#ll) G(#ll/9) 
tl 

2) (Asterisk denotes I? 9th interval) 

Cmaj7 A7(b9) Dm(ll) G7#5(b9) Cmaj7 A7(b9) F/Gp *B/F C(add9) 
t)SX 

The following example uses both parallel and contrary motion while also ascending and descending in one chromatic 
voice: 

G(add9) F+t9(13) Fmaj9 Bb9 E-9 E7(it9) A6(b5) D7S5W9) G6 

Three and four chromatic guide-lines in a chord progression 

Three and four chromatic guide-lines have a total of fortv-eisht different string and motion combinations. Three 
chromatic lines have eight parallel and twentv-four contrary combinations while four chromatic lines have two 
parallel and fourteen contrary combinations. 

As mentioned earlier, applying only one of the thirty-eight possible contrary combinations over more than two 
chords can be extremely difficult and in some cases impractical. For this reason, a three and a four contrary' chromatic 
line combination will be combined into one II V I chord cadence: II - (three chromatic lines ) - V - (four chromatic 
lines i - i. or II - (four chromatic lines> - V -1 three chromatic lines'; -1. Some examples will contain four chromatic 
lines between all three cadence chords. Of course, each four-chromatic line example contains at ieast one three- 

* 

chromatic line example within it. Applying a variety of the thirty-eight possible contrary chromatic combinations 
would be possible o\er an extended chord progression, and some examples will be presented later in this section. 

The eight parallel examples for three chromatic voices will be examined over the entire II V 1 cadence. The 
descending parallel example for four chromatic voices will be included in the contrary' motion examples. The 
ascending parallel example for four chromatic voices will not be included, but can easily be examined by finding 
one chord that when moved chromatically functions for each chord of the II V I cadence: 

I I o l 

D7su>4 
[D-7( 11)] 

E^sus-1 tTsus-1- 
[G7( alt9/ait5)] [Cmaj7(9/6)] 

II 
C6(9; 
[D-9] 

V 
Db6f9) D6(9 ; 
[G7($9/alt5)] [Cmaj7(jill/9;] 

Some of these examples wili produce physically awkward fingerings, and should be relocated to the top four strings 
if physically more available there 
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Descending parallel chromatic motion in three voices on a four-note structure; 

B-9 E7(b9/alt5) A6(9) 2) Gm(ll/9) C7(b9/alt5) F(#ll/9) 

3) Gm(9) C7(b9/alt5) F(m/9) 
<>+■ 

4) 
D-9 G7(b9/alt5) Cmaj9 

Ascending parallel chromatic motion in three voices on a four-note structure; 

D-7(ll) G7b5(alt9) Cmaj7(9/6) 
2) 

E-7(ll) A7(#9/alt5) Dmaj9 

3) 
D-7(ll) G7(b9/alt5) Cmaj7(9/6) 

4) 
C-7(ll) F7(b9/alt5) Bb6(9) 

The following is an example of parallel “indirect” chromatic motion using three voices. (Note the doubling); 

D-7(ll) (E-7Q1)) G735(#9) G7(b9/alt5> C6(9) 

Contrary chromatic motion in three and four voices 

The following examples will include three and four chromatic guide-lines, but will be organized in accordance with 
three chromatic lines, since thev contain twenty-four different combinations while four chromatic lines contain oniv 
fourteen combinations. Reference to individual four-line combinations will be organized and presented immediately 
foliowing these examples. 



TWO CHROMATIC LINES DESCEND WHILE ONE ASCENDS. (TWELVE COMBINATIONS) 

1) 2nd, 3rd, and 4th strings; 

a) II - (2d)(3d)(4a) - V - (2a)(3d)(4d)(5a) -1 
D-9 G7(b9/alt5) C(13/j|ll/9) 

a » i, l>e- be- 

c) II - (2d)(3a)(4d) - V - (2d)(3d)(4a)(5d) -1 

IL 

V 

D-7 G7(b9/#5) Ctadd9) 

a) II - (3d)(4d)(5a) - V - (2d)(3a)(4d)(5a) 

E-7 A7#5(b9) D(#ll) 

-I 

n io. 
V “ v* 

c) II - (2a)(3d)(4a)(5d) - V - (3d)(4a)(5d) -1 
D9sus4 Db7 C7(13/9) 

a 

b) II - (2a)(3d)(4d) - V - (2d)(3d)(4a)(5a) -1 
D-9 G7(#9/#5) C(13/#ll/9) 

jte- be- 

b) II - (2d)(3a)(4d)(5d) . v - (3a)(4d)(5d) -1 

3) 2nd, 3rd, and 5th strings; 
a) n - (2d)(3d)(5a) - V - (2d)(3a)(4a)(5d) -1 

G-9 C7(b9/alt5) F(13/#ll/9) 

^_J5jD_ I 
* i p. 

c) II - (2d)(3a)(5d) - V - (2a)(3d)(4d)(5a) -1 
G-7 C7b5(#9) F6(9) 

— -i>n £1 
9—& 

frtr 

4) 2nd, 4th, and 5th strings; 

a) II - (2d)(4d)(5a) - V - (3d)(4d)(5d) -1 

C-7(ll) F7b6(b9) BomajT 
b. 

a z m 

i f 

Vw 

I) 

ti 

b) H - (2a)(3d)(5d) - V - (2d)(3d)(4d)(5a) -1 
G-7 C7(bl3/b9) F(add9) 

V V 

£1 

b) II -(2a)(4d)(5d) - V - (2a)(4a)(5a) -1 

0-7(11/9) F7 (b 9/ alt 5) Bb6(9) 
, rcl bo. 

§ % i 

SECT 
}—©• 

c) II - [(2d)(4a)(5d)](3d) - V - (2a)(3d)(4a)(5a)-1 
G-9 C7b5(l>9) F(m/9> 
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TWO CHROMATIC LINES ASCEND WHILE ONE DESCENDS. (TWELVE COMBINATIONS) 

1) 2nd, 3rd, and 4th strings; 

a) II - (2a)(3d)(4a) - V - (2a)(3d)(4d)(5d) -1 bUI - (2d)(3a)(4a) - V - (2d)C3d)(4d)(5d) -1 
D-7(ll/9) G7(b9/alt5) C6(9) D-7 G7(b9/alt5- C(add9) 

c) II - I2a)(3a)(4d) - V - I2a)(3dX4a)(5d) -1 
D-9 G7()J9) Cmaj7(Sll) 

2) 3rd. 4th, and 5th strinas: 

a) Ii - [(3a)(4a)(5d)](2d; - V - (2a)(3aX4d)(5a) -1 b) II - [(3d)(4a)(5a)](2a> - V - (2a)(3a)(4d)<5a) - i 

G-9 C7b5(£9 > FmaiS D-7(ll/S^ G7#5(b9) 

c) II - [f3a)(4d)(5a)](2a> - v - (2a)(3d)<4d)(5a) -1 

D-9 G7(b9/alt5j C(#ll; 

3) 2nd, 3rd, and 5th strings; 

a) II - (2a)(3a)(5d) - V - (2d)(3a)(4a)(5a) -1 
r\ 
Kj C7i*5(3S Fmai7(i?ll/9' 

c) II - [(2a)(3d)(.5a)](4a,.. v - i-a){3d;i4ah5u. -I 

G-9 C7(b9/alt5) Ffill) 

b) II - (2d)(3a)(5a) - V - (2a)(3a)(4a)(5d) -1 

G-9 C7(S9/alt5; Fmaj7fiiil, 

4) 2nd, 4tn. and 5th strings; 

a) II - [(2a)(4a)(5d)](3a) - V - <2d)<3dK4dI -1 b) II - (2dX4a>(5a) - v - (3d)(4d)(5d> -1 
G-9 C7(bl3/+t9) Fmai7f9/6) C-7(ll) F70>13/bS; B>(13/ni/9 

c) II - (2a)(4d)(5a) - v - (2a)!'3aK4d!('5d) - 

C-7(ll) F7(alt.) B?maj7 
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The following will organize the four chromatic guide-line examples already presented for easy individual reference. 
Each of the fourteen four-line combinations will be listed along with the three-line combination it can be found under. 

1) Four descending chromatic lines; (2d)(3d)(4d)(5d) refer to (2d)(3a)(4a) 

2) Contrary: three descending chromatic lines while one ascends; 
(2a)(3d)(4d)(5d) refer to (2a)(3d)(4a) 
(2d)(3a)(4d)(5d) refer to (3a)(4d)(5d) 
ttd)(3d)(4a)(5d) refer to (2d)(3a)(4d) 
(2d)(3d)(4d)(5a) refer to (2a)(3d)(5d) 

3) Contrary, three ascending chromatic lines while one descends; 
(2d)(3a)(4a)(5a) refer to (2a)(3a)(5d; 
(2a)(3d)(4a)(5a) refer to (2d)(4a)(5d) 
(2a)(3a)(4d)(5a) refer to (3a)(4a)(5d) 
(2a)(3a)(4a)(5d) refer to (2d)(3a)(5a) 

4) Contrary: two ascending and two descending chromatic lines; 
(2d)C3d)(4a)(5a) refer to (2a)(3d)(4d) 
(2a)(3a)(4d)(5d) refer to (2a)(4d)(5a) 
(2d)(3a)(4a)(5d) refer to (2d)(3d)(5a) 
(2a)(3d)(4d)(5a) refer to (3a)(4d)(5a) 
(2d)(3a)(4d)(5a) refer to (3dH4d)f5a) 
(2a)(3d)(4a)(5d) refer to (2a)(3a)(4d) 

The following three and four contrary chromatic line combinations extend over the entire IIVI cadence. Additional 
string and motion combinations are possible, but in many cases require “doublings” or seventh-width sized voicings. 
Some of the following examples will include such voicings. 

1) (2a) (3d) (4a); 

F7#5(alt9) 
Cm(ll/9) Bbmaj7(9/6) 

AMi 

2) (2a)(3d)(4d); 

Dm(add9) G7(b9/alt5)C(Ul) 

II 

3)(2d)(3a)(4d); 

D7(b9/alt5) 
A-7(ll/9) G6(9) 

4 

4*1 

II 

4) (3a)(4d)(5a); cml/9) 

D-7(ll)G7(b9/'alto; 

5)(3a)(4d)(5d); 

c-& : B?mai7(J 11. 

6) (2d)(3a)(5d); 

E-9 A7(s9/alt5) Bma;9 

i 
tMir 

ill 

7) (2a)(4d)(5a); 

E-9 A7£5(t>9)Dmaj7(£ll,' 

h)(2a)(4d)(5d); 
B?maj7(*ll/S; 

C-9 F735(alt9) 

9) (2a)(3a)(4d :-a); 

D-9 G7(b9/aLo) C(511/9 

Ml 

10) (2a)(3d)(4d)(5a); ! 1> f2d)(3a)(4a)(5d): 

D-9 G7(b9/alt5) C(jtll) Gm(li;9)C7(alt)Fmai7(9/6) 
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The following example uses three chromatic guide-lines with a single common tone over an extended chord 
progression; 

Fmaj9 D7b5(b9) Gm(ll/9) C7#5(#9) Fmaj7(#ll) D7(b9/alt5) Gm(ll/9) C7(b9/alt5) F6(9) 

bn bn 
t i bn $2l be- BO 

7 

The following example uses three and four chromatic guide-lines over an extended progression; 

B?maj9 

J f 
G7b5(b9) 

bn 
C7(b9) 

bn 

F7H5(b9) 

b-baM- 

D7b5 

be- 
RinO 

G735 

■ bo_ 
—— 

C7(alt5) 

-,^Q_ 

F7b5 

11©- 

Bb(add9) 

ka. 

-e- -3 ©- —fr-e- 1 6jO —*44$- u u 
tv — 

The remaining examples are IIV I cadences that contain a variety of chromatic guide-line combinations. 

1) Top two voices descend chromatically while 2) II - (2d)(3d)(4d) - V - (2d)(3a)(4a)(5a) -1; 
bottom two voices have indirect chromatic motion; 

D-7 G7(alt) Cmaj7 D-7 G7(b9/alt5) C(add9> 

3) II - (3a)(4d) - V - (3a)(4a)(5d) -1; 

D-7(ll) G7b5(b9) C6(9) 

4) n - (3d)(4a) - V - (3d)(4a)(5d) -1; 

Dm(ll/9) G7#5(#9) Cmaj9 
In n 

fr-e 

5) II - (2d)(3d)(4d) - V ; 
D-7 G13(b9) Cmaj9 

(E7) 

6) n - (2a)(3a)(4a) - V - (2a)(3a)(4d)(5a) -1; 

G-7(ll/9) C7b5(b9) F6(9) 
(D-7) (Gb7) 

7) (2d)(3d)(4a)(5d); 8) II - (3d)(5d) - V - (2a)(5d) -1; 

G9sus4 C7(b9/alt5) 

ina- 
-S|l == 

S?0- 

F9(13) C9(alt5) Fmaj7(6) 

9) V - (3a)(4a)(5a) -1; 

D-7#5(ll) G7(llll/b9) C-6(9) 
Bb6(9) 

j - - 
-Q-n 
-. O - ■ t 

A S>0»J-- 

D O V V 
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« 

Although the following exercise contains some three and four chromatic guide-line examples, the most interesting 
element is the contrary motion produced by the top voice and the chord roots. Since some of the drop 2 type voicings 
contain no root, sing or record-and-playback the roots while playing the exercise. 

E-7 Eb7sus4 D-9 Db9(13) Cmaj7 

Vc 
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Chapter Twenty-Seven. 
Triad over Bass Voicings 

This chapter will explore all inversions of major and minor triads on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th strings while non-triadic 
notes are placed on the 5th string. Omitting the three notes of the triad being used leaves nine possible bass notes 
underneath the triad. The following will organize these bass notes inten-allically in relation to one major or minor 
triad; 

\>2 2 b3 or 3 4 #4 b6 6 1.7 7 

Above in relation to C major and C mi no- triads; 

C/Di* C/D C/El. C/F C/Fji C/A\> C/A C/B I. C/B 

Cm/Db Cm/D Cm/E Cm/F Cm/Fjj Cm/Al? Cm/A Cm/Bl> Cm/B 

The following will organize major and minor triads inter\>allicaliy in relation to one bass note; 

b2 2 b? 3 

Above in relation to a C bass note; 

5 1.6 QT 6 1.7 7 

Db/C D/C Eb/C E/r FilC i • G/C A/C Bb/C 

Dbm/C Dm/C Ebm1C Em/C F^fnv'C Gm/C At. m/C Bbm/C 

B/C 

bm/C 

The above chords consist of both hybrid chords and 7th chord inversions. The five chords containing the bass notes; 
1.2, 2, 1.3 or 3, 4, and |4 of the given triad are hybrid chords while the remaining/owr chords containing the bass 
notes; 1.6, 6, 1.7, and 7 of the given triad are specific inversions, (root and third inversions), of 7th chords. The 
following lists the 7th chord inversions; 

C/Ab = Abmaj7#5 C/A = A-7 C/Bb=C7 C/B = Cmaj7 

Cm/At. = At>maj7 Cm/A = A-71.5 Cm/Bt> = C-7 Cm/B = C.-maj7 

With the exception of those containing 1.9th intervals, all of these structures, (hybrid chords and 7th chord 
inversions',, have been previously introduced as specific inversions of different chords. The following will show the 

4 • ♦ W 

first chord that introduced each hybrid structure, (minus those structures containing !>9th intervals): 

C/Db = A7(|9) C/D = E-715 

Cm/Dp = A7b 5( it 9 Cm/E = F2 7( I3/5 1 l/i.9 > 
* H 

C/F = G13(sus4) 

Cm/F = Et>6(9)[l 3 6 9] 

in past cnapters, those voicings containing 1> 9th intervals were avoided. Because of the unique sound of hybrid chords 
and upper-structure triads , the 1.9th interval will be made available to them in this chapter. Since these structures 
often imply two different sounds or chords within one voicing, the 1.9th interval produces less dissonance than it 

harmonic 
---------- ^ W «/ 

intervals: 
C/Eb C/F 'i C/B Cm/D Cm/Fii Cm/B 

it is interesting to note that of the eighteen major and minor structures presented: 

Six are 7th chord inversions, (minus 1.9th intervals): 
C/Al. C/A C/B? Cm/Ab Cm/A Cm/Bb 

Six are hybrid chords, (minus t>9th intervals); 
C/D b C/D C/F Cm/Dl. Cm/E Cm/F 

Six are structures containing b9tn intervals- 
C/Eb OF{ C/B Cm/D Cm/F# Cm/B 
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Again, because of the unique sound these structures contain, and the limit of available voicings within this text’s 
framework, the outside voicing width of a major 7th will be included. This might pose some voice-leading problems 
when integrated with drop 2 voicing widths, but the “sound” and “style” will often circumvent a temporary lack of 
voice-leading. The width of a l?7th will still be avoided. 

There are six different structures that contain a major 7th width on one of their inversions; 

C/Db C/F C/Ai>(Abmaj7*5j Cm/Db Cm/E Cm/Ab (Abmaj7) 

-n-r ff-—— 

-m- 

1 n if i * 

-Li-L 
-1 <o li 

_Li_ 

-trQ- 
-fr#-- 

sr i;o° - 

i 

*Cm/D[> will be omitted due to the awkward fingering produced on the middle four strings of the guitar. This voicing 
is quite comfortable on the top four strings. 

The following views the remaining five structures containing a major 7th width from a common bass note; 

C/F A/F(Fmaj7#5) C#m/F Am/F(Fmaj7) 

m 
2BEE 

Four structures; C/A, Cm/A, Cm/Ai>, and Cm/B i>, will be omitted from the eighteen major and minor structures 
presented due to their limited use in a hybrid or upper-structure environment. These structures lack the “dual” quality 
the remaining structures contain, and seem to demand their “singular” identity; 

C/A = A-7 Cm/A = A-7i>5 CmMi = Ai>maj7 Cm/B 1? = C-7 or E \>6 
* 

They may reappear as triad-over-bass structures when these specific inversions are desired. Triad-over-bass notation 
may also be more appropriate when the surrounding chords are notated that way as well. The following is an example 
of the triad-over-bass notation being most appropriate; 

C/F E/F G/E F|/E F/D E/D Em/C 

(E-7) (D-7) (Cmaj7) 

We now have a total of fourteen structures that will be examined in this chapter; 

C/Dp C/D C/Et C/F C/F | C/A I? Cfh\> C/B 

Cm/Dt Cm/D Cm/E Cm/F Cm/Ff . Cm/B 

The following inversions for each structure will be used; 

Cm/Db Cm/D Cm/E Cm/F Cm/F* Cm/B 
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This section will begin by examining each structure as a root inversion chord. This will produce a few rather 
incomplete chords as well as some structures that are best used in a “modal” context. 

Major; 

C/Dl> = Di>0maj7 C/D = D9( sus4) C/Et = E^13(l>9) 
C/F = Fmaj7(9) or F-maj7(9) C/FS = F#7l>5(f>9) or F#-7l>5(l>9) 
C/At> = Aknaj7#5 C/Bb = BK13/|ll/9) “ C/B = Bsus4('bl3/l>9) or B phrygian 

Minor: 

Cm/Dp = Dknaj7|>5(9) Cm/D = D7sus4([>9) Cm/E = E°maj7(i>13) or E-maj7(l>13) 
Cm/F = F9 or F-9 Cm/F# = F#(13/#ll/P9) Cm/B = B(l>13/1>9) 

Although considering the bass note as the root produces some interesting chords, the most useful chords are often 
found on different roots other than the bass note. This concept introduces the “dual” quality these structures offer 
and begins examination of true upper-structure triads; triads over 7th chords. When a different root other than the 
bass note and triad is chosen, a chord is implied underneath the triad and the bass note now becomes a chord tone 
or tension on this lower chord structure and is subject to that structures Low Interval Limits. Since the chosen root 
is not part of the voicing, it should be recorded-and-played-back or sung while playing the voicing in order to hear 
the function of the voicing in relation to the root. 

The following hybrid chord is examined for its upper-structure possibilities; 

C/F. F C E G 
(Assumed root) till (Singular-structure) (Upper-structure) 
D. l>3 \>1 9 11 D-7(ll/9) C over D-7 
G. l>7 4 13 1 G13sus4 CoverG7sus4 
B|>. 5 9 |11 13 Bkl3/ill/9) C overBknaj7 orBl>7 
E. \>9 |5 1 19 E7(alt9/|5) CoverE7(l>9) 
A. I>13 #9 5 f>7 A7(U3/|9) C over A7(l>13) 

Again, it is important to know what the bass note is in relation to each new root. The above structures range, (F located 
on the 5th string), will satisfy L.I.L. for all of the new roots listed. If this structure were placed lower, for example 
F/Bk L.I.L. would allow only the new root that produced the 5th in the bass; Ekl3/| 11/9). and of course the root 
inversion Bknaj7(9). 

The following will examine all the new root possibilities, (minus those structures containing t>9th intervals), each 
structure will afford. Only the root inversion, which has already been presented, will be used on structures containing 
a l?9th interval. 

The following structures, minus the C/F structure already presented, will be examined; 

C/Ap C/Bl? C/D C/Dp Cm/Db Cm/E Crn/r 

The root inversions, which have also been examined, will be included in the following models as well. 

C/Al?. Ab C E G 
(Assumed root) ! l 1 1 1 (Singular-structure) ( Upper-structure) 
At. 1 3 |5 7 Abmaj7|5 C over A1? 
F. l>3 5 7 9 F-maj7(9) C over F-maj7 
D. lo i>7 9 11 D-7 [>5(11/9) C over D-7 i>5 
E. 'X 115 1 #9 

1 

E7(H9/jl5) C over E7 
b!>. \>~ 9 #11 13 Bb7(13/Jf 11/9) C over B \>1 
G. l>9 

A 

4 13 1 G13sus4(|>9) C over G7sus4([>9) 
C. l>13 

4 1 5 C7(t>13) C over p13 

>*c 
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G C/D. 
(Assumed root) 
D. 
E. 
A. 
C. 
G. 
Bb. 
F. 

n. 

Ab. 

D C E 
I I I 
I \>1 9 4 
9 $5 1 b3 
II b3 5 \>7 
9 13 5 
5 4 13 1 
3 9 #11 13 
6 5 7 9 

5 1.5 1.7 1.9 
5 3 #5 7 

(Singular-structure ) 
D9sus4 
E-7#5 
A-7(l1) 
C(add9) 
G13sus4 or G-6(ll) 
Bt>(l 3/it 11/9) 
Fmaj 7 (9/6) 
F#7(b9/alt5) 
Abmaj7(alt5) 

( Upper-structure ) 
C over Dsus4 
C over E-7b5 
C over A-11 
C over 9 
C over G7sus4 or Gm 
C over Bbmaj7 or Bp7 
C over F6 or F-6 
Cover F#7b5 
C over Abmaj7lo 

c/Db. Db c E G 
(Assumed root) 1 i 1 1 ( Singular-structure ) ( Upper-structure) 
Db. 1 7 l>3 1,5 Dt?°(maj7) C over Db ° 
A. #9 5 l>7 A7(# 91 C over A7 
Eb. \>1 13 l>9 3 Ebl3(b9) C over E \>1 
c. \>9 1 5 C7(l>9) C over l>9 
Gb. 111 b? b9 G|>7(# 11/1,9) C over G|>7 

C/Bb. B\> C E G 
(Assumed root) 1 i i 1 (Singular-structure ) ( Upper-structure) 
B\>. 1 9 |H 13 Bl>(13/# 11/9) C over Bl>maj7 or B\>1 
A. \>9 #9 5 b7 A7(alt9) C over A7([>9) 
At. 9 3 |5 7 Abmaj7#5(9) C over Abmaj9 
G. b3 11 6 1 G-601) C over Gm 
Gb. 3 fH b7 i>9 Gl>7(|ll/l>9) C over Gb7 
F. 11 5 1 9 A F-maj7(ll/9) C over Fmf 11) 
E. o >13 1 b3 E-7|>5(l>13) C over E-7t>5 « 
E. >5 >13 1 b3 E°(bl3) C over E ° 
E. b5 1 19 | • E7(#9/alt5) C over E7 [>5 
Eb. 5 13 b9 3 Ebl3(b91 C over Eb7 
D. bl3 i 9 1] D-7j>5( 1,13/11/9) A C over D-7l>5(l>13) 
Db. b b7(6 

9 r «•. H i . ?' Dr> ~maj~ C over Db °" 
C. b? i 3 Cl C over 1>7 

Cm/D?. Dp r~ % 
w E~ 

(Assumed root) i 1 1 i (Singular-structure) / Upper-siructure) 
Db. 1 

< 

! 9 b5 Dbmaj7b5(9) Cm over Dbmaj7 
^. 

A P *?:■ 
b7 A7b5(#9) Cm over A7 

Eb. 
b7 1 3 

> 
4. Ebl3 Cm over E|>7 

Bb. 
b3 9 11 6 Bt>-6( 11/9) Cm over Bbm 

G. b5 11 bl3 1 G-7b5(bl3/m Cm over G-7b5 
C. b9 1 #9 

1 1 
5 C7(alt9) Cm over b9 

Gb. 
5 & 1i M A - 

4 V 

13 b9 Gb7ri3/ill/b9) Cm over Gb7 
F. b!3 * 

J VI 9 F9(b13) Cm over F7(bl3) 
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Cm/F. 
(Assumed root) 
F. 
El>. 
C. 
At. 
Dt. 
Bt. 
Bt. 
G. 
A. 
A. 
B. 

F 
i 
1 
9 

(Singular-structure ) 
F9 or F-9 
E 1,6(9) 
Cm(ll) 
Atmaj7(6) 
Dtmaj7(# 11/9) 
B|>7sus4(13/9) 
Bt-6(ll/9) 
G-7t5(t 13/11) 
A-7t5(tl3) 
A7(#9/alt5) 
B7(b9/alt5) 

( Upper-structure) 
Cm over F7 or F-7 
Cm over E[>(add9) 
Cm over 11 
Cm over A|>6 
Cm over Di>maj7 
Cm over B|>7sus4 
Cm over Btm 
Cm over G-7|>5 
Cm over A-715 
Cm over A7|5 
Cm over B7[>5 

Cm/E. E c E[> G 
(Assumed root) 1 i 1 1 ( Singular-structure) ( Upper-structure) 
E. 1 [>13 7 

! 
!>-' E°maj7d>13) Cm over E ° 

E. 1 13 7 [>3 E-maj7(]>13) Cm over Em 
A. *9 | % an i>7 A7(|ll/#9) Cm over A7 
C. 3 

f 
1 I9 C7($9) Cm over Cmajor 

e(>. t9 13 1 3 Ei>13(l>9) Cm over E[>7 

n. \n |n 13 [>9 F#7(13/jll/|>9) Cm over F| 7 

We have now completed isolating any one hybrid structure or 7th chord inversion and examining all the enharmonic 
chordal functions it contains. Another approach, (and perhaps more useful), would start with a basic 7th chord and 
determine all the upper-structure triads and consequent hybrid voicings and 7th chord inversions it would contain. 
After establishing a desired upper-structure triad over a basic 7th chord, construction of different hybrid chords and 
7th chord inversions is possible by using the chord tones and tensions of the basic 7th chord below the established 
upper-structure triad. 

The following will examine the different hybrid chords and 7th chord inversions produced from the most common 
upper-structure triads over the most basic 7th chords. II - V -1 chord cadence examples will display each hybrid 
and 7th chord inversion discovered. All examples will use a common “C” root for the basic 7th chords. If this key 
produces L.I.L. problems, (tension 9 in the bass for example;, that exercise will be transposed to satisfy L.I.L. 
Although listed, the “obvious” 7th chord inversions will not receive II - V -1 examples. Also listed will be all the 
structures that contain a t>9th interval, while only their root inversions will receive a II - V -1 example. Additional 
inversions containing the I?9th interval will be examined under the dominant chord examples. Since dominant chords 
generally contain dissonance by their nature, the b9th interval is more readily accepted on these chords. The t»9th 
interval might be easier to accept on tonic or sub-dominant functions if the surrounding chords contain similar triad- 
over-bass voicings. 

*Some of the following examples will have already been presented in part or whole under previous chapters. 

The available upper-structure triads to any single 7th chord type will be notated in Roman Numerals. Immediately 
following the triads numeral, in parenthesis, will be the tensions or chord tones that upper-structure triad forms on 
the original 7th chord. For example; Vm (5 \>1 9).is a Gm upper-structure triad over a C7 chord and it contains 
the 5th(G), l>7th(Bi>), and 9th(D) of C7. 
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MAJOR 7th CHORD 

Available Upper-Structure Triads: II (9 $11 13) V (5 7 9) VIIm(7 9$ll) 

1) II over Imaj7; D over Cmaj7 

Chord tones in bass; D/C (D7) D/E D/G D/B (B-7) 
Tensions cannot appear in bass because they are already contained in upper-structure triad. 

a) D-9 G7(#9/alt5) D/C b) D-7(ll) G+7(b9) D/E 
C6(jfll/9) C6(||ll/9) 

c) D-9(ll) G+7(#9) D/G 
C/F Eb/F C6(#ll/9) 

d) G-7(ll) F#7 G/E 
F#/E Fmaj7(13/ni/9) 

2) VoverImaj7; GoverCmaj7 

Chord tones in bass; G/C G/E (E-7 or Cmaj9) 
Tensions in bass; G/A G/F$ (I?9th interval) 

a) D-9 Gmaj7(alt5) G/C 
B/Db Cmaj9 

b) D-7(ll) 
F/G 

G7(alt9) G/A 
Cmaj7(9/6) 

TT%1 
*i»i 

* Note the maj7th on the above V7 chord. This will be further examined under the dom7 chords in this chapter. 

3) Vllm over Imaj7; Bm over Cmaj7 

Chora tones in bass; Bm/C Bm/E Bm/G (Gmaj7) 
Tensions in bass: Bm/A (B-7' 

a) D-9 G7(#9/alt5) Bm/C b) D-9 G+7 Bm/E — 

Cmaj9(^ll) Cmaj9(#ll) 

C' D-9 G7sus4(b9) Bm/G(Cmaj9#ll) d) D-7( 11) G7sus4(b9) Bm/A 
Fmaj7_Gmaj7 Cmaj 7(13/311/9) 
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MINOR 7th CHORD 

Available Upper-Structure Triads: IV (11 13 1) {dorian} Ilm (9 11 13) {dorian} VII (t>7 9 11) Vm(5|>7 9) 

1) IV over 1-7; F over C-7 

Chord tones in bass; F/E|? (F7) F/G F/B|> 
Tension 9 in the bass will be avoided due to the potential l>9th interval. 

This complete structure; F major triad over C-7, produces a specific modal dorian chord. When isolating the three 
possible triad-over-bass voicings. only the one containing the t>7th in the bass (F/B I?) dictates a modal dorian voicing. 

&) D-7(ll) G13(b9) F/El> b) D-7b5 G13(b9) F/G 
E/D C-6(ll) E/F C-6(ll) 

c) A-7b5(bl3) D7b5Cb9) C/F 
Cm/F Ab/Gb G-7G3/11) 

2) l> VII over 1-7; B[> over C-7 

Chord tones in bass; Bi>/C Bl</E[> B[>/G (G-7) 
Tensions in bass; Bl?/A {dorian} (contains \>9th interval) 

a) D-9 G+7(#9) Bl>/C b) D-9(ll) G7(bS/alt5) b!>/E|> 
C-9(ll) C/D Affm/Db C-9(ll) 

c) D-7b5 G7(b9) Bl>/G(C-9(ll)'' 

3) Ilm over 1-7; Dm over C-7 

Chord tones in bass; Dm/C(D-7) Dm/Ep Dm/G Dm/Bp (Bt>maj7) 
Tensions are not available in bass. 

a) F£-7b5(ll) B+7(b9) Fjiin/E b) D-7b5(ll) G7(m/b9' Dm/E^ 
Em(13/ll/9) Cm(13/ll/9) 

c) D-7b5 G7(alt9) Dm/G 
Bb7 Cm(13/ll/9) 

d) A-7b5(bl3) D+7(#9) Am/F 
F9 Bb/Gb G-7C13/11/9) 
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4) Vin over 1-7; GmoverC-7 

Chord tones in bass; Gm/C Gm/Eb (EI?maj7 or C-9) 
Tensions in bass; Gm/F (G-7) Gm/A {dorian} (contains b9th interval) 

a) D-9(ll) G7(alt5) Gm/C b> D-9 G+7(b9) Gm/F 
C/D Eb+7 C-9 C-9(ll) 

MINOR 71,5 CHORD 

Tension \>9 on a min7i>5 chord will be introduced for the first time. It must be used in an appropriate context. 
Tensions 1,9, natural 9, and 11 will be avoided in the bass. Tensions 9 and 11 produce potential 1,9th intervals 
when placed in the bass. 

Available Upper-Structure Triads: 1,VII (1,7 9 11) [,VI (1,13 1 1,3) IVm(ll i, 13 1) 

(.contain 1,9th interval); 1,11(1,9 111,13) l,V (1,5 1,7 1,9) bVIIm (b7 b9 11) 

1) bVII over 1-71,5; Bb over C-%5 

Chord tones in bass; Bb/C B 1,/El, Bb/Gb (most characteristic) 
Tensions in bass; B 1,/A 1, (B b 7) 

a) Bb/C F13(b9) Bbm(ll) b) Bb/Eb F7(b9/alt5) Bb-6(ll/9) 

c) Bb/Gb F+(b9) Bb-9(11) d) Bb/Ab F+7(b9) Bb-9 
C-7b5(ll/9) G?-maj7 F-7 C-7b5(bl3/ll/9) 

2) bVI over I-7t?5; AboverC-7i^ 

Chord tones in bass; Ab/Gb (Gb?) Ab/Bb 
Tensions not available in bass 

a) Ab/Gb 
C-7b5(bl3) 

a i be- 

F+7(b9) 

be- 

b) Eb/F 
G-7b5(bl3) 

C+7(#9) F-maj9 
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3) IVm over 1-71? 5; Fm over C-7^5 

Chord tones in bass; Fm/Eb (F-7) 
Tensions not available in bass 

a) Fm/Eb F7b5(b9) Bb-maj9 
C-7b5(bl3/ll) B7 F/Db 

cl Cm/F C+7(£9) 
G-7b5(bl3/ll) Ab/E 

F-6 

Fm/Gb Fm/Bb 

b) Fm/Gb F13(b9) 
C-7b5(bl3/ll) D/Eb 

Bb-6(9) 

4) b II over 1-71? 5; Db over C-7b5 

Chord tones in bass: Db/C 

0 Gb/F Bb7(#9) 

F-7b5(bl3/ll/b9) Bpii^D 

Eb-maj7 

c) Db/Gb F(b9) 
C-7b5(bl3/ll/b9) F/Gb 

Bb-6 

Db/Eb Db/Gb Db/Bb (Bb-7) 

b) Db/Eb F7b5(b9) 

C-7b5(bl3/ll/b9)B(ni) 

Bb-6(9 

d) Gb/Eb Bb+7(#9) 

F-7b5(b 13/11/b9) Gb/D 

c) Gb/Ab F7(b9) 
C-7b5(bl3/b9) 

Lko. ko. 

Bb-7(11) 

-s - 

5) bV over 1-7b5; Gb over C-7b5 

Chord tones in bass; 
Tensions in bass; 

) Gb/C F13(b9> 
C-7b5(b9) D/C 

Gb/C 
Gb/Ab 

Bbm(ll) 

Gb/Eb (Eb-7) 

bl Gb/Ep 
C-7p5(b9; 

F7bo Bp-mai9 
F/Dp 

A A_i bo 

6) bVIIm over 1-7b5: BbmoverC-7b5 

Chord tones in bass 
Tensions in bass; 

a) Bbm/C F7(alt5) 

C-7b5(ll/b9) C*t+7 

Bbm/C Bbm/Eb 
Bbm/Ab (Bb-7) 

Bbm/Gb (Gbmaj7) 

Bb-7 b) Bbm/Eb F+7 
C-7b 5(11/b 9) 

Bb-9(11) 
Ab/Db 

nJ ircr 
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c) B|>m/Gl> F13(b9) 

C-7b5(ll/b9) D/F 

Bb-6 d) Gm/F D7(b9/alt5) G-6(9) 
A-7b5(bl3/ll/b9) 

MINOR 6 and MINOR (maj7) CHORDS 

Available Upper-Structure Triads: V (5 7 9) IV (11 6(13} 1) Ilm (9 11 13{6}) 

* Tension 9 in bass will be avoided. 

1) V over 1-6; G over C-6 

Chord tones in bass; G/C G/Ep (Ei>maj7§5) G/A 
Tensions in bass; G/F (G7).As was done in the Tensions 9 & 11 chapter, this structure will be 

avoided as a C-maj7(l 1/9) chord due to its “ambiguous” function. 

a) D-7b5 G7(alt5) 

Eb+7 

G/C 
C- maj9 

o 
91% 

Vxj 

b) D-7b5(9) G7(b9/alt5) G/Ej> 
E+7 Ai>m/Db C-maj9 

c) B-7b5(ll) E+7(alt9) 
C/F 

E/F# 
A-maj7(9/6) 

2) TV over I-maj7; F over C-maj7 

Chord tones in bass; F/Ei> and F/G examples can be found under “MINOR 7th CHORD" in this chapter. 
F/B contains a t>9th interval and will not be examined for its C minor function. It is examined for its min7i?5 
and dom7 functions under those chord headings. 

3) Ilm over Tmaj7; Dm over C-maj7 

Chord tones in bass; Dm/C. Dm/Er, and Dm/h examples can be found under “MINOR 7th CHORD" 
in this chapter. Dm/B (B-7 \> 5) will be presented, but will be transposed to Am/F|. Like the previous structui 
G/F. which was being usea as a C-mai7f 11 /9i chord. Am/F| produces an amiguous function when used as 
a G-maj7(13/l 1/9) chord, forming G minor s complete V9 chord; (D9). 

A-7bo D+7(it9) Am/FS(G-mai7(13/ll/9)) 
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DOMINANT 7th CHORD 

Available Major Upper-Structure Triads: 

II 1>III *111 tv tvi VI *VII 

Available Minor Upper-Structure Triads: 

tllm tlllm tVm Vm 4 Vim Vim 

""These triads contain the major 7th of the original dom 7 chord and will be supported by altered tensions. 

Tensions f 9 and 13 will be avoided in the bass while tension 9 will appear in the bass. 
Tension 9 in the bass should be used cautiously. 

As mentioned earlier, different inversions containing the t9th interval will be examined on dominant chords with 
a V7 function. The following is a list of those structures containing the \> 9th interval and functioning as a “C7” chord; 

Major: El?/Gb % 
Minor; Dbm/C 

E/G 

D^m/G 

E/Bb Ff/C 

Gl>m/C 

aI>/g A/C B/Bt 

Gm/Fjf Atm/G Alm/Bt> 

Note that only three major and three minor structures are used; 

1) Major triad over >3rd; 
2) Major triad over ^5th; 
3) Major triad over 7th; 

E\>/G\> 
ETB\> 
a\>/g 

E/G 
Fi/C 
Bm 

AJC 

1) Minor triad over 7th; 
2) Minor triad over l>5th; 
3) Minor triad over 9th: 

Dtm/C 
Dbm/G 
A^m/Bl? 

Gm/Ff 
G^m/C 

A^m/G 

1) II over 17; D over C7 (Tensions not available in bass) 

Chord tones in bass; D/C (D?1) D/E D/G D/Bl> IB!>maj7jj5> 

Tensions 9,111, and 13 appear most commonly on Sub V chords 
will use these tensions on V7 chores, producing an interesting if 

in a dominant capacity. The following examples 
not unexnected V7 sound 

a) A/D Fjf/E B/E 
B-9C11) E7(13/#ll/9' Amaj7(13/Wl/9) 

_fl_J?*-*_ 

b) G-7(ll) 

_Q_ 

D/E 
C7(13/m/9. 
__ 

C/F 
FmajS 

m 
e 

c) D/G B/E 
E-9(llj A7(13/{tll/S; 

A/D 
Dmai9 

d~> D-9 A/F C(add9) 
G7(13/ni/9) 

* • 

£1 

e- 
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2) i>III over 17; El> over Cl 

Chord tones in bass; EkC (C-7) 
Tensions in bass; E|?/D^ (E|>7) 

a) C-9 At/F Bbmaj7 

eI?/e 
E\>/A\> E\>/G\> (contains \>9th interval) 

F/Bb 

G-9(ll) 

E\>fE 

C7(#9) 

C/F 

Fmaj9 

ijgEr 
-xGr- 

c) C-9 Ai>/Gi> 
F7(alt9) 

i l>o 

90 

Bt>maj9 

1 

d( D/G C/F E/Ftf 
E-9(ll) A7(bl3/#9) D(13/#ll/9) 

i . 

Jj 

e) F/G 
G-9(ll) 

Et/Gt 
C7(#ll/#9) 

^56 

C/F 
Fmaj9 

==jfe: 
t* 

n 
fi 

3) III over 17; E over C7 

Chord tones in bass; E/C (Cmaj‘7# 5) 
Tensions in bass; EJD\> (D[>-7) 

E/G E/B[> 
E/F| 

a) C/F B/G D/G 
D-9(ll) Gmaj7#5 C(13/#ll/9) 

b) G-9 E/G C/F 
C7(bl3/maj7) Fmaj9 

-9-rt- -#R- 

4-^r— 48. ~ = 
_Li_i 

0 ■ —\ 
%> 

c) c/F B/F C( add? 
D-9(ll) G+7(maj7) 

- 
_Q_n 
-&r«e- 

- VS— " 
vy o BO ■ -e-J- 

d! 0-9(11'! A/Fir F/G 
F-r7(b9/maj7) Bt>maj9(6j 

fr 

e) G-9 E/Ff C/F 
C7alt5(maj7 :• Fmaj9 

V* - 
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4) V over 17; G \r over C7 

Chord tones in bass; 
Tensions in bass; 

a) Bb/Eb 
C-90L1) 

B/F 
F7b5(b9) 

G|,/C 
F|/G| 

C/F 
Bb(13/#ll/9) 

c) G-7(ll) Gt/G 
C7(#ll/b9) 

* t>ja Lfco. 

F6(9) 

Gl>/E (G|>-7) F|/G 

b) G-7(ll) F#/E 
C7b5(b9) 

F6(9) 

d) F/G Ft/Gl G/A 
G-9(ll) C7(b9/alt5) F(13/ittl/9) 

5) bVIoverI7; AboverC7 

Chord tones in bass; 
Tensions in bass; 

a) F/D 

G-9CL1) 

A^/E 
C+7(#9) 

A^/E (Emaj7#5) 
AI./DI 

C/F 

Fmaj9 

aI?/g 
aI?/g!> (A|?7) 

At/Bt 

b) Bb/G 
G-7 

At/G 
C7(bl3/#9j 

C/F 
Fmaj9 

t>o- 

c) C/F 

D-9(ll) 

El>/F 

G+7(#9) 

G/E 

Cmaj9 

d) C/F 

D-90L1) 

E\>/A\> d/g 
G+7(alt9) C(13/#ll/9) 

e) F/G 

G-9(11) 
A^/G^ 

C70*9/alt5) 
C/F 

Fmaj9 

6) VI over 17; A over C/ 

Chord tones in bass; 
Tensions in bass: 

a) Bb/C 

G-7(ll) 
A/C 

C13(b9) 

c) C/Ab E/F 
D-7b5(11/9) G13(b9) 

A/C 
A/Fj* (Ft-7) 

AJG (A7) 

Fmaj9/C 

1+ 

G/E? 
C-maj9 

b) Bb/G 
G-7 

„ Ixo. 

A/Bl> 

AJG 
Cl3(b9) 

d) G-7C11) A/Fg 
C7b5(13/b9) 

a bn A 

C/F 
Fmaj9 

Fmaj9(6) 
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7) VII over 17; B over C7 

Chord tones in bass: B/C B/E B/G B/Bl? 
Tensions in bass; B/C| B/G# (G#-7) 

a) Bb/C B/C C/F b) G-9 B/E Fmaj9 
G-7(ll) C°mai7 Fmaj9 Cmaj7(#ll/#9) 

c) G/E A|>/E D6(9) 
E-7 Amaj7(£ll/#9) 

d) D-7(ll) F#/F G/E 
G7b5(#9/maj7) Cmaj9 

e) Eb/F E/Ff F/G 
C-7(ll) F7b5(alt9/maj7) Bbmaj9(6) 

8) ^IlmoverH; D[>moverC7 

Chord tones in bass; D[>in/C 
Tensions in bass; D[>in/G|> 

a) Bb/C Di>m/C Fmaj7(6) 
G-7(ll) C+7(b9) C6(9) 

f) G/E Al?/F A/Fi 
E-7 Amaj7(#9/alt5) Dmaj9 

D(,m/G (Bl>-7|>5) 

b)Dm/G Dbm/G C/F 

c) C+7 Gfm/F g+7 jp/q Dl>m/Gl> Fmaj9(6) 
D-7b5(bl3/9) G+7(b9) C-maj7(6) G-9Cm C7(b9/alto) 

9) l?IIIm over 17; El>m over C7 

Chord tones in bass: Ebm/C CC-7b5j Epm/E Ebm/G 
Tensions in bass; Ebm/D|> (Eb-7) Et?m/Ap 

a) Bb/C 
G-7(ll) 

Etm/C 

C7b5(#9) 

b) Eb7 E^m/E E7(#9) 
G-7b5(bl3) C7b5(j}9; F-maj9(6) 

| % 



c) F/D 
D-7 

err 
TJ 

Bkm/D 
G7(Jill/#9) 

£ 
TXXJ 

G/E 
Cmaj9 
ti_ 

m 
t> 

d) C-9 Ai?m/Gl? 
F7?5(alt9) 

Bumaj7 

e) Am/D 
D-9 

Bbm/Ep 
G7«t9/' alt5> 

Bm/E 
Cmaj9(2ll) 

10) bVmoverI7: Gi?m over C7 

Chord tones in bass: Gl>m/C 

a; Bb/C Fjim/C 
G-7(ll) C7b5( 13/?9) 

Dm/C 
F6 

6 

(Tensions not available in bass) 

Flim/E (Fii-7) Fim/G Gl>m/B|? 

b) G-7(ll! 

A 

O 

Fjtm/E F-6(9; 
C7(13/JUl/b9) 

O 

M_% 

1 I > 

c) Dm/G 
G-9 

* 

Ffm/G F(add9) 
C7(13/#H/b9) 

& 

1TXT 

1 

d) C/F Dtm/F C(add9) 
D-9C11) G7(13/|lll/b9) 

& 

ci 

*Note the contrary chromatic motion in the above example “b)"; (2a)(3a)(4d), and above example “c)": (3a)(4d). 

lit Vm over 17; Gm over Cn 

Chord tones in bass: Gm/C Gm/E iE- 7'>5 or C9 
Tensions in bass; Gm/Fji Gm/A i> 

a) EWE? un/r b'-maj * Gm.'" Grn/F' 

C-9(llj F9 G-7 C9(i?llt 
ft o i o -a- m 
- 

-- —- 
—- 

Y-9-& _ i1 

FQ3/-11/9 

c) G6(9; 
Em{ 115 

r 

Em/F E,T; 
A3(?1C DflS/rll/S - 
__ 

zn. 

n 
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12) \> Vim over 17; At m over Cl 

Chord tones in bass; Atm/C 
Tensions in bass; Abm/Dp 

a) Gm/C At m/C Am/D 
G-7(ll) Cmaj7#5(#9) Fmaj7(6) 

c) Gm(add9) Atm/G C/F 
Cmaj7(bl3/ #9) Fmaj9 

I l>-©- i n 

e) Gm(ll/9) Abm/Dt C/D 
C+7(alt9/maj7) Fmaj9(6) 

13) Vim over 17; Am over C7 

Atm/E(Emaj7) Atm/G Abm/Bt 
Atm/Gt (At-7) 

b) G-9 Atm/E C/F 
Cmaj7#5(#9) Fmaj9 

d) D- 7(11) Etm/F C6(9) 
G+7(it9/ maj7) 

f) Gm(add9) Atm/Gt Am/F 
Cmaj7(£9/alt5) Fmaj7 

Available Upper-Structure Triads: 

til (\>9 11 p 13) IV (11 13 1) i>VU (p7 9 11) Urn (.9 1! 13■ bVIim t?7 p9 lir 

1) til over I7sus4; Dt over C7sus4 (Tensions not available in bass) 

Chora tones in bass; Db/C (Dpmaj?'- Dt/Bt (Bp-7) Db/G (contains 9th interval) 

a) Bb/C Db/C C6(9) 
G-7(ll) C7sus4(bl3/b9) Fmai7(6) 

b) Am/F Ab/F C(add9) 
D-9 G7sus4(bl3/b9: 

c) Dm/G Db/G C/F 
G-9 C7sus4(bl3/b9) FmajS 

«/• 

*Note parallel chromatic motion 
in above example "b." (2d)(3dl. 
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2) IV overI7sus4; F over C7sus4 

Chord tones in bass: F/G F/Bb 
Tensions in bass: F/D (D-7) F/Db (Dbmaj7§5) 

a) Bb/G F/G C/F 
G-7 Cl3sus4 Fmaj9 b) Am/D C/F G/E 

3; b VII over I7sus4: B b over C7sus4 

Chord tones in bass: 
Tensions in bass; 

Bb/C 
Bb/Ab (Bb7! 

a) G/C 
A-9(ll) 

C/D 
D9sus4 

D/G 
Gmaj9 

Bb/G I G-71 

b) F/Bb 
G-9C11) 

Bb/G 
C9sus4 

A/F 
Fmaj7£5 

PJO. 

C/F 
Fmaj9 

c) D/G G/F 
E-9(li; A9sus4(bl3; 

A/F2 
Dmai 9 

Ilm over I7sus4. Dm over C /sus4 (Tensions not available in bass > 

Cnord tones in bass: um/C iD-T 

a i B?/C 
G-7GI 

Dm/C 
C9su34( 1 r . O J 

C6(9' 
Fxnaj7(6 

Ltm/G (bpmai/ 

b) Bp6(91 
G- 7( i I 

•*=> 

-Si-V- 

Dm/G 
C9sus4G3 

C/B 
Fma: 

c) G/sus-^ 
D-7G1 

Am/I 
G9sus4fl3' 

■€*- 

G/E 
Cmai9 
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5) bvilm over I7sus4; Bbm over C7sus4 

Chord tones in bass; B b m/C B \> m/G (G-71? 5) 
Tensions in bass; Bbm/Ab (Bl>-7 or Di>6) 

a) D/E Dm/E E/C# 
B-7(ll) E7sus4(b9) Amaj9 

b) G-7(ll) B|>m/G Fmaj7 
C7sus4(b9) 

c) G(add9) Gm/F 
E- 7(11) A7sus4(b 13/ b 9) 

C#7sus4 
Dmaj7(#ll/6) 

TRIADS over TENSIONS 

.-vn additional approach to the use of triad-over-bass structures as “upper-structure triads” would be to consider the 
triad to be the root or original chord with tensions placed in the bass. This approach will be applied to dominant type 
chords only since it has very limited use on other chord types. 

The following structures will receive II-V-I examples. They are presented here as substitute structures for a C7 
chord; 

(Major); C/Db = C7( l> 9) C/D = C9 C/Eb = C7(#9) C/Ff = C7(# 11) C/Ab = C7(bl3) {Abmaj7|5} 

(Minor); Cm/Db = C7(alt9) Cm/E = C7(#9) Cm/F# = C7(fll/#9) Cm/Ab = C7(bl3/|9) {Abmaj7} 

*Tension jl9 will be temporarily allowed on the 5t’n string for the C/Ep structure. 

11 Major triad over b9; 

Bb/G 
C-9(11) 

bjo. 

F/Gb C/F 
F7(b9) Bb6("ll/9) 
& 

EH 
( I 

■M 

ti 

4) Major triad over Jill; 

2) Major triad over 9; 

Eb/F 
C-7(ll) 

0 i ^ 

F/G 
F9 

D7sus4 
Bt>maj9(6) 

-e- 
i ■ 

Jf* ^ V r t' i 
n__ j 

vy— n ^ n 
tJ 

3) Major triad over #9; 

Bb /G? F/A? Bpm/G 
C-7b5(ll/9; F7(#9) 

^ frjQ- kc- \>S2 

■■a&SBS ■■n 

5) Major triad over ? 13: 6) Minor triad over b9: 

Dm/C- C/Gb G/F 
G-9 C7(#ll) F( 13/#11/9; 

7) Minor triad over major 3rd; 

G/E A/F C4m/Ft 
E-7 A7(bl3) Dmaj9(#ll; 

Eb/F Fm/Gp F/C- 
C-7(ll) F7(alt9) B?maj9(6) 

?e- 

8) Minor triad over #11: 9) Minor triad over b 13: 

G-7(ll) Cm/E C/F 
C7f#9) Fmaj9 

G-7G11 Cm/F; C/F 
C7(#ll/#9) Fmaj9 

-6—5-W* 

rr 3T 

G6(9) Am/F A/F? 
E-7( 11) A7(b 13/#9) Dmaj9 

♦ 
ulc if* - n 

/•v w i > 1L & t i 
. 

fcoii - l-l JI’1’ f \ 1 

•) 
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TRIADS over BASS ARPEGGIOS 

The following exercises can help establish the “dual” harmonic sound inherent in upper-structure triads over basic 
7th chords, which can be hard to establish with just one four-note structure. By assigning different chord tones of 
a basic 7th chord under a single upper-structure triad, the complete 7th chord can be “heard” along with the complete 
upper-structure triad. Moreover, by alternating between the bass and triad while ascending through the different 
structures in tempo, the basic 7th chord can be heard independently of the upper-structure triad. 

Those structures that can form consecutive thirds or fourths in the bass, which in turn forces inversions on the upper- 
structure triad, work best in these exercises. 

The following structures have been transposed to more comfortably “fit” on the middle four strings. 

I) C over Bbmaj7; 

C/Bb . C/D C/F C/A 
2) Bm over Cmaj7; 

Bm/C ! Bm/E Bm/G J 

T r 
3) Bp overC-7; 

Bp/C Bb/E ’jp 
Bb/G H 

4) Dm over C-7; 

Dm/C . Dm/Eb Dm/G Dm/Bb 
\ i 

r 
5) Dm over C-maj7; 

Dm/C i Dm/Eb Dm/G Dm/B 6) Bb over C-7b 5; 

Bb/C i Bb/Eb Bb/Gb kJ 



The following exercise uses the triad as the root or original chord while tensions are used in the bass. Note the tensions 
form their own lower-structure triad. 

The following structures are functioning as “C” dominant voicings; (Cm over D[>m) = C7(i> 13/alt9) 

Cm/Db Cm/E 

'i ± 
* ¥ 

Cm/Ab 

_ 

SYMMETRICAL MOTION 

Hybrid chords and upper-structure triads present a unique “marriage” between diatonic and symmetrical harmonic 
approaches. These structures can produce various symmetrical harmonies and line-patterns that have little regard 
for diatonic functions and rules, or thev can enhance a functional chord progression without compromising its 
diatonic integrity. The following examples will present some different ideas that will incorporate one or both of these 
approaches through the use of triad-over-bass structures. 

i 

PEDALS 

Whiie either the bass 21 the triad sustains, me otner can move symmetricaiiv or aiatonically. The foliowing examples 
will present symmetrical triadic motion while the bass sustains. 

1) Triads move in minor thirds; 

Bb/Ffc 

2) Triads move in whole-steps; 
E/Eb 

fi 

D/Eb 
4rt 

C/Eb Bb/Eb E/Eb D/Eb C/Eb 
1 so 

Bb/Eb 
1 

•3 t \ . DO O.H -TO- 

• U u >?. * J -7 v- • T5- -m- s i* rf-w t 1 V O 1 t 1 -1 [/ . U “ 
t>o - -fre- —- -9*O*-*- -£243- -- t>c-- —■ 'PO-u 
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3)Triads move in major thirds; 

Bb/C Gb/C D/C Bb/E 
Gb/E D/E 

Bb/Ab Gb/Ab D/Ab 

aa. 

4) Triads move chromatically; 

Ab/E 

5) Triads move in “cvcle-four”; 

F/E Bb/E Eb/E 

G/E F#/E F/E 

Ab/E 
l>e- 

Db/E Gb/E B/E 

The following examples present symmetrical bass motion while the triad sustains. Although the triad remains the 
same, different inversions will be used for harmonic variety and motion. 

1) Bass moves in minor thirds; C/B C/D C/F C/Ab 

2) Bass moves in whole-steps: C/F C/Ep C/Db C/B C/A 

3) Bass moves in major thirds; Ab/E Ab/D Ab/Gb Ab/Bb 

11* 

4) Bass moves chromatically; 

pxr 

E/C E/C# E/D E/Di E/D# E/D E/C# E/C 



5) Bass moves in “cycle-four”; 
C/F C/Bb C/Eb C/Ab C/Db C/Gb C/B 

DIATONIC MOTION 

The following examples will present diatonic tr: ->dic motion while the bass sustains. If a diatonic bass note is chosen, 
it will usually reappear in one of these basic progression’s triads, producing a doubled note or an octave. For this 
reason, at least two examples for each progression will be presented; one containing a diatonic bass note and one 
containing a non-diatonic bass note. 

1) Triadic progression; I - IV - V -1 

D/D G/D A/D D/D D/E? G/Eb A/Eb D/E? D/G G/G A/G D/G D/F G/F A/F E/FS 

2) Triadic progression; I - II - III - IV 

Em/Db 
C/C Dm/C Em/C F/C C/Db Dm/Db F/Db 

Dm/Ab 
C/F Dm/F Em/F F/F c/Ab Em/Ab C/A 

3) Triadic progression; IV -1 

Bbm/D F/D Bbm/Eb F/Eb Bbm/F 
Bbm/G F/G Bt>m/G? F/G? Bbm/F Am/F 

Pjcl 

The following examples present diatonic bass motion while the triad sustains. 

1) Bass progression; I - IV - V 

A/C A/F A 'G A/F D/C D'T D/G D/F Ab/C Ab/F Ab/G Ab/F C(add9 

ii>e- 



CONTRARY MOTION 

Different symmetrical and diatonic patterns can be introduced to both the upper-structure triads and bass at the same 
time. Obviously this can produce many different combinations of which some will be presented hers. Some of the 
most successful patterns will produce contrary motion between the bass and the triads. 

The following examples will combine different symmetrical patterns. 

.; Contrary chromatic motion: As/D-j A/C Bb/B B/Bb C/A 

trcr 

21 Contrary whole-step motion: 
+ A 

In example “a.” the roots of the triads ascend while the actual voicings (different inversions) descend. Use of 
different inversions are required to physically stay on the middle four strings. In example “b,” the triads ascend using 
me same inversion while the pass descends requiring the use of the Ml string on the last two voicings. 

C/F D/E E/Cc Fs/B b) C/F D/E¬ E/C Fit/B 

3) Contrary minor-third motion: Ab/B 

trcr 

F/Dr D/E B/G 

41 Contrary fifth motion; (triads move in evde-four while bass moves in cycle-five) 

P,-.' 1^7 ! IL 
• rT' 

rv? / r 
r'j /r?~ 

5: Triads move in cycie-icur while bass ascends chromaticaiiy; (.this example combines t^o of the previou 
symmetrical examples) 

G/C C/Di F/D B? /Er- E?/E Ab/F 

JH&- 

The following examples will combine different diatonic patterns. 

1) Bass move?, i - IV - V - i while triads move V -1 - IV - Y ; 

F/B- 

& trcr 

Bb/Er Eb/F F/Bs 
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2) Triads move I - IV - V -1 while the bass uses three different progressions in three different keys; 
a) I-II-III-IV in “C”, b) I-VI-II-V in “At”, and c) I -1? VII -1? VI - V in “F” 

a) G/C C/D D/E G/F 

JQ. 

c) G/F C/Eb D/Db G/C 

I 

3) The following examples mix symmetrical and diatonic patterns. In example “a.” the bass moves chromatically 
while the triads move I - IV - V -1. In exar pie “b,” the bass moves in minor thirds while the triads move I - V - 
IV - V -1. In example “c,” the bass moves diatonically (V - IV - III - II -1) while the triads move in minor thirds. 

a) C/F F/E G/Eb C/D C/D F/Eb G/E C/F 

b) C/A G/Fi F/Eb 

-be— 
3E 

C/A c) B/A Ab/G 

i pe- 

BE 
—e— 

B/D 

4) The following example uses no particular patterns, but concentrates instead on contrary motion between triad 
roots and bass; 

C/F D/Eb F$/D G/C A/B Bb/A G/C F/D E/F C/Ab D/G 

'UNAVAILABLE” HALF-STEPS 

o 

As has been stated and in many cases presented, established harmonic ruies, (i.e. I?9th intervals and L.I.L.). can often 
be relaxed when using triad-over-bass structures. This is especially evident in dominant functions where any not 
can be ‘'justified.” In fact, all but four (b9 - 9. 9 -|9, 3 - 4. and 25-6 i of the twelve possible hair-steps have been 
used in a dominant function. The following examples will attempt to use these remaining four half-steps in a 
dominant capacity. Verbal justification will be given to each half-step, but the contrary cnromatic motion used to 
resolve each one is perhaps the best justification. 

1) b 9 and natural 9 might be available together because they are the 5th and b 13th respectively on their Sub V chord. 

Bm/F Et>/E E/D 
E9(addb9) A7($ll/ b9) D(13/m/9) 

5-e 

rr 
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2) Natural 9 with j}9 might be available because of the “Blues’- sound they possess together. 

AJ Ft C/Fit B/G E/F# 
Dmaj9 E9(^9/^5) A7(13/m/9) D(13/#ll/9) 

3) 15 with 6(13) might be available because they are 9 and |2 respectively on their Sub Vchord. 

F/D A/D5 AWE C/F 
D-7 G-4-7C 13/it 11/9) C-7(#9) Fmaj9 

4) The 3rd and 4th are available together because the 4th is simply tension 11 on a dom7 chord. They are also I?7 
and natural 7 respectively on their Sub Vchord; (natural 7 on a dominant chord was introduced earlier). The 3rd with 
the 4th on a dom7 chord is not an uncommon sound in today’s “jazz” or “pop” idioms. 

G-7GH DWE 
C7(bl3/b9/add4) 

C/F 
Fmaj9 

DOUBLINGS 

In some situations the doubling of a note an octave higher might be necessary to continue the desired chordal or voice¬ 
leading ideas. Chromatic motion and “pedals” can often produce the need for doublings. 

I) The following example contains doublings in order to continue the desired chordal ideas over a bass pedal: 

Gmaj7/D DWD C/D B/D 
Gmaj7 El3(b9, A-7(l! ' D13G1 . 

Bm/D 
Gmail 

BWD 
E7?5(b&; 

C/D BWD 
A-7(1I; D+7(49i 

A/D 
G6(411/S: 

2) The following example contains doubling:-, in order to continue the chord pattern; 

D/E BWE CWD A/C; C/D AWC D/B Gm/C Fi?m/D 
B-7CL1) E7b5(b9; E13G9; A7 A-7(ll) D7b5(b9) Gmaj9 C9 Dmaj7 

3) In the following II - V -1 example, the contrary chromatic motion 
dictates the need for a doubling on the V chord: A/B Bbm A6(9) 

B-9(ll) E7b5(13/b9'' 
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REHARMONIZATION 

Some of the most interesting and useful applications of upper-structure triads and hybrid chords is in reharmonizing 
or substituting a basic chord progression with them. It is equally interesting and challenging to analyze a piece of 
music which contains many triad-over-bass structures and determine if there is a more basic harmonic progression 
hidden beneath. 

1) The following triad-over-bass progression is a reharmonization or substitution for the basic chord progression 
immediately following it. Could you have realized the basic progression if presented with the triad-over-bass 
progression only ? 

D/G Db/E C/D B/C D/B Bb/B G/C B/D 

C/F am D/E G/Eb E7sus4 E/F E-7#5 Bb/F? D/G 

Basic (hidden) progression of above example; 

II Gmaj7 E7 I A-7 D7 I B-7 E7 I A-7 D7 I 

I D-7 G7 I Cmaj7 F7 I B-7 E7 I A-7 D7 I Gmaj7 ! 

*The above basic progression is the “A" section in “Rhythm Changes." 

2) The following example is another triad-over-bass reharmonization of “Rhythm Changes" in the key of “D.” 
This example takes more liberties by introducing the natural 7th on two dominant chords. Also note the 
“constant-structure" motion in the mmarour..' 

A/D Bb/Fs D/G Ep/E E/D G/Ep D/E Bpm/Eb 

3) The following example is a minor I - VI - II - V cadence in the key of “E minor." 

F#-7|>5_B7_Em_C#7_F#-7l>5_B7_ 
Eb7(£9) F£-7#5(9) 

Am/FSG/E Bm/DJtB/D Em/Cg Em/FA/F Am/F* D/Eb 
_ ^ — 

& M ■ 
B/D 

Em 

E-6(9) 
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4) The following is an example of "constant-structure” motion through the use of triad-over-bass structures. 

A/B 
(B-7) 

C/D 
(E7) 

E/F? 
(Amaj7) 

D/E 
mi) 

A/D 
(B-7) 

C/F 
(E7) 

B/E 
(Amaj7) 

Continued interest in hybrid chords and upper-structure triads should include, and almost demands, examination of 
additional string sets and widths as well as augmented and diminished triads over various bass notes. Even the middle 
four strings lend themselves to further examination of triads plus an unrelated note. This chapter has dealt only with 
triads over an unrelated note. The unrelated note could be located on the 2nd string (lead note over triad), or on the 
3rd or 4th strings (open triads with an unrelated note in the middle). 

The following "standard” tune has been harmonized with triad-over-bass structures. Included are examples of a 
diminished and an augmented triad over a bass note. The original chords appear above the triad-over-bass structures 
in bold type. 

E-7l>5_ A7_ C-7_ F7_ 
[A] D/Bb F#/G F#/E Bb/Eb D/Eb 

F-7_ 
Eb/F 

B!>7 _ 
Gb/D 

Et>maj7_ 
Bb/Et> Eb/F 

a!? 7 __ 
Bb/Gb 

V£L' 

(N.C.) 

w- 

Bi> maj7 
F/Bb 

E-7t5 _ _ 
Am/B? 

_ A7_ 
Ftf/G 

D-7 _ 
Em/F 

. _ Bi>-7_ 
C/D Ab /Db 

El>7_ 
F/Db 

Fmaj7 
C/F 

E-7|>5 - - - A7_ 
F/Db 

A-7i>5 
G/Eb Gtf/E A/F 

D7- - 
Bb/Gb 

G7_ 
A?m/F 

thf 

B?m/Eb MmJhy V* / X/ 

C-7 _ 
Bb/C Bb/E um/G 

Ab7_ 
Bb/Gb Ab/Gb 

p#- 

Fm/D E?m/C 
Bp maj 7_ 
B?maj7 C/D C/F F/( 

E-7l>5 
Am/Bb D/B 

A7 . 
F2/G Eb/jts 

D-7b5 _ _ _ _ 
Ap+/D Bb/C 

G7__ 
Eb/E Db/Eb 

C-7l>5 
Ab / Gb 

I . 
Bb/G? 

F7. 
B/A C*/A 

Bb maj 7_ 
D/Bb 

Fine 
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Chapter Twenty-Eight. 
S ong Examples 

By exploring different songs, a variety of chord progressions are made available to the many voicings introduced 
in this text. Different songs will also afford various applications of the voicing techniques introduced including 
modal harmonies, triad-over-bass structures, approach chord voicings, and constant-structure motion. Each song 
will afford a variety of tempos with individual skills dictating what is "comfortable.” Those songs containing many 
different approach voicings might demand quicker tempos allowing for a smoother and faster resolution of their 
chordal dissonance. 

The following song examples will include “standard” jazz and pop tunes, “modern” jazz compositions, modal tunes, 
biues, “rhythm changes,” and originals. Some of the examples can be played with the melodies of those songs and 
will be noted as such. Some examples also contain various rhythms to enhance the voicings. Additional rhythm 
applications and suggestions that could be applied to these songs are contained in the following chapter appropriately 
entitled Rhythm. Each song example will state the original basic chord progression in bold symbols over the top 
of each stave. A harmonized voice-lead rendition of these original chords will appear immediately below. 

Song Example - #1 
(A majority of these voicings will work with the melody) 

Fmaj7_ A7_ Bl> maj7_ D7__ 
Fmaj9 A7(#9/S5) A7(b9) Bbmaj7b5 D7(b9) 

SrSxS —zSS^S^SSm 
f 

G-7_ D7_ G7_ C7_ 
G-7 D+7 D7b5(b9) G9 G7#5(b9) C9 

A-7(ll) AbJ7 G-9 07(13/9) C7(39/#5) 

A-7- 
A-7 

Ab°7. 
Ab" 7 

G-7_ 
G-7 Db 6(9) 

tr 

C7 _ 
C9sus4 C7(?9/ 

^ 

Fmaj7_ 
Fmaj7 

A7_ 
A7}t5(i?9) A7(b9) 

Bi> maj7_ . 
Bt>maj9b5 

D7 
D7(b9' D755(b9j 
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Fmaj7 
F/C' 

G-7_ 
B?/C 

C7_ Fmaj7_ . 
Fmaj7/C 

G-7_ _ 
C7sus4 

C7_ _ 
F$7 

Fmaj7 
Fmaj7(9/6) 

Fitv. 
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Song Example - #2 
(A majority of these voicings will work with the melody) 

B|?maj7_ 
Bbmaj9 

C-7_ 
Eb6(9) 
Cm(addll) 

D-7. 
D-9 

Dt°7_ 
Eb7 
Db° 7(9) 

C-7. 
C-9 

F7_ 
B9 
F7(alt5) 

Bl?maj7_ _ D7_ _ 
Bbmaj9 D7(#9) 

♦ 

Gm_Gm(maj7) Gm7  
Gm(addll) D7 G7sus4 

mu 

G-maj7(ll/9) 

G7_ 
G13b5 
Db7(#9) 

1 

z 

C-7_ _ 
C-7(ll) 

i 

F7_ _ 
F13b5 
B7(#9) 

<5> 

Btmaj7_ _B|>7_ 
Bbmaj7 Ab/Bb 

Bb9sus4 

« 

i 

Etmaj7_ _ \\>1_Bl>maj7_ B[>7_ 
Bb/Eb Ab9 Bb6(9) Bb7#5(#9) 

El?maj7_ 
Ebmaj7 

A|>7_ 
Abl3 

E-7|>5_A7_ D-7_Dj>7_C7sus4_ C7_ 
E-7b5(b 13) A7(b9) Dm(ll) Db7(13/# 11/9)C13sus4 Cl3b5 
Bb6(9) G-6(9) F6(9) Bmaj7#5 G-9 Gb7(#9) 

B^maj7_ _ C-7_ D-7_ _ Dbc7_ C-7_F7_ 
Bb6(9) C-9 Dm(ll) C13(#9) Eb/F F9#5 

Dbc7(bl3/9) C-7(ll) 

1 £ 
1 

B^maj7 
Bbmaj7 

bis«- 
H"l = 

Bb6(9) 

F7sus4_F7_ 
F9sus4 F13(b9) 

a._Vo. 

i 

Bbmaj7_ _ D7- 
Bbmaj7(9/6) D7b5(b9) 

Gm _ _ Gm(maj7) _ _ Gm7_G7_ C-7_F7_ F-7_Bl>7_ 
G-(9) G-maj7(9) G-7(9) G7(alt9) C-7(ll) F7b5(b9) F-9 Bb7#5(b9) 

Ab-6(9) 
\ 

Ebmaj7_ _ G7_ C-7 A-7t>5_D7_ G-7_ _Gb7_ 
Eb6(9) G+7(b9) C-maj7(9) C-7(9) C-6(9j D+7(b9j G-9 Gb9 

J \>£L 

r-' - 

E?maj7}}5 Ebmaj7 
. i -:- l 

Ebmaj7b5 

r-rf2-*•-— -L-J_1_ 

1 ‘ 1 
t 

* * 

Bl?maj7-C-7_F7_Bl>maj7_C-7_ _ F7_Bi>maj7_ 
Bbmaj7 Bbmaj9 F7sus4 F7 Bb(add9) Bt>maj9 Gm/C B/C£ Bb(#ll/9) 
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Song Example - #3 

The following example is a “minor blues.” The nature of this "stagnant” or sustaining harmony lends itself well to 
modal voicmgs and various approach techniques. Note the constant fourth structure being moved chromatically in 
the first five measures. 

C-7_ 
C-7(ll) D-7CL1) E'?-7(ll) Ci!-7(11) D-7(ll) Db-7(ll) 

C-7_ 
C-7(ll) F13(Dm/E?) E?/F 013(29; 

0-6(11/9) 0-7(11) 

F-7. 
F-7(ll) F-6C9) D-7l>5(F-6) Db9 

4 
i 

1 

■rr/j * 
i 

C-7_ 
0-6(9) 0-7(11) 0-6(9} B+7 (C-maj7(6)} 

D7_ n??. 
D9(13) E?9 D9 C9i?13; 

r>^' 

Db9b5 

r.' • 

Eh+7 
Db9(b? 

AITZuLt- 
Dbc 

_L _ mmmmmwsammmmm __LLl^ • ; 
"Tfc . _ . _ • _ i 

C-7_ 
C-9(13) C dorian foun'n voicings _ .. 
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Song Example - #4 

The following example makes liberal use of dominant approach techniques in reharmonizing the basic progression. 
This allows for a “colorful” dominant cycle-five approach to each chord, enhancing the “predictable” diatonic 
progression. It is not uncommon in “jazz” to make the II-7 or 11-71? 5 chord a dominant chord; 117 or (V7 of V). 

Note the 1? 9th interval in the tenth measure of section “A,” (E|?/F$), which resolves in contrary motion to the next 
chord, (D/G). Also note the use of “constant structure harmonic motion” in the first three measures of the “B” section, 
and the first four measures of the “C” section. 

A7#5(#9) A13(b9) 
Cjtmaj7#5 F#/G 

b. 

& 

F# -7|? 5_ 
F#13(b9) F#13(#9) 
Eb/E 

D7_ 
D13(#9) D7(#ll/S9) 

F#-maj9 

B7_ 
B13(#9) B7(bl3/b9) 

Gmaj7_ 
Gmaj7(9/6) G7(alt5) 

Eb9 

l#p _ ■■■ fedar 
\ 

Em_ 
E-6(9) E-maj7(9/6) 

D37(#9) 

Cmaj7_ 
C(add9) G13 

(Chrom/Dom 
Approach) 

£ _ j 
l 
1 

9-1 O -- 1 

E-maj9 E7(b9) 

A-7_ 
Am(ll) A7(#9/alt5) 

D7_Gmaj7 
D9 D7(bl3/addll/b9) Gmaj9 

D/G Eb/F# 

-Cmaj7_ 
G7(b 13/#9) Cmaj7(9/6) G7(bl3/alt9) 

Eb /F (Dom Approach) 

i 
l 

m K 

T* 

m 

li 

Ff-7|?5_:_B7_Em _ . 
F#13(b9) F#7(#ll/b9) B7(#ll/#9)B7(b9'alt5) E-6(9) 
Eb/E C/C* Eb-maj9 Eb6(9) 

» 

A .us_i_J_«_:_ 

E-maj7(6) 
D£+7 

E-6(9) 

1 

I 
1 
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wr.v/ 

Ni 

"1 

F|-7(>5_ 
Fn3b5 F#7(#ll/b9) 

B7_ 
B13!>5 B7(#m9) 

E-7_El, 7_ 
Em(ll/9) Eb(j}ll/9) 
Gmaj9 G-9 

D-7_Dl>7_ 
Dm(ll/9) Db (#11/9) 
Fmaj9 F-9 

Cmaj7 
C6(9) Cmaj7(6) 

G6(9) 

B7_ 
B13sus4(b9)B7(alt5) 
Gjl+7 G+7 

Em_ 
E-maj9 

l 

, 'i: • 

r 
Song Example - #5 

- Fine 

# 

This next example is an original composition. The original chords and melody will be given first, followed by a 
harmonized rendition that can be performed with the original melody or chords. 

The basic chord progression on this piece is much more progressive and “modern” sounding than the basic chord 
progressions in the previous pieces. Care must be taken to not over-harmonize such pieces for fear of losing rather 
than “embellishing” their original sound. 

0 
E-7b5 

“SOMEONE WHO LISTENS” © 1974 Bret Willmott 

Fmaj7£5 A7(b9) D-7b5 Ebmaj7#5 Fmaj7 

B-7b5 Abmaj7 A-7 E-7 

G-7b5 

Abmaj7 

D-7 

Gl>maj7l>5 Fmaj7 Dbmaj7#5 D-7 

Emaj7 

I**- k 

Cmaj7 Amaj7 Fmaj7 Dbmaj7 Bbmaj7 A7(alt9) 

Fine 
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The following example is a harmonized rendition of the above original composition; 

E-7b5(ll) A/F F#/G A+7 D-7b5(ll) G/A Fmaj7b5 C/F 

H 

-O^r-r— 

Fmaj7#5 

—P-—n 

A13(b9) 

Je:_ke:_;_ 

Fbmaj7(alt5) 

-£-r 

Fmaj9 

~l — —'-I ~~= i i ; 

B-7b5(9) B-7b5(ll) Abmaj9b5 A-9(ll) E-7(ll) E dorian fourth voicings: 

■Ml 

hs| 
=5======= 

&mmmm—>T3SEjMW 

G-7b5(ll) Gbmaj7b5 
G-7b5(9) 

Fmaj7b5 Fmaj7(6)Dbmaj7b5 Dbmaj7b5 Symm. Constant _ _ 
Fmaj7(9/6)D-9 Dbmaj9b5 D-6(9) (D dorian) 

— Fourth Structures 

(Ab lydian) 
F#/E D/E 

(E 1yd) (C 1yd) 
E/A 

(A 1yd) 
Fmaj7 Eb/F 

(Db 1yd) 
D/E F/Db 

(Bb 1yd A7(#9/S5) 
-aug) 

* 

I I 
t 

i 

f 

i 

' ] 
% 

* 

I 

K 

1 

T 

i 

D-6(9) D-maj7(ll) D-7(ll) D-6(ll) 

Song Example - #6 

This next example is a popular jazz form referred to as “rhythm changes.” Note the chromatically descending major 
triads in the first two measures. Also note the chromatically descending bottom voices under a sustaining lead voice 
in measures 7 through 12 in the “A” section. The top two voices in measures 1 and 2 of the “B” section move in 
contrary chromatic motion while measures 3 and 4 move in opposite contrary chromatic motion. Note the use of 
chromatic approach chords in measures 5 and 6 of the “B” section. Finally, note the top voice in the first two measures 
of section “C” spells a Dt maj7 chord, while in measures 3 and 4 the top voice spells a Cmaj7 .chord, and finally a 
D-7l>5 chord in measures 5 and 6. 

* 

t 

i 

it 

& 

t: 

Bt>maj7_G7_ 
Bbmaj7(9/6) G13(b9) 
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Song Example - #7 

The following is another “standard” tune. Note the top two voices moving in contrary chromatic motion in measures 
6 and 7 of section “A.” In the “D” section the min7i> 5 voicings are repeated a minor third up for the dominant chords. 
Also note in this section the lead voice ascends while the chord roots descend. Note the tonic diminished substitutes 
for the ending Bl?maj7 chord. Finally, note the top voice over the last two bars forms a B(> Blues scale. 

E-7l>5_ 
iTl E-7p5C 11) E-7b5(9) 

A7_ 
A+7(#9) A7(b9) 

C-7_ 
C-7Q1) C-9(ll) 

F7_ 
F13(b9) F+7(#9) 

F-7_ 
F-9 F-7C11) 

Bt7_El>maj7_ 
Bbl3 Bb +7(b9) Ebmaj7(9/6)Eb6(9) 

A l>7_ 
Ab7(13/Ull/9)Ab9 

Bb/Gb 

Bbmaj7_ E-71,5 __ A7_ 
BbmajS Bpmaj7(6> E-7b5(Il) A+7(b9) 

F6(9) 

D-7_ Bi>-7_ _ Ep7_ _ 
D-9 D7sus4 Bb-9 Eb9(13) 

1 LJ 
' 1 □ I—1- 

\ 1 - _ 
1 i- 

Fmaj7__ 
Fmaj7 F6(9) 

E-7l)5_A7_ 
E-7b5 A+7(#9) 

F/Db 

A-7[)5_ 
A-7b5fll) A-7#5 
Constant Structure 

D7_ 
D+7(#9) D7(bf • 

G+7_ 
G+7(#9j_ 
Bmaj7b5 

o — ^ 

KJ I / G+7t;9 
Ep/B 

C-7 
C-P C-7( II: 

C7sus4 

Al>7_ 
Ab 7(13/311/9) Ap 9(311) Ab7(13/Jll/9)Ab? 
Gpmaj735 Gp+ Bb/Gb Ab/G? 

Bbmaj?_ 
B?maj7 Bpmaj7(9/6) 

C'-7(li 
F7 sus4 

1 - — 

\ 

B?(add9) Bpmaj? 
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A7- 
A+7(S9) A+7(b9) 

E-7l>5_ 
E-7b5(ll) E-7b5 

D-7(?5_ G7_ 
D-7b5 D-7b5(ll> G+7(b9)__«9) 

C-7t5 _ 
C-7b5(ll/9) C-7i?5 
Bb/Gb 

F7_ 
F+7(39) F+7(b9) 
Db/A 

Bi?maj7_ 
Bb (maj7)Bb'7(bl3) 
A/Bb F#/G 

F+7(#9) Bb6(9) 
Amaj7#5 



Song Example - #8 

This last example is another original composition. The melody can also be played with the following harmonized 
rendition. 

(Latin) 

Emaj7 

‘THIRD ANNIVERSARY” © 1974 Bret WiUmott 

C-7 A-7 Dbmaj7 
i-3 

G-maj7 

Dbmaj7 

Amaj7 

G-7 

Eb7(alt) 

Bb -7 

Gbmaj7 

E7(#9) 

Abmaj7 
Amaj7 3 — 

F-7 
A-7 

The following is a harmonized rendition of the above composition, 
motion” in the second half of this piece. 

Fine 

Note the use of ‘ constant structure harmonic 

Emaj9 Emaj9(6) 

B/E 

Cm(ll/9) C-maj9 

Ebmai9 G/Eb 

A-7(11) A-m^j9 Dbmaj7b5 Dbmaj935 Db9(13) 

F7 

Db6(9) Dbmaj7b5 G-9 
Gm(b 13j 

C-9 

, \>£L 

Bb-9 
I 

be 

E7(b l3/#9) E7(j<9) 
A-9 

Abmaj7(mi/6) A6(9) Amaj7(6) F-7(ll) F-6(ll) A-7(11) A-6(ll) E(add9) 
Abmaj7(#ll) Constant Structures in whole-steps- 
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Chapter Twenty-Nine. 
Rhythm 

All the voicings and harmonic knowledge presented in this text would be wasted without the same attention given 
to rhythm. I think most musicians would prefer few and/or simple voicings with a rhythmic “groove” accompanying 
a soloist or melody than many complicated voicings with no rhythmic sense. Although this text will not undertake 
the many rhythmic styles, tempos, time-signatures, and concepts needed to use with these voicings, I still feel the 
need to stress their importance and deserving attention. Most of the voicings in this text were displayed with little 
or no rhythm. A few simple rhythmic ideas or suggestions will be presented here that could enhance those existing 
exercises or songs. 

By the addition of quarter or eighth note anticipations and delays, an exercise or song becomes more rhythmically 
active. The following are just some of the possible anticipation and delay combinations over two measures of half 
notes in 4/4. 

1) 2) 

A couple of concepts unique to the guitar could also be used to enhance the voicings presented in this text. The first 
involves sliding into or away from a voicing chromatically. This is usually accomplished rhythmically with as little 
as a grace note and otten with eighth or quarter notes. This concept enhances both the “sound” of the voicing as well 
as emphasizing its rhythmic placement. The second concept is apercussive technique achieved by muting the strings 
and strumming different rhythms after a voicing is sounded. These techniques are more or less applicable depending 
on the specific styles of music. 
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Another very important concept for comping in today’s jazz or pop idioms is silence. What you don’t play is often 
the best thing to play. An interesting and valuable exercise would be to omit certain voicings in the exercises and 
songs presented in this book. In those exercises or songs harmonizing the half-note in 4/4, try first omitting the second 
chord in each measure; (beats 3 and 4). This retains the strongest chord sound of the measure. Next try omitting the 
first chord of each measure; (beats 1 and 2). This retains the weakest chord sound of the measure. Finally try different 
chord omission combinations; like alternating between two half-note voicings and two half-note rests, or two half¬ 
note voicings and one half-note rest, etc. Also remember to add different rhythms to these chord omission exercises. 
Omitting voicings actually increases the different rhythmic possibilities and allows for more rhythmic creativity. 
Also note how voice-leading is broken by the omission of different chords. At first this might appear to be a problem, 
but the missing lines can often be “heard” through the silence. As many jazz artists are aware, it’s what you hear while 
your not playing that is important. The following examples will display and suggest various chord omissions to 
existing exercises. 

The following is another example of the half-note being harmonized. Note the use of symmetrical and modal chord 
patterns as well as chromatic and/or dominant approach voicings. 

Gmaj7 G-7 C7 

Fmaj7 F-7 Bb7 

Gmaj / C- F7 

Zl 

G’ 

i G 
>1/. 

£5 

G6 

a 

By removing various voicings and applying different rhythms to the above example, an interesting “comping” 
rendition of this chord progression can be produced. 

In the following example, the first four measures of the above example have the second voicing in each bar removed. 
The next four measures have removed the first voicing in each bar. The next six bars remove every third voicing whi ie 
the final three bars remain the same with only some rhythmic variation. 

Gmaj 7 G-7 C7 



Fmaj7 F-7 

4/ 

Ebmaj7 A-7 D7 

Gmaj7 G6 

Note that several chromatic approach voicings have been added to the above example. 

As mentioned earlier, different voicing omissions and rhythmic interpretations should be developed and applied to 
each exercise and musical example presented in this text. In the following example, try superimposing the displayed 
four-bar chord omission pattern over the first II - V blues example introduced at the end of the Tension 9 chapter. 

Four-bar chord omission pattern; 

rzz 

Now try using the following rhythmic interpretation of the above omission pattern over the II - V blues exampit. 
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Different string combinations and voicing sizes which are discussed in the following Conclusion chapter will only 
enhance these rhythmic concepts. 

In most comping situations it is common to attack all four notes at the same time. The following exercises will 
explore attacking different string combinations at different times. This produces some interesting sounds as well as 
isolating different voice-leading situations between various string sets. It will enhance awareness of individual 
guide-lines as well as two and three note voicings. These different combinations also produce many unique and 
beneficial ways of physically preparing chord changes. 

Any one of the following combinations could be used to alternate between two different string sets. Additional 
combinations are possible. Strings will again be notated as bold numbers in parenthesis. 

1) Alternating between one voice and three voices; 

(2) and (3) (3) and (2) (4) and (2) (5) and (2) 
(4) (4) (3) (3) 
(5) (5) (5) (4) 

2) Alternating between different two-note voicings; 

(2) and (4) (2) and (3) (2) and (3) 
(3) (5) (4) (5) (5) (4) 

3) Alternating between four-note voicings and one voice; 

(2) and (2'! (2) and (3 ) (2) and (4) (2'> and (5) 
(3) (3) (3) (3) 
(4) (4) (4) (4) 
(5) (5) (5) (5) 

After establishing a two-bar rhythm pattern, chose one of the above combinations and alternate its string sets on every 
other attack of the rhythm pattern. The following rhvthm pattern will use the above alternating string combination 
of (5) and (2) (3) (4); 

(5) 

h_ 

(2) 
13) 
(4) 

(5) (2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) (2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) (2) 
(3) 
(4) 

_ i _ w 
/V / jr / 4/ f 

-*- -/ / - -« 
—*- 

— ■ ' > * * — — < - * * 1 1 
. 1 

• 

1 
--' 

i 

/ 

| 4 

. / 

* 

\ 

✓ 7 

Now apply the above rhythm pattern-string combination to any of the previous examples or songs in this text. Some 
of the combinations might be easier with fingers in place of, (or with), a single pick. 

The following chord progression will be usea to demonstrate some of these concepts; 

C9(13) C7(#9/alt5) Fmaj& Bb9 

IEC fi 

€J 

A-?(ir D9(m D-9 

1_L 
Ilf 

XJ 

Addition of the above rhythm pattern-string combination to this progression; 

i: 
2T3E 

G+7(*9) 
ji-e- 

C9 

3 

7 Y 

7 

%L 1 
LL_e 
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“Legato” version; 

Also try mixing twocir more of the combinations as well as reversing some of the given ones. The following example 
will use the (2) arid (3)(4)(5) combination on the first two bars while reversing the combination {(3)(4)(5) and (2)} 
on the last two bars; 

The following uses the (2)(3) and (4)(5) combination on the first two bars while using the reverse combination (4)(5) 
and (2)(3) on the last two bars; 



Chapter Thirty 
Conclusion 

As stated in the Introduction, the intent of this text was to establish a simple and direct approach or system to chord 
construction, voice-leading, enharmonic realization, and supportive theory that would enable students to exercise 
and expand their knowledge and begin a process for future discoveries. The initial introduction of drop 2 type 
voicings with tension additions is a simple formula for many complicated voicings. By limiting those voicings to 
the middle four strings, more information on voice-leading, enharmonic substitutions, fingering possibilities, and 
theory could be presented. The enharmonic realization process was established as a means to the eventual discovery 
of new voicings which could ultimately be perceived as groups of specific intervals with twelve potential roots. 
These concepts can also be applied to various string sets and voicing sizes. The following comments will suggest 
some approaches to the various siring sets and voicing types on the guitar. 

Continuation of four-note voicing research on the middle four strings should include a thorough examination of 
seventh-width voicings and applicable voicings containing an “octave-doubling.” Equally important are the three- 
note voicings available to the middle four strings, as well as later examination of additional three-string 
combinations. Perhaps the two three-string combinations that contain the same width as the four-string voicings 
presented; [(2)(3)(5)J and [(2)(4)(5)], would be a logical starting point since they voice-lead well when mixed with 
the four-note voicings used in this text. Certainly one advantage that many three-note structures have over four-note 
voicings is their physical ease in fingerings. This might be an important consideration when music containing many 
chords is played at a fast tempo. Often just those four-note structures that produce difficult fingerings can be 
substituted by three-note voicings. The following example will illustrate this. 

1) Passage using four-note drop 2 type voicings; 

E-7(9) A7b5 F#7(#9) B9 E- 7(9) A7(jt5) D6(9) 

2) Above passage with some single voices removed to produce easier fingered three-note voicings; 

© 

Note two of the above three-note structures are missing “guide-tones” while the other two omit a root or a fifth. 
Three-note voicings often produce “incomplete” structures, but as mentioned earlier in this text, certain tensions and 
predictable chord progressions can dictate the missing guide-tones. Also mentioned earlier, some of the best 
“sounding” voicings are in fact incomplete. Moreover, if two or more voicings are used on one chord, the guide- 
tones might be stated in one voicing while the other voicings remain incomplete. ' 

The “ambiguous” nature of many three-note structures increases the amount of enharmonic chordal uses available 
to any one structure. The following will attempt to illustrate this; 

(Notes). F A E 
(minor modes) 

Fmaj7. 1 3 7 
G7( 13/9). \>1 9 13 (G dorian) 
Dl>7($9/$5). 3 #5 P 
A7(t> 13). 113 1 5 (A aeolian) 
Bbmaj7(f 11). 5 7 fn 
B-7t 5(11). !>5 l>7 11 
Dm(add9). i>3 

l>9 
5 9 

Esus4([>9). 4 1 (E phrygian) 
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An interesting exercise might be to take a nicely voice-lead four-note voicing example and remove various single 
strings to produce different three-note voicings. The following will serve as the four-note voicing example; 

D-7(9) G7(b9/#5) C6(9) Eb7(9) D9sus4 Db9(no3) Cmaj7(9) 

l !>©■ r» i ^ l 

Using above example: 

1) Play top three voices only. 
2) Play bottom three voices only. 
3) Play top two voices and bottom voice only. 
4) Play bottom two voices and top voice only. 
5) Alternating different three-note structures. As an example, alternate the following string sets on the above 

example; [(2)(3)(5)] and [(2)(4)(>)]; 

Additional three-string combinations using the high and low “E” strings, (1) and (6), should also be examined, 
keeping in mind their limited use in a ‘'comping’' or band situation. 

The above four-note voicing example can also be used to illustrate an “octave doubling” within a four-note structure. 
Prepare the above example by doubling the lead note down an octave on the 4th string; 

D-7(9) G7(i>9/£5) C(add9) Ei>9 D9 D?9 Cmaj7(9i 

Now prepare the same example -> doubling m-: oass note up an octave on me 3rd string 

D-7 G7(b9> C6 E&('add9) D9sus4 Db(sus9) Ctsus9j 

Pnyxicui consideration might dictate the use of Hvh doubling on the first three chords and <S'ra doubling on me las 
three chords with the E?9 chord containing no doubling since it is difficult with either one: 

D-7(9) G7(?9/£5i Ct add?' Ebg D9sus D»tsus9: CtsusP 

The next phase of harmonic study on the guitar should undertake the various string combinations available to this 
instrument. While three and four string combinations are the most common in a majority of comping situations, two 
and five string combinations are aiso worth examination. While five and six string voicings are Drobablv most 

^ W** l m 

common to “solo” guitar, these structures might aiso be available over a “ballad" in a band situation. 
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Perhaps the first logical step in exploring different string combinations would be to transpose the voicings examined 
on the middle four strings to the tsp four strings. In fact, a majority of the drop 2 type voicings are physically more 
accessible on the top four strings while some of the non-drop 2 type voicings might prove more difficult. Keep in 
mind, the higher register of these voicings on the top four strings might at times produce conflicts with a melody 
or soloist competing for the upper range. On the other hand, the top four strings are excellent for “chord soloing” 
and “chord melody” applications. 

The following example will alternate between the middle (M) and top (T) four string voicings; 

F B\>7 E-7 A7 D-7 G7 C 
(T) (M) (T) (M) (T) (M) (T) 

Note the physical advantages in alternating string sets as opposed to placing all voicings on the middle four strings. 
Also of interest is the melodic “pattern” over the entire exercise. 

This last example will mix middle and topfour string voicings with three note voicings. (1) will denote the top voice 
being placed on the 1 st string while (2) denotes the 2nd string as the top voice; 
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